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Summary 
Alorphodjiiamics, Sedimentation and Sediment Dynamics of a Gravel Beacli. 
Daniel Buscombe, January 2008. 
The morphodyiiamics of a gravel barrier beadi in Devon, \JK (Slaptou Sands: tau/S 0.15 - 0.25, 
D50 2 - 8min), was studied with reference to its sedimentology. Three time scales were sampled for 
nearshore hydrodynamics, intertidal morphologies and sediirientologies. A series of surveys were 
carried out over individual tidal cycles (samphng every 5 - lOmins for between 6 and 91irs); on 
•consecutive low tides over half-lunar tidal cycles (1 -2 cross-shore profiles-sampled every 0.5 - Ini, 
on 2 spring - spring tidal cycles comprising 26 and 24 tides, respectively); and finally eveiy 2 weeks 
at spring low tide, over 1 calendar year (13-17 profile lines survej'ed and sampled for sediment over 
3.25 - 4.251an). 
In order to further our understanding of gravel beaches, sediment data needs to, be collected at a 
resolution similar to that of the hydrodynamics. Innovative automatic sediment sizing techniques 
based on digital images of sediments were therefore developed, and software written, to allow the 
collection and analysis of high-resolution sediment data. 
The gi-avel beach step and berm are accretionaiy features, tidally modulated, and evolve under 
different time scales. A new technique to determine bed mobility from the nearshore, using 
underwater a^deo cameras, was devised. Nearsliore sediment transport was suggested as being 
related to sub-incident wave frequencies. 
No aspect of morphological change could be found to havea statistically significant association 
with sedimentological change, but dimensional-reduction techniques did satisfactorily detect 
association. The lack of co-variance and obvious patterns is stochastic noise, not 
• parameterisation. 
Over one year, the barrier underwent asymmetrical rotation over one year, highlighting the 
importance of alongshore sediment transport processes on this supposedly 'swash aligned' beach. 
A statistical model based on the log-hj'perbolic distribution of sinface particle sizes was found 
to be a reasonable predictor of mean net sedimentation over individual tides. Its complicated 
parameter space could possibly map'onto a simpler plane based on traditional moments. Sediment 
trend vector models based on sorting alone out-performed a traditional approach. Moments of a 
surface grain-size'distribution appear to be inappropriate to characterise sedimentological change 
at time-scales gi-eater than a semi-diurnal tidal cycle. Sub-surface sampling on the intertidal zone 
on diurnal and semi-lunar time-scales is useful in assessing the dynamics of the step, itself an 
important mechanism for onshore and offshore net volumetric transport. 
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8.1 The hyperbolic shape triangle of Barndorff-Niclscn and Christiansen (1988). The 
white and grey areas represent the possible and impossible areas, respectively, of the 
domain of rariation between [^LH, XLH]- Some limiting cases of the log-hyperbolic 
distribution are shown in their double-log form, including the normal, exponential 
and Laplace distributions 245 
8.2 The erosion/deposition model of Barndorff Nielsen and Christiansen [1988]. Two 
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8.5 Slapton September 2005 sediment sample classification. The small circles in the top 
arid bottom left panels depict samples from a patch which had been relativfy depleted 
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large diamond in the top left panel shows the centroid [XLH-.^LH] position, wrapped 
by a circle with a diameter equal to the standard deviation of the deviations of the 
data around that centroid. The hyperbolic shape triarigle couplets in the top right 
panel have been contoured according to the method of Hartmann and Christiansen 
[1992]. . • • • • 253 
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by a circle with a diameter equal to the standard deviation of the deviations of the 
data around that ceiitroid The hyperbolic shape triangle couplets m the top right 
panel have been contoured according to the method of Hartmann and Christiansen 
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8 7 Stiete, April-May 2007 sedimeni sample classification suiface The symbols m 
the top left panel depict samples fiom a patch which had been lelativly accreted 
leJative to initial and'the symbols m the top right panel depict samples fiom an 
area lelativelj'' accreted The large diamonds here show the centroid {XLH,^LH] 
position wrapped by a cucle with a diameter equal to the standard deviation of the 
deviations of the data aioimd that centroid The hyperbolic shape triangle couplets 
m the bottoin left panel has been contomed according to the method of Haitmann 
and Christiansen [1992] The bottom right panel shows the sediments classified on 
a Craig diagram . 256 
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8 9 Plyperbolic domam foi Slapton and Strete September 2005 sediment samples, tides 
1-9 Mean positions for that tide are marked by large ciicles and squaies and the 
mean positions for the pre\ lous tide by solid and dashed cross-haiis, foi Slapton and 
Strete sediments respectively Mean morphological change over that tide is denoted 
A^siap d."d Azstretc for Slapton and Strete lespectiveiy . . . 259 
8 10 Hyperbolic domam foi Slapton and Stiete September 2005 sediment samples, tides 
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8 11 Hj'perbohc domain for Slapton and Stiete September 2005 sediment samples, tides 
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Azsiap and Azstret^ for Slapton and Strete respectively 261 
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8.12 Hyperbolic domain for surface and sub-surface April-May 2007 sediment samplers, 
tides 1-12. Mean positions for that tide are marked by large circles and squares, and 
the mean positions for the previous tide by solid and dashed cross-hairs, for surface 
and sub-surface sediments respectively. Mean morphological change over that tide 
is denoted 263 
8.13 Hyperbolic domain for surface and sub-.surface April-May 2007 sediment samples, 
tides 13-24. Mean positions for that tide are inarked by large circles and squares, 
and the mean positions for the previous tide by solid and dashed cross-liairs, for 
surface and sub-surface sediments respectivelj'. Mean morphological change over 
that tide is denoted 264 
8.14 Alongshore trends in sediment size. May 2007, taken every 25m along the high tide 
berm, against alonsghore distance (m). Clockwise, from top left: geometric 
< mean sediment size (i^ ), sorting (^ ) and skewness (non-dim.). For each, the hea%'j' 
black line is the raw data: the heayj- red line is the 4-point (100m) moving average; 
and the light black line is the least squares trend , 267 
8.15 Resultant trend vectors drawn for each cross-shore sediment sampling station, from 
the central sediment sample station. Example data shown for winter 2006. Dark 
arrows show the inferred sediment transport from the profile data set 270 ' 
8.16 Resultant vectors dra\\'n for each cross-shore sediment sampling station, fi-om the 
central sediment sample station, using only infonnation on relative sorting. Example 
data shown for winter 2006. Dark arrows show the inferred sediment transport from 
the profile data set 271 
8.17 Resultant trend vectors drawn for each cross-shore sediment sampling station, fiom 
the central sediment sample station. Example data shown for late summer/autumn 
2007. Dark arrows show the inferred sediment transport ftom the profile data set. 272 
8.is Resultant vectors drawn for each cross-shore sediment sampling station, from the 
central sediment sample station, using only information on relative sorting. Example 
data shown for late summer/<jutumn 2007. Dark arrows show the inferred sediment 
transport from the profile data set 273 
9.1 Sedirnent size (upper right) and sediment sorting (upper left) as a function of 
normahsed active beach cross shore distance (increasing seawai-ds). Data fi-om the' 
surveys taken over individual tidal cycles. On upper panels, solid lines show the 
mean of data per normahsed cross-shore location, increasing seawards. Bottom 
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INTRODUCTION 
And they 11 build systems dark and deep, 
And systems broad and high, 
But two 01 three will ne^ er agree 
About the leason v/hy 
Petei Pindar, The Three Wise Men of Gotham 
1 1 Coastal Morphodynamics 
Coastal moiphodynamics is defined as the "mutual adjustment of topography and fluid 
dynamics involving sediment transport" [Wright and Thom, 1977] m the coastal zone, an 
area which, on beaches, extends from wave closure depth on the continental shelf to the 
upper hmit of the bcachfacc This defimtion ciystalhses two veiy impoitant ideas- the 
first is that coastal morphologies develop and change m response to spatial giadients in 
sediment transpoit which aie driven by waves and tides, and associated currents The 
second is that the amplitudes and length scales, and time scales of giow t^h and decay of 
these featuies, are a complex function not only ot the strength and duration of flows and 
the characteristics and supply of mo\'able sediment, but also of mutual adjustments 
between flow fields and morphologies These diive gradients in sediment transport and 
associated spatial patterns in sedimentation, in (often comphcated) feedback loops 
[CoweU and Thom, 1994]. 
These feedback mechanisms may either damp/stabiHse the development of coastal 
moiphologies (termed negative feedback, leading to self-regulation), or cause 
growth/amplification of coastal topographies (termed positive feedback, leading to 
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instabilities and self-organisation; [King, 1970]). The former case maj"- be exemplified by 
the recovery to equilibrium of a beach profile following a major storm, and the latter 
may be illustrated by the concentration of flow induced by a relatively small scour hole, 
which causes the hole to enlai-ge; or by the growth of sand ripples irrespective of a 
change in flow conditions [Austin et al.., 2007]. At all scales coastal systems exhibit 
non-linear behaviour [PhilHps, 1992; deVriend, 1997], thus the coastal science community 
is only just beginning to unravel the complexities of coastal evolution. 
The ultimate goal of the science of coastal morphodynamics (hereafter, simply called 
'morpliodjaiamics') is the complete prediction of the motion of the interface between 
sediments and the sea, and associated changes in morphological features [Blondeaux, 
2001]. There are competing views concerning the best method to aclieive this ultimate 
goal: a 'top down' approach (which disaggi-egates observ-ations into small scale pirocesses 
using basic Conservation principles) versus a 'bottom up' (integration of small scale 
processes through to larger scales) a.pproach [deVriend, 1997]: or a deterministic 
approach versus a probabilistic approach. There is httle guidance on 'the required', or 
acceptable, aggregation of scales [Terwindt and Wijnberg, 1991]. 
Terwindt and Battjes [1990] identify tlnree approaches to the study of coastal 
behaviour: 
The geostatistical approach which descriptively draws.out trends from data sets. 
The phenomenological approach which employs statistical analysis to parameterise 
processes which ai'e considered relevant, including empirical relationships drawn 
without first principles. 
The modelling approach which expresses fundamental relationships between flows and 
forms as a series, of mathematical equations, from first principles.. 
Morphodynamics requires all three .approach^to^achieve its ultimate goal. This thesis 
will draw upon both geostatistical and phenomenological approaches to the study of 
coastal morphodjmamics, with a strong emphasis on the collection of field data for 
subsequent analysis and interpretation. Morphodynamics relies strongly on field 
observations, since the collection and analj'sis of measurements and obser\'ations is 
crucial for the identification, classification and explanation of coastal features, and 
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cliange ni these features Theoietical research is then needed to formulate empnical and 
numerical models capable of piedictmg the behaviom of observed features Field data 
and insights fiom field experiments, are required at every stage in the process, fiom 
identification and definition of the problem at the appropriate spatial and temporal 
scales, to the validation and updating of these theoietical models Coastal 
moipho dynamics is thus strongly intei-disciplinaiy Geomoiphoiogists and 
oceanograpliers have traditionally caiiied out fieldwoik and statistical data analysis in 
order to observe measure, document and explain morphodyiiamic phenomena 
Engineers and mathematicians aie largely concerned with practical and theoretical 
advances, in the form of geneialised numerical models, based on the insights obtamed 
tiom the field data Full-scale numerical models have been developed that attempt, in 
real time, to desciibe the phj'sical piocesses involved m the interactions between flow 
fields and sediments, and thereby piedict the time-e\olution of observed morphologies at 
the correct length scales Such models aie complex and must be solved by advanced 
numerical techmques [Seminaia, 1998, Blondeaux. 2001] 
In general therefore, research which is essentially geomoiphological in natuie remains 
dominated by empirical case studies, and the tlieoietical stud}' of morpliodynaniics is 
paralysed until appropriate field obseivations and measuiements have revealed the 
dominant physical piocesses to paiameteiise, and likely patterns of sedimentation at the 
coirect scaling. Occasionally, however a pressing societal need lequires a re-ordering of 
tins template, where theoietical/nunierical studies proceed at a pace bcfoic field 
observations have been documented This may be compounded "by a perceived or real 
lo^stical problem and/oi technical limitation associated with held woik and the 
collection of the requiied data to formalise the pioblem and foimulate the solution An 
example ot this has been leseaich conducted into coarse-gram/gravel beach 
moiphodynamics in the past tn^ o decades 
Most gravel beaches aie associated with mid-high latitude paraglacial or progiacial 
coasts of Europe and the Americas, which tend to be transgressive and sediment 
depleted [Orfoid et a l , 2002] Significant gravel accumulations also occur from rivei 
supply or lewoiked fiuvial gravel fans associated with mountainous enviionments, which 
are usually legiessive and sediment rich [Cartel and Oifoid, 1988] Giavel beaches occur 
in tectonically active areas at all latitudes [Dobkms and Folk, 1970], and are significant 
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locally where inner shelf deposits ai'e reworked landwards [Hails, 1975] or where 
gravel-rich cUffs and platforms are eroding [Carter, 1998]. In the U K alone, over 900km 
of coastline is protected by coarse gi-ain beaches [Fidler and Randall, 1988]. often in 
populous ai-eas. 
Interest in developing quantitative prediction of gravel beach morphodynamics is 
increasing; gravel shores ai-e perceived as especially important for shore protection, 
mineral extraction, and providing support for habitats. A gravel beach is a porous 
structure and hydraulically rough, which helps reduce wave energy and reduce the 
potential for coastal damage. This has promptedtheir extended use in aggi-egate mining 
and beach fills/nourishment as a sympathetic coastal defence, especially in Russia 
[Zenkovich and Scliwai-tz, 1987], tlie U K [Mason and Coates, 2001] and the Pacific coast' 
of the USA [Komai-, 2007]. Gravel beaches often contain commercially exploitable 
minerals such as gold and diamonds [Komar, 1998], as well as serving as modern 
analogues for-examining the reservoir potential of ancient sedimentary accurhulations 
[Carter aiid Orford, 1984; Massari and Parea, 1988]. 
The societal importance of gi-avel beaches and gravel sediment transjDort, and the 
requirement of practical solutions, has meant that the study of gravel beaches has 
switched from qualitative statements of earl}"^  observers [Palmer, 1834; Lewis, 1931] to 
highly mathematical treatments, largely without inductive studies derived from field 
measurement. Foi: example, numerical solutions have been obtained for cross-shore " 
sediment transport and profile evolution [Powell, 1990;^  Pedrozo Acuna et al., 2006]; 
gravel beach planform change [Brampton and Goldberg, 1991]: crest height [Lorang, 
2002]; longshore gravel sediment transport [Van Wellen et al.', 2000]; and swash 
flows/groundwater dyriamics [Clarke and Damgaaxd, 2002; Lee et al., 2007], before these 
phenomena have been well documented [Ivaniy and Kench, 2006]. This is uncommon in 
morphodynamics, arid it means that there are few field data sets with which to validate • 
these numerical models before practitioners begin to utilise them in project designs [the 
potential dangers of this are discussed hy Cooper and Pilkey, 2004]. 
Particle.sizes exhibit a vnde (often bimodal) distribution in gravel bed environments. 
As stated previously, variable wave/tide cpnditions drive spatial/temporal changes in 
sediment transport gradients, resulting in spatial sedimentation patterns and (often 
complex) morphologies [Holman and Bowen, 1982]. The treinsport of heterogeneous 
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sediments mvolves a secondary process of piefeiential selection and deposition (sorting) 
according to the geometrical chaiacteiistics of those sediments This lesults m the 
geneiation of patterns associated with a spatial/temporal leairangement of grain size 
distributions (grading), and these features aie paiticulaily evident on giavel beaches 
Some authors believe these sortmg piocesscs may have a moiphodynamic lole [Sherman 
et a l , 1993, Rubin and Topping, 2001, .Nicholson et a l . 2003a Gallaghei and McMalian, 
2006] These claims have impoitant implications (see Chaptei 2) but are relatively new 
<md lemaiii unsubstantiated 
The purpose of tliis study has been to gain a bettei understanding of morphological and 
sedimentological change on natural giavel beaches Hydiodynauuc, moiphological, 
sediment trauspoit and-giain size distribution data has been obtained from a giavel 
beacli at a range of spatial and temporal scales (Figuie 11) 
1.2\ Reseaich Objectives 
months 
L Beach •'^•;.v^;r,/:'.."._'./ .'.''x:^ 
"•"••surveysiA' . .SedrmebtsamplesV' 
days, 
hours 
minutes 
seconds ;Sensbi3,fof wayes;j;uitents,';swash ; 
^^andse i^ni'enltrahsjiDrt' ' . ' ^ - ^ 'C z-'--: 
0 01 1 10 
spatial scale (m) 
100 1000 
Fig. 1.1 Scales associated with measurements in this study, modified from Tenmndt and Wijnberg 
[1991} 
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The specific objectives of this thesis are: 
e to present an overview of the current understanding and possible future directions 
research related to gravel beach morphodynamics and sediment dynamics; 
• to develop a methodology which enables the quantificatioii of sediment 
characteristics at a resolution comparable with morphological and hydrqdynamic 
measurements; 
• to investigate morphological change and sediment dynamics on a gravel beach at a 
range of scales; and 
• to propose a conceptual model for gravel beach morpho-sedimentaiy dynamics, 
which establishes a link between beachface sediments and morphological change. 
1.31 Thesis structure 
This study draws primarily upon field data collection, summarised in Table 1.1. 
Tab. 1.1 Field Data Collection Time Line 
Dataset Data Collection Date 
S i October & November 2004 
01 Spilot^ April & May 2005 
E l M , S3, September 2005 
E2 M , S, H, Vpilot^. June 2006 
S2 M , S, October 2006-October 2007 
L S January, June, November 2006; February, May 2007 
E3 M , S, H, V April.&; May 2007 
l=morphological (M) measurements/surveys; 2=digital sedirnent (S) technique pilot; 
3=sediment samples; 4=liydrodynamic (H)- data collection; o=underwater video (V) 
pilot; 6=underwater video data collection . 
The field work detailed in Table 1.1 was in the first instance informed by an extensive 
literature review, and secondly by a series of pilot studies which tested field equipment 
and methods. Separating the work into a number of discrete campaigns, and 
subsequently analysing and assessing the data fi:om those campaigns, was an essential 
part of the project since each data set informed the next direction of the research. 
Consequently a cycle of —fieldwork preparation, data collection, data analysis and 
algorithm development, synthesis and writing —continued throughout the research 
project. 
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Fig. 1 2 An outline, of the thesis 
An outluie of the thesis is summarised m Figuie 1 2 Chaptoi 2 summaiises the 
relevant hteiature. synthesismg pievious research into gravel beaches into a conceptual 
framework Chaptei 3 contains a desciiption of the held study sites Theie aie five 
lesults chapters each containing their own methods section which peitams almost 
exclusively to the data analj^is in that chaptei These include Chaptei 4 which 
documents the development of new methods without which the research would not have 
been possible; and Chapters 5 to 7 which address the same fundamental problem on a 
different scale Chapter 5 looks at morphological and sedunentological change as Avell as 
characterising some aspects of sediment transport m the nearshore, over small spatial 
scales at the time scale of the semi-diuinal tide The topic of Chapter 6 is the 
morphological and sedimentoiogical change over small spatial scales associated with the 
semi-lunar tide Chapter 7 investigates the morpho-sedimentaiy changes ovei large 
spatial scales over one year Each results chapter draws from measurements and insights 
obtamed from various stages of the project Chapter 8 investigates the utihty and 
applicability of two distinct types of sedimentation modelling using distiibutional spatial 
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trends in gi-ain size distributions. These insights are synthesised in Chapter 9, which also 
contains sorhe reflection on the-conceptual framework outhned in Chapter 2, as well as 
evaluating some of the general methodological issues raised hy the research, before 
chapter 10 draws some conclusions. 
GRAVEL BEACH DYNAMICS: LITERATURE REVIEW AND 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Whenever anyone mentions theory to a geomoiphologist. 
lie instinctively reaches for his soil aiigei 
Richard Choiley, Geo morphology- Present Pioblems and Future Prospects', 1978 
2 1 Inti oduction 
Various contempoiaiy coimiieiitatois have diawn attention to the disciepancy between 
recent advances made into the morphodynamics of sand beaches and the comparative 
lack of similar advances made into giavel beach dynamics [Van Welien et a l , 2000, Mason 
and Coates, 2001, Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002, Orfoid et a l , 2002, Horn et a l , 2003, 
Pontee et a l , 2004] Histoiically, oui insights into shoitei term gravel beach dynamics 
have lagged behmd oui undeistandmg of Httoral environments composed of sand, mainly 
because of the logistical problen^ associated with lal)oratory or field expeiimentation It 
IS important that this fact is redressed since it is weU recognized that gravel beaches aie 
one of the most efficient forms of coastal protection, with a remailtable degree of stability 
[Nicholls and Webber, 1988, Powell, 1988, Sherman 1991] Recently theie has been some 
revival of interest m gravel beach dynamics, resulting in a spate of modelhng efforts 
[Van Wellen et al 2000; Claike et a l , 2004 Pediozo Acuna et a l . 2006, Lee et al 
2007] Although swash-domniated, giavel beaches are scarcely mentioned iii recent 
ie\aews of swash zone hydrodynamics and sediment transpoit [Butt and Russell, 2000, 
El&inlc and Baldock, 2002, Masselinlc and Puleo, 2006] In order to restore the balance, 
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the intention of this chapter is to review shorter term, process-oriented gravel beach 
morphodynamics, exploring a number of features which may be peciiHar to beaches 
composed of gravel-sized sediment. Further research will uncover a unifying theme 
common to all avenues of enquiry: the importance of spatial distributions iii sediment 
size and shape, centred around the notion that the spatial heterogeneity of sediment 
properties ai-e both an expression and a control on gravel beach morphodynamics. 
2.2\ Nomenclatme, Classification and Geograpliic Distribution 
The collective noun under the Udden-Wentworth classification scheme for sediment with 
a b-axis diameter of between 2 and 60 mm is 'gravel', which has physical connotations 
understood not only by coastal scientists and engineers, but geomorphologists, geologists 
and ecologists. The alternative term, 'shingle', is not as inter-disciplinai'y or' . 
international [Carter and Orford, 1993; Van Wellen et al., 2000; Ortbrd et al., 2002]. A 
necessaiy distinction is made between gi-avel beaches so-classified and boulder beaches 
[Novak, 1972; Oak, 1984; Lorang, 2000; .Johnston, 2001; Lorang, 2002], or beaches 
composed of coral gravel [Felton et al., 2000; Riclmiond and Morton, 2007]. 
Gravel beach sediments (Figure 2.1) have a characteristic size and shape heterogeneity 
[Zenkovicli, 1967; King, 1972; Carter, 1998] since the physiographic context to the 
development of gravel beaches is glacial and mountain weathering. Therefore the 
gebgi-aphic coverage is distinctly high-latitudinal, with long term sediment supply 
dominated by continental shelf reworking of gravels supplied" by terrestrial weathering 
processes. Gravel beaches are particularly widespread on the wave-dominated coastlines 
of Northern Europe (especially Russia,the U K and Ireland), Canada, the USA, Japan, • 
New Zealand, and Latin America. Orford et al. [2002] have recently provided a 
comprehensive review of the modern thinking behind the long-term, large-scale 
geomorphology of gravel beaches and barriers. Gravel beaclies within lai-ge regional 
settings are the subjects of Isla and Bujalesky [2000] and Anthony [2002]. The structm-al 
sedinientolog}'^  of gravel beaches, including the historical interpretation of internal beach 
structures/stratification (an enquiry which, incidentally, is almost wholly absent firoiii 
the process-oriented gravel beach studies), is treated in detail by Bluck [1999]. To date, 
reseai-ch on gravel beaches has been dominated by these longer term geomorpliological 
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and sedimentoiogical studies, but few studies iiave attempted to carry out detailed , 
process measuiements to elucidate gravel beach moiphodynamics and sediment 
dynamics [Sheiman. 1991, Ivamy and Kench, 2006: Austm and MasseHrrk, 2006a] This 
chaptei reviews and discusses the dominant processes and concepts which can affect 
entire beach faces or sections of beach faces on laigei features sucli as spits and bairieis 
composed entirely of giavei sediment (Figuie 2 1), m tidal settings which aie affected 
directly by wave action This piimarily encompasses 'puie' gravel beaches, as defined by 
the classification scheme of Jennings and Shulmeisler [2002], and includes chffbacked and 
pocket beaches, as well as barrier and spit foiitages, but not back beach deltas (which are 
formed and stranded by storms), lateral deltas formed by peimancnt barrier breach, diid 
sheltered sections of spit heads 
Fig. 2.1 Some tmages of gravel beaches rn the UK and New Zealand, showing characteristic 
steepness and spatial segregation of sediment size 
Pure gravel beaches are relatively nariow, very steep and reflective at all stages of the 
tide [Jennings and Shulmeistei, 2002] \^ nii]5t many of the concepts and piocesses 
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discussed here will be applicable to mixed sand and gravel (MSG) beaches or beach 
sections, the dynamics of such beaches are quite distinct [Kulkai-ni et al., 2004]. and are 
the subject of review by Kirk [1980] and Mason and Coates [2001]. Studies into the 
fundamentals of gravel beach behaviour may be best carried out on pm-e gravel beaches, 
an 'end-member' in the coastal sedimentological continuum, without the complicating 
influence of varying concentrations of sand. 
2.3 Hydrodynamic & Hydraulic Forcing 
2.3.1 Wave breaking 
The gravel beach morphodynamic system is forced at the boundary by ocean tides and 
offshore waves, which are in turn modified by large scale landform configurations 
(sub-and ,supra-tidal geologj'). Nearshore hydrodynamics (the combinatorial of waves 
and secondary waves, tides and associated currents) are modulated primarily by beach 
slopes, with a secondary control exerted by friction. Both ai-e controlled, in turn, by 
gi-ain size and sorting which allow steep slopes (Table 2.1) and a rapid attenuation of 
fluid momentum through firiction (which includes permeability). Due to a high tln-eshold 
of motion, and highly asymmetric wave action on the beacliface, gi-avels have a greater 
tendency to move onshore compared with sands [Bagnold, 1940; Iiiman, 1949] forming 
steep slopes. The gravel beach is thus the classic narrow 'reflective' beach morphotype 
(Table 2.1) in the beach classification-nomenclature [Carter and Orford, 1984, 1993; 
•Jennings and Sliulmeister, 2002]. 
Nearsliore hj'drodynaniics on gravel beaches are dominated by the s\yash zone, where 
bores created by wave breaking travel and decay on the beachface in oscillatory phases 
termed uprush and backwash. Short wave bores induce highly asymmetrical swash 
motions at incident wave frequencies as waves break over steep slopes close to the 
shoreHne. Very narrow sm-f zones support just one relatively uniform breaker line, 
quasi-perpendicular to the beach face [Baldoclc et al., 1,997; Baldbck and Holmes, 1999]. 
The rapidity of nearshore wave transformations .dictate energy concentration at 
breakpoint, in close proximity to the sliorehne, minirnising, the generation of broad-band 
infra-gravity oscillations, and maximising the importance of fluid niotions at incident 
and subhai-monic frequencies [Huntley and Bowen, 1975a; Mase, 1995; Miles and Russell, 
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Tab. 2.1 Range of morphometnc and morphodynarmc values obtamed from some pure gravel beach 
field studies/observaimm. 
Dataset Tide Slope (tan) M d (mm) W i d t h (m) Proc. Meas. 
M82(site2)(JP) micro 012 48 l o r 26* N 
JS02(1)(NZ} micio 014 47 2 27 51 63 N 
JS02(2)(NZ) micio 0 13 4 71 2 12 50.4 N 
JS02(3)(NZ) micro 0 23 5 23 3 79 23 89 N 
JS02(4)(NZ) micio 0 23 5 22 3 79 25 04 N 
JS02(5)(NZ) micio 0 10 4 79 1 58 38 4 N 
JS02(6)(NZ) micro 0 24 5 11 4 18 5 N 
JS02(7)(NZ) micro 020 4 98 3 26 28.01 N 
L02 (US) meso 0 22 593* 1 54* 45 Y (H.]M,S) 
HD06(NZ) meso O i l 50 0.83* 100-400 Y ( H ) 
HL06 (UK) macro 0 17 ii/a 0 6-12 25 Y (H,M',G) 
AM06 (UK) macio 0.15 6 0 9-2 100 Y (H,M,G) 
* indicates inferred or calculated values (^ vliere not explicitly stated) Md denotes median gram 
size, ^ Iribarren number, and for the process nieasuiements H denotes hydrodynamics, M 
morphology, S sediment size and G gioundwater M82 refers to Maejima [1982]. JS02 refeis to 
Jennings and Shuhneifater [2002], L02 refers to Lorang [2002], HD06 lefers, to Hartstem and 
Dickinson [2006]- HL06 refers to Horn and Li [2006] and AM06 lefers to Austin and Masselmk 
[20b6a] 
2004] Significant wave gioupmg maj' remain at the shoiehne [Ivarny and Kench, 2006], 
compounded by the interaction of successive swash events or the two phases of the same 
swash event (swash-badiiwash) which causes a downward shift in fiequency fi.om incident 
to sub-incident [Mase, 1995] The lack of breakpoint variability, dictating a spatial 
concentration of energy, means that critical thresholds foi sediment transpoit axe almost 
alwaj^ exceeded [Carter and Oiford 1993], although this may be limited to the smf and 
swash zones [Austin and Masselink, 2006 a]. 
The tide is crucial to beach moipliodynamics [Masselmk and Short, 1993; Davidson 
et a l , 1993] The role of the tide is to advect the suif and swash zones acioss the 
mtertidal beachface, theiefore moiphodjmamic piocesses will difl^ er depending on the 
stage of the tide and the local slope The giavel beachface is typically convexo-planar m 
shape, so the swash and surf zone slope and associated morphodynamic processes, at any 
given point on the semi-diurnal tidal cycle will change For example, the local swash 
zone slope on the rising tide will be a compound function of the moiphodynamics m 
operation on the coiresponding time on the previous ebbing tide (assuming the same 
tidal range and identical wave setup). The local smf zone bed may inherit the slope horn 
the passage of the previous swash zone An additional control may be the late of change 
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of the tide over the slope [tidal translation rate, Massehnkand Short, 1993]. If and 
where the; tidal frame dictates wave breaking over a shallow sand slope immediately " 
seawards- | f the gravel/bank, as on a 'mixed' beach, ijeai-shore hydrodynamics are 
substanti^ly diiiereht: I ' ' ' ' " 
The intefactioii between tlie swash and-surf zones on gi-avel beaches remain largely 
unstudied. Swash is asymmetrical [Hughes et al., 1997]: uprushes on sand beaches are 
typically shorter, faster, and more volumous [Masselink and Puleo, 2006]. This ,j 
asymmetry is considered key in the amount of sediment transport and morphological 
change which occurs as a result of swash processes on the beachface. On gravel beaches, 
relatively liigli permeabiUties may serve to enhance swash asynrmetries, with iinportant 
implications for beach change [Duncan, 1964; Massehhk and Li , 2001: Austin and 
Masselink, 2006a]. Pre-and post-brealcer energy fluxes may have interesting and , 
important consequences for the spatial decay of energy with wave transformation 
distance, and turbulence, both locally-generated and the contribution advected from 
bore collapse [Puleo and Holland, 2001; Longo et al., 2002; Jackson et al., 2004; Butt 
et al., 2004; Pritchard and Hogg, 2005]. The potential importance of the advection of 
material convected by turbulent bore collapse into the swash zone, reported by numerous 
authors in recent yeai's [and reviewed in Masselink and Puleo, 2006] appeal's particularly 
essential for swash-dominated gravel beach foreshores. The extent to which reflection is 
attenuated by the loss of fluid into highly permeable beach, faces [Powell, 1990] is at 
present unknown, as are undertow and setup: and near-bed velocitj"- profiles, whicli again 
are in need of much further scrutiny. 
, The nearshore hydrodynamic regime so-described allows bore theory [Peregi-ine, 1966] 
and the non-lineai- shallow water wave equations [NLSWE, or simply SWE; Slien and 
Meyer, 1963, reviewed in detail by Hughes, 1992, 1995; Peregrme and WiUiams, 2001], or 
the 'ballistic model' [Hughes and Baldock, 2004] to be particularly applicable.. We may 
assume swash discretion (or uncmtailed individual events) with most vahdity.on'gi-avel 
foreshores where permeabilities (and therefore fluid loss) ai-e high [Austin and Massehnk, 
20066]. Although swash interaction has been shown to occur natm-ally [Austiii and • 
Masselink-, 20066], steep slopes and high permea,bilities gi'atify the assumption that 
individual swashes are 'launched' up the foreshore slope [Hughes and Baldockj. 2004]. 
When using the NLSWE, for the necessary formulations to hold, the fluid of the swash 
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tip must maintain very shallow depths [Peiegrine and Williams, 2001] Fluid loss 
through infiltiation appeals to be highest on the leading edge of the uprush-durmg the 
lattei stages of the upiush event [Horn et a l , 2003], i e towaids the top'of-fhe foreshore 
Fluid exchanges on highly permeable substrates aie possible to nipdel using balbsfiic 
approaches [Clarke and Damgaaid, 2002, Clarke et a l , 20£)4, Sliahelisazzadeh and 
Holmes. 2007] For all of these reasons, a more comphcated appioach such ag 
employment of the Boussinesq equations [Pedrozo - Acuna et a l , 2006] may ^ ot be 
necessaiy to model swash motions However, just like sand beach shorelines (Elhmk and 
Baldoclc, 2002, Massehnk and Puleo, 2006], how swash zone hydrodynamics relate to 
sediment tiansport sediment sorting and morphological change is much moie 
problematical 
232 Swash-groundwaterhydra.uhc exchange &hediment transpoit 
A giavol beach is an unconfincd aquifer which is affected piimaiily by tides, waves and 
teirestnal somces of water, and the permeabililT '^' of the beacliface, determined by giain 
size and sorting. The transmission of fluids thiough granulai mteistices, an9rswash.fiow 
modification as a result of diffeiential gioundwatei lesponses ovei the vaiying sediments 
of a gravel foreshore, have mteiestmg and under-studied imphcations for sediment 
transport and moiphological change on gravel beaches [Masselmk and Li, 2001, Austin 
and Massehnk, 2006 &] 
Horn [2002] attributes the failuie of vaiious swash zone sediment transport models to 
the ovci-simplification of swash hydiodynamics with respect to swash groundwater flows 
(hydrauHcs) On a gravel beach, peimeabihties and hj'diaulic conductivities are 
generally high [Horn et a l , 2003] Hydiaulic conductivity shows a sensitive dQpendence 
on 1) sediment size (Figure 2 2), so the spatial distiibution of surface sediment size, and 
2) veitical size distributions, oi the variation in sediment size with depth, aie 
particularly significant on gravel beaches with lespect to hydiauhcs The qualitative 
behaxiom and impoitance/magiiitude of these features may be peculiar to giavel 
beaches, and their study may be more difficult m the field for three crucial leaspns 
Fnstly, the magnitude of swash-groundwater exchanges is greater [Holmes et al 2002, 
Horn ot a l , 2003] Secondly, air encapsulation withm gioundwatei sediment matrices, 
hitherto considered ineffectual for sand beaches, may be important for poious gravel 
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substrates [Horn, 2002]. Thirdly, the high seepage velocities under swash flows [reported 
by Holmes et al., 2002; Horn et ah, 2003] impHcates a non-Darcian flow regime, or a 
nonlinear groundwater (hydrauHc) thi-6ugh-flow velocity dependence on hydrostatic 
pressure fields, explicating the sensitive nonhnear relationship between-sediment size and 
hydrauUc conductivity where pernieability is high (a notion which has reinained latent 
until very recentlj'^ ). Accordingly, instantaneous swash hydrodynamics and hydraulics (or 
simply then- combinatorial, 'hydro-hydraulics') have taken on a new dimension arid 
renewed impetus for gravel beach dynamics [Masselink and Li , 2001; Horn et al., 2003; 
Clarke et al., 2004; Isla and Bujalesky, 2005; Austin and Masselink, 20066],'.ivhere the 
hydrostatic forces of vertical water exchange are potentially so exacting. | 
Numerical models for gi-avel profile development [Powell, 1990; Clarke'and Danigaard, 
2002; Clarke et al., 2004; Pedrozo Acuna et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2007] acknowledge the 
importance of a rigorous groundwater module to account for infiltrational (percolation) 
effects over highly porous media. The next stage will be to allow for a range of sediment 
sizes, and spatial variabihty in sediment size, as will be needed in gravel beach sediment 
transport calculations. Derivation of mean boundary shear stress, used to describe the 
effect of bed roughness on swash flow chai-acteristics, inaj' be obscuVed by the lionlineai' 
interaction of stress inherited from wave breaking, boundaiy layer development and 
micro-topographically induced acceleration and deceleration. Grain rnobility, roughness 
to flow and infiltration may be inlierently stochastic, dependent on the statistical 
distribution of sediment size and shape (facies) through time and space. The bulk 
(porosity, permeability, hydraulic conductivity) and transport-specific (sediment effective 
weight, surface tension and fluid cohesion, in/ex-filtration) parameters are potentially a 
complex function of size, shape, packing, orientation and vertical/horizontal gradation. 
Assessing the importance of groundwater dynamics in swash zone sediment transport 
ma}' involve quantification of boundary layer development, the contribution of fluid 
exchanges to 'filction'; stabihsation/destabiUsation [Turner and Masselink, 1998; Butt 
et al., 2001; Nielsen, 2002]; and measurement of the form of swash lens [Baldock et- al., 
2001; Horn et al., 2003; Baldock and Hughes, 2006]. It must be noted that 'friction' is a 
term employed loosely for roughness or 'skin filction', but in reality additionallj'^ 
encapsulates the instantaneous dissipation of potential energy associated with turbulent 
structures, and the loss of fluid mass, both of whicli may be more important in gravel 
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sediment transport and piofile dynamics [Masselink and Li , 2001] Separation of the 
relative frictional and infiltiational contributions to shear stiess for^sediment trarispoit " 
formulations will be moie difficult for gravel beaches than foi sand (and perhaps most 
difficult tor mixed beaches) - ' - - ^ 
On giavel beaches permeability (which iias a sensitive positive nSnhnearirelationship' 
with sediment size) becomes more important m defining morphodynamic relationships 
The best predictor of permeability, which is difficult to measure m situ [Horn. 2002], is" 
sediment size and sorting (Figme 2 2) 
Mean sediment srze (mm) 
Fig. 2 2 Nonhnear sensitimty of liydiauiic conductivity K (m to size) to mean grain size (in 
mm) and sorting (in o), derived from linear empirical formulae [Krumbein and Monk 
I943J Horn [2002] however, notes thai coarse and mixed size distributions may not 
show this dependence because flows may not strictly be Darcian. 
23 3 Transport mode 
Saltation, traction-bedload and sheetflow dominate the nearshpre of giavel beaclies 
TVanspoit mode will be a direct function of swash hydrodynamics and hydraulics, but 
individual clast motion will be dictated by a numbei of imcro-mechanical factors 
attiibutable to size and shape variation over a heterogeneous bed Itanspoit mode may 
have direct influence on the gross nature of sediment sorting, sediment transpoit and 
morphodynamic feedbacks Gravel is laige, so occupies a gieatei piopoition of the 
volume of swash flows relative to sand Sheet flow is theiefore likely to be important in 
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gi-avol beach dj'.namics, especially on fluid-thin backwashes. Sheetflow is poorly defined, 
taken by some authors to mean any coUision-dominated sediment islurry where 
fluid-momentum forces flow but sediment concentration is high [Savage, 1984]. Others 
define it in terms of the Shields parameter [e.g. Wilson, 1987 defines sheet flow as ^ > 
0.8]; and others in particular" reference to dispersive pressures which arise through grain 
colhsions, resulting in inverse gradation or 'shear sorting' [dispersive pressures are 
greater on larger grains than small in the same horizon of flow, causing largercgrains to 
migtate upwards, e.g. Bagnold, 1954; Inman et al., 1966; Chfton, 1969; Sallengfer, 1979]. 
Finally, it may be defined in specific, reference to hindered settling effects. Balddck et al. 
[2004]. demonstrated that particle settling velocity may reduce to 10% of clear water 
settling velocity within sheet flow. At present the natui-e of sheet flow in h^e neai-shore 
(e.g. contact stresses, pressure dispersion, inter-particle conision and hindered settling) is 
poorly understood [Seminara, 1998; Drake and Calantoni, 2001], especially for coarse 
sediments. 
2.3.4 Sorting &: grading 
Gravel is not only larger, but usually varies over several orders of magnitude greater 
than that for beach sands. In consequence, gravel beach sedinients are spatially 
differentiated in terms of both size and shape to a greater degree [Bluck, 1967]. 
Therefore textural zonation is more obvious on gravel beaches than sand beaches 
[Dobkins and Folk, 1970; Jones, 1971; Orford, 1975], forming mosaics of relatively fine 
and coarse sediment. The step, cusp horns, strands and berms are composed of larger 
sediment than foreshores,- although a number of levels of textural zonation within this 
general case may be discernible as sediments ai'e redistributed continually (the level at 
wliich sediment zonation becomes important in tei-ms of the morphodjoiamics of the 
beach is conceptually interesting, and discussed later in this chapter). Sediments which 
axe selectively entrained congregate as 'sediment structures' or 'assemblages' [Bluck, 
1967; Dobkins and Folk, 1970; Jones, 1971; Bluck, 1999] whereby the difference between 
a sediment structure and a packing framework is the difference between a planimetric 
and an altinietric pattern (or horizontal and vertical gi-ading) by virtue of their 
similarity in response to the prevalent hydro-liydrauUc regime. In Order to understand 
these processes, we require cominand over this notion of 'hydrauhc equivalence' 
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[Rittenhouse, 1943] This condition is manifest through a whole suite of "emergent' 
sedimentaiy propeities acquired tluough the mutual association of individual grains in a 
mixed population In othei words, individual giams acquire these piopeities only in 
context to 'background' populations of collections of grains These emergent properties 
include packing ariangements (hence poiosity, peimeabihty and hydraulic conductivity) 
angle of pivot (hence lelative flow piotiusion, shadowing); shape-contioiled, imbrications 
and angular-inteilocking, and angles of internal fiiction Moss [1962 1963] i^nvoked the 
idea of pai tide iejection/acceptance to explain gradation phenomena through difleiential 
response to swash phase Particles smaller than backgiound size filtci into the intcisticos 
of the iaige (a piocest. known as kmetic sieving) and large particles override and outrun 
the small [called 'overpassing', e g Can, 1969, King. 1972 Bud, 1996; Allan et a l , 2006] 
That difterent cross-shoie size-shape zonations exist on gravel beaches (Figuie 2 3) is 
veiihed by numerous authois [Flemmmg, 19G4, Bludt, 1907, Oifoid, 1975 Wflliams and 
Caldwell 1988, Petrov, 1989 Isla, 1993], although tli^ relative importance of size and 
shape in soitmg is yet to be resolved Bluck [1967, 1999] postulated on the tendency of 
disc and blade-shaped particles to be piefeientially transported upslope acting like a 
hydrodynamic 'wmg', and for spherical and roller shapes to be transported downslope 
[echoed by Wright et a l , 1979, Williams and Caldwell, 19S8. Petiov, 1989, but not 
supported by the findings of Cair, 1971, Jad^on and Nordstrom, 1993; Allan et a l , 
2006] It is not cleai whether sortmg by size, and sorting by shape, are achieved by two 
fundamentally diffoicnt mechanisms, or what aspect of amsotropy is impoitant ('shape' 
IS, hydio-hydrauhcally, multi-faceted, [Wiiikelmolen, 1982, Blenberger, 1991; Le Roux, 
2002], so vaiymg measuies of two-dimensional spheiicity, aspect latio and elongation, 
and the axially less dommant third dimension, oi c-axis, may produce different responses 
to ffow, individually, and as part of mixed beds) 
A multi-size-fraction approach is lequired to model spatial soiting on coarse clastic 
beaches such as taken by the sediment tiansport module of the numerical model 
developed by Lawrence et al [2002] which includes a multiple size fi action sorting 
algorithm The mean diameter of a sediment sample is more than a record of fluid powei 
expenditure it is a cumulative lecord ot gram size filteimg at successive positions along 
the sediment tiansport pathway This is true both of sand and gravel beach sediments, 
but perhaps only on beaches composed of the larger clastic fractions does the material 
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being transported exert positive feedback control over subsequent transport events, and 
hence morphological change. If so, even multiple size fraction sediment traiisport and 
sorting formulae will not be enough to describe and account for observed changes in 
morphologies. This notion is developed further later in.'this chapter. 
The ge'orhetiy.bf mixed beds - particle selection and 
rejection leading to. dyerpa'ssing, armouring and sediment 
zonation. 
fine coarse, v.coarse.lag traiispoft-ebrridbr 
.rejection 
e h X X W y 
acceptance: 
alo.ngsiiore: 
(3rbss-sh"Gre:' 
AfterGarter (-ISSS). Alongshore grading phplp from iCornar (iS^S)-
Fig. 2.3 Diagrammatic poHrayal of selective overpassing arid armourifig phenomena, expressed in 
terms of traiisport stresses on individual grains in mixed-size beds [after Carter. 199S]. 
•where overpassing occurs in the longshore [e.g. Biid, 1996] and armouring occurs in both 
long-and cross-shore directions [e.g. Isla, 1993]. 
2.3.5 Longshore sediment transport 
The principle of 'overpassing' (Figure 2.3) has been used to explain the existence of both 
cross shore and alongshore grading, the latter perfectly illustrated bygravel barriers such 
as Chesil Beach in the UK, and Hawke Bay Beach, New,Zealand [Carr, 1969: King, 1972: 
Bird, 1996]. Overpassing is the process by which.the large scale alongshore segregation of 
smaller and larger sediment occurs as a corollary of differential transport rates through 
acceptance or rejection mto background inaterial. A gi-eater ratio between individual 
large grains and mixed beds increases the propensity for mobility since gi-eater boundary 
layer flow projection is thought to concentrate fluid ckag about the angle of pivot, 
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causing the preferential selection and tiansport of laigei giams and proximal-distal 
coarsening. In contiast, a diminished latio between individual and background sediment 
would perhaps impede transpoitation thiough hiding effects [and inverse-grading, see 
Is!a, 1993] Net or time-averaged grading may be viewed as a 'null point' argument 
[Comaghd, 1877, Bowen, 1980], as leviewed by Millei and Ziegler [1958]. and Horn 
[1992]. for eveiy gram size theie exists a unique alongshore position wheie the 
coarse/fine ratio grades perfectly alongshoie 
Field measmements of longshoie sediment transpoit on giavel beaches aie difficult and 
often give statistically uniehable results [Lee and otheis , 2007] Alongshore giadmg 
occms withm the swash, not as the result of longshoie curients sensu stricto The 
longshoie movement of material m the swash of giavel beaches, aptly termed swash 
'grazing' [Sherman and Nordstiom, 1985] i6 the subject of a comprehensive leview by 
Van Wellen et al [2000], who imply that 50-70% of longshore sediment tiansport of 
material occurs m the swash [also Allan ef a l , 2006] This has importance not only m 
teims ot overpassing and giadmg, but in the long teim health of beach systems, 
sediment leakage, and plaiiforms Masselink and Puleo [2006] have recently suggested 
that the longshore component of cross-shore dominated swash flows may be more 
important than previously realised, although there are few published measuiements of 
longshore sediment flux and hydiodynamics in the swash [Elfrink and Baldock, 2002] 
Van Wellen et al [2000] note the particular shortage of high quality field data on 
longshore sediment tiairport/volumetric changes on giavel beaches and spits, especially 
dm'ing storms [Ghadwidc et al 2005], which has severely hampeied progress in tins area 
According to Masselink and Puleo [2006], the same is also true of sand beaches 
2 4 Morphological features 
241 Beim 
The sediment volume contained under a particular' beach suiface is a function of present 
processes, as well as past suifaces which aie a function of past piocesses [Sonu and 
Vanbeek, 1971, Caldwell and Wilhams, 1985] Reflective beaches aie typically 
two-dimensional, which should malce it lelatively stiaightfoiwaid to classify and 
characteiise gravel beach profile shapes, however the moiphodynamics of secondary 
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morphological features may prove to be more problematic. One reason for this is that it 
appears that absolute morphological changes appear larger on coarse grained beaches 
than on sand beaches over comparable timescales, even under low energy conditions 
[Van Wellen et al., 2000: Kulkarni et al., 2004: Austin and Masselink, 200(3a: Horn and 
Li , 2006]. Another is that it appears grain size exerts some control over the development 
and morphometries of these forms. 
Austm and Masselink [20066] show that watertable outcropping is highly dynamic on 
natural gravel foreshores, suggesting that infiltration at the swash limit contributes 
swash asymmetry, onshore sediment transport and berm formation. Berm building and 
onshore migration provides an additional mechanism for maintenance of beachface 
reflectivitj^ Grant [1948] and Duncan [1964] observed that lai-ger foreshore sediments 
tend to move onshore, forming strand lines and berms, whilst fine material congregated 
further downslope. This seemed counter-intuitive since the velocif}" magnitude- (and 
therefore flow competencj^) decreases landwards. Duncan [1964] explained it thus: 
toward the -limit of each uprush, velocity is insufficient to retain sediment- iu transport 
because water volumes undergo increasing diminution through" infiltration. Lai"ger 
material stranded at the landwards extent of run-up lacks a mechanism for its removal 
since infiltrational losses have weakened backwash with respect to uprush, although some 
fine niaterial is downcombed by backwash. In this way, a lens of sediment is pushed 
onshore over tidal cycles through cut-and-fiU and berm building [Eriksen, 1970: Waddell, 
1976; Horn et al., 2003; Austin and Massehnlv, 20066; Weir et al., 2006]. Masselink and 
Li [2001] modelled the dependence of foreshore slope on swash infiltration, finding a 
critical sediment size of 1.5 mm beyond which iiifiltration-enhanced onshore flow 
asymmetry caused significant profile steepening. 
2.4.2 Step &: foreshore 
The step is a relatively small arid steep feature at the base of the foreshore, a submerged 
break of slope at the base of the swash zone which appears to adjust to nearshore 
hydrodynamic regime [Hughes and Cowell, 1987], characteristic of reflective sand and 
gi"avel beaches, and composed of sedimeiit which is coarser than the sediment 
immediately landwai"ds or seawards. Beach steps, which are relatively Under-studied, 
have been re-viewed by Bauer and Allen [1995]. The step is distinct from the scarp 
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[Sherman and Nordstiom. 1985] which is a subaerial (upper swash or tidally-stranded) 
featuie The steep seawards facing slope is.of the order of 20'^  and 32° [ShoFt,'1984, 
Laison and Sunamuia 1993] Wave-breakmg is thought to be forced and modulated by 
the step, a moiphodynamic relationship possibly lelated to wave height [Suiiamura, 
1984], or surf similarity parameter Boies develop, shoal, and collapse immediately 
following biealcing over the relatively shallow (slip-)face of the step at the base of the 
foieshore [Austin and Masselink. 20066] Being peimanently submeiged. the step is 
technically not a featuie of the swash zone but initiation and maintenance is thought to 
have as much to do with swash pioce&ses as wave breaking undeigoing dimensional 
alteration in response to increases in wave height at breaking [theiefore wave breaker 
type, Sunamura, 1984, Hughes and Cowell, 1987, and changes m swash legime, Larson 
and Sunamuia. 1993] As such, steps serve to highlight the importance of the 
interdependence of the pre-and post-breakpoint fimd motions on steep beach dynamics 
Matsimaga and Honji [1980. 1983] demonstrated that supeicritical flow conditions 
arrived at by strong backwashes curtailing strongly asj'mmetrical incident bores can 
create a hydraulic jump and associated backwash voitex, under various wave breaker 
types that could l)e responsible for the formation of the step Takcda and-Sunamara 
[1983] and Larson and Sunamura [1993] developed these ideas into a dynamical model 
foi step hj'dro-and sediment dynamics, postulating on the importance of the step m 
swash zone flows, slope development, sediment transport and sorting mechanisms 
According to this interpietation the step gradient is maintained by the upward stroke of 
a backwash vortex which impedes avalanchmg and allows for deposition on the crest 
The coincidence of an unstable tuibulent boie with an immediate antecedence of 
sediment entrained by a backwash vortex may cause advection of material onshore This 
piocess may piovide a mechanism foi preferential slope buildmg and supply the liberated 
coarse material for berms and cusp horns 
Step dynamics aie likely to have consequence for swash zone sedimentation through 
convective-advective entrainment and tiansport on the uprush (see also the section on 
hydrodynamics and sediment transport) and foieshore adjustments For example, a 
recent laboratory study fLara et al , 2002] found that turbulence associated with 
breaking had a sensitive sediment-size dependency, where larger giavels induced an 
increase m the vertical velocity gradient and hence largei instantaneous shear stresses. 
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This finding would suggest that sediment would be convected at the step [where very 
coarse grains tend to concentrate, e.g. Short, 1984], to be advected by . 
onshore-asymmetrical bores shoaling over the relatively flat step crest. Austin and 
Masselink [2006a] present a time-series of step dimensional adjustments on a gi-avel 
beach, showing the step to respond to wave height. The step may [Ivamy and Kench, 
2006] or may not [Austin and Masselink, 2006a] migrate with the tide. Backwash 
vortices should be most energetic when resonance occurs between wave period and swash 
'duratioii [Kemp, 1975]. Less clear is the requirement for backwash uprush interaction at 
the base of the foreshore to force supercriticahty. Beach steps may thereby be central to 
our understanding of the modulation of foreshore adjustments in response to 
swash-swash interaction and fi-equency- downshifting [Kemp, 1975; Mase, 1988, 1995; 
Baldock et al., 1997; Holland and Puleo, 2001; Erikson et al., 2005]. Indeed, the-role of 
the step appears crucial in gravel beach morphodynamics, being a dissipative feature 
perhaps analogous to a sand beach bar, and is discussed in detail later in this chapter. 
Gravel beaches commonly support slopes in excess of 10 degrees [Longuet Higgins and 
Pai-kin, 1962; Williams and Caldwell, 1988; Austin and Massehnk, 2006a]. The relative 
importance of nearsliore hydrodynamics, sediment characteristics and beachface 
hydraulics, in the maintenance of reflectivity is unresolved. Hughes and Cowell [1987] 
emphasised the importance of the step in maintaining steep slopes, hypothesising that 
the morphodynamic adjustment of step dimensions to wave height acts in the same way, 
or has an analogous morphodynamic role as a dissipative surf zone. Step maintenance 
allows waves continue to shoal in deep water close to the shoreline; the energj': of waye 
breaking forced by the step face is spatially concentrated, providing the conditions for 
step maintenance and for reflective coriditions to persist. As stated pre\dously, step 
height tends to increase -with wave height, so surging breakers would flatten the step, 
and plunging brealcers steepen the step face. As wave heights increase, the dominance of 
uncurtailed backwashes would provide the baclcwash strength required for interaction 
fm-ther downslope (i.e; at the base of the foreshore), vorticity generation and step 
building. Swash zone asymmetries therefore appear to satisfactorily resolve both the 
Matsuuaga and Honji [1980] hypothesis for step formation and the Hughes and Cowell 
[1987] hypothesis for beach face reflectivity. 
Bagiiold [1940] famously stated that beach face angle depends only on the size of 
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giains. and was independent of wave height Kemp [1975] also thought that there was no 
relationshii> between wave energj' and beach face grading Uiidei the Hughes and Cowell 
[1987] hypothesis, foreshore slopes become less sensitive to incident wave eneigy since 
the step forces energetic bieakmg and boie collapse (as stated previously, the step is 
theiefore the morpho dynamic equivalent to a sand bar) The wave energy independence 
stated by Kemp [1975], therefore, is a direct lesult of dimensional alteiatioii in response 
to an mciease in wave eneigj'. up to a certain thieshold. It is unknown the extent to 
which beachface sediments interact with iiows of the two swash phases how this affects 
swash interaction modes and therefore beachface morphodynamics 
2 43 Cusps &:Rliy^thmicBedforms 
Cusps are small quasi-rhythmic cienulations foimed at the shoiehne by swash flows, 
composed of coaise hoins and fine bays They are a common ephemeral featuie of steep 
bcadaes, siguatoiy of a leflcctivo moiphodjmamic state (Figure 2 4). Accordingly, cusps 
are a common occuiience on gravel beaches [Kuenen, 1948 Longiiet Hig^ns and Parkm, 
1962. Bluck, 1967, Williams, 1973, Bluck, 1999. Nolan et al., 1999 Sunamma and Aoki 
2000], but gravel cusps differ fiom sand cusps m that they are less of a coherent 
morphological form, and more of a collection of loose sediment structures, more obviously 
soited by size, and often forming 'bands' of material down the foreshore (Figure 2 4). 
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Fig. 2.4 Th& processes of cusp formation on gravel beaches illustrate the role sediment may have 
m the morphadynamics of those beaches budding and mamtaimng morphology through 
feedback mechanisms to an extent never matched by sediments comprising sand beaches 
Sand cusp photo courtesy of Dr Peter Cowell 
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Bluck [1967, 1999] and Sherman et al. [1993] detail a wide range' of potential, couplings 
(facies) between shape and size and associated hydraulically equivalent sediment 
structures which may exist in relation to gravel cusps. Since the size variation of beach 
gravels is in general greater, the differentiation of coarse horns and fine bays is even more 
noticeable. Beach cusp formation hypotheses have been reviewed extensively elsewhere 
[Guza and Inman, 1975; Inmaii and Guza, 1982; Koinar, 1998; Coco et al., 1999]. The 
developments and discussion of the two dominant models, namely the edge wave 
[hydrodynamic template, Huntley and-Bowen, 1975a; Komar, 1998] and the • 
swash-circulation/self-organisation [Werner and Fink, 1993; Masselink et al.,. 1997; 
Massehnk and Pattiaratchi, 1998a, b; Coco et al., 1999, 2001; Masselink et al., 2004; 
Coco et al., 2004] hypotheses, have proceeded almost without reference to gi-avel cusps. 
Huntley and Bowen [1975a] attribute the formation of cusps on a gravel beach to. 
zero-mode edge waves; however, the importance of wave reflection and associated 
standing wave forms on gravel beaclies requires much greater scrutiny. Massehnk et al. 
[2004] has shown that the assumption of edge waves during (or at least to initiate) cusp 
formation may .not be convincing: energy within the edge wave band for a particular 
wave frequency may be the product of a whole suite of nearshore processes [Baldock 
et al., 1997], and the onlj^  satisfactory method of edge wave detection involves an airay 
of sensors measuring both the cross-shore and long shore vertical structures of the water 
column. Masselinlc et al. [1997] state that cusp re-formation maj'^  be as much the-product 
of antecedent morphologj' as hj-^drodynamics. One potentially interesting topic may be 
the formation and maintenance of cusps in the light of vai-ious swash-interaction modes 
and associated spectral [Mase, 1995] or frequency-distribution signature. It is clear that 
gravel cusps pose numerous interesting and unstudied avenues of enquiry,, which may 
shed hght on the nature of selective sorting at the shorehne. 
2.4.4 Storm Beach 
Swash-aligned gravel barrier beaches are thought to migrate onshore over time through a 
mechanism known as 'rollover' [Cai-ter and Orford, 1993], whereby onshore sediment 
transport during storms throws material landwards to form a coarse storm-stranded lag,. 
or storm beach. The relative altitude of this stoma beach to spring high water level is 
remai'kable, and can only be explained by storm-induced set-up superimposed upon a 
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high spring oi high astronomical tide The material is effectively lost fiom the active 
beach system, since it lacks a mechanism for removal (offshore transport) during calmer 
conditions Elevated groundwater levels and bed fluidisation coincident with high eneigy 
plunging breakers is thought to cause seawaids-diiected transpoi-t, but the seemingly 
paradoxical nature of onshoie storm sedimentation is fax hom resolved Indeed, the 
mechanism for landwaids sedimentation proposed'by [Orfoid, 1977], invoking the 
formation of a breakei-bai to force wave-spilling at tidal extremities, lemams the only 
interpretation forwarded thus far Since analysis of high-magnitude stoim events on 
giavel beaches is exceedingly rare [Sandeis, 2000, Oifoid et a l , 2003, Cooper et a l , 
2004], explanations are necessaiily heuristic The Orfoid [1977] hypothesis remains to be 
verihed- indeed, the foimation of a bai' (step) would lequire substantial resistance to 
planation [OifOid et a l , 2003] The peiiodicity and nature of stoim sedimentation may 
be studied using the internal structure of storm beach sedimentation/spiU-over featuies 
[Orford et al , 1988. Bluck, 1999], which have good pieseivation potential, although the 
magnitude of associated beacli sediment removal offshore, and the effect of this on the 
long-term health of the beacli, is much more difficult to deteimine 
2 5 Relationship between Moiphology and Sediments -
2 51 Morphodynamics m Heterogeneous Sedimentary Environments 
This chapter has reviewed gravel beach morphodynamics and it seems that m these 
environments sediment characteristics aie, as least conceptually or based on qualitative 
observation, central to virtually all tenets of morphodynamics Morphology ' 
[Longuet Higgms and i^arkm, 1962, Austin and Masselmk, 2006a] sediment transpoit 
[Kidson et a l , 1958: Cafr, 1971- Voulgaris et a l , 1999, Lee and others., 2007] 
hydrodynamics and hydrauhcs [Huntley and Bowen, 1975a, Austm and Masselmk, 20066. 
Horn and Li , 2006] have either been shown oi aie considered conceptually to be grain 
size/soitmg dependent. It therefore seems more than surprising that, to the authors' 
loiowledge, the concurrent and co-located measurement of sedimentology and one oi 
more of the above attributes ovei short term and small (process) scales, in a 
process-based study with similar sample resolution, has never been attempted on pure 
gravel beaches One reason for this may be that measuiements of gram size distributions 
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are slow and laborious. It is currently not possible to quantify accurately grain 
attributes on a time scale even close to morphological and liydrodynanuc measurements. 
A handful of previous studies have alluded to the -fact that sediment size and 
morphological change have a co-vai-iability which may reinforce individual distinct 
morphological features, and sediment transport characteristics through those features, 
through feedback processes [Sherman et al., 1993; Tolman, 1994: Rubin and Topping, 
2001; Gallagher and McMahan, 2006). In other words, if grain size and morphological 
change have a correlated domain of joint variation (i.e. temporal structm-e) this would 
support the suggestion that sediment characteristics may reinforce the evolution of 
morphological features. Sensitivity to spatial variations in sediment size is another 
dominant theme, with respect to, for example, vertical velocity profiles, morphological 
(step, cusp, berm) and textural mosaic dimensions, kinetic sieviiig (acceptance), 
overpassing (rejection), and emergent sediment properties such as hydraulic conductivity 
and pivot angle. Lai'ger sediment helps to dissipate and spatially concentrate enei-gj-- at 
the step, forming a lag where infiltrational fluid losses are greatest. 
The rest of this chapter develops the potential role of sediments in gi-avel beach 
morphodynamics into a conceptual framework. Cai-ter and Orford [1993] state that the 
emergence of sorting patterns through selection, rejection and acceptance tend to create 
patterns which resist further rnovement. In other words, the formation of textural 
mosaics and morphologies would progressive^ have fewer configurational possibihties, 
which would limit further re-organisation. Therefore, gi-avel foreshores tend to become 
more organised, creating mosaics of sediment which have a distinct form [the sediment 
structures of Bluck, 1967, 1999], which ai'e able to withstand and control transport [or 
hmit^work done -this notion is discussed in terms of 'entropy' by Carter and Orford, 1993 
and briefly bji-CoweU et al., 1999], where sediments diffuse to ehminate work gradients. 
The wide range of size-shape structm-es reported in the literature [Bluck, 1967,1999; 
Orford, 1975: Sherman et al., 1993] are interpreted as the product of this process, 
although it is fai- fi-om cleai- which sediment assemblages represent periods of stabihty or 
order, and which assemblages ai-e the cumulative product of periods of relative disorder, 
and indeed to what resolution one must measure. These claims are based ahnost wholly 
on qualitative observation, but require emplacement within a morphodynamic 
framework. Only an extensive data set of concurrent morpho-sedimentary measurements 
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will support, or otherwise, the veracity of these claims 
Gravel morphological features would peihaps appeal to contiol the flux of eiieigj- and 
mattei through themselves In other words, gravel beach architectures may act as 
mechanisms themselves which recycle sediment selectively [Evans, 1939 Longuet Higgms 
and Parkin, 1962, Sherman ct al 1993, Bluck. 1999], so, effectively soiting may beget 
sorting Sherman et al [1993] cogently aigues that sediment-structures heterospatially 
but not stochastically arianged have a distinctive foim which 'survives' or 'consistently 
appears* as distinct irrespective of location, due to theu piopensity to eithei migrate in 
response to changing conditions (thiough hydraulic equivalence) or withstand or indeed 
even control local process variations- and dynamics either through flow di\'ersion oi 
constraint, or spatially diffeientiated hydio-hydraulic pioperties 
The perfect example of such a relationship is a giavel cusp (Figure 2.4) This 
potentially self-organised system is likely to be governed by internal (intrinsic) dynamics, 
and not exclusively by external hydiodynamic forcing it remains dissipative (i e it 
lequires continual eneigy tiansfei), but as it grows and becomes a more ordered, stable 
form The formation of sediment structures may provide system memoiy or templates 
foi moiphological change, as initial unpatterned (unoideied) sediments foim patterned 
(disordered) states. Time-lags between morphological adjustment (relatively long-teim 
responses) and hydrodynamics (relatively short-teim lesponses) in beacli dynamics aie 
common since sediment must be tiansported to invoke morphological change [Weinei, 
1999] Energetics-type models [Bailard, 1981] treat sediment tiansport as "woik done' by 
a hydrodynannc machine these sediment transport models may have to be adapted m 
light of the pievious discussion, since sortmg implies the stoiage of energy which cannot 
be used to do woik Sediment soitmg may either be piogiessive (i e occurs upon 
deposition) oi instantaneous (i e occuis on entiainment and transpoit) The foimer 
may be lelated to imxed bed sediment geometry and the piocesses of selection and 
rejection, and-the latter may be more related to flow competence and powei The 
challenge will be m the separation of the signals from the two components which aie 
acting m conceit to soit sediment 
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.2.5.2 -Bedform Surrogacy 
On gravel beaches, why are coherent nearshore bedforms such as crescentic, longitudinal 
and transverse bars, and swash bai's, absent? There may be several contributing factors. 
The hydrodynamic boundary conditions inhibit flow field instabihties [Dodd et al., 2003] 
associated with hearshore circulation, rips, shears and infra-gravity motions. Incident 
obliquity and longshore sediment flux, or bedload and sheetflow load dominance,, 
obscm-es developing bedforms. Bedform initiation or maintenance requires low angles of 
internal friction. One might speculate that perhaps sorting forms graded 
sedimeiit-structures, morphologies and mosaics of texture instead of bedforms. In other 
words, they draw physical resemblance to bedforms, or are bedform 'surrogates'. The 
explication of scale hierarchies between barely-perceptible and easily-perceptible 
sediment structures and packing frameworks, textural mosaics, and morphological 
features, could be named 'bedform surrogacy'. 
Beaches must absorb enormous quantities of energj' to maintain their structure and 
chai-acteristics. Sedimentary and morphological reconfigurations and continual 
adjustments, through sediment transport, facilitate this energj' dissipation. The features 
created are specific to available sediment size, and sediment size variation. For example, 
as reported eai-her, as a dissipative feature forcing wave attenuation, the step may be 
analogous to a bar; and sand and gravel cusps may be morphodynamically cqui-final. ' 
Size-sorting in discrete mixed beds is a function of relative transportability, whereas 
sediment sorting on bedforms is controlled by the passage and recycling of sediment 
through the bedforms. Both coherent bedforms mid gravel mosaics and sediment 
structures shai-e in common a certain rhythmicity. Considering gravel "features as 
surrogates for quasi-regulai- and coherent nearshore bedforms may uncovier analogies for 
bedform spatial dimensions and wavelengths; migration rates and propensity; alignment; 
local flow and transport mode modification; and stability fields. Potentially, this idea has 
impHcations for the relative contribution of form drag to total shear stress (usually 
, produced by the pressure field associated with flow over bedforms, but which may 
equally have a gravel analogue in the form of coarse sediment patches), and skin firiction, 
produced by individual grains. Accordinglj^, textm-al mosaics may yield information on 
vectorial dispersal and spatial energy gradients over larger areas [the use of gram size 
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characteristics is an approach common m coastal sedimentology, e g McLaren and 
Bowles, 19S5, Gao and Colhns, 1992 - see chaptei 8]. Equally, sediment structuies may 
be non-repeating in time oi space The ephemeral nature and migiation rates of bedfoim 
suiiogates may aid the quantification of sedimento-morphological relaxation and inertia 
Sediments must be tiansported to invoke morphological change, so sediment transport 
leading to the spatial distribution of sedimentaiy variables may provide the system 
memoiy at the heart of many geopiij'sical time lags Textuial mosaics, moiphologies and 
hydro-hydraulics may be developing ovei discordant time-scales Wernei [1999] describes 
this phenomenon as 'slaving', wheie fast variables aie 'slaved' to slow variables, for 
example m the long-term motion of grains slaved to the nugiation of bedforms 
r r 
.characSnstlcis'' ^'^r^i'. 
Inner Surf Zone Beachface 
Fig. 2 5 Conceptual morpho-sedimentaTy-dynamics diagram for the gravel beach face (modified 
from Massehnk and Puleo (2006, their Fig 1), which should be used as a guide to 
illustrate the conceptual differences between the-two morpho-types) 
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2.6\ Morpho-Sediinentary-Dynamics 
Gravel beaches have-distinct dynamics, wliicli may be explained not only through the 
mutual association between fluid flows and morphological diange mediated through 
sediment transport, but extraneously on the particular controls sediment variations may 
exert on nearshore processes. It has become increasingly clear that the morphodj'-namic 
model first proposed by Wright and Thom [1977] can only pai-tially expla,in gravel beach 
dynamics. Morphodynamics is a type of dyadic interaction,- where a cluster of behaviours 
dominates the meaning of each member's behaviour. Morphodynamics is strongly 
non-hnear, whereby synergistic qualities may appear which cannot be predicted from a 
knowledge of the properties of the individual components of a system. No single 
behaviour can be sepai-ated fi-om the cluster for analysis without losing its meaning in 
the sequence. 'Morpho-sedimentary djmamics' (A'ISD) is defined as the mutual 
association and feedbacks in operation between flows (hydrodynamics and hydrauhcs), 
and forms (morpliological architectures and texfcm-al mosaics), mediated tln'ough 
selective sediment transport mechanisms acting upon the mechanical, hydrodjmamic and 
hydraulic properties of sediments, I^t represents a modification of the morphodynamic " 
domain, applicable where textural difierences are so great that traditional 
morphodynamics are incapable of accounting for the apparently complex time series of 
beach geometries and morphological behaviours. An MSD approach treats sediments, 
and the spatial heterogeneity of sediment cliai-acteristics, not as a boundary condition 
(along with, for example, tidal range, offshore wave height and physical obstructions) 
but as. a fundamental and integral aspect which permeates through iiiorphodynamics, 
which liiay act as both an expression and control on gi-avel beach behaviour (Figure 2.5). 
There are a number of extraneous interactions and feedbacks between system 
components, and more degrees of fi-eedom (the number of pai-ameters wliich may be 
independently varied). MSD therefore is about complexity, i.e'. collective and emergent 
behaviour through nonhnear interactions, although at this stage we may only postulate 
upon how MSD may bo implemented within approaches specifically adapted to account 
for these interactions, especially over larger temporal and spatial scales. 
The dominant processes in gravel beach dynamics have been reviewed, highlighting 
some common themes which unify the various components of the gravel beach system. 
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the lepercussious of which impart on liow giavel beach dynamics might be understood 
conceptually In particular; giavel beach dynamics are thought to be highly dependent 
on the temporal and spatial variation in giain size and the continual adjustments made 
by an active beach step, both of which act not only as the expression of changing 
morphodynamic conditions, but also as a controlling influence Morphodynamics, the 
notion that the exchanges on beaches between the hydrodynamics, sediment transport, 
and morphological change takes the foim of reciprocal relationships whicli are mediated 
thiough feedback mechanisms (m such a way that they cannot be thought of oi studied 
independently) is not a new one Yet it appears that for the gravel beach, 
morphodynamics must be re-defined to describe conditions where variations m sediment 
size are thought to deserve parity, lather than as merely a sequent entity or boundary 
condition 'Morpho-sedimentaiy-dynamics' is a phrase coined to intuit such cause and 
effect, detailing the co-evolution of morphology, hydro-hydiaulics and sediment 
propeities whilst acknowledging causative pluralism, ieedbacks and multiplier effects 
This is the recommended conceptual hamewoik withm which to ciystallise thought and 
oiganise further reseaich for the giavel beach. Essentially, it increases the minimum 
number of parameters needed to describe the state of the gravel beach as a physical 
system Tlieiefore. it is advised that simplicity will be most expedient m oui future 
modelling efforts, if complexity is to be adequately encapsulated 
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2.7 Summary 
(i) Studies into the fundamentals of coarse grained beach behaviour may be best 
. carried out on pure gravel beaches, an 'end-member' in the coastal sedimentological 
continuum, isolating the beha '^iour composed of one sedimentological class without 
the complicating influence of vaiying concentrations of sand. 
(ii) On gravel .beaches, permeability has an important role in defining morphodynamic 
relationships. The best proxy, for permeability, which is difficult to measure in situ, 
is sediment size/sorting. 
(iii) The mean diameter of a sediment .sample on a gravel beach is more than a record 
of fluid power expenditure: it is a cumulative record of grain siz6' filtering at 
successive positions along a sediment transport pathway. 
(iv) Absolute morphological changes appear larger on coarse grained beaches than on 
sand beaches, even under low wave energy conditions. 
(v) The dynamics of secondary morphological features may be controlled by 
fundamentally difterent morphodynamic relationships compared with sand beaclies. 
The presence and dynamics of these features on a graded gravel beach may be as* 
much a function of the variable sediment characteristics as forcing hydrodynamics. 
(vi) It is currently not possible to accurately quantify granular attributes on a 
time-scale even close to morphological and hydrodynamic measurements, but this 
is required for the studj^ ^ of gravel beach morphodynamics to advance. 
(vii) Vai-ious authors have suggested that sediment properties exert some control over 
sirbsequeiit beach evolution. These claims have been almost whollj'- subjective and 
require not only detailed and dihgent verification by field measurements, but also 
emplacement ^athin the morphodynamic conceptual framework. 
(viii) The spatial segregation of sediments on gravel foreshores may draw more than 
physical resemblance to bedforms found on sandy beaches. Sorting patterns may 
be surrogates for bedforms, and further studies may uncover analogies for bedform 
attributes and the processes responsible. Sediments must be transported to invoke 
morphological change, so the development of spatial distribution of sedimentary 
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v'ariables as bedform surrogates ma}"" be phase-lagged to instantaneous 
sedimentation giadients 
(ix) Spatial heterogeneity of sediment pioperties can be thought of conceptually as 
both an expression and a control on gravel beach moiphodynaimcs, howevei, it has 
not thus fai been convincingly demonstrated that morphological change leaves a 
parameterisable sedimentoiogical tiace on beaches of any composition. 
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grannies with minor quantities of interstital coarse sand: up-to 80% is quartz flint and 
quartzite, with small amounts of rhyolite, felsite and granite [Mottershead, 1986: Job, 
1993]. This remaining 20% reflects the variable chff and catchment hthologies. The 
gravel which malces up the modern Slapton Sands extends to 200-400ni (increasing 
southwards) seawards of the low tide shoreline [Job, 1993], bej'ond which the Bay is 
composed primarily of medium-fine sands and muds rich in shell fragments [McManus, 
1975]. Sediment sizes present on the barrier fall in the l-64mm range, with most 
sediment between 2 and 16mm. For a gravel barrier in the U K , this is unusually well 
sorted and fine. The primary reason is that it is a closed sedimentai-y systeni, and 
presumably has been for some time. It is also probably because the barrier position has 
remained so steady, meaning that the gravels have been reworked by waves for more 
than 3000 years. There is httle published data on abrasion rates for marine flints, 
although Latham et al. [1998] concluded that it would take 2300 .years for a 90% 
reduction in volume for flints. It would therefore suggest that the sedimentary size range 
at Slapton was in the region 10-640mm some 2300 BP. Contemporary Slapton Saiids is 
graded both cross-shore and alongshore, although this is highly Variable. The thickness 
of the barrier deposits (Figure 3.3) varies between 5 and 11m, and in most places overlay 
bracldsh and marine muds [Chadwick et al., 2005]. The composition of gravels lain at 
depth are remarkably similar to modern day intertidal sediments in terms of shape, size 
and hthology [Kelland and Hails, 1972; Hails et al., 1975]. Central Slapton Sands is 
composed of some 11m depth of gravel, resting on marine muds whose surface lies at 
approximately -5m ODN [Mottershead, 1986]. It has been esimated that Slapton Sands 
has a total volume of 6.9 milhon cubic metres, some 69% of the total material comprising 
the beaches of Start Bay [Morey, 1983]. 
3.2 Wave & Tide Climates 
The tidal regime is semi-diurnal and macrotidal, with a mean spring tidal range of 4.6m 
at Start Point [Carr et al., 1982]. Tidal levels for Slapton Sands are detailed in Table 3.1. 
The directional wave field is bi-modal, dominated by south-westerly Atlantic swell, which 
is attenuated by the large expanses of shallow water in Lannacombe and Start Bays, 
reifracted by major headlands and subtidal shoals and banks [Holmes,- 1975]. Higher 
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eneigy waves geneiated ovei smailei fetches to the east are less frequent [Holmes, 1975] 
but can be significant geomorphological agents often causing a maiked reduction in 
beach volumes [Job, 1993, Chadwick et al 2005] This is perhaps due to the headlands 
at either end of Slapton Sands being sufficiently spaced, and the bairier has sufficient 
central curvatuic (indentation) to disallow significant sheltciing 'end effects' [eg Ktcin 
et a l . 2002] theiefore the beach is subject to some exposure The strongest wave eneigj'' 
is thought to be at south-central portion of the Bay at Beesands, because of lefiaction 
effects caused by Skeiiies Bank [Holmes, 1975] on easterly storm waves, howevei these 
conclusions aie at odds with HydiauhcsReseaicli [1991] which stated that northeasteily 
waves undergo minimal modification 
Thei,e has been little published work on the wave climate of Stait Bay, aside from the 
modelhng efforts of Holmes [1975], HydraulicsResearch [1991] and Chadwick et al 
[2005] The shorelines of gravel beaches such as Slapton aie commonly thought to be 
dominated by subharmonic energy [Wright and Short, 1984J and indeed subharmonic 
edge waves (a special case of reflected long wave trapped at the shoiehne, with a pei'iod 
exactly twice that of the incident waves), which are historically given special impoitance 
by gravel beach researcheis [e g Caitei and Orfoid, 1984, 1993, Sherman et a l , 1993], 
weie first identified in the field at Slapton [Huntley and Bowen, 1975a] Subharmonic 
edge waves are commonly associated with the formation of cusps [Wright and Shoit 
1984, Sherman et a l , 1993], whicli are geneially absent at Slapton Ai^tm [2005], 
through a scries of detailed field experiments at Slapton, showed that subhaimonic 
energy at the shoreline of subordinate importance to incident eneigj'^ , thus challenging 
the commonly-held belief that subharmonic edge waves are an important component of 
the nearshore hydrodynamics of Slapton 
Tab. 3.1 Tidal levels, from BuH [J993J 
Level Elevation (m, O D N ) 
Once in 100 years tide level 3 15 
Higest astronomical tide 2 85 
Mean High Water Spimgs (MHWS) 22 
Mean High Water Neaps (MH\^ ^S•) 1.0 
Piimarily for the purposes of Chapter 7, thiee pimcipal som'ces of secondaiy 
hydrodynamic data have been used (in addition to the nearshore wave data obtamed as 
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part of individual monitoring campaigns-see chapters 5 and 6). The first, and longest, 
record was that of Met. Office station 62103 Channel Lightship, part of .the U K Marine 
Automatic Weather Station .network. Wind speed (knots), wind direction (in degrees), 
significant wave height (ni) and mean wave period (s) data was available homdy since 
12th May 2003. Significant wave height (hereafter, H^) is defined as the average height of 
highest one thnd of waves in the measurement period. The second soui-ce of 
hydrodynamic data was the outputs firom the W A W W A T C H III (WW III) model 
[Tolman, 1991,- 2002g], a third generation wave model developed at N O A A (National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the United. States). This deep water 
(>15m) model outputs have been logged every 6 hours, from 19th January 2004, for a 
model node at Start Point at [50°Lat., r3.75°Long., Figure 3.4]. The data consist of wind 
speed (ms~ )^ and direction (in degrees), Hg (m), T.,nean (s), Tpcak (s)i and wave direction 
(°N). The final hydrodynamic data source was an inshore Datawell M k l l l directional 
waverider buoy within Stai-t bay, in 10m water depth, located at approximately at 
[50.29''Lat., -3.61''Long., Figuire 3.4]. Data is telemetered bj;- radio Hnk to a nearsliore 
base station and then made available by the Channel Coastal Observatory (CCO). Data 
have been obtained every half hour, from 5th April 2007, consisting of (m); maximum 
wave height (H,naa;rui): peak wave period (Tpeafc -wave period at which the highest wave 
energy is centred, s); zero-crossing wave period (Tz, s); mean wave direction (direction of 
the waves of period Tpenfc in degrees, measured clockwise firom magnetic north): and 
wave spread (the distribution of energy around Tpeofc) in degrees. Low values indicate a 
uaiTow-banded sea and high values indicate a broad-banded sea). 
Daily weather records have been collected by staff at Slapton Ley Field Studies Centre 
shice the spring of 1960 [Ratsey, 1975; Burt and Horton, 2001]. A climatological station 
was designed and set up with the assistance of the Meteorological Office to measure a 
suite of rneteorological variables at 9am each day by a Met. Office trained individual. 
This station is located to the north east of the Field Centre at an altitude of 32m (Figure 
3.4) and is reasonably well exposed. Of primary interest to the present study, primaiily 
chapter 7, were records of temperature, wind speed and wind direction, as indicators of 
-storminess'. Annual means have been taken of daily weather records collected by FSC 
Slapton Ley, and these are charted in Figure 3.5. A linear least-squares fit through the 
wind speed data indicates a general decrease since 1960, and wind, directions have shifted 
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Fig. 3.4 Afap of Start Bay, with the positions of Slapton FSC metereologtcal station, CCO inshore 
wave buoy, and nodal point for WW HI model marked The two arrows indicate the two 
prevailing wave directions 
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slightly to the south and west. Temperatures and rainfall are increasing. 
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Fig. 3.5 Annual means in, clockwise from top left: max. and min. temperature, rainfall, wind 
direction, and wind speed. 
3.31 Contemporaxy Pressures & Management Issues 
It is, predicted that sea levels will be some 0.5m higher than today by the year 2100 
[IPCC, 2007], which will make extreme water levels more common, subject larger areas-to 
more frequent (and more damaging) coastal flooding, and= cause more frequent breaching 
and failure of coastal defences. Tide gauge measurements at Newlyn near Penzance in 
Cornwall show a 25cm rise in sea level since records began in 1915 [Gehrels, 2006], at a 
rate of 1.7mm/year [PSML, 2006]. The U K Glunate Impact Programme predictions for 
the southwest for the year 2080 under a low-emission scenario are a relative sea level rise 
of 16cm (revised to 20cm by Chadwick et al. [2005] to take into account local isostatic 
readjustments). The central shorehnes of Stai't Bay (Slapton Sands) experience perhaps 
the least wave energy, however it is here where the integrity of the barrier is perhaps 
most threatened, due to either an alongshore drift divergence [Chadwick et al., 0^05] or 
because of the thinning,influence of barrier curvature. Pethick [2001] calculated that 
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cential Slapton Sands has suffered aveiage annual retreat of 0 8m/year between 1972 and 
1995 and that the bairiei is decieasing m width by 15in per centmy There is no 
evidence of contemporary sediment supply fiom offshoie to sustain the bariiers of Start 
Bay. although theie is likely to be a long-teim redistribution of sediment between 
indi^'idual bariiei systems For example, there is anecdotal and histoiical evidence for 
beaches at the extiemes of the bay (towaids Strete and towards South Hallsands) to be 
much nioie depleted or accreted than today, suggesting very long term beacli rotations 
Job [1993], foi example, suggests that the net littoral pathway was southwards m the 
nineteenth century, the opposite of today, pointing to the very healthy beaches at South 
Hallsands during this time Beach losses and crest cut back m the wmteis of 1995/6 and 
2000/1 suggest a negative sediment budget, but this lemains speculatory 
Figure 3 6 shows a map of Slapton from 1890 oveilain onto a modern aeiial 
photograph Recessions in low tide sliorehne are in evidence for the entire length of the 
baniei, and are marked onto this figure shaded in led This shorehne lecession wedge 
significantly thms northwards, and at least quahtatively, supports the figure of 15m 
shoiebne recession pei centuiy at Slapton, quoted by Pethick [2001], m lesponse to 
barrier rollover under increasing sea-levels Chadwick et al [2005], who earned out a 
shoiehue analysis for Slapton foi the years 1999 to 2002 using a longshore sediment 
transpoit and one-contour shorehne model, stated that shorehne clianges up to 45m 
could be possible at Slapton over a 4 year period Job [1993] notes that the 
accumulation of material towards the north may have been,a lelatively recent 
phenomenon, and that there is map evidence which suggests the during the nineteenth 
centuiy net diift may have been southerly (a theme elaborated upon m Chaptei 7) At 
the present time the subject is unceitain, a lot of the evidence being anecdotal A 
detailed histoiical analysis of shorehnes within Start Bay warrants fuither study 
Eleven cross-shoie lines have been suiveyed by the Field Studies Council, Slapton Ley, 
between 1972 and 2003 The intervals in time are irregular, however, foi eight of these 
profile lines a total of 32 suiveys were carried out m these 31 years, so data from these 
were deemed to have sufficient temporal resolution to carry out an analysis of shoreline 
positions thiough the past three decades The beaimgs of these profile lines lange 
between 100 and 120 degrees relative to magnetic noith, and the surveys were periormed 
using a dumpy level Tweiity-tliiee profiles from eight locations spaced approximately 
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and overtopped. As a result, an importaiit war memorial had to be resited, and a 250iii 
section of road re-built (indeed, set back) wliich prompted the closm-e of that road, a 
vital local transport route, for more than 3 months. As a direct result of the 
inconvenience caused by the storm, especially to road users, a local interest group called 
the 'Slapton Line Partnership' was formed comprised of local councils and conservation 
bodies to make a decision on the future of the area with specific reference to the road. 
The decision is not straight forward, since the barriers natural response-to storms and 
sea level rise is to transgress landwai-ds [Pethick, 2001; Orford, 2001]. In addition, both 
the barrier and its hinterland are nationally protected (SSSI, AONB, NNR, HC, GCRS) 
natural features [Barne et al., 1996]. In 2002 the Slaptoii Line Partnership commisonned 
Atkins consultancy to carry out a scoping study, and later Scott Wilson consultancy to 
carry out a detailed study on the future of the barrier [ScottWilsoii, 2004; Chadwick 
et si., 2005]. In 2007, another consultancy (Royal Haskoning) reported its findings from 
another major study into the possible consequences of coastal breaching and flooding for 
Slapton Sands. 
Eight cross-shore lines, spaced approxim^ately 300m alongshore between Torcfoss and 
Strete, which were surveyed before and after a major storm which hit the barrier on 
26-27th October 2004. The'surveys were carried out on the 26th and 28th October, and 
again after a spring-spring tidal cycle on the 12th November, using an electronic total 
station. This data set was used to study both the behaviom- of the beach in response to 
extreme storm conditions and the rates of its recovery, and also to draw comparisons 
between the changes measured fortnightly during 2006-2007 and the changes during a 
low-frequency, high-magnitude event. 
The data collected surrounding the October 2004 storm is a good example of the 
profile response from an unusuallj'- severe storm. The storm that hit Slapton on the 
27- 28th October 2004 consisted of a coincident south easterly gale (maximum offshore 
Hs in excess of 5.5iii) and high spring tide, resulting in a 0.75m storm surge, and 
overtopping waves. Gravel and debris deposited on the road immediately belmid the 
beach frontage, both of which were closed for a short time, although overall no 
significant damage was caused. The storm induced crestal cut back, beach head erosion, 
and a new steeper post-storm beach profile. The measured profile changes are 'the 
subject of Figure 3.8. The magnitude of chaiige during one storm event can be greater 
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than the net changes ovei an entne yeai, although the cioss-shoie location of change is 
ciucially diffeient, being confined to a nairower zone closer to tlie shoreline under normal 
wave conditions As well as significant eiosion (and some uppei beach accretion due to 
over-washmg). Figure 3 8 also shows that the beach can lecover very quiddy-the black 
dashed line rcpiesentmg the piofilc one spring tidal cycle after fhe stoim shows that the 
beach had regained a lot of mateiial after just two weeks of calm conditions 
Fig. 3.8 Profile change as a result of the October 2004 storm (vncreasmg northwards from the 
left to right of each row) Measured profiles from 26th October (solid lines, pnor to the 
storm); 28th Octobei (dotted, immediately aftei the storm), and 12th Nouembei (dashed^ 
after one spnng-spnng tidal cycle) 
These repoits have all highhghted the need foi (especially experimental/field woik 
based) medium-short term morphodjaiamic studies at Slapton Sands to complement a 
literature of more extensive and longei term geomoiphological history of Start Bay 
[PosfordDuvivier, 1998, Ortord, 2001, Pethick, 2001. Halcrow Group, 2002, ScottWilson, 
2004]. These leports highlight the uncertainties surrounding moiphological change and 
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3.41 Morphodynamics of Slapton Sands 
. Slapton Sands is an ideal, location for the scientific study of gravel beach 
.morphodynamics. It is a pm-e gravel beach with very minor quantities of (undesirable) 
sand (Chapter 2). Nearshore wave conditions are energetic enough to drive significant 
morphological chemge over all scales of interest (Chapter 1), and the beach experiences a 
large range of sea states over a given year. Profiles are strongly two-dimensional, arid 
so-called swash aligned. In addition, there is a long tradition of scientific studies at 
Slapton [Burt, 1994, for example Slapton Ley field studies centre have carried out 
discontinuous monitoring of vai-ious profile lines since 1972 [CheU, 2002], revealing the 
dynamic nature of profile adjustments], and renewed impetus into studying its dynamics 
iu recent years, in part reflected by an Argus camera system installed in July 2005, a 
directional waverider buoy instaUed by the Channel Coastal Observatory (CCO) in April 
2007, and recent initiation of a profile monitoring campaign by the C C O [Bradbury, 
2001]. Most important^, it is a beach perceived to be at risk, and knowledge of its 
dynamics is likely to inform management decisions made in the near futm-e. SCOPAC 
[2007] stated that a detailed sediment budget is required for Slaptoii Sands, as are a 
profile monitoring campaign and a detailed study of the beach's sedimentologj^ 
Sediment modification, loss or supply from in-situ -^ veathering is thought to be 
negUgible. For example, chff- recession is slow: analysis of cliff weathering rates just to 
the west of Start Point [Mottershead, 1983, 1989, 1998, 2000] suggest that weathering 
products are removed by solution. Fluvial and aeohau transport are not contributing 
significantly to the nearshore httoral sediment budget. Contemporary offshore and beach 
mming is absent, and the only beach replenishment that has taken place at Slapton 
Sands was the one-off creation of four 'bastions' in the centred portion above MHWS in 
2002 using material from Strete in the north. Hard artificial coastal structm-es are 
hmited to Torcross, and impact minimally on the dynamics of the beach. 
There, are a handful of coastal process studies which have been carried out at Slapton 
and the remaindihg paragraphs of this chapter is devoted to briefly summarising their 
findings. In a sediment transport study, Cari: [1974] provided e-vddence that relatively 
smaU pebbles travelled the maximum alongshore distances, in contrast with similar 
studies on Chesil Beach, Dorset, attributed to the phenomenon of overpassing [see 
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Chaptei' 2, and Cair, 1971] Cair [1974] and Gleason et al [1975] report tiacer 
measurements indicating a weak net iioitheily drift PosfoidDuviviei [1998] calculated a 
net northward alongshore transport rate at Slapton of 61.500m* /^yeai, although these 
results were calculated using a sediment transport model whicli has not been validated 
foi gravel sized sediment, prompting Chadwick et al [2005] to re-evaluate alongshore 
tiansport direction and rates using the formula of Van Wellen et al [2000] which had 
been validated for coarse grains They also tound net northwards movement foi 
1999-2002, 111 the region 25 000-75 000 m'^/yeai In a cioss shoie sediment trapping 
study Austin and Masseliiik [2006a] found that even low eneigy swash transpoited 
significant sediment volumes (up to 20 kg per unit metre beachface) As yet, no 
statistically significant coirelations have been tound between net sediment drift (as 
determined from tracer expeiiments) and wave parameters [Gleason et a l , 1975, Carr 
et a l . 1982]. Cair [1974] and Gleason et al. [1975] both leport that Slapton is generally 
graded alongshoie, fining northwards, but also that reversals m grading can occur over 
the shoit term Indeed, Job [1993] aigiies that Slapton coarsens noithwards No studies 
have been able to shed light on whether the sediment budget foi the beach as a whole is 
in balance. 
Austm and Ma.sselink [2006a] noted Uighly \ariable spectral widths, indicative of a 
highly variable wave field composition Huntley and Bowen (1975) concluded that 
secondary wave generation associated with reflection may be significant, although Austin 
[2005] downplayed the significance of these standing wave forms Both Austin and 
Masselink [20066] and Horn and Li [2006] repoit measuiements of groundwater responses 
to swash flows, concluding that gioundwater dynamics were important factors in 
observed morphological changes Austin and Masselink [2006 a] found that the active 
beachface m the centre of Slaptoii Sands was leflcctive, with a mean slope of tan/3=0.2 
and a mean grain size of approximately 6mm. moderately to well sorted, echoing Gleason 
et al [1975], who also noted the limited extent of a stoim beach, indicative of frequent 
inundation of the back beach, as well as a hmited range m available gram sizes 
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3.5 Summary 
Slapton Sands is, despite its name,,a pure gi'avel barrier beacli thought to have been 
formed by Holocene marine transgi'ession and to have remained in approximately the 
same position for 2-3000 years. It is well sorted and gi-aded both cross shore and 
longshore, although this is highly variable. It is distinctly two-dimensional, however 
morphological changes can be substantial .over several time scales of interest. It is 
unknown whether the beach has a positive or negative sediment budget, and the extent 
to which material is exclianged bet^ i^ reen neai-shore and offshore under a range of 
conditions. It is possible beach rotation, and exchange between itself and neighboming 
beaches within Start Bay, occurs on decadal to centennial time scales. The local 
hydrodynamics are poorly documented, however it is clear that wave fields arc strongly 
bimodal with respect to direction, and highly variable over an average year. Due to a 
long term landwai-ds trausgressipn and an apparent accelerated rate in sea level rise, 
Slapton Sands is considered under threat from breaching and overtopping, although the 
effects of storms on the barrier are poorly studied, and depends critically on the abihty 
of the system to maintain a sediment supply. The local' importance of the beach cannot 
be understated. Slapton Sands is an ideal location for the study of gi'avel beach 
morphodynamics primarily because it is relatively devoid of human interference, and it 
contains barely significant quantities of sand. 
4 
.SEDIMENTOLOGICAL INFORKIATION FROM THE 
PROPERTIES OF DIGITAL IMAGES OF SEDIMENT 
The least movement is of importance to all nature The entiie ocean is affected by a pebble 
Blaise Pascal (1623-1662). Rrench Scientist & Philosopher 
4.1 Chaptei Suminaj-y 
The autocoiielation technique for estimating gram-size from digital images of sand beds 
has been extended and vahdated for use on coaise sand (0 7mm) and gravel (up to 
^20mm). A number of aspects of the technique have been exploied and some potential 
improvements suggested Autocorrelation is just one suitable statistical method sensitive 
to the giain-size of sediment in digital images, four additional techmques aie presented 
and then relative merits discussed A collective suite of techniques applicable to the 
geneial pioblem of giain-size estimation from digital images of sediment might broaden 
the apphcability to more sedimentarj^ environments, as well as improve its accuracy 
These are compared using a laige data set from a gravel bariiei beach m southern 
England Based on over 180 samples, mean giain-size of sieved and imaged sediments 
correspond to within between 8 and 16% Some theoretical aspects of the spatial 
arrangement of image intensity m digital images of natural sediments aie addiessed, 
includmg the fractal nature of sediments in images, which has potential implications for 
deiivation of giam-size distributions from images of sand-sized mateiial through 
segmentation and thiesholdmg These may also find application in further uncovering the 
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geometric structure of these beds, as well as in the simulation of sedimentation processes. 
A new technique to estimate the grain-size distribution from a digital image of 
sediment is proposed, advancing the applicability of a suite of sedimentary 
'look-up-catalogue' approaches originated by Rubin [2004]. The outputs of an automated 
procedm-e to estimate the grain-size distribution fi-om digital images of sediment ai-e 
examined with reference to the distributions obtained from manually sieving the 
correspondiag sediment samples. Measures of grain-size obtained from the imaging 
procedure correlate very well with gi-ain-size measures derived from the mass-frequency 
ciirve. Using the new distribution estimation technique, more reahstic distributions are 
obtained than previous methods. The shape is not always mimicked exactly, however the 
percentiles obtained fr-om the cumulative distribution conipai-e well with those from 
sieved distributions, which allow for the fir-st time computation of sorting and skewness 
which arc accurate reflections of those measures obtained for sieved samples. Thus for 
the first time, it has been demonstrated that an automated technique based on the 
statistical properties of digital images of sediment is able to provide a reahstic grain-size 
distribution. A realistic Grain Size Distribution (GSD) allows accurate estimates of GSD 
percentiles, which in turn allows the gi-aphical parameters for sorting, skewness and 
km-tosis to be calculated. The values obtained for sorting and skewness were reasonable, 
which broadens the appUcabiUty of rapid, remote and automated quantification sand and 
gravel sediment for use in sediment trend and transport modeUing, .and detailed studies 
into spatial and temporal sedimentation in a number of sedimentary environments. 
Indeed,'it is now possible to measure grain-size nearly in real time in the field and in 
the laboratory, enabling enormous spatial and temporal coverage and resolution. Data 
collection can be very cheaply set up so as to be almost fully automated, and continuous. 
High resolution grain-size information may thus allow a new generation of sediment 
transport and morphological models with time-varying grain-size and associated/derived 
pai-ameters, including temporally and spatiallj' updatable shear stresses, friction, 
porosity, and transport efiiciency terms. Work such as this promises to revolutionise field 
and laboratory studies where gi-ain-size, and spatial/temporal variations of grain-size, 
respond or reflect the close kinematic couphng between bed composition and flow fields, 
which in turn drive both further changes in flows, and changes in landforms [Rubin and 
Topping, 2001; Gallagher et al., 2003]. 
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4 2 Dnveis foi Reseaidi & Intioduction 
Gram-size information from natural environments is traditionally obtained using 
methods such as sieving laser difcfi action, and sctthng The slow and labour-intensive 
nature of these methodologies has hunted the spatial and temporal resolution with which 
one can collect grain-size data, which in turn has hindeied our detailed understanding of 
sediment transport and geoiiioiphological change Indeed, studies of system dynamics, 
where gram-size is considered an impoitant parameter are fundamentally hmited by the 
difhcultj'^  of samphng for sedmient at the requued fiequency One additional 
disadvantage is that sediment must be manually sampled, therefoie physically removed 
from the environment undei scrutiny, potentially altering subsequent system 
development Only lemote sensing methods can measure grain-size at a lesolution 
comparable to measurements of hydiauhc, hydiodynamic and 
moipliological/topographical conditions 
(a) Typical cross-secljon through fine and coarse sediment 
30 
(b)2miti Sediment 500x500 pixels 
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(c) 16nim Sediment 500x500 pixels 
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Fig. 4.1 The nature of intensity variations m images of sediment cross sectional profile through 
images of 2mm and 16mm sediment (panel a, sohd and dashed line respectively), and 
magmfihd portions of the same images, with scale (panels b and c) 
The problem of deriving sediment size information from digital images of sediment has 
been approached using two diffeient families of techniques The fiist is based on edge 
detection and image segmentation principles [Butlei et a l , 2001; Sime and Feiguson, 
2003, Graham et a l , 2005] Such techniques rely on marked image-intensity contiasts 
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between grains and gaps between gi-ains (interstices), maldng thresholding possible to 
discriminate grains fi-om the backgi-ound intensity levels [Sime and Ferguson, 2003], to 
discern individual grains. These methods are thus far only suitable for instances where 
the overlapping of individual gi-ains, or the apparent coalescence of adjacent grains due 
to indistinguishable similarities in colour and texture, are neghgible. Such images ai-e 
much more likely to be found in the larger sedimentary fractions, such as coarse gravels, 
cobbles and boulders, or surfaces composed of sand/clay and gravel mixtures, where one 
is able to apply thresholds to remove entire classes of grains. Images of coai-se sands and 
fine sands are comprised of complicated objects that are difficult to segment: they have a 
much gi-eater number of indi-vidual grains per image- (Figure 4.1, b and c) so the 
potential for errors associated with gi-ain overlap and grain coalescence, which have the 
effect of making the collections of grains appear lai-ger than they reaUy are, is significant. 
The second approach is to treat grains Avithin an image not as individual objects, but 
as a collection of 'textm-es'. With reference to Figure 4.1, sediments of varying sizes have 
recognisably different textures, for exjmiple the spatial arrangement of greyscale 
intensities is much more vai-iable in images of smaller sediment (Figure 4.1). In such 
cases, accurate gi-ain-size information of natural, sediment surfaces may be derived 
through the statistical properties of those images, based on the notion that intensity 
values in any cross-section of digital images of sediment (Figure 4.1) are more similar 
over space in coarse sediments than in fine. Rubin [2004] showed that the 
autocorrelation function, used as a measure of two dimensional spatial (in-) dependence, 
could be sensitive to the size of grains within images of sand, and thus, given careful 
Oalibration, could be used to derive a rapid, yet accurate, measure of sediment size. This 
malces it possible to use remote sensing, to measure grain-size nearly in real time in the 
field and in the laboratory, enabhng enormous spatial and temporal coverage and 
resolution [Gallagher and McMahan, 2006; Rubin et al., 2006; Mustain et al., 2007; 
Ruggiero et al., 2007]. Data collection can be very cheaply set up so as to be almost fully 
automated, and continuous. Work such as this promises to revolutionize field and 
laboratory studies where grain-size respond or reflect the close kinematic couphng 
between bed composition and flow fields, which in turn could drive both further changes 
in flows, and changes in landforms .[e.g. Rubin and Topping, 2001; Gallagher and 
McMahan, 2006]. High resolution grain-size information may thus allow a new 
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generation of sediment transport and morpliological models with time-varying gram-size 
and associated/derived parameters, including temporally and spatially updatable shear 
stresses, friction poiosity, and transport efRciency teims. 
The purpose of this cliapter is to develop and validate a methodology which will give 
lehable and rapid estimates of giam-size distributions hom digital images of sediment 
beds, using rehable and inexpensive methods The piesent study lelies on the iiumeiical 
and computational methods employed foi the estimation of giain-size distribution 
parameteis to be soimd, for although the piesent work does not solely rely on automated 
giain-size analysis using cameias, it does to a large extent The objectives are therefoie 
tluee-fold 
To develop and test a suite of statistical routines foi giam-size estimation on use on 
coaise sand and giavel sized sediment 
To improve upon and validate existing algorithms for gram-size distiibution estimation, 
To explore the suite of techniques employed here m older to give them a soundei 
theoietical basis and make them more bioadly applicable 
This contiibution extends the statistical approach of Rubm [2004] m two ways Fustly, 
by designing and validating a field image-collection methodology'- for use with 
giavel-sized sediment Secondly, and more importantly, the general problem of obtaining 
an estimate of giam-size from an image of sand/gravel is put on a former theoretical 
basis by extending the theoretical/algorithmic work of Rubin (2004) 
After a detailed introduction to the general problem of obtaining an estimate of 
gram-size fiom a digital image of sediment, teimed 'look-up cataloguing' (LUC), fom 
new numeucal methods are introduced, three of which aie prompted by the suggestion 
that the two-dimensional (Fast) Fouuei tiansform (heieafter referred to as 2D-FFT) 
may be a viable alternative to the spatial autocorrelation loutme to derive giam-size 
information from digital images of natural mixed beds [Rubin, 2004 p 160] The 
2D-FFT algorithm has been applied to images for derivation of \'ariograms, power 
spectra and fractal dimensions The fourth numerical procedme is an autoregiessive 
model, which quantifies serial coiielation and thus is m the same family of methods as 
the autocorrelation fimction It is found that sunilar results aie achieved using a number 
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of different numerical techniques. Some example research applications are presented fi'om 
a gravel beach, and the relative merits of different methods to obtain grain-size from 
images of sediment are evaluated. Theoretical considerations of the L U C approach, as 
well as the use of both statistical and segmentation methods in practice, are discussed 
before conclusions are drawn. 
Several techniques have been utilised because they allow the na-tm-e of spatial 
variability of grey-level intensities within images of sediment to be explored theoretically. 
They may therefore provide a starting point to the rapid, automated and quantitative 
description of additioned sedimentological traits such as gi-ain orientation, shape, sorting, 
biniodality and mineralogj', which should be possible using the techniques presented in 
this paper for sizing. In addition, the use of these teclmiques may be useful in artificially 
modelHng grain surfaces for use in sediment transport simulations and elsewhere. 
Researchers working in a wide range of environments ai-e more accustomed to certain 
teclmiques than others, so the adoption of statistical sedimentological techniques is 
facilitated by exploring and suggesting a range of acceptable alternatives. Finally, since 
at present the primary advantage of L U C methods for sediment size is sample processing 
speed, a number of methods have been suggested who's speed or accuracy may depend 
on the softwai-e or (high-level) programming language used. 
4.31 The principles of Sedimentary 'Look up cataloguing' 
A standard red-gi'eeii-blue (RGB) digital image is transformed into a 'greyscale' 
(intensity) image by elimhiating the hue and satm-ation information, while retaining the 
luminance. The resulting two dimensional matrix is composed of 8 bit values which score 
shades of grey (intensity) in the'visible spectrum on a 0:255 point scale. Figure 4.1 
demonstrates the nature of veiriations in intensify bet\veen relatively fine and relatively 
coarse sedinients. There are algorithms which are sensitive to either the serial correlation 
of numerical values represented by such images,, or the nature of 'texture' within the 
images (i.e. statistical properties which tell us something about the two-dimensional 
distribution of grey levels within an image). 
The numerical technique should operate on the information within the entire image or 
a lai-ge proportion of the image (two dimensions), not a single pixel line, to retain the 
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-desired-spatial-aiiangement-of intensity within the image This technique quantifies the 
size mfoimation obtained within the sediment image Calibration images are taken of 
sediments which have been sieved into a numbei of size fractions, and the chosen 
numeiical pioceduie is applied to each image to build up the catalogue The numbei of 
observations must equal the number of obser\'ations m the calibration catalogue, so the 
calibration catalogue will consist of n obseivatioiis multiplied by m cahbration sizes 
The procedure then involves 'looking up' the elements of the sample in the caHbiation 
catalogue and, based upon then location, returning output values mteipolated within 
the elements of the catalogue The catalogue becomes a look up table', a data stiuctuie 
used to find solutions based on several pre-computed solutions This general procedure 
may be teimed sedimentary iook up cataloguing' (LUC) Note that the use of several 
caiibiation catalogues is likely to enhance the accuracy of the estimated sizes these 
calibration images must be based on sediment sizes deiived from sieving, and not the 
outputs of pievious L U C application to images of sediment to avoid propagation eriors. 
The caiibiation catalogue used may be similar to the (much simplified) table below, 
which contains typical values associated with the autocoiielation method 
sample 
0 9938 
0 9911 
0 9770 
0 9586 
0 9448 
0 9111 
0 8956 
0 8743 
0 8632 
0 8477 
40m TTi 
f 0 9966 
0 9889 
0 9786 
0 9666 
0 9537 
0 0403 
0 9269 
0 9136 
0 9005 
0 8876 
20mm 
0 9953 
0 9843 
0 9691 
0 9511 
0 9314 
0 9108 
0 8901 
0 8692 
0 8486 
0 8283 
10mm 
0 9958 
0 9859 
0 9720 
0 9546 
0 9338 
0 9106 
0 8854 
0S590 
0 8319 
0 8044 
5mm 
0 9950 
0 9826 
0 9642 
0 9409 
0 9136 
0 8S33 
0S513 
0 8182 
0 7S49 
0 7517 
m caUbrahonstzes 
nlags y y 
The values highlighted in bold are those in the calibration (within brackets) which 
most closely match the sample (on the left) at every lag. so this simple example would 
have a grain-size array oi X = [5,40,40,40,40,20,20,20,20,20] with mean value 26 5mm 
(note that m leality several more lags, and several moie calibration sizes would be 
required, as would mterpolation between sizes as explained below) 
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wildly inaccurate using these distribution estimation methods. 
Sediment Size (mm) Sediment Size (mm) 
Fig. 4.3 A Comparison of GSDs and cumulative GSDs obtained from sieving (solid line), and 
imaging the same sample (Figure 4-2). Dotted lines indicate the GSD derived using a 
linear least-squares and histogram approach; and dashed lines indicate the distribution 
.obtained from a linear least-squares with non-negativity constraints approach. Horizontal 
lines indicate commonly used percentiles (10, 25, 50, 75 and 90). 
A very different class of approach is to ai-rive at the vector solution X using a 
least-squai-es approach, then to use X to compute a smooth probability density function 
(PDF) using a non-parametric kernel density estimation-routine (otherwise Imown as.a 
Parzen method), which takes the form: 
with kernel F, bandwidth B, and number of points N. The centre of the kernel is placed 
over every data point, and the influence of the datum is spread about its neighbourhood, 
depending on the shape of the kernel. The contribution of each datum is then summed 
to an overall estimate, thus removing the dependence on the end points of the bins. The 
kernel can take on several forms (similar to wavelets or digital filters). The bandwidth 
(or 'scaling factor') controls how far the probability mass is spread around a datum, 
thereby controlling the smoothness of the probability density estimate. In other words, 
replace each obser-vation by a copy of the function V, shifted so that it is centred at ij, 
and scaled by a factor B. Kernel estimation is conducted usiiig non-negativity 
constraints by provided a bounded support where only positive values can be recorded. 
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A lot of research has focussed on the optimal value for the bandwidth paiametei 
[Sheathei and Jones. 1991] since the quality of a kernel estimate generally depends less 
on the shape of the F than on the value of its bandwidth In numerical trials it was 
found that the 'generalised cross entropy (GCE)' method of Botev [2006] to be most 
lehable, closely followed by the (computationally much simpler) 'rule-of-tliumb" formula 
suggested by Bowman andAzzalini [1997] 
a , (4 3) 
where ax is the standaid deviation of the histogram of X IVials using diffeient kernels 
on sample images in this study deemed a 'noimal' or Gaussian' kernel to be suitable, 
given by [Bowman and Azzalini, 1997]. given by 
r (0 = - ^ e x p - V 2 4 (4 4) 
A iion-paiametric appioach such as this is important because lestiicting an estimator 
to a ceitain parametric family can potentially miss significant featuies in the data Thus, 
a kernel density estimate can be more effective than a parametric ciuve fit when the 
distribution is multimodal The distiibution estimated by the keinel density method may 
be seen m Figuie 4 4 (dashed line) with reference to the sieved sample (solid line) The 
shapes closely agree, as do the percentiles in the cumulative distiibution Accordingly, 
the derived parameters from the distribution estimated by the kernel method are m 
better agreement with those deiived fiom the sieved distribution, as detailed in Table 
4 1, which shades the value m closest agieement with the actual value foi each 
paiametei On this occasion, the kernel method performs bettei foi size, soitmg and 
kmtosis (but not foi skewness, because it underestimates the coarse tail) Note that this 
sample was chosen at random some fits die consideiably better than this, and otheis 
marginally worse (see Figme 4.14 for a comparison of all samples used m this study) 
4 41 Autoregressive Techniques 
The autocorrelation fimction (r), and the Yule-Walker A R model (70), may be classified 
broadly as 'autoiegiessive' statistics. This class of statistic is designed to uncover the 
natm-e and extent of serial correlation in data, or the tendency for successive values to be 
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Sediment Size (mm) Sediment Size (mm) 
Fig; 4.4 A Comparison of GSDs and cumulative GSDs obtained from sieving (solid line), and 
imaging the same sample (Figure 4-2)'. Dashed lines indicate the distribution obtained 
using a kernel density estimation approach on the linear least-squares solution vector. 
Horizontal lines indicate commonly used percentiles (10, 25, 50, 75 and 90). 
Tab. 4.1 The parameters obtained from the sieving and imaging of the sample in Figure 4-2. Dong 
denotes the sieved GSD; Dunonneg denotes the least-squares with non-negativity GSD; 
As denotes the least-squares GSD; and Dkd denotes the GSD obtained using the kernel 
density method. Shaded values represent those closest to reality (i.e. Dorig) 
Parameter D M 
D5(?7im) ' 
Dao(mm) 
1.64 
2.15 
1.41 2.39 
3.36 2.331 • • 2.046 • 
Di6(7nm) 2.39 2;07 •3.45 
D25(mm) 2.793 2.331 • 3.825 
D50 (mm.) 4.91 3.398 4.53 
D75'(mm) 6.24 7.775 • 5.32 I 5.07 
DsdC'nm) . 7.60 13.77 5.69 
D90 (mm) 8.90 14.6 6.09 
D95(m?7l) 10.1 15.26 6.22 EEEI 
D9o/Z?lO 2.9 3.79 1.58 
D75/i?25 2.23 3.33 1.39 
Dgo — JDIO (mm) 4.09 5.72 1.95 
P 7 5 - D2a{mm) 3.45 5.44 1.49 
Graphical sorting^ 
Graphical skewness^ 
Graphical km-tosis^ 
0.569 
0.2948 
0.598 
0.4350 0.7634 
-0.2178 
0.1293 
iiTtVJ 
-0.0642 
VIM 
• 0.192 • 
1.1686 
Folk and Ward [1957] graphical measures, 1 = (^ $4 — 0i6)/4 + (fe.— 05)/6.6; 
2= (016 + 4>&i) - 2(.^ 5o)/2(</>84 - he) + {4>5 + M - 2(05o)/2(^95 - 4>5)\ 
3={4>os - <^ 5)/(2.44(.^ 75 - fe)) 
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similar 
Kent et al [2006] define spatial autocorrelation r as the tendency for random 
Arariables to co-vary as a function of their locations m space." Positive spatial 
auto con elation is the tendency for objects closer togethei to be more similar than 
objects fuithei apart Taking image intensity as a landom (spatial) variable, the extent 
to which information within images is independent may be quantified using an 
autocorrelation function. If values sepaiated by a lag of I aie similar, the array will have 
an autocoi relation coefficient r --^ 1. sigiiifjdng serial dependence/coiielation (Figure 
4 5) If 1 —> 0, the sequence is laudom or serially uncoirelated, and if the signal is 
peuodic, so will the autocoi relation function be if the signal s peiiod is covered by the 
numbei of lags ovei which the function is computed For images of natural beds, pixel 
patches covering largei giams aie more similar for a longei distance than pixel patches 
covering smaller grains The spatial autocorielation between an image and a copy at 
offset is given by [Davis, 1986] 
wheie T{XT) and I{yi) are the greyscale intensities of each individual pixel m the 
coiresponding positions m the two images, and and I{y) are the mean intensities 
Spatial autocorrelation as a function of inciemeiital offset distance (lag) pioduces a 
cuive a corielogram If the coirelogram slope is lelatively shallow, there is more 
similarity between consecutive values (Figure 4 5, panels a and b) Rubm [2004] s method 
foi calculation oi the autocorrelation sequence was used with a modification being one 
pie-processmg step which rescales the image values to He between 0 and 100 (rathei than 
0 and 255) and lound these values to the nearest mtegei This was found to enhance the 
differentiation bctiA'cen sizes by removing some short-wavelength noise m the images 
thus removing the tendency for the correlogram to fluctuate around zero at larger offsets 
The Portmanteau statistic (also called the Q or Box-Pieice test) is a test for higher 
order seiial coirelatioii in lesiduals from a regression [Brockwell and Davis, n d ], and is 
conventionally used to separate homoscedastic from heteroscedastic signals by testing for 
autocorrelation m the residuals fiom that regression The legiession is a 'self legression' 
of localised values in a sequence, testing the ability to piedict the next few values in that 
r = 
[E{IM-m)iHy^)-m)] (4 5) 
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(a) Correlograms for various sized sediment (b) r coefficient at 10 and 50 pixel lags 
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Fig. 4.5 The autocon-elation (r) technique. Panel a (left)-correlograms for various sized sed­
iments; panel b (right)-r coefficients associated with the t(f'^ and.SCf''^ lags of the 
correlogram, for different sediment sizes. 
sequence. The residuals are the discrepancies between those mines and the prediction, 
and instead of testing at each discrete lag, it tests over a number of lags (Figure 4.6). 
The statistic is given by: 
. QLB = (4.6) 
where r~{l) is the squared autocorrelation coefficient at lag I (the coefficient is squared so 
the negative and positives do not cancel each other out), L is the rnimber of lags (defined 
bj'^  the operator), and N is the sample size (number of pixels within the image). This 
definition is the standard Box-Pierce [Box and Pierce, 1970] test with the Ljung-Box 
[Ljung and Box, 1978] correction which adjusts the statistic by its asymptotic variance, 
bjipassing problems associated with (potentially) small sample size. QLB at lags 1:L 
gives a sequence which increases in value as residuals iii the input series become more 
independent, until a sill is reached where increasing l^g does not produce a 
commensurate increase in independence (Figme 4.6). Here, the statistic is not used in its 
classical 'hypothesis testing' sense, rather as a signal generator which is sensitive to the 
degree of serial correlation in an image. If one takes the first derivative of an image, and 
vectorise it (stack successive columns of the image on top of one another to form an 
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array), it becomes suitable for analysis using the Portmanteau statistic The fiist 
deii%ative is a pioxy of the fiequency of the image s singularity fronts, where the latgest 
changes m intensity occur [Grazzmi et a l , 2007], i e at grain boundaries, thus enhancing 
the diffeiences between the grams and gaps Because the method tests foi higher-order 
seiial correlation, it icqnncs far fewei offset lags than autocori elation, thus aidmg 
computational efficiency Trials shoT;\ed that the natuial logarithm of sample size is an 
appropriate lag with which to calculate the Portmanteau sequence {QLB), SO for the 
subaeriai images used in this study of dimensions 2048 x 1536, i=log(2048 x 1536)=15 
xlO* 
(a) Porlmanlesu Sequences 
for vanous sized sediment 
(b}Qcoeffiaentat 
1 andSpiicel lags 
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Fig. 4.6 PortinanteaiL technique Panel a (left)-portmanteau sequences foi various sized sedi­
ments, and panel b (nght)-Q coefficient at 1 and 5 puel lags, as a function of sediment 
size 
The Portmanteau sequence {QLB) may be interpreted as the degree to which values in 
any moving window can explain successive values beyond that window This al>ility 
scoies relatively low, is enhanced m highlj'^  autocoirelated signals, and theielore is typical 
of largei sediments (Figure 4 6) Theie is a strong linear relationship between values at 
sequence lag and sediment size (Figure 4 6). 
The evolution of an autoregressive (AR) process can be described by a weighted sum 
of its pre\ious values and a (white noise) error term Foiecastmg is possible since at any 
point the value is hnearly 'regiessed' on previous values of itself to locally piedict the 
next few values in the sequence jBrockweH and Davis, n d ] The size of that moving 
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window depends on the order of the model. The general form of an A R model is': 
Yt = 6AR + (piYt-i + ip2Yt-2 + ... + ifoYt-o + At (4.7) 
where Yt is the time or spatial series, At is white noise, ipo are the autoregi'essive 
coefficients, and 5J\R = (1 — Y!i=\'Pi)l^Y, with /ly as the mean and o as the (user 
defined) model order [BrockweU and Davis, n.d.]. 
(a) Yule-Walker (AR) log spectral (b) spectral density at 
Normalised Angular Frequency (radians, 8) Sediment size (mm) 
Fig. 4.7 The AR-PSD technique. Panel a (left)-power spectral densities, in units of image 
intensity-squared per normalised angular frequency in radians (normalised so it sums 
to unity), for various sized sediments, calculated using an AR-model (jo), order 20. The 
sediment takes the general form 0'"^, shown as a heavy line; panel b (right)-spectral 
density associated with the and Stf^ freqencies, for different sediment sizes. 
Power spectral density (PSD) is estimated using the Yule-Walker method, which, using 
a moving wmdow, fits an autoregi-essive model to each successive portion of signal by 
minimising errors associated with extrapolation (in a simple least-squares sense: 
[Priestly, 1994]). The natural log transform of the PSD is sensitive to the size of grains 
in digital images (Figure 4.7). The Yule-Walker equation can be expressed as: 
. o 
7o = E ^ki-y-i + a\ + 5o- (4.8) 
where ry is the autocorrelation function of the input signal, (pi are the autoregressive 
coefficients, a A is the standard deviation of the input error (noise), 5o is the Kronecker 
delta fuiiction, and .where o is the (user defored) order of the model, at any point 
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dictating how many previous \'alues liave an effect on the legiession from the curient 
window of values [Box and Jenkins, 1976] Since tlie last part of the equation is > 0 only 
when 0=0, the Yule-Walker equation is usually solved as y-\-l simultaneous equations of 
the form [Priestly, 1994] 
-71 
-72 
70 71 
71 70 
ly-l ^1 
7y-2 V2 
\ { \ 
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The Yule-Walker model is used as a paiametric spectial estimation method, solved 
using Levmson-Durbin lecursion [Kay 1998] instead of a peiiodogram (calculated using 
a Fouiier transform, thus decomposing the data mto a legular trigonometrical series) 
because it produces a smoother power spectral density, and because ordei specification 
allows gieatei computational flexibility In this study, the older ot the autoregiessive 
model used for images of natural sediments is o=20 The spectral density units are the 
squared magnitude of the frequency response of this model oidei [Kay, 1998] 
The A R model (70) signature may be interpreted thus foi images of natural 
sediments, pixel patclies covering largei giams ai'e more similar foi a longer distance 
than pixel patches covering smaller giains, therefore power spectial density for any given 
frequency will generally be higher for images of smaller sediment, because there is more 
variance associated with that fr-equency (Figure 4 7) There is a strong con elation 
between peicentiles of power spectral slope and sediment size (Figuie 4 7) 
442 2D-FT Techniques 
'Textuie' may be thought of as repetition of a basic stiuctural pattern. In image 
processing these repetitiw basic elements are Imown as 'texels'. and it has been shown 
that 'texture' may be quantified statistically by using frequency transfotms [Tliceryan 
and Jain, 1998] These uncovei the nature and separation of repeating patterns and 
texture within that image, represented in a space whose coordinate system has an 
interpietation closely related to cliaracteristics of texture Because the contents of the 
entire image are mapped as eneigies at all frequencies and orientations, angular and 
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radial bins in tlie Fourier domain detect and characterise image texture directionality 
and the rapidity of fluctuation [Davis, 1986]. Operating in the non-spatial domain, each 
Fourier coefficient depends on all pixel locations, thus enhancing the computational 
efRciency (without compromising the vahdity) of traditionally spatial operations such as 
the calculation of the variogram. In images of natural sediments, textural patterns ai'e 
scale-dependent phenomena, requiring appropriate statistical techniques such as fractals. 
The type of Fourier transform applied on the images hi this study is for an aperiodic, 
discrete signal, with a continuous spectrum given by the Fourier parr: 
CO o o 
^ F{U,V)^ J2 E /[a;,y]exp-J-'^(^-^<'+^'«^'') (4.9) 
a ; = — o o y = — o o 
Hx,y] = - ^ f I F(t/.V-)exp '^2'^ (^ -=^"+ '^'''") (4.10) 
UV Jo Jo 
where and yo are intervals in space between signal in the x and y directions. U and V 
axe reciprocals of Xg and yo {U = 1/xo and V = l/yo) and represent both sample rates in 
2 durections, and also the period of the spectrum F {U, V). 
Semivariance is a measure of squared difference in DN (intensity) value between a pair 
of pixels located at a distance or lag, given by the classic equation in the spatial domain 
[Davis, 1986]: 
[E{iIix) + h),Jixi)f] 
7(h) = -t i (4.11) 
2 
where the numerator is the mathematical expectation E of the quadratic increments of • 
pixel pair {{I{x + h))^, I{xi)} values separated by distance h, a vectorial function which 
vai'ies with the modulus and angle of h between pixels I(x -\- h) and /(x) [Gringai-ten 
and Deutsch, 2001]. Image detrending is a necessaiy pre-operation. Semivariance (7) can 
be thought of as related to an inverse measure of spatial autocorrelation at specified 
location vector, at a certain lag in a given dnection. A plot of semivariance (7) as a' 
function of lag distance is called a (semi-) variogi-aiii (Figure 4.8). The variogi-am has 
been used by researchers, for example, in the field of remote sensing to characterise 
textural properties of satellite imagery [Lark, 1996; Cliica Oliiio and Abarca Hernandez, 
2000]. The use of the vaiiogram for use on images of sediment is valid with respect to 
Tobler's Law [Kent et al., 2006] because the correlogram is positive for all lag distances. 
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Semivariance magnitude is binned at all fiequencies and orientations The i.'ariogi'am 
computation is performed using the algoiithm detailed m Maicotte [1996], which uses a 
spectial latlier than (traditional) spatial domain approach This affords gieater 
computational speed and efficiency, which is ciucial in image processing wheie hies are 
large and memoiy is at a premium The complexity of operations is dictated by the 
numbei of pans at all lags, C7, given by = (2a- - 1) x (2?/ — 1) x log2(2y — 1) for an F T 
approach, and vj = foi a spatial approach, wheie T x y aie the dimensions ot the 
image For example on a standaid digital image of 1536 x 2048 pixels, this equates to 
145 680 000 and 4 947 800 000 000 individual opeiations for spectral and spatial 
approaches respectively (the fiiequency appioach is "simpler', in teims of operations, by a 
factor of 3 4 x 10*) with identical outputs To avoid excessive mathematics heie the 
variogram of a two-dimensional image using a spectral appioach is defined bj" first 
defining a pieciirsor, 7p 
iv X i^" x F - 2 X R x F' 
j V - 2 
(4 12) 
wheie Fc is the complex conjugate of F and Fc is the comple?: conjugate of F, and where 
F', F*^ and F are defined as the two-dimensional Fourier transfoims of / , and /rf, 
respectively. / is an image of dimensions x x y, Ifi is an 'indicator' matiix of zeios of 
dimensions x x and A'' is the iiumbei of pans at all lags The semivariance 7 is then 
given by the two-dimensional inverse Fourier trausfoim of 7p, shifted so the zero 
frequency component is at the centie of the spectrum [Matcotte, 1996]. 
Images of laiger grains have smaller mean semivaiiance values for a given lag than 
images of relatively small grams (Figuie 4 8) Coaisei sizes yield smallei semivariance 
values because the light-shadow pattern is larger, therefoie the image's singulaiity fi'onts, 
wheie the laigest changes 111 intensity occur, are larger Images of smaller sediments 
yield laiger semivariance values because the image intensities vary less as a vectoi 
function of lag than as a function of mdividual pixel values 
Modelhng apphcations aie facihtated if the theoietical variogiam model of an image 
surface is known As previously explained, semivaiiance quantifies the sum of squares 
differences between data separated by lag I Seniivaiiance between zero lag Ico^ and the 
lag at which semivaiiance does not increase with commensurate increase m lag {Ics-, the 
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Fig. 4.8 The variogram technique. Panel a (leftj-semivariance (')•) sequences for various s-ized 
sediments; normalised so they sum- to unity; and panel b (right)-mean semivariance (j) 
as a function of sediment size. 
sill) may be classified using models with known mathematical properties, such as the 
spherical or exponential models [Gringarten and Deutsch, 2001]. It was found that 
digital images of natural sediments corresponded well with a spherical (also called 
'circular') model which is given by: 
11 = ICQ + lcs(:l-5{l/a) - O.bH/afy 0<l<a • 
0 if I =.0: 
Ico + Ics otherwise 
where a is a tuning pai'ameter required for model fit. Figure 4.9 shows circular model fit 
(and associated values of a) to the empirical spatial semivariograms for different sized 
images of sediment (cahbration linages for 1, 2, 4.75, 11.2 and 16mm sediment, 
respectively). Note that for relatively leu-ge sediment (> 4mm), the spherical model is 
cubic (i.e the second term, l/a^, becomes dominant) where l/a w 1. In contrast, for 
relatively fine sediment (< 4mm), the two terms (Hnear and cubic) are equally dominant 
suice l/a ^ 1, meaning a composite Hnear least-squares fit is required. 
Some natural surfaces have a quasi hnear log-log power spectra, in units of distribution 
of power per. imit fi:equency. Images of natural sediments are such surfaces, and ordinary 
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Fig. 4.9 A theoretical circular model (solid lines) fitted to empirical semivanogiams derived from 
digital images of various sized sednnents (black markers) 
20-FT powei spectial estimation, when a log-log (magnitude-frequency) transfoim is 
applied, is sensitive to the size oi sediments witlim images (Figm e^ 4 10) The 
zeio-frequency component of the image is shifted to the centie of the spectrum and a 
two-dimensional disciete Foiuier tiansfoim is carried out on the detrended zero shifted 
image A linear least-squares polynomial is fit to the data in the log-log plot of the phase 
magnitude and frequency, whicli finds the average slope (Figiiie 4 10) 
When spectial slopes are quasi linear, Voss [1988] demoi:^trated that the 
Hausdorff-Besicovitch or 'firactal dimension (Df) can be calculated firom the log-log 
tiansform of the image's power spectrum In sucli cases the fiactal dimension has been 
shown to be an appiopnate spectral estimator of textuie [Chaudhuri and Saikar, 1995] 
The fractal dimension of the suifacc is given by 2 plus the slope of a legression hne 
thiough the data [Smith et a l , 1990, Bartlett, 1992] Fractal surfaces have a dimension 
greater than the topological dimension of an image, which equals 2 Plotting the log of 
the magnitude in all directions against the log of the coriespondiiig fiequency 
[Richaidson plot- Mandelbiot, 1983] yields a linear lelationship from whicli the fiactal 
(Hausdoifi-Bcsicovitch) dimension is derived by the relationship 
Df = 2-\-lcgi—) 
wheie s is the spectral density and f is fiequency [Whalley and Orford, 1989] 
(4 13) 
The slope 
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Fig. 4.10 Panel a (left)-power spectral exponents for various sized sediments, in units of image 
intensity-squared per normalised angular frequency in radians, derived using ordinary 
2D-FT (s) for various sediment sizes; panel b (top right)-mean log power spectral (s) 
slope as a function of sediment size; and panel c (bottom right)-log power spectral (s) 
intercept as a function of sediment size. 
{As/M, always negative), fractal dimension {Df) and intercept of the spectrum are 
highly correlated to grain-size (Figure 4.10) : the higher the fractal dimension [Dj), the 
more variable or 'rugged' the grain surface, and the smaller the grain-size. The power 
spectrum is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function [Blackman and Tukey, 
1958]. The fractal output may be interpreted thus: images of smaller grains have smaller 
scale invariance, or less self similarity in image intensity through the image, than images 
of lai-ger grains. The variation of texture within the image, detected and quantified by 
its Fourier transform {F), has a scale dependency which may be characterised by its 
fi-actal dimension {Dj). Like the PSD estimation using the Yule-Walker (70) technique, 
images of smaller sediment has lai-ger energy associated with smaller fr-equencies than 
images of larger sediment (Figure 4.7). 
4.5 Field Methods mid Calibration 
4.5.1 linage Collection Guidelines 
With reference to Fig-ure 4.11, the general procedure begins with a large sample of the 
parent material, which is manually sieved into size fractions (preferably at ^/4). Samples 
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for calibiation in the gravel size lange have been collected accoiding to the 
recommendations of Gale and Hoaie [1992] foi coaise clastic sampling, where >2 kg of 
mateiial is believed sufficient for well sorted material up to 20miii diametei, where the 
laigest stone is <5% of the total mass 
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Fig. 4.11 Schematic dmgjarn of the stages involved m the 'look-zip cataloguing' pwceduie 
A digital image is then taken of each fiaction, and a statistical procediue which is 
sensitive to the size of sediment on the greyscale complement of the image is then 
applied to the image In this way a calibration 'catalogue' of numeiical values foi each 
sediment size is obtained The collection of that image is crucial to the technique, and m 
the field, images of sediment are taken and then analysed using the same statistical " 
technique used previously to cieate the caiibiation catalogue (Figure 4 11} Caiibiation 
and sample images have sufficient grains to have variation m coloui and rameralog>^, and 
images of grams have sufficient resolution so that the smallest grain in the image is 
larger than one pixel, in order to prevent aliasing problems (the largest grain-size hkely 
to be encountered is smallei than the largest size catalogued by cahbration to avoid 
numerical eirors caused by linear extrapolation) Cahbiatioii ensures transfeiability to a 
range of sizes, shapes, lithologies and packing configuiations and is carried out whenever 
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any of these changes sigiiificantly. The calibration is caiTied out again if camera type or 
settings are changed, or if sediment sizes fall out of the range of the sizes used for 
calibration. In general, this approach is designed to be site specific for the rapid 
quantification of sediment size acres? local space and/of time. 
For coai'se sand-gravel "beds, a method has been designed which ensures that images 
are taken at a constant height above the surface. Using an off-the-shelf digital camera 
with 3.2 mega pixels, it was found that as a rule of thumb images should be taken at a 
- height in centimetres equal to the largest likely encountered gi-ain in milhmetres. The 
camera's focal plane is parallel to the object (surface) plane, and the camera's settings 
ai-e manually adjusted so the focal plane rests the same distance above the ground as the 
camera (in some cameras an automatic adjustment may be made). The problem of 
non-optimal exterior fighting suffered by thresholding techniques is overcome by 
incorporating lights into the camera's housing [Rubin et al., 2006; Barnai'd et al., 2007]. 
A constant illumination angle and magnitude should be maintained bj'^  ensuring the only 
light source is fi-om the camera fiash, thereby ensuring shadows are at a constant angle 
and shading magnitude, removing false intra grain edge noise and not biasing the 
statistic used. Items and markers are not placed inside the image. The camera's field of 
view was known, so the area represented by each- image was also known, and this was 
held constant. Note that results are unaftected by variation caused by lens distortion, 
since the same distortion is within the calibration catalogue if the same camera and 
camera settings are used for both calibration and sampling. Images are inspected by eye 
for over-or under-exposm-e, or using a simple algorithm which flags images above and 
below thresholds of image -noise' associated with exposure problems. The spatial 
heterogeneity of gravel sized sediment is likely to be greater than sand, and spatial 
averages of sediment size are strongly recommended [see Barnard et al., 2007]. The 
camera settings used in this study are detailed in Table 4.2. 
The footprint of the image, in millimetres per pixel, may be found by: 
•Pmm = J^TT (4-14) 
where / is the file size in bytes, and r is the resolution in dots-per-inch (dpi). Using 
this formula, the image collection technique outlined above with a resolution of 
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Tab. 4.2 The same camera settings, detailed here, were used for all the images faken m this study 
Parameter Value 
area photographed 100 X 130mm 
pixels 2048 X 1536 
pixels per mm -15 54 
exposme 1/60 seconds 
focal length 17 4mm 
flash Yes 
apeitme f/4 8 
0.0788mm/pixel, which is, in terms of pixels per millimetre. equi\'alent to 12 68 times the 
leqiured lesolution the size of giams under scrutiny (:^l-20mm). 
452 LUC Size Outputs and Size Outputs from Sieving 
The size outputs hom the traditional (three-dimensional) sieving method and the 
(two-dimensional) look-up catalogue technique aie not directly comparablCj which must 
be factoi ed into sieve size - image size comparisons when diffeieuces exist Imaged 
output cannot be directly compared to sieve data because a correction factoi must first 
be applied, which requires both the intermediate and smallest axis diameter [Giaham 
et a l , 2005] No image analysis routine can gratify the latter, and piocedures based on 
the statistical attributes of whole images of course cannot provide either measure A 
two-dimensional image may under lepiesent larger giains whose primaiy axes are 
hidden the image measures of size include the effects of overlapping imbricated grains 
The image method is non-mtrusive, therefore tlie spatial arrangement and packing 
configurations of all giains lemain, and are destroyed by manual sampling Sieved data 
output IS usually mass-frequency lather than number-frequency Conversion factors exist 
but lequire that all grains have the same shape Samphng should also be earned out 
with care, tor the contribution of subsurface particles to the sieved samples but not the 
imaged sediment may account for a ceitain amount of discrepancy This is due to both 
human eiroi, and the availability of adequate volume of material at point upon the 
suiface Sieving generally produces sizes which are underestimates of the sample, caused 
by intia-sieve sediment variability on the mesh, the apeiture size of which is necessarily 
a 'lower bound' Therefoie larger clasts contribute weight to the propoition of the 
sample on the sieve which is then all counted as the lower bound size. This mheient 
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problem is due to the logarithmic spacing of sediment sizes: the problem is therefore 
neglible for sand and smaller gravels, but a potential problem for larger gravel sizes, as 
size spacing increases with sieve size [Ferguson and Paola, 1997]. As a consequence, the 
imaged size is consistently lai'ger than the sieve data mean size, because large clasts 
resting on sieve meshes contribute weight and therefore relative proportionality, whereas 
in contrast all clasts within an image contribute to the size. 
The numerical errors associated with the hneai- interpolation were found to be 
negligible. For example, unconstrained solution errors [norm{hX - C) — b] or 
[(b — CX)"^ X (b - CX) — b], where C is the calibration catalogue, b is the vector input, 
and X is the output solution, were typically < 0.0003 for the autocorrelation technique, 
which equates to a maximum 0.03% error at zero lag (and less than 0.01% elsewhere). 
Using the least-squares solution with non-negativity constraints, solution errors 
[((b - CXY' X (b - CX) > 0) - b], were typically less than 0.03, or a maximum of 3% 
at zero lag (and less than 1% elsewhere). 
Rubin [2004]'s size 'distribution' of length m, which assigns a proportional weighting 
.to each 'size' represented by the calibration, may yield an additional measure of size 
which is calculated as the sum of the product of each element of the 'distribution', 
d\... dm, and the corresponding size in millimetres, D\...Dk, given as: 
k 
DGSD = E f^c^ fc • (4-15) 
m=l 
for example, [0.25,0.6,0.15,0], corresponding to sizes [40,20,10,5]mm, yielding a 
'distribution size' DGSD of [(0.25 x 40) + (0.6 x 20) + (0.15 x 10) + {0 x 5)] = 23.5mrn. 
The distribution may also be the solution to h x X = C by Gaussian ehmination, if the 
solutions are normalised so they sum to one. The size associated with the 'mode' of the 
distribution is 20mm. Of com-se, the more cahbration images the better the size 
approximation, so sieving at <j>/4 and taking an image of each fraction is recommended. 
Trials have shown that in practice there is little difference between the size values 
found using the two-size measm'es, however on closer inspection there may be more 
tendency for the latter 'distribution' size to be more stable. This is because each value of. 
the 'distribution' represents the proportion of non-negative least-squares variance, and 
the explained similarity attributable by the corresponding size fraction in the cahbration 
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catalogue, theiefore the size measure proposed above only accounts for the frequency of 
the size classes present in the image and not those absent By contrast, the giain-si^e 
array (X, from whidi the meau or median size is found) could coutaui negative elements, 
which IS phj^ically impossible (which is why a size distribution may not be obtamed in 
this way by histogram bmnmg obtained values into size classes) An additional 
(potential, and minoi) pioblem with the ordinary least-squares method is as follows 
because sizes may be found by hiieai mteipolation at offset/frequencies which are not 
within the original calibration catalogue theie may be discrepancies associated with 
logarithmically spaced size classes Using the ^ scale sieve mesh diameters m the gravel 
range foi calibration, the larger the sediment the greatei the potential errois caused by 
linearly interpolating over logarithmically spaced classes 
4 6 Validation 
A total of 181 samples were collected manually from Slapton, and two images taken of 
each before they weie sieved into 17 classes m the size lange between 1mm and 
16min The giaphical (Folk and Waid) mean of each sample was compared to the 
'distribution mean size' derived from images of those samples The images (1536 x 2048 
pixels, 100 X 130 cm) used in this study were collected with a P e n t a x ® Optio S30 3 2 
mega pixel digital cameia Barnard et al (2007) have lecently shown that better size 
estimates aie obtained if the size outputs from several images are averaged In a similar 
vein, bettei size estimates were obtamed by averaging over the values obtained from two 
diffeient images and methods 
The results are summarised m Figure 4 12 close agreement is found even without 
aveiagmg ovei several images (R^=0 82-0 86, mean absolute deviation less than 1mm) 
The dashed Hnes indicate ± l m m from the sieved sizes (solid hne)-the majority of 
samples he less than 1mm from the sohd line. These lesults are impioved upon if 
averages from dijfferent techmques are taken (R^=0 88-0 92). Accuracy was determined 
as the mean percentage deviation in imaged mean size from sieved mean size Relative 
accmacy was deterimned as the ratio of accuiacy achieved by a given method (or 
combination of methods) and that achieved by auto coi relation Similaily relative speed 
was judged as the latio of the time taken for a computation (using Mat lab® veision 7, 
Fig. 4.12 Comparison between average grain-size (mm) determined from 181 samples imaged 
twice, and the graphical mean size (mm) determined by traditional sieving for that sam­
ple. Dashed lines indicate +1 and-lmm departure in size. All values are Folk and Ward 
[1957] graphic mean. 
with a >2GHz dual processor) of a given method or combination of methods relative to 
the autocorrelation routine. Regression coefficients, accuracy, relative accm-acy, and 
relative speed for each technique are scribed into the top left of the sub-panels in Figure 
4.12. A schematic summarising the trade-off between relative speed and relative 
accuracy for the methods used in this cliapter may be seen in Figure 4.13. 
A further fifty-four sediment samples were collected from a range of sedimentary 
sub-eiivironiiients on a gravel beach, and subsequently dried; imaged, and sieved at ^/4 
between 16nim and 1mm. Cahbratioii catalogues were compiled for the autocorrelation 
and Yule-Walker techniques with images of sieved sediment in the corresponding sizes. 
Sieved distributions were analysed for various gi-aphical measm'es of size, sorting, 
skewness and kurtosis, using gi-aphical methods. Images were analysed using a variety of 
methods to obtain a GSD, and the same measures of size, sorting, skewiiess and kurtosis 
were obtained for each image. 
In a series of trials it was found that optimal distribution fit was obtained by averaging, 
the distributions obtained firom the kernel method from histograms obtained, using both 
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Fig. 4.13 A schematic bummaiismg the accuracy and speed of the techniques used m this study, 
based on ISl samples and relative to those obtamed by the autocorrelation method Speed 
increases right to left of the plot, and accuracy increases top to bottom 
the autocorrelation and autoregres&ive techniques Although this effectively doubles 
computation time, an 2MB image of 2048x1536 pixels will be processed in 1 mm 40 sec 
on a > iGHz processor, so batch processing images is still remarkably quick, and the 
averaging can significantly enhance estimated GSD precision 
The cumulative distributions obtained for each sieved sample were compared to those 
obtained by kernel density estimation on single images of the corresponding sample, 
using the 'hybrid' method explained above Figuie 4 14 shows that the cumulative 
difatiibutions obtained are m close agreement (note that it is the cumulative distribution 
which IS moie impoitant than the fiequency distiibution, since the piimary aim of this 
exeiti&e is to find close agieement iii the percentiles for calculation of accurate graphical 
parameters) 
Each derived parameter from image and sieving methods weie analysed for 
dependence Table 4 3 lists coirelation coefficients (r) and squared con elation 
coefficients (R^) for each parameter set, as well as the slope and intercept values of the 
linear least-squares best fit thiough the data The statistical sigmficance of the 
correlation coefficients were determined using a t-test to examine 
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Fig. 4.14 A Comparison of cumulative CSDs obtained from sieving (left panel), and imaging us­
ing the keriiel density method (right), for all 54 samples. Values on the colourmaps 
represent contours for 'proportion finer' the corresponding size indicated by the bottom 
axes. 
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Ho r = 0 
That is, whether the observed sample con elation is signih(.,antly different fiom zero A t 
test foi significance of r is given by 
t = 
; ViV - 2 (416) 
which has N-2 degrees of fieedoiii, and which was tested at the a=0 05 (5%) level With 
;^i=52, this means a critical value for t of 2 69 The results may be seen in Table 4 3 
statistically significant dependencies were found tor 20 out of 26 paiameteis tested 
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Fig. 4.15 Measures of sorting^ skewness and kartosis Clockwise from top left D-^^/Di^if^) 
DQO/DIO{(P), Geometric kurtosis, and Logarithmic skewness 
In addition, a one-way analysis of variance was earned out to deteimine the 
equivalency of each of the derived parameters obtamed fiom the imaging and sieving 
methods F was tested at the Q:=0 05 (5%) level with t;i=53 and •U2=53 (a critical ralue 
for F of 1 57) The results of this analysis may also be seen in Table 4 3 out of those 26 
parameteis tested, 22 had statistically sigmficant equivalency in their means 
Table 4 3 shows that m general estimates for size and sortmg are far better than those 
foi skewness and kuitosis (indeed there are no significant relationships found foi 
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(sieve) Dj^ (sieve) (sieve) 
Fig. 4.16 GSD percentiles of kernel image method compared to corresponding sieved distributions. 
From left to right: 25^'^, SO^''' and 75*'' percentiles for autocorrelation (circles) and 
Yule-Walker (stars) techniques. All'values inmm. 
Fig. 4.17 Geometric sorting ((p, left) and skewness (right) for the kernel image GSDs, com­
pared to corresponding sieved distribution measures. Autocorrelation techniques shown 
as circles and Yule-Walker technique as stars. 
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Tab. 4.3 F (ratio between vaiiation withm and vanance between sampleb), SST (total sum of 
squares vanatwn), sigmficance (T=true F=false) at a =0 05 level slope and intercept 
aie the values for a linear equation thioagh the data Paianieters shaded m black have 
significant correlation coefficients 
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kui'tosis). These trends ai'e underlined by Figure 4.15, which plots'some of the better 
co-variations for given parameters oil the 54 samples tested in this stiidy. 'Note that the 
non-dimensionality of skewness and kurtosis dictates that logarithmic skewness and 
kurtosis have the same values as Geometric skewhess and kurtosis. Simialrly, logarithmic 
graphical and graphical skewness and kurtosis are identical. Further comparisons ai-e 
shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. 
Following Sinie and Ferguson [2003] and Graham et al. [2005], the performance of the 
lO '^S 50"'^  and 90*'' percentiles estimated from the image distributions was assessed using 
mean error, mean-square error and irreducible random error, 'defined below where pvasD 
and pvfMC denote the percentile value for the sieved and imaged distribution (in ip units, 
or-0), respectively, and N is the sample size (number of images multiplied by the 
number of percentiles tested): 
Pc = V-'V Y^i:pvcsD - PVLUC) 
= 1/N Y,{2WGSD - pvLUcf 
e' = e^-'pl 
which yielded values of 0,2097, 0.1940, and 0.15 i) respectively. The irreducible error is 
gi-eater than the values quoted by Graham et al. [2005] (0.0691-0.089 tb), but smaller 
than those quoted by Sime and Ferguson [2003] (0.253-0.26 ijj), in their studies utiUsing 
image object detection algorithms on much larger gravels. 
The best available commercial paclcage for the estimation of grain-size distributions 
from digital images of sedimerit is the 'Digital Gravelbmeter'© detailed by Graham 
et al. [2005]. The package uses sophisticated image processing to segment gi-ains out of 
an image, and returns the grain-size distribution based on the area of pixels represented 
by each segmented grain in a calibrated image. Calibration is required of the user for 
each image so it is not a completely automated procedure. However, once images are 
loaded and cahbrated (one-by-one), actual processing time is compai-able to the 
automated statistically-based techniques described, in this chapter (0.75-1.5 minutes per . 
image). As a final validative procedure, ten samples were taken at raiiddm from the 
data-set, and the grain-size distributions obtained by the three methods (sieving, 
automated imaging using look-up catalogues, and the 'Digital Gravelonieter'© ) were 
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Onginal Image Thresholded Image (using 'Digital Gravelomeier') 
0 5 10 15 
Sediment size (mm) 
Fig. 4.18 An example comparison between the distnbuttons obtained from sieving (bottom panel, 
solid black hne). the look-up catalogue imaging method (dashed Hue line), and the cur­
rent best available'commercial package (Digitcd Gravelometei®, Graham et al [2005]) 
for grain-size estimation from digital images of sediment (dotted red line) The image 
used may be seen m the top left panel, and the corresponding thresholded image using 
the Digital Gravelometer® is shown m the top right panel 
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compared using three percentiles (25, 50 and 75) and two parameters (D75 — D25 and 
-DTO/.DOO). The 'Digital Gravelometer'© was used under a 21-day trial licence agTeement 
and the image coUection and analysis guidelines detailed in the progi-am's documentation 
(see littp://www.sedimetrics.com/index.html) were closely followed. An example output 
is seen in Figure 4.18: note that the segmentation procedure has tended to spht 
individual grains up into several smaller gi-ains. This is typical of the routine pn these 
fine gravels: it is very difficult to segment small grains whicli vaiy in colour and shape 
using automated segmentation principles such as these. The consequence for this study 
is that grain-size distributions and estimates of mean size are always finer than reahty, 
an observation which motivated the development of the new suite of techniques detailed 
in this chapter. The look-up catalogue out-perfomed the Digital Gravelometer© on 
these images, having a closer value to reality oil 44 out of 50 comparisons (Table 4.4). 
On images such as those used in this study, the best available commercial package 
performed poorly, consistently producing under-estimates of the distributions and 
associated parameters and percentiles. 
Tab. 4.4 Ten sieved samples chosen at random from a much larger data set were compared to au­
tomated image analysis of digital stills of those samples (LUC image processing, 'Digital 
Cravelometer^). Five parameters were compared for the ten samples using the three 
methods: the value closest to reality (sieved) is shaded in black. The LUC method came 
closest 44 times out of 50 comparsions. 
Sample D25 (mm) D50 (mm) D75(77im) D75 — £>25 (mm) D75/-D25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1.41 0-52) 
1.85 0.47) 
1.95 (BBii. 0.42) 
4.56 (EBifl. 0.41) 
3.65 (BBCT. 0.48) 
4.21 ( l E I . 0-51) 
3.17 fHSg. 0.47) 
2.62 ( | ^ , 0.56) 
4.09 (^^, 0.62) 
3.06 ( ^ | , 0.49) 
1.56 (2.20, 
2.84 fBlEgl. 0.96) 
2.65 rKBCl. 0.91) 
8.09 0.89) 
5.86 (Birai. 1.01) 
7.24 (EE3, 1.02)-
4.86 (WKISi. 0.98) 
5.23 (EfBI. 1.02) 
6.46 <WMi. 1.14) 
4.98 (ESQ, 0.99) 
2.00 (2.89, E E I ) 
4.54 ( | ^ , 1.75) 
3..34 rBBSl. 1.81) 
9.45 (^^, 1.68) 
8.76 (^^ , 1.79) 
8.91 (KfCT. 1.71) 
7.07 f U B l . 1.79) 
8.53 (BJ3, 1.69) 
8.61 (TMl. 1.91) 
6.80 ffSEtJl. 1.75) 
0.59 (1.18, 
2.68 (^^, 1.28) 
1.38 (1.33,1^3) 
4.89 ( ^ 3 , 1.26) 
5.10.(^^, 1.31) 
4.70 (E1E?!1. 1.21) 
3.89 (WKSt. 1.32) 
5.91 (BEE|, 1.13) 
4.51 (BfBI. 1.28) 
3.74.(HJ5|, 1.25) 
1.42 3.09) 
2.44 (BBSl. 3.73) 
1.70 ( I E ! . 4.29) 
2.07 (BCg. 4.07) 
2.39 (^^, 3.66) 
2.11 3.37) 
2.22 (KfTEl. 3.81) . 
3.25 (2.05, JSIBll) 
2.10 (3.25,|S3) 
2.22 tn^'. 3.52) 
4.7 Discussion 
Currently the major disadvantage of an L U C approach tp grain-size from digital images 
is that it is not transferable between sites unless a calibration is perfoirmed which 
accounts for potentially significant variations in size range, colour/mineralogy, etc. The 
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techniques outlined m this paper potentially allow the quickei construction of a more 
robust calibration catalogue when so desired Thresholding-segmentation techniques will 
still be an attractive option foi sedimentologists working in areas wheie repeat-sui\'eymg 
is not requiied, and/or where few samples (<100) hom that environment aie needed 
However, a key point is that unless a threshold-segmentation method peifectly 
identifies the peiimeters of each individual giam, it will disaggregate some, and 
aggregate others Measuies ol mean/median size fiom the resulting size-mass 
distribution are still a function of the random false aggiegation oi disaggregation of 
grains within the image, but if the effects aggiegation and disaggregation are equal, the 
mean size is a good appioximation of the truth Segmentation-thresholding techmques 
currently work less well for sand sized sediment as opposed to gravel perhaps because 
gram aggi'egation becomes moie common than disaggregation, thus mean/median sizes 
aie usually ovei-estimates The fact that images of natural sediment beds have fiactal 
scaling is a potentially important finding foi developments in segmentation-thresholding 
of individual grains The sum length of peiimeter m an image of natural giams is lelated 
to some powei of the average aiea (that power being the gram's fractal dimension), so 
relatively small reductions in area cause dispioportionately large incieases m sum 
perimeter length That the length of peiimetei which must be successfully segmented m 
an linage of natural giains mcieases as some power of grain aiea (thus diameter holding 
shape constant), and because curient thresholding techniques are not perfect, collectively 
moan that the mimbci of misidentifications increases disproportionately with leducing 
gram-size The above implies that there may be some practical lower limits to the size of 
mateiial successfully identified by application of segmentation-threshold methods, and 
that lower hmit is consideiably higher than that cuirently for an L U C approach 
It is important to remembei that giam-size derived fiom sieving and from an L U C 
method are unlikely to be equivalent because of the two-dimensional nature of the image, 
so better cahbtations may be made by point-counts of gram in images (e g Barnaid et 
al., 2007) A test was performed to see whether the fiactal nature of images is dependent 
on the method employed to calculate the fiactal dimension Remembeiing that Df is 
inversely proportional to sediment size (m mm)j it was suspected that fiactal dimensions 
found foi coaiser sediments using 2D-FT weie over-estimated (lai'ger) because of the 
'liidmg' of portions of the larger gi-ams within the three-dimensional fabiic oi the 
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sediment bed, both within mixed beds and cahbration images; using the 2D-FT (F) 
method. Tliis causes larger sediments to plot in fractal .'space as finer than they are in 
reality. Using this method, coarser sediments-should differentiate from finer sedinients by 
more shallow slopes: spectral densities associated with coarser sediments are therefore 
either higher at low frequencies, or lower at high frequencies, than they ought to be. 
This may be because spectral densities are measured in units of squai-ed intensity, 
whereas in reality the importance of absolute intensity magnitude is of subordiriate 
relevance to relative intensity magnitude across locaf space as a function of frequency. In 
addition, spectra contain directional inforination which may complicate the estimation of 
fractal dimensioii. A fractal estimation technique was sought which is less sensitive to 
absolute magnitude of image intensity at varying frequencies, more sensitive to the 
general shape of the intensity trace thi-ough images of sediment, and non-directional. 
The classic approach is to calculate Dfhy 'chord fitting' by measuring the length of 
data with different sized chords, based on the notion that the distance measured will 
depend on the size of the chord used [Mandelbrot, 1983 cites the classic case of 
measuring the length of the U K coastline with different sized rulers]. This, where ® is 
the-number of times a measurement is taken (or the number of 'rulers' used) and 0 is the 
length of chord used to measure the distance (or the ruler length), m&y be expressed as: 
Morphological opening, using kernel operators (structure functions) of differing lengths, 
was applied to images representing different sized sediments. A hneai' structure function 
applied to an image preserves regions which have a similar shape to that function, whilst 
destroying regions which do not [Radhakrishnan and Dinesh, 2006]. As the length of 
that function increases, less image detail is preseiwed after the operation. Figure 4.19 
(panels a, b and c) shows the progressive loss of detail (smoothing) when structure 
functions of increasing length (5, 50, and 100 pixels respectively) are applied to an image 
of 1.4mm sediment. The details of the sediment ai-e progressively missed, tantamount to 
'removing objects' from the data stream, and analogous to the lengthening of the ruler 
with which the 'distance' covered by the data is measm-ed. Figure 4.19, panel d, shows 
this effect on. a short (400 pixel) section of data, with the same 5, 50, and 100 pixel 
structure functions. Sections of images of finer sediment .contain more detail than 
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coriespondnig sections of images of coarser sediments the effect of removing objects by 
morphological opening is theiefore discordant and a function of sediment size within the 
image (Figuie 4 19, panel e). There is therefoie an inverse relationship between sediment 
size and slope of the number of objects removed with increasing structure function 
length This is because coaiser sediments are more similai for a longer distance, 
therefoie there are moie pucel regions of similai shape to that function, so incieasing 
stiuctuie function length lemoves fewei objects (Figure 4 19, panel e) 
Fiactal dimensions for this Imeai relationship were deiived using equation 4 17, by 
dividing the slope of the log legression line tluough the data (logig) by the recipiocal of 
the log-ratio between the original image and the image after application of 100 structure 
functions of increasing length (1/0) These aie shown m Figuie 4 19, panel / , and 
piovide cncumstantial suppoit to the notion that fractal dimensions calculated using a 
2D-FT method, whilst still showing the inverse tiend with sedmient size consistent with 
theory are over estimated This may be because spectral appioaches are more sensitive 
to the hiding of primary axes of coarse sediments witliin the tluee-dimensional fabric of 
the bed, oi because spectra contain directional information whicli may complicate 
estimation oi Df [Outcalt and Melton, 1992]. It may also be the reason why 
differentiation of sediment size on a log-log power spectral fiequency plot is more 
difficult The use of the classic diord-fitting approach is more intuitive in a fiactal sense 
because as detail is successively removed, data 'length' must deciease as the lulei size 
inaeases. theiefbre veiy coarse sediments, which aie more similar foi a longei distance, 
must have a fractal dimension with a much smaller increment, a notion which resonates 
powerfully with spatial autocori elation Thus, although the spectral techniques used in 
this study performed well m teims of sediment size accmacy (see Figme 4 12), care may 
need to be taken when applying to certain sediinentological leseaich apphcations Now a 
'linear lelationsliip has been established between fractal dimension and sediment size 
witlun a digital image, it should possible to generate random autocori elated suifaces 
with the same statistical properties, for use in sediment transport modelling and 
sedimentation simulations 
As previously shown, the sedimentaiy L U C technique depends on solving an 
undei-determmed system of equations Conveisely, wheie there aie moie equations than 
unknowns the system is said to be over-determined, and no exact solution can be found 
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(a) 1.4 mm sediment, 
5-point structure function 
(b) 1.4 mm sediment, 
SO-point structure function 
!5 
(c) 1.4 mm sediment, 
100-point structure function 
mm 
(d) Structure function lengthy ''(e) Object-Removal vs Structure-Length, (0 Fractal D as a function of 
, and loss of detail / various-sized sediments sediment size 
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Fig. 4.19 The Fractal Nature of Images of Sediment. Panels a to c: 1.4mm sediment afte^-applica­
tion of morphological opening operations (5, 50 and 100 pixel linear structure functions, 
respectively). Panels d and e: associated loss of detail in the resulting intensity-trace, 
and the relationship between str-ucture function length and loss of detail for various sized 
sediments. Panel f: comparisoii between fractal dimensions estimated using the 2D-FT 
and chord-fitting methods. 
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Giaplucally speaking, any method for obtaining the solution using the least-squaies 
principle says that one should take the line tluough the data wliicli minimisies the sum 
of squaied eriors, but the solution may not he exactly on an interpolated line through 
the points lepieseiiting the leal solution If one should plot calibration values a,i, plus 
the lines repiesentmg the least-squaies 'solution' both as a function of computed 
signature b,i,, one can tell if the system of linear equations are undei-deteirained (thus a 
solution is possible) if the calibiatioii values lie on the solution hnes and see a tiace of 
the knowns \ersus unlciiowns thiough the linear system Tins is illustiated in Figure 4 20 
foi the same sample miage solved using Gaussian ehrmnation foi outputs of foui different 
methods, and for foui diffeient sedmient sizes 
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Fig. 4.20 The linear system of equations m sedimentary LUC is under-determined, thus a solu­
tion IS always found Coefjicients are marked by black dots, and their solutions maiked 
as blue lines Four methods aie shown, for four different sample sizes in the calibration 
catalogue 
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4.81 Suimnary 
(i) This study extends the image collection methodology proposed by Rubin [2004] 
and Rubin et al. [2006] for use on larger sediment sizes (coarse sand to pebbles). 
Importantly then, sizing from images is now possible in the full-range fi-om fiiie 
sands to very coarse gravels. The algorithms of Rubin [2004] have been improved, 
and a method proposed and vahdated for use on coarse grained sediment. 
(ii) Four new numerical methods ai-e introduced: the 2D-FT algorithm has been 
apphed to images for derivation of variograms, power spectra and fractal 
dimensions, and the remaining numerical procedure is an autoregressive modek 
These techniques have been evaluated. 
(iii) Rubin [2004]'s method has been used here for calculation of the autocorrelation 
sequence with, a modification to enhance the differentiation between sizes by 
removing some short wavelength noise in the images, thus removing the tendency 
for the correlogTam to fluctuate around zero at larger offsets. 
(iv) It was found that the power spectral density of a digital image of sediment takes 
the general form 0~'^, where 9 is normahsed angular firequency in radians. The 
Fom-ier analysis of an image can detect and characterise image texture 
directionalitj-, which may have imphcations m later studies for quantifying 
sediment shape and orientation. 
(v) The fractal dimension of an image is a sensitive indicator of the size of particles in 
that image. R-actal dimensions found for coai'ser sediments using 2D-FT were 
over-estimated perhaps because of the 'hiding' of portions of the larger grains 
within the fabric of the sediment bed. A classic chord-fitting approach using 
morphological structure functions was more suitable. When using spectral 
techniques, care may need to be taken when applying to certain sedimentological 
reseai'ch apphcations. 
(vi) Digital images of natural sediments corresponded weU with a spherical 
semivaiiogram model. For relatively large sediment (> 4nun), the spherical model 
is cubic and for relatively fine sediment (< 4imn), a composite hnear least-squares 
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fit IS lequired This mfoimation could be usefiil for simple gram surface 
simulations in sediment tiansport modelhng 
(vii) A bettei size estimate was obtained by averaging over the values obtained fiom 
two or more methods The trade-off between method accuracy and method speed 
is discussed and quantified The piocedure was validated by comparing the 
'distribution mean size' obtamed firom the image routine with mean size as 
determined by manually sieving at 0/4, for 181 sieved and imaged samples 
(viu) A new technique has been proposed for the estimation of the GSD hom a digital 
image of sediment This method, based on non-paiametric kernel density 
estimation, has been shown here to give inoie realistic estimates of GSDs of coarse 
sand-gravel sediments, as compared to sieving, than previously published methods 
[Rubin 2004] In turn, derived giaphical percentiles from the cumulative 
distribution have allowed better approximations to soiting and skewness 
Statistically significant dcpondcnciGs woic foimd foi 20 out of 26 paiameteis tested, 
using 54 sediment samples The percentile errois are better oi at least comparable 
to previous published studies using different image processing techniques on larger 
giam-sizes This new teclmique perfoimed better than pievious distiibution 
estimation techniques, and better than the best commercially available package for 
giam-size distribution estimation from digital images of sediment, as compared to 
sie\nng 
(ix) Despite the theoretical difficulties m comparing GSDs obtained fiom 
two-dimensional images with GSDs obtained from sieving [see Sime and Ferguson, 
2003 and Giaham et a l , 2005 for a discussion], these results are very encouraging 
Estimates obtained using graphical methods for mean and sorting aie good, and 
those obtamed for skewness are adequate foi most sedinientological puiposes 
Kuitosis cannot be quantified well, however this is a relatively unused paiametei m 
sedimeiitology since it is very sensitive to small variations in a GSD. 
5 
MORPHO-SEDIMENTARY DYNAMICS OVER THE 
SEMI-DIURNAL TIDAL CYCLE 
Good gi-ief! The real wave's look and act nothing like the neat ones that endlessly roll down the 
wave channel or march across the blackboard in orderly equations ... 
should we shiik back inside our reliable equations and brood over the inconsistencies of nature? 
Never! Instead we must become outdoor wave researchers. It means being wet, salty, cold - and 
confused. 
WiUard Bascoin. 1980. Waves and Beaches. 
5.1 Introduction 
Reflective beaches such as those composed of gravel are typically two-dimensional, but 
dominated by ephemeral secondary morphological features. Absolute morphological 
change appears to be larger on coarse grained beaches than on sand beaches over 
comparable timescales, even under low energy conditions [\'an WeUen et al., 2000: 
Kulkai-ni et al., 2004; Austin and Massehnk, 2006a; Horn and Li , 2006]. The step and 
berm (Figure 5.1) are common .features on such reflective beaches [Bauer and Allen, 
1995], and dominate the morphodynamics of those beaches. However, it is imcleai- the 
extent to which secondaiy niorpliological features have signature sedimentological 
responses, and if so, whether these exert some feedback-control over the development 
and morphometries of these forms. 
The dynamics of berms are relatively well documented, and it appears that on gxavel 
beaches their development is explained, at .least partially under good supply conditions 
and a range of sediment sizes, by a combination of highly asymmetric (onshore directed) 
swash motions, in turn partly influenced by significant infiltration at the landward 
extremities of swash cycles. This has been invoked to explain a lens of sediment pushed 
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onshoie ovei tidal cycles through cut-and-fiU beim building [Eiiksen, 1970; Waddell. 
1976 Horn et a l , 2003, Austin and Masselink, 20066 Wen et a l , 2006], and is 
elaborated upon fuithei m chapter 2 
The presence of the step imposes a steep hydrodynamic gradient across the neai&hoie 
which controls wave bieaking. In chapter 2, the beach step has been consideied 
analogous to a bieakpomt bar common to sand beaches which would unply it was a 
region of on/offshore sediment convergence As weU as controlling wave bieakiiig. the 
importance of the step lies in the fact that it is a beach piotective featme, locally 
stoepomng the active beachface and thus maintaining reflectivity duiiiig high waves 
[Hughes and Cowell, 1987] It is able to do this because it is lemarlcably lesponsive to 
the semi-diurnal tidal cycle [Millei and Zieglei, 1958, Strahlei, 1966] Finally, because of 
the presence of the step, the beachface is more hazardous for bathers at high tide. 
Fig 5.1 Schematic of the nearshore region on a pure gravel beach such as Slapton, including 
terminology used here and elsewhere 
The lack of previous studies into beach step dynamics belittles its importance, and 
belies the fact that it is an interesting case study for coarse-gram beach 
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morplio-sedimentary-dynamics. This chapter risports on a series of detailed field 
experiments measuririg hydrodynamic forcing, morphological and sedimentoldgical 
change, and sediment transport. The formation of the beach step has provided an-
interesting problem for past researchers, and several theories have arisen which attempt 
to explain its formation; these can be sepai-ated into two groups: (1) those associated 
with sediment convergence (accretionary evolution); and (2) those hnked to the 
formation of a backwash vortex. MUer and Ziegler [1958] and Strahler [1966] argue that 
the step is an accretionary feature formed by the convergence of sediment at the 
foreshore base (i.e. the incoming wave deposits sediment at the step upon brealdng, and 
the backwash draws sediment down-slope). This also accounts for some of the observed 
coarsening of the sediments at the step, since wave breaking will remove finer fractions 
preferentia,lly, leaving only the coarse fr-action. The alternative explanation for step 
formation is the badcwash vortex [Matsunaga and Honji, 1980, 1983: Takeda and 
Sunamara,.1983]. Flow separation duriirg the backwash creates supercritical flow and 
vortex formation, whereby seawards flow at the base of the step sustains the step face 
through avalanching. The flow of water up the step face maintains fine sediments in 
suspension, which ai-e subsequently removed by wave-induced cmxents, leaving the 
coarse fr'action at the step. Larson and Sunamura [1993] indicated the importance of 
phase coupling l)etween incident waves and swash motions to backwash vortex formation 
thereby suggesting a dependence on wave breaker type [Kemp, 1975; Bauer and Allen, 
1995]. While there have been a number of previous studies that examine the beach step, 
many of them do so in isolation without consideration of the morphodynamics of the 
beachface as a whole. For example, the formation and/or migration of a beach step 
suggests considerable sediment transport, however a pai'allel process on most 
coarse-grained beaches, which also transports a large volume of sediment, is berm 
formation. 
Berms principally develop due to, asjonmetric swash processes stranding sediments 
around the runup hmit [Duncan, 1964]; however, these sediments must be som-ced fr-om 
lower on the beachface and if the som-ce was simplj'^  the lower-swash or breakpoint 
region, a large trough would develop over a tidal cycle. In the field this does- not occur, 
as sediment is transported onshore from depths of several metres to replenish the 
'beachface [Austm and Masselink, 2006a], meaning that it must pass through the step 
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region. Several aieas of ambiguity remain, foi example how lepon&ive the step and berm 
are to the tidal cycle, and how sensitive they are to variations m wave breaker type 
[Laison and Sunamma. 1993], for example Sunamma [1984], Hughes and Cowell [1987] 
suggest that step dimensions increase hneaily with wave height This is partly because 
there arc few field studies of stop dynamics 
A dominant influence on the moiphodynamics of macrotidal beaches is the tidal state 
Variations m water depth lesult m the horizontal tianslation of the swash, bleaker and 
shoahng wave zones acioss the iieaishore in phase with the tide If it is assumed that the 
step is maintained roughly at the bieakpoint, it should be expected that as the 
breakpoint migrates with the tide the step should migiate similarly [Bauer and Allen, 
1995] Howevei, the above presupposes that the step has a veiy short relaxation time 
when it IS well acknowledged that there is frequently a significant lag between 
geomorphic piocess and lesultant moiphological change For example, m a neaishore 
context, Austin et al. [2007] recently showed that ebb tide adjustments to wave lipples 
on a sandy beach significantly lagged the falling tidal level Thus there exists the 
possibility that although the moipho-scdimentary dynamics of the step aie likely to be 
influenced by the tidal state relaxation times arc also hkely to be important. 
The limited amount of work which has quantified tiansport of gravel-sized sediment in 
coastal eiiviionments has been shown transport to be a highly uiegular function of 
instantaneous fluid forcing and mechanistic properties of the bed Heathershaw and 
Thome [1985] demonstiated that the majoiity of giavel sediment tiansport undei tidal 
currents occurs as short dmation, turbulent and paiticulai events, un-ielated to 
time-aveiaged flow parameters F\irther work by Thoine [1986] Wilhams [1990] 
Hardisty et al. [1996] and others (geneially in deepei water), demonstrated the lole 
pai tide ineitia and the various mechanical propeities of the bed may have to play on the 
(tlierefoie highly nonlineai) lesponse of natmal gravel sediments to nearshore flow 
velocity. What is clear from this work is that gravel sediment tiansport is dependent on 
both deterministic (eg oscillatoiy and mean flow velocities), and probabilistic 
phenomena (e g bed configurations, sediment properties, turbulence), but httle work 
has been carried out to quantify sediment transport m the nearshoie until now because 
of the measurement difficulties associated with such work Recently lesearchers have 
emphasised the lole of fluid accelerations and associated horizontal pressme gradients, 
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on coarse particle transport [Drake,and Calantoni, 2001; Hoefel and Elgar, 2003; Stive 
etal., 2005]. -
The principal aim of this chapter is to describe the .morpho-sedimentary evolution of 
the beachface over a tidal cycle on amacrotidal gi-avel beach,, and investigate whether 
the morphological response can be traced through temporal and spatial variations in the 
hydrodynamics, sediment transport and sediment characteristics. Specifically, to test if 
the step and berm are co-evolutionary and whether periods of morphologicgd change and 
sediment transport correlate to changes in the hydrodynamic forcing. Fkst, the 
hj'drodynamics during the field survey are investigated, followed by an examiriation of 
the morphological and sedimentological changes to the beachface and finally an analysis 
of sediment transport across the foreshore. 
5.2 Sites, Times mid Methods 
5.2.1 Sampling Iramework 
A series of detailed field surveys have been carried out on the beachface as it evolved 
around high tide (vaiying, up to -!-/- 6 lirs). The experiments were in each instance, 
conducted within a wider morpho-sedimentary monitoring campaign of Slapton over a 
spring-spring tidal cycle (see chapter 6). Detailed measurements have been made of 
hydrodynamic forcing, morphological and sedimentological change. Although in total 
nine experiments were caiTied but, this chapter utihses liydrodjmamic and morphological 
data from five of these surveys which were deemed to have adequate temporal (10 
minutes or less) and spatial (Im or less) morphological sampling resolution - namely 
those on the 27/09/05; 10/06/06; 25/04/07; 26/04/07 and 02/05/07. Additionally, 
sedimeritologicai information at the same resolution as morpliological information is , 
available for the surveys on 27/09/05; 25/04/07; 26/04/07 and 02/05/07. A summary of 
the times, sites and environmental conditions for each experiment run may be seen in 
Table 5.1. 
The main field experiment was carried out in September 2005, which included detailed 
measurements of sediment transport as well as hydrodynamics, sedimentology and 
morphological change. This experimental run will be the main focus of the chapter, and 
the other 3-4 runs will be used to provide context, and corroboration, to the main 
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expeiiment's findmgs The observations fiom the other foui expeiimental runs 
contiibute qualitatively to the discussions and ideas piesented in this chaptei 
The sampling framework of the expeiiments was determined by the moiphological 
response of the beachface Previous field obseivations at Slapton [Austin 2005; Austin 
and Masselmk 2006G] indicated that the step was most active in the hom's immediately 
either side of high watei, and was fi^equently absent aiound low water, instead replaced 
by a seiies of two or more shallower-sided subtidal iipple features (similai to those 
described on Ghesil by Hart and Flint [1989], but withm closuie depth, i e not relict 
featuies). With one of the aims of the exercise being to monitor step-berm coupling, it 
was decided to deploy the instiuments from mid-tide onwaids ( « 5 hours before high 
water), befoie the step had foimed Data collection continued during the falling tide, 
until such a time .when beacliface morphological change was negligible and the step had 
been destioj'ed, become insignificant oi migrated seawaid of the ng Theiefore data 
collection was maximised over the high tide peiiod when moiphological change was 
greatest and, being higher in the tidal fiame, moie impoitant to the supply of sediment 
to the uppei beach, thus maintaining the convexity so crucial to the piotectiori of the 
beach's hinteiland 
Tab. 5.1 Experiment times, locations, and conditions N refers to the number of sediment sam­
ples collected during the experimental run Hs. T^, ©«,, and TR refer to significant wave 
height, period direction and tidal range lespectively 
Run location tan ft duration (inins, rel HT) Dso (mm) (N) (m) T.(s) TR (m) 
27/09/05 Slapton 0 23 -180 180 9 (333) 0 5-0 4 7-10 236 I 25 
10/10/06 SIdpton 0 25 -390 150 6(5) 0 4-0 6 9-11 89 3.51 
25/04/07 Strete 0 158 -ISO 170 2 47 (140) 0 1-0 15 8-9 266 158 
26/04/07 Strete 0 161 -290 180 2 52 (188) 0 1-0 15 7 15 1 67 
02/05/07 Strete 0157 -300 SO 4 27 (152) 0 25-0 4 4-6 73 3 85 
5 22 Hydrodynamics and Morphology 
Durmg the mam field survey two instruments rigs weie deployed m a cross-shore transect 
across the intertidal beachface Rig 1, consisted of a Druck® piessure tiansducer (PT) 
and2D Valepo i t® 
miniature discus head curient meter (ECM), and measuied water 
depth h and cross-shore u and alongshore v flow velocity 3cm above the bed around the 
mid-step position Rig 2 was located at the base of the step and measured the velocity 
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0.1, 0.25 and 0.4m above the bed with a vertical array of two 3D Nortek® Vector 
velocimeters (ADV) and an E C M , and water depth with a PT. An uiiderwater video-
camera was also mounted at Rig 2, positioned to observe the bed under the current 
meters, to provide an indication of sediment transport. A further P T was mounted on 
the seabed below the LW level to monitor the tide and wave conditions input to the 
beachface. The swash excursion was monitored with a resistance run-up wire which was 
cahbrated in situ, mounted 2cm above the bed and extending ft-om the step to landward 
of the high tide berm. The-PTs, ECMs and run-up wire were centrgdly logged/by a 
shore-based computer at 16Ez and the ADVs logged to internal memory at 32Hz. 
Images from the underwater camera were digitised directly to a computer at 25Hz. The 
remaining experimental runs had the seawai-d P T to record inshore hydrodynamic 
conditions as well as a single E C M mounted just seawards of the breakers. An additional 
video camera recorded the entire experiment from an oblique position just beyond the 
berm crest. 
The following standard hydrodynamic pai-ameters were obtained from each 5 minute 
segment of pressure data for each of the experimental runs. From top to bottom: 
signiiicant wave height (Hs); spectral wave period (Ts); and spectral width {e^, 
Cartwright and LonguetHigg-ins [1956]): 
Hs = 4<r„ (5.1) 
3:, = Co/Ci (5.2) 
• (5.3) 
CoC-i 
where i] is the detrended water sm-face elevation, and C plus subscript denote the 
moments of the auto-spectrum of the detrended wave trace. Hg w"as corrected for 
attenuation losses by multiplying by a gain factor G, constructed using the empirical 
correction factor of [Hunt, 1979]: 
_ cosh(fc/i) . 
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where A, dj and k aie local water depth, sensor depth and local wave number, 
respectively, where the lattei is given by k = kh/h., and where kh is given by 
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\^  '^^  (1 -!- 0 666rfc/, 4- 0 SSSr^ -}- 0 I G l r ^ + 0 0632r4 -i- 0 0218r|;, + O 00654rf;,) j 
(5 5) 
where Tkh = C47r^ )^/(5'Tj) The time series were Hann tapered to leduce leakage of 
spectial density from large to adjacent peaks [Hegge and Masselink 1996] using 
w(z)=0 5 ( l - c o s ^ ) (5 6) 
for 7 = 1,2, ,iV To account for tapei-induced spectral vaiiance loss, a collection 
factoi was applied to the estimates given by 
= — (5-7) 
N_ 
The gioupmess function was computed accoidmg to List [1991], wheie the detiended 
time series is high and low pass filteied (cut off = 0 05Hz), a modulus taken, and 
multiplied by 7r/2 to yield Af The groupiness factor is then given by 
GF = y/2aA/Tt (5 S) 
where (TA and At aie the standaid deviation and mean of A( respectively Groupiiiess 
increases as G F —» 1 
The hydiodynamic parameters were averaged ovei each consecutive 5-min peiiod of 
the high tide and used to computed the following two morphodynamic indices 
where 6s is the surf scaling parameter (Guza and Inman, 1975) and ^ is a shallow watei 
foim of the Iiibarien number (Battjes, 1974) Lg is the shallow water wave length, g is 
giavitational constant and tan,f3 is the beach giadient acioss the 'active' region of the 
beachface (between the R2% and R80% run-up limits) The tidal translation late T T R 
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was obtained from the run-up data, and calculated as the cross-shore excursion of the 
R2% run-up limit between consecutive 5min periods; as such it averages out fluctuations 
caused by the tide, incident wave energy and breaker type. 
TTR^^-^ (5.11) 
ot 
For aU of the experimental runs, the beach profile was surveyed at low tide along a 
single shore-normal transect using a Trimble electronic total station. Morphological 
measm-ements with a higher temporal resolution were carried out during tidal inundation 
using a rapid profiling method similar to that of Sallenger and Richmond [1984]; 
Nordstrom and Jackson [1990]; Kulkarni et al. [2004]-. This method is ideally suited to 
obtaining accurate bed-level data fr'om under water and has been used previously on 
coarse beaches with consistently good results [Austin and Masselink, 2006a]; it has an 
estimated accuracy of 1 cm. Fibreglass rods (diameter 8mm) were inserted into thei 
beachface and the exposed length of the rod above the gravel surface was measured at , 
5min intervals using a speciallj'- designed ruler. These rapid profile measurements were 
conducted from the spring high tide berm to seaward of the step (up to wading water 
depth). • . 
5.2.3 Sedimentology 
Two methods of sediment saniphng for size were carried out for this study to optimise 
temporal and spatial resolution within the experimental set-up. A 10 m transect was 
estabhshed 2 m longshore of the morphological transect, and the sediments sampled 
every 10-min for the entire experiment. Subaqueous sediments from the step face and 
lower swash regions were grab-sampled, dried, and sieved at 1/4 intervals. 
Intermittently-submerged sediments in the upper swash were photographed every 5-min 
whilst subaerial, and analysed for size using the image analysis method outhned in 
chapter 4 (i.e. using averages from the autocorrelation and autoregressive techniques). 
Sediment size and morphological change relative to the staiidard deviation was foiind 
to be the most meaningful comparison, and due-to the noisy nature of the sediment size 
record, only the gross morpho-sedimentary trends could be coiisidered. As a pre-analysis 
tool the morphological and sediment size data sets were deconstructed using empirical" 
orthogonal functions (EOFs) in order to separate the dominant signals from the 
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fluctuations, about whicli we could have less certainty 
EOFs, also Imown as Principal Components, weie used to decompose morphological 
and sedimentoiogical data sets into their constituent 'modes' of behaviour, m order to 
investigate the chaiacteristics of spatial and tempoial vaiiabihty EOFs have had 
widespread usage m coastal discipHnes, for example to investigate laige scale coastal 
behaviour [Wijnberg and Terwindt, 1995, Laison et a l , 2003], slioielme variability 
[Clarke et al., 1984, Millei and Dean, 2007], beach profile variabihtj' [Wmant et al 1975, 
Aubrey and Ross 1985, Houser and Gieenwood, 2005], and sediments [Medina et al 
1994, Liu et al., 2000] The appeal of E O F analysis is the ability to simplify and tease 
structure out of data without using a mode! or abstiacted principles (hence 'empirical'), 
1 e decomposition is achieved by using the data itself to select the constituent functions, 
which differs markedly from Fouriei and even Wavelet techmques EOFs decompose a 
data set mto a number of uncorrelated (orthogonal) variables oi modes, each of which 
accounts for a proportion of the total vaiiance within the original data set The modes, 
or eigenfunctions, are scaled by an associated set of eigenvalues, and are lanked 
monotonically accoidmg to the percentage of the vaiiance in the data they explain 
(displayed as a 'sciee plot', Davis [1986]). Usually, most of the total variance m a data 
set consisting of p modes can be represented by a lelatively small numbei of q modes 
[Swan and Sandilands, 1995] - it is said that the dimensionality of the data can be 
leduced fiom p to g This is very useful for noisy natmal systems because variation 
associated with low lank modes can be simply removed to leveal the cleaner data 
underneath, and in turn featuies not pieviously visible 
In this study, the moiphological and sedimentoiogical data sets analysed using EOFs 
consfeted of matrices of observations over space (x, lows) oiganised in time [t, columns) 
Resulting eigenfunctions were theiefore either tempoial modes denoted Cg(i), or spatigJ 
modes denoted eq{x) (following Millei and Dean [2007]) The generic data Y{x,t) is 
lepiesented by a series of linear combinations of these space and time functions, for a 
non-square matrix, as 
A' 
y(a:.t) = X ; V g ( « K ( a : ) (5 12) 
for eigenfunctions k'N, N here being the smaller of the number spatial and tempoial 
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samples, and where normalising factor is given by •Oq — \ A p V p ^ , arid where Xq is the 
eigenvalue associated with the g*'' eigenfunction [Miller and Dean, 2007]. In tliis study 
the EOFs were calculated using a singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm on Yx,t 
to yield two orthogonal matrices, C and E , which contain the spatial eigenfunctiohs and 
temporal expan.sion coefficients, respectively. The pi-Oblem may be stated thus: 
Yix,t) = BXC^ (5.13)' 
where A are the eigenvalues of Yx.t [Swan and Sandilands, 1995] and T denotes matrix 
transpose. The temporal eigenfunctions are then calculated as the Hadamard product 
(multiplication of two matrices, element by element) of E and A [Swan and Sandilands, 
1995], and the variance associated with each mode (expressed as a percentage) is 
calculated as: 
L = ( A V A ^ - 1 
Eigenfunctions ai-e purely mathematical constructs, therefore non-dimensional, and 
camiot be expressed with any physical magnitude; However, multiplication of the spatial 
eigemnodes and the temporal expansion coefficients yields the original data. Errors 
between original and reconstructed data sets, given by ey = ^x.i - ^x,t ) should 
tend to zero [Davis, 1986]. 
5.2.4 Sediment "Bransport 
The size of gravel clasts and nature of gravel sediment transport precludes the use of 
optical and acoustic backscatter sensors to quantify sediment flux in the nearshore, 
which occurs ahnost exclusively as bedload and sheetflow. Instead, the underwater video 
was used as a measurement tool to quantify the magnitude of sediment transport 
[Wilhams, 1990; Stive et al., 2005]. The underwater video collected as part of the 
September 2005 experiment was de-compiled into individual frames, each representing 
l/25th second, and converted to greyscale. The individual images were filtered for 
so-called 'hea^y tail' or 'inrpulse' noise, and speckle (electrical) noise, usmg a 
relaxed-median filter [Hamza et al., 1999]. Other sources of noise, for example 
motion-blur and non-uniform illumination, were filtered psing a complex-valued, 
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log-Gaboi wavelet filter described by Kovesi [1999] This is an advanced multiscaie 
denoising algoiithm based on complex-valued log-Gabor wavelets Compaied to 
leal-valued wavelets the benefit of using complex wavelets is that it approximates the 
amplitude and the phase of the signal at vanous scales This algorithm has shown to be 
particularly efficient for removing non-umfoim patches of illumination, especially m 
underwatei imageiy [Arnold Bos et a l , 2005], because it pieseives edges, and it may be 
used in a completely automated manner, because it detei mines the amount of noise at 
each scale withm the image Opeiatmg in the fi-equeiicy domain, it is veiy fast Some 
images of the iig and video data collected may be seen in Figure 5 2 The greyscale 
image was ciopped to the region of interest foi sediment tiansport/bed mobility 
calculations A two-dimensional coiielation was applied between pixels m consecutive 
high-iesolution greyscale images separated in time by l/25s This algorithm provided a 
relative measuie of corielation between consecutive firames of a mo\ing bed, the 
recipiocal ot which pioved usetul as a dimensionless 'bed motion coefficient', sensitive to 
changes in bed 'textuie' oi gross (non-directional) bed mobility and given by 
Q = 1/ (5 15) 
where a/ = — / ' , = — f"^^, mid wheie t is time, m and n are dimensions of 
image / and the overbar denotes the mean The numerator is the spatial covaiiance 
bet'weeii successive images, so fi is an inverse measure of change, and by implication 
transport, which is why the recipiocal is used The denominator is shown as the 
diffeience between the spatial variance of successive images H lies between 0 and 1, and 
is very sensitive to changes m texture' between consecutive firames, and when other 
souices of cliange are removed by filteimg, it becomes a sensitive indicator of gioss bed 
mobility In this way it is a similar piocess to that of Holland et al. [2001], which tiacked 
image 'textuie' to quantify swash flows fi:om video imagery High values of S7 indicate 
poorer coirelation therefore most change, and most sediment transport. Remaining 
differences between frames associated with electrical/optical noise aftei extensive 
filteung wcio minimal (<0 0001) Subsequently, the time series of Q was lesamplcd to 
4Hz to correspond to the hydrodynamic time seiies 
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Pig. 5.3 Ilydrodynamic conditions encountered during the 27/09/05 field experiment - local wa­
ter depth h; signifcant wave height Hg; significant wave period T^; and wave skewness S. 
The contour plot in the lower panel represents the temporal evolution of the inshore wave 
spectrum. The spectra are noimalised by their total'variance, such that the contour plot 
shows the change in spectral shape, and not total energy content. 
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Fig. 5.4 Tnne series of tidal eleuation and morphodynamic indues for breaker conditions - tidal el­
evation h (where the shaded region ts the experimental period), tidal translation rate TTR. 
surf scaling parameter and In barren number^ The horizontal lines in the middle and 
lower plots separate morphodynamic domains intermediate versus reflective conditions 
in the middle panel [Guza and Inman. 1975], and plunging versus surging bieakers in the 
lower panel [Battjes, 1974] T/ie morphodynamic time senes have been smoothed using a 
5-point moving average indicated by the solid line The shaded region indicates the period 
when ^ initially begins to increase and breaker type becomes predominantly surging 
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and little change in sediment volume occurs in the mid-swash region. To quantify the 
morphological response, the changes in seditrient volume, relative to the start volume, 
were computed across each region (Figure 5.6,, upper panel). Four distinct periods of 
morphological adjustment can be identified: (1) Phase I is associated with the initial. 
tidal inundation of the beachface and displays moderate volumetric change: (2) Phase II 
corresponds to the rapid erosion of the nearshore region and strong growth of the step 
and berm; (3) dui-ing Phase III, there is continued berm- growth but the loweivbeachface 
is in near-equilibrium with the forcing; and (4) Phase Ila reciprocates Phase II during 
the ebb tide. During tidal inundation the beachface does not conserve mass; there is a 
net increase of 1.4 m^ in sediment volume across each unit metre of beachfacis (Figure 
5.6, lower panel). This sediment must either be sourced from the nearshore region or is 
the result of longshore transport. 
Grouped variable scatter plots of the step and berm morphological facets plainl}'-
difi'erentiate between the two systems (Figure 5.7). The coupled step nearshore 
mid-swash systems clearly display hysteresis loops, the distribution of which are strongly 
related to the phases of morphological change identifed in Figure 5.6 aiid hence the tidal 
translation. In contrast, the berm system displays no hysteresis, and is clearly 
un-coupled, at least at this time-scale, from the iiearshore and mid-swash regions. 
Figure 5.8 shows the original change in morphology and sediment size (relative at each 
time step to the standard deviation of sediment sizes across space), respectively. The 
morphological and sediment size data were re-mapped as a 'cleemer' trend with which to 
draw inference using the number of EOFs required to explain >90% of the variance in 
the morpholog}'- and sedimeiitology, 2 and 4 EOFs, respectively (Figure 5.8). The errors 
between the original and reconstructed data associated with these reconstructions are 
negligible. The region of foreshore from the berm face to the step crest (50-56ni) became 
generally coarser throughout the experiment (Figm-e 5.8), whereas the region just 
seaward of the step, became finer (56-58m). The main morphological trends ai-e again 
seen,^  with the in-situ growth of a berm and step. The sedunentological trends are also 
clearer, with bands of relatively coarse and fine sediments showing some spatio-temporal 
persistence. 
Figure 5.9 plots the percentage of explained variance attributable to each E O F . It 
demonstrates that over 90% of morphological and sedimentological change can be 
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Fig. 5.5 Morphological evolution of the main transect at cross-shore gnd resolution of 0 5m (up­
per panel) The shading represents the residual bed-level change relative to the first 
profile and the contours show elevation change at 5cm intervals Temporal profile change 
dunng selected periods (lower panels) The thick solid lines m the upper panel repre­
sent the R^o and RSffVo nin-up limits and the dashed lines the cross-shore position and 
duration of deployment of the instrument ngs Time normalised relative to high tide is 
shown on the upper axis In the lower panels, the dotted lines indicate the maximum 
extent of the swa^sh zone dunng that interval 
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Fig. 5.6 Volumetric beach charige. Upper panel - variation in the sediment volume over the sur­
vey period at four cross-shore locations on the beachface. Lower panel - total change in 
beachface sediment volume during tidal inundation. • 
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Fig. 5 7 Grouped variable scatter plots of the different morphological facets Upper panels - evo­
lution of the beach step compared vnth the nearshore and mid-swash regions Lower 
panels - berm evolution compared with the nearshore and mid-swash The different 
marker types reflect the phases of morphological change identified in Figure 5 0 and the 
sohd circles and squaies indicate the start and end points of the sampling penod, respec­
tively Arrows indicate the progression of the morphological change Sediment volume is 
measured per unit width of beachface 
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coriiicident with removal of material, and step crest which is coincident with the 
deposition of material. In a gross sense, each hydro-kinematic region thus has a distinct 
'morpho-sedimentary domain', so it is possible to trace the gross trends of berm and step 
building-coarsening through time, and it may be seen that the mid-foreshore is a 
sedimentological as well as morphological pivot point. Despite the location of the step, it 
has remarkably stable and distinctive sedimentologj': step sediments are 
characteristically coai-ser skewed, and more platykurtic, than the sediments of the ' 
foreshore and berm. It is thus possible to distinguish the-step from the foreshore using 
bivariation in sedimentary moments (e.g. Figures 5.16 and 5.17). 
Tab. 5.3 Correlation coefficients for sedimentary and morpho-sedimentary bi-variate relation­
ships. 
Run Md/a Md/Sk a/Sk M d / A z cr/A z Sk/A z . 
27/09/05 0.72 0.73 0.52 0.41 .0.26 0.7 
25/04/07 0.83 -0.21 -0.39 -0.32 0.019 0.24 
26/04/07 0.82 0.21 -0.03 0.7 -0.24 0.39 
02/05/07 0.86 -0.32 -0.32 0.15 -0.15 -0.82 
Bivariate scatterplots of sedimeutaiy parameters (Figure 5.17) reveal some signiiicant 
correlations in the time series of the step face sediments that are not present in the 
swash sediments. Relationships were found between sediment parameters only for the 
step sediments - coarser sediments are more positively skewed (Figure 5.17), more poorly 
sorted (Figure 5.17), and more platykurtic (Figure 5.17). Perhaps the best pai-ameter to 
discriminate step and swash sediments is km'tosis - step sediments of a given size are 
consistently more leptokurtic than swash sediments meaning that, even though overall 
swash sediments are slightly better sorted, the ratio between the spreads of the tails and 
centre of the distribution is gi-eater and the step sediments ai'e better sorted in the 
central part of the distribution. 
5.3.2] Sediment mobility 
Sediment transport just seaward of the breaker zone was found to be intermittent, and 
characterised by periods of relative mobility and relative inactivity. The Q, parameter 
was calculated for 402370 eonsecutive images, representing w4.5hi-s of decompiled video 
data of the nearshore bed surface at Rig 2. Field observations indicated that the largest 
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Fig. 5.16 Morpho-s&hmentary bi-uanation gwuped according to location Data comes from the 
survey of 27/09/05 groupings refer to distance cross shore (increasing seawards) Each 
hydro-kinematic region occupies a different parameter space Note that sediment size is 
relative to standard deviation of all sediment sizes 
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Kurtosis 
Fig. 5.17 Bivariate scatterplots of geometric moments for swash/berm (stars) and step (circles) 
sediments. Solid lines show linear least squares fits through the step data: dashed lines 
show dependent variable classification boundaries (Folk and Ward, 1957). 
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tiansport events occuried at fiequeucies greater than the incident wave peiiod, 
suggesting the involvement of wave groups 
Upon visual inspection there was systematic bed'motion lesponse to neither velocity 
(u) duection noi magnitude, acceleration direction noi magnitude Indeed, bed 
motion induced by similar velocity or acceleration events was often very different m 
duration and magnitude. This was piobably because 'bed motion' parameterised by Ct is 
not the same as volumetiic sediment transpoit Assuming instantaneous sediment 
transport response to nearshore fluid motions, the sign of f2 was scaled accoidiiig to the 
instantaneous diiectional component ot velocity and acceleration (i e positive onshoie, 
negative offshore), to yield i n , , and i^Qy lespectively, and the following calculations 
were performed for each Smin begment of data 
providing a ratio of time-aveiaged onshore - offshc^ re dimensionless sediment ffux, 
assuming instantaneous response to fluid forcing. Figure 5 IS (left) shows these ratios 
ovei time, showing that in geneial values he close to unity, however in general in can be 
seen that sediment flux which occurs when flows are acceleiating offshore is greater than 
sediment flux which occurs when flows are accelerating onshoie Conversely, sediment 
flux is greater when velocity is directed onshoie 
The role of wave groupiiiess was investigated by comparing time-series of cross-shore 
current velocity, the wave groupiness envelope and bed motion (Figme 5 19) The 
groupiness envelope was computed by lowpass-flltering the modulus of the cross-shoie 
cuiieiit lecoid at 0 05Hz Visual inspection of the time series indicates that the stiucture 
of the groupiness envelope is veiy similar to, but shghtly lagged behind, that of the bed 
motion The cross-con elation function between the groupiness envelope and the 
lowpass-flltered bed motion confirms the strong positive correlation, and quantifies the 
time lag as 5s. Closer observation of the time seiies of u and Q suggests that strong 
backwashes at the stait of the wave gioup initiate maximum bed mobibsation The 5 s 
time lag exists because the maxima of the wave group envelope function is at the centre 
(5.16) 
K = log (5 17) 
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Fig. 5.18 Magnitude-response diagram for fi. The original time seiies of O is depicted in the 
upper left panel; the middle left panel shows ft magnitude with the instantaneous di­
rectional component of velocity retained; and the lower; left panel shows Q, magnitude 
with the instantaneous directional component of velocity acceleration retained. The right 
panel shows normalised bed motion magnitude (see text) for acceleration (black circles) 
and velocity (red squares). 
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of the group, and therefoie the cross-coirelation ignores the effect of fiist few constituent 
waves of the group This suggests that sediments respond strongest to sub-incident wave 
frequencies, whicli could mean that individual waves stir/destabihse sediments, and the 
largest wave(s) m a group cany out most of the transportation Equally, it could 
indicate that the importance of the magnitude of the velocity event which tiansports 
most sediment is diminished, if the sequence of individual waves which aie large enough 
to stii the bed is long enough In whicli case, stress 'histories' may be more important m 
the mo\ement of clasts than instantaneous bed stresses [Paphitis and Collins, 2005] 
'g -60 -iJO -20 0 20 40 60 
O " Time lag (s) 
Fig. 5.19 Ttme senes of (top) cross-shore current velocity u (solid Ime) and envelope function of 
u (thick solid line) (centre) non-dimensional bed motion V, (solid line) and lowpass-
filtered n (thick solid line) and (bottom) cross-correlation between the groupiness 
envelope and the lowpass-filtered fl The solid circle indicates the maximvm correla­
tion coeffcient and the shaded region represenfs the 9^o confidence limit cnhula/ed as 
2/\/)V, where N is the number of samples The cut-off for the lowpass-filter was 0 05!Iz 
It is hkely that the fiist waves m a group clear' the bed of a ceitain proportion of 
movable grains, until a tliieshold is leached where the conditions have been pnmed for 
the greatest amount of transport, aftei which the bed is relatively immobile This 
implies a great deal of initial lesistance to movement imposed by the micro-mechamcal 
configurations of the bed (tempoial and spatial distubutions of grain-size, 'hiding' 
factors, relative flow protiusion, etc) These findings are in general agreement with 
previous work on marine gravel transport. 
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Fig. 5.20 Spectral analysis of « and during the four previously identified phases of morpho­
logical change. Left panels - normalised auto-spectra of u (soUd line) andO. (dashed 
line). Centre panels - coherence spectra (solid line) and 55% confidence limit (dashed 
line); right panels - co-spectra. Frequencies where a and fl are significantly coher­
ent are shown in black, grey bars indicate noil-significant.correlation. The normalised 
auto-spectra were computed by dividing the individual spectral estimates by the sum of 
the spectral estimates (i.e. total variance of the time series). 
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Cross-spectial analysis y^as used to further exploie the lelationsliip between Q and u 
(Figure 5 20) Auto-spectra of the a'oss-shoie cmrent and the bed motion aie 
characterised by a stiong peak at 0.08Hz and a secondaiy peak at 0 2Hz foi the cuiient 
and a peak frequency of 0 03 Hz for the bed motion. These spectral peaks indicate a 
wave group period of 33s, and confirm the bi-modal wave field of 12 5s swell, and 5s wind 
waves There is generally very poor correlation between H and u, except at the wave 
group fiequency dm'ing Phase I of iiioiphological change, and this is fuithei reflected 
when the co-spectia are calculated between curient velocity and sediment motion 
[Huntley and Hanes, 1987], which arc ofrcn barely sigmficant over the frequencies of 
interest Using as a proxy foi sediment transpoit. the co-spectia quantify the 
magnitude and direction of the sediment flux at difterent frequencies in the same way as 
the co-spectrum between u and the suspended sediment concentration on a sandy beach 
Low coherence between velocity and tiansport suggests transpoit is highly intermittent, 
highly vaiiable at swell fiequencies, and clearly a highly non-hnear function of flow 
velocity During Phase I, maximum bed motion coincides with the onslioie phase of tKe 
wave-osciUatory cuirents at the wave group and windwave frequencies, there is some 
oflrshorc tiansport at swell frequencies Progressing into Phases 11 and III, wheie 
significant, transport is onshore due to wind waves and offshore due to swell Here, 
transport at the wave group frequencies is largely insigmfcant Onshoie transpoit 
continues at wind wave frequencies throughout Phase Ila with some onshore contribution 
from the swell 
A simple probdbhhstic model of bed mobility 
In order to glean further information about the nature of bed motion, the data was 
analysed further using a probabilistic model in order to reconstruct an ensemble or 
typical" tiansport event Dimensiouless law H was fineaily rescaled to span the interval 
0 —10, and rounded to the neaiest integei in oidei to obtain a disciete recoid Q,rr which 
mamtamed similar resolution A tiansition probability matrix (TPM) —see Figme 5 21 
—of the Hrr data was constiucted (Figure 5.22), and using Markov Cham theory • 
(^ [Keraeney and SneU, 1960], analysed foi its general distributional form and persistence 
characteristics 
With reference to the T P M for H^r in Figure 5 22, the absence of tiansitional extremes 
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From: 
Example time series 
v = I 1 2 2 3 2 4 3 2 1 
1 3 2 3 1 1J 
Transition Frequency Matrix 
To: 
1 2 3 4 
2 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
S (row) 
Transition Probability Matrix 
To: 
From: 
1 2 3 4 1 
1 1/2 1/41/4 0' 
2 1/4 i/4 1/4 1/4 
3 1/21/2 0 0 
4 0 0 1 0 • 
£ (row) 
N.B: Matrices read from left to right 
Transition Probability Diagram 
Fig. 5.21 Example time series re-cast as a TFM arid TPM. The TPM may be summaiised 
diagrammatically as shown on the left of the figUrc. 
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Fig. 5.22 Sediment transport as a Markov chain transition probability matrur for Qrr (top 
panels), autocorrelation functions. R, forilrj states (bottom panels). 
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validates the sample frequency at which the data was collected. The transition matrix 
shows that sediment transport 'events' are in general negatively skewed. Forexample, 
the transition probabilities are not symmetrical about the inertial left-right diagonal,, 
arid the probabiUty for an event of increased magnitude to follow an event of given 
magnitiide is larger than the vice-versa (i.e. incline tendencies). Specifically, values of 
average magnitude have a larger transitional spread; therefore the skew in the wave wiU 
not be drawn by the mode (event peak) or tails but by the falling hmb. In order to 
reconstruct the ensemble event the remaining information required is the persistence 
characteristics of every magnitude. The rank autocorrelation function of a Markov chain 
is given-by [Basawa, 1972]: 
1'- ^ -, 72 . V>-^^) 
where Qxy = tf' x P'^ ' such that ^^.^ Qx,y = 1, and where T, x, y, P, and 11 denote 
matrix transpose, row, column, transition matrix, and steady state probabihty vector, 
respectively. The steady state vector 11 is found by solving the set of equations, in 
matrix notation: / 
n = P n (5.19) 
subject to X) n = 1. The autocorrelation functions for each magnitude are shown in 
Fig\u-e 5.22 (right panel), showing an almost hnear decrease in persistence with 
increasing magnitude. "WTiat this means in a physical sense is that a typical sediment 
traiisport event resembles a negatively skewed wave which is composed of a series of 
steps of increasing shorter length. This general form comphes with visual inspection of 
the data, and could be interpreted as the first waves in a group ''cleai-ing' the bed of a 
certain proportion of movable grains, until a tlireshold is reached where the conditions 
have been primed for the greatest amount of trarisport, after which the .bed is relatively 
immobile. This imphes a great deal of initial re.sistance to movement imposed by the 
micro-mechanical configurations of the bed (temporal and spatial distributions df 
grain-size, 'hiding' factors, relative flow protrusion, etc). 
A discrete 'ciueueing process' is a simple statistical model which tries to predict the 
dynamics of a stochastic process which is cliai-acterised by queue-like properties, in so 
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much as it IS a governed by the late of arrivals and depaituies of a finite and disciete 
number of entities (or 'customeis') into and out of the queue [Gioss and Hariis, 1998] In 
a disciete time-series the 'queue" is the time inteival of inteiest and the 'customers' are 
the entities withm the queue which arrive, wait, and depart at some rate The sediment 
transport time-serics flrr is suitable for consideration as a queueing process because it is 
long, discrete, and characterised by punctuated quiescence (or a seiies of instantaneous 
'events' separated by relatively long periods of inactivity) and no tempoial tiend In this 
situation the piobability of an event (state) occuriing in an inteival of any length witlim 
the time-seiies is proportional to the length of that interval Tho T P M for was 
characterised only by values on oi immediately aiound the diagonals, which m the 
literature is known as a 'birth-death' piocess [Gross and Hairis, 1998] wheie the 
transitions are restricted to neighbouring states In this 'smooth tiansitioii situation, 
the queue is characterised by individual (not bulk) arrivals of states, or in othei words an 
orderly queue which is simply modelled 
The Poisson model has long been used to chaiacteiise such disciete time-series [Davis, 
1986; Zaman, 2002] as 'biith-deatli' (simple) queuoing processes The Poisson 
distribution models a queue where in a fixed period of time, the probability of ariival of 
a discrete event is independent of the period of time since the last event of identical 
magnitude [Grifiith and Haining, 2006], contiolled by a known rate of aiiival 
(depaiture) The Poisson distiibution and Maikov chain are often utilised together in 
statistical modelling because they share certain assumptions m common, for example 
a r r n ^ (of states) are landoni and independent events, all states may precede or be 
preceded by otheis (the assumption of chain iiieducibility), and only one state can 
occupy the chain, oi queue, at any one time (i e 'customers* are served one at a tune) 
The use of probabihty models has some history m sediment transport lesearch In the 
seminal woik on the subject, Emstein [1937] showed that giavel in rivers is transported 
in a series of discrete, serially independent step and rest 'events' which may be 
appioximated by a probability distribution m the exponential family (e g Gamma, 
Poisson), a general obseiration which has aided individually-tailored leseaich problems 
m fluvial geomorphologj"- [Hassan et a l , 1991 McNamara and Borden, 2002]. 
If we assume that the T P M encompasses the entire state space {[N, N]} of Qrr (i e if 
in a sufficiently long time-series we have observed all possible values of Qrr), the 
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probability that flrv. as a random vaiiable, equals a.pai-ticular value, y, within N may 
be giyen by the Poisson distribution [Griffith arid Haining, 2006]: 
K-^rr = y) = ? ^ ^ - ^ , Ap>0, y = 0,1,2;. . . ,A^ + 1- (5.20) 
with ('intensity'), parameter Xp as the 'rate of occurrence' [Griffith and Haiuing, 2006]. 
The probability that a transition will have occurred in a time interval equals 1 if the 
assumptions of the chain are adhered to, so a probability matrix of departure Dp for 
N=x may be given as an identit}'^  matrix of dimensions x + 1 x a; +1 with all elements 
set to zero except the entries {(1,1) and {x,x-l) which equal 1, For example. Dp for x=4: 
would be given by: 
Dp = 
/ 
I 0 0 •0 g 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 V 
A probability matrix of arrivals Da, of dimensions A'' + 1 x iV +1, and governed by a 
Poisson model, for y = 0,1,2,...,, -i-1 according to the elements 
J^aiYyy :N + 1)= p{nrv = y), arid elements. A{7j, N + l) = l- T.{Daiy, y: N + 1)) (so 
each row sums to 1). For the x=4 example above, 
•p{^^^ = y) = [0.4493,0.3595,0.1493,0.0383,0.0077] for y = [0,1,2,3,4] and if Xp = 0.8, 
therefore a is given by: 
f 
\ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.3595. 0.1438 0.0383 0.0091 
0.4493 0.3595 0.1438 0.0474 
0 0.4493 0.3595 0.1912 
0 0 0.4493 0.55.07 
. 0 0 0 1 
In a Markov-Poisson model such as this, parameter Xp which determines the shape of 
the distribution is interpreted as the average 'arrival rate' of a new element (state) into 
the queue. The estimated T P M is given by the product of Dp and Da, and the niean 
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Fig. 5.23 Poisson Model for Sediment Transport Top left Poisson distributions for a Disci ete-
State Markov chain with Ap = 0 1 —- 2 (heavy line is Xp = 0 85^  Top right 
Steady state distributions (R) for the associated Markov-Poisson processes (heavy line 
IS Xp = 0 85^  Bottom right mean waiting times in the queue for Ap = 0 1 —* 2 
The damping ratio, p^, for sediment transport data Qrr w shown as a solid straight 
line Bottom left the modelled TPM of a Markov-Poisson process with Ap — 0 85 and 
Some results of the model are shown m Figure 5 23 The damping ratio given by the 
ratio of the first and second eigenvalues rhop = Xpi/\Xp2\ Caswell [see 2001] foi Qrr 
equals 2.67s (shown as a sohd line in Figure 5 23, bottom left), and the Markov-Poisson 
model outHned above when Ap ^ 0 85, gives a mean waiting time 2.67 seconds The 
'damping ratio' may be consideied as the rate of conveigence to complete 
time-mdependence {p=0) for each individual state The distribution piQrr) for Ap = 0 85 
has been used to construct a T P M (Figure 5 23, bottom right) which closely 
appioximates the T P M of Qrr (Figure 5 22). Of paiticular note is how closely the 
features of the actual (Figure 5 22) and modelled T P M (Figme 5 23) match, for example 
the larger values left of the diagonals lelative to those to the right (in general terms, any 
given state is more likely to be pieceded by smaller values than larger values) In 
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consequence, the steady state vector associated with this modelled T P M (heavy hne in 
•top right panel), gives the best approximation-to the shape df the steady state 
probabihty vector (11) of the T P M for flrr in the range A = 0.1 2. 
5.4 Discussion 
• The narrow region of wave breaking on a gi-avel beach (and its morphological progenitor, 
the beach step) is an important one. The energy associated with this region is of 
priinary importance to a given beach configuration, and sediment pattern at any given 
time. The step and berm were found to be very responsive over individual tides. The 
step was consistently seen to migrate with the semi-diurnal tide. Whilst the 
morphological samphng resolution precluded the analysis of the dimensional analysis of 
the step on a wave-by-wave basis, what is clear is that it remains submerged; it forces 
wave breaking; and it keeps a quasi-steady distance from the shorehne (but not the 
run-up maximum). The gross morphological changes which occur across the steep 
macrotidal gravel beachface ai-e largely consistent with those reported in eai-her findings: 
a berm develops through swash over-topping and asymmetry [Hine, 1979; Austin and 
Massehnk, 2006a; Weir et al.. 2006], whilst seaward of the run down hmit, a large beach 
step evolves [Austin and Masselink, 2006a]. 
Referring to the measured morphological change, it is evident from the sediment 
volurnes, that as the tide begins to flood, the beachface initially undergoes a phase of 
consolidation. This is succeeded by a period of rapid morphological change during the 
mid-flood when the step and berm develop, followed by a quiescent period over the high 
tide still-stand. The berm and step then exhibit contrasting morphological behaviour, 
whereby the berm is consohdated whilst the step returns to a similar state to that before 
tidal inundation. The gross morphological changes which occurred across the beachface 
dming the present study are consistent with the other fndings, in particular those of 
Austin and Massehnk [2006a], where both the spatial distribution and temporal phasing 
of the step and berm development are in exceUent agreement. Dming the last three 
experimental runs of this study, the magnitude of the morphological changes were 
signifcantly smaUer due to calm wave conditions, but the trends dissimilar. 
During the first two experimental runs of the present study and that of Austin and 
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Massehnk [2006a], the step and berm weie principally accretionary features hnked to the 
tidal stage, howevei, the step and berm display several dissimilarities that lead to the 
question of whethei they exhibit co-dependent behavioui oi are independent features. 
On occasion, the step built insitu with its crest lemaimng at approximately the same 
contour throughout the samphng period whilst m contrast the beim crest migrated 
landwards by ?sl o m The toe of the berm lemamed at a fixed cioss-slioie position so 
the entne beim stiuctuie did not move onshore, but rathei swash washed sediment over 
the ciest which was re-established landwards However, during the last three 
expeiimental runs, the whole structure of the small berm migrated landwards During 
the present study, theie was a net increase in sediment volume across the beadiface, and 
whilst the volume of sediment eroded fi-om the neaishoie and mid-swash was loughly 
balanced by accretion at the step, the volume of material incorporated into the berm did 
not coriespond to the erosion, this mateiial must either have come from seawaids of the 
step or was recycled from the step which was subsequently lecharged fi'om offshoie 
Alternatively, sediment supply to the beriii and step was both ample and equal but 
differing hydiodynamic or hydraulic forcmg caused different patterns of sedimentation 
Net berm growth results from swash asymmetry [Duncan, 1964, Eliot and Clarke, 
1988]. whereas the step forms at the point of convergence between on/off-shore tiansport 
m the mid- and lower-swash and onshore tiansport of sediment eioded from the 
neaishoie Undei these conditions, the step is an ephemeial feature with a shoit 
relaxation time that foims durmg the flood phase of the tide and is destroyed dming the 
ebb Step face sediments aie sourced from the neaishore region and transported onshoie 
to converge with sediment sourced from the lower swash which builds up the step crestal 
region. Durmg the ebb, the crestal region is eroded and its constituent sediment 
returned to the nearshore. The berm develops comcidentally to the step during the 
flood, however, it has a relaxation time that is related to the spimg-iieap cycle and, 
unlike the step, persists on the beachface because it lemams stranded above the 
shoreline as the tide ebbs, therefore, the beim conserves its sediment over a single high 
tide whereas the step does not Consequently there is hysteresis between the coupled 
mid-swash-step-nearshore region, but not between the un-coupled bermmid-swash or 
bermnearshore regions Step dynamics are thus tidally modulated they are consistently 
more pronounced at high tide compared to mid-tide and often absent at low tide, instead 
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replaced, under calm conditions, with a series of subtidal ripples with long wavelengths. . 
Morphological changes on the beachface and just seawards of the step are in 
proportion to step dimensions for a given set of (low-medium energy) wave-tide 
conditions, implying a spm-ce-sink relationship and sediment convergence. The whole of 
the active foreshore is thus involved in maintaining the position and characteristics of 
wave breaking, in a morphodynamic relationship. Berm formation requires energy and 
tidal stationarity over-and-above that required for step formation, so in consequence, 
whilst a berm does not always develop, in contrast, a step always does. Step or berm 
m&y or may not migrate significantly over a single tidal cycle - this depends on the tidal 
translation distance. Where the berm does move, the toe of the berm remains at. a fixed 
cross-shore position so the entire berm structure does not mpve onshore, but rather 
swash washes sediment over the crest which is re-established to landwards [Austin and 
Masselink, 2006 a]. Foreshore sediment conservation of mass is not always achieved - the 
step is a mechanism by wliich beachface building and depletion occurs, liberating and 
transporting material from different areas in the tidal frame. Indeed, here is little net 
morphological change when the step is not very active. 
Part of the reason for the different relaxation times of the berm and the step may be 
that alongshore sediment transport processes partially control the amplitude of the berm 
relative to the foreshore, but not the amplitude of the step (at least not directly). This is 
because the gradients in alongshore sediment transport may not be sufficiently strong at. 
the breakpoint, given the extent of the forward momentum of the (highly nonlinear) 
waves. It remains possible, however, that volumes contributed or removed hy alongshore 
transport on a given cross-shore stretch of beach may contribute to the supply at the 
step. 
One of the key points of interest during the experiments was why the rate 
morphological change suddenly accelerated at 11:30 with the ensuing step formation. 
Considering the degree of morphological diange that occurred across the beachface over 
the high tide period, the hydrodynamic conditions remained remarkably consistent. At 
the ioitiation of the step, there was no coincident change in Hs or Ts, or the proportion 
of low-frequency motions as reported by Ivamy and Keiich [2006]. The only change 
observed was in S, from negative to positive, suggesting a switch from onshore to 
onshore sediment transport if following an energetics approach [Bailard, 1981]; however. 
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Fig. 5.24 Example time-senes of wave breaker type, msually assessed usvng a video record Tins 
record is fiom 27th September 2005 expenment, aiound the time of step initiation 
as Austin and Masselink [2006a] demonstrated, the direction of net sediment transpoit is 
not corielated to S across the nearsliore at Slapton Of potentially greater signiricance is 
the stationarity of the tide The step is a region of sediment convergence between 
offshore transport m the lower-swash and onshore advection under the breaking waves 
During periods of lapid tidal translation, theie is msuifcient time for a step to form at 
the conveigence point, which simply migrates with the breakpoint, however, once the 
T T R decreases approaching high t'lde, a point is leached whereby there is suifcicnt time 
(stationarity) to tiigger step formation Subsequently, positive feedback takes over and 
the leduction m water depth and incieased beacliface steepness forces wave bieakmg 
ovei the step, further incieasing its height A morphodynamic 'triggei' mechanism 
appeared to control step initiation, where a wave breakei transition occurs from plunging 
to surging Breakers weie classified 'wave-by-wave' visually usmg the subaeriai video 
lecoid (e g Figure 5 24), and it was found that the agieement between visual 
obseivations and Iiibaneii number (^ ) was excellent. Heie, any causative lelationships 
dictate that timmg is crucial, i e whether the step begins to build befoie or after the 
cliange m wave breaking If the step forms before the change m bleaker type from 
plunging to surging, then that would be the necessary increase in slope to affect ^, yet if 
the wave breaker transition precedes step formation then it is moie liltely that tidal 
excursion ovei a concave slope is key It was found that the latter case of tidal advection 
malang conditions moie reflective, was more hkely Thus, the surf scaling and similarity 
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parameters ai-e suitable for quantifying this phenomenon. Any badcwash vertex which 
may be present will also be amphfed by the positive feedback and will induce further . 
sedimentation as described by Lai'sbn and Sunamura [1993]. The positive feedback is 
cleaiiy illustrated by the rapid increase in the Irribai-ren number as waves are forced 
from breaking at the transition of plunging-surging to being firmly within the sm-ging 
regime. During the falling tide, once the change in h and T T R increases above a certain 
limit, the seaward migTation of the breaJqjoint 'breaks the cycle of positive feedback with 
the step, which then begins to be eroded by the backwash and smeared across the 
beachface. It is interesting' to note that the step appears to be destroyed more rapidly 
during the faUing tide than it is formed during the rising tide. This may be related to 
the asymmetry in 6h/5t observed in the semi-diurnal tidal cmwe and may also provide 
an explanation as to why the step is absent at low tide. 
Changes in the sedimentologj ,^ unhke those of nearshore volumetric change, display no 
significant hysteresis. However, there are some interesting trends in the sediment size 
data- whidi can be attributed to associated morphologies. The sediments are not as 
negatively skewed as is common with beach sediments [Massehnk and Hughes, 2003], 
indicating the presence of a more mobile coai'se fraction than is common on sand beaches, 
and corroborated by the general coai'sehess of the step and berm. The coarsening of the 
upper berm is consistent with observations from esu-lier work [Duncan, 1964; Massehnk 
and Li, 2001], and while the four distinct phases of morphological change ai"e not clearlj' 
reflected in the sedimentary signal, temporal changes in the sedimentologj'^  can be related 
to the morphological response across regions of the beachface. At the berm, step-crest 
and just seawai-d of the step, accretion (erosion) is hiiked to coarsening (fining) of the 
sediments. Conversely, across the step-face and part of the nearshore, the negative 
correlation between sediments and morphology indicates divergent behaviour; accretion 
is associated with fining and erosion with coarsening. The coarsening of the step 
sediments over high tide can be attributed to the preferential removal of fine sediments, 
seawards to the base of the step and landwards to the mid-swash. In contrast to Strahler 
[1966], who. suggested that the coarse sediments accumulated at the step since they could 
more easily be transported over the finer sediments either side of the step, these findings 
indicate that the coarse sedunents at the step constitute a lag deposit. Subsequently, 
during the falling tide, the retreating swash smears the fine mid-swash sediments-over 
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the lower beachface These findings contradict those of Massehnk et al [2007], that 
temporal changes in sedlmentology were umelated to the morphological response 
The coaisening of the uppei berm is consistent with observations from earlier woik 
[Duncan 1964. Masselmk and Li, 2001] At the benii, step-crest and just seawaid of the 
step, accretion (erosion) is linked to coarsening (fining) of the sediments Conversely, 
across the step-face and pait of the nearshore, the negative corielation between 
sediments and morphology indicates divergent behavioui, accretion is associated with 
fining and erosion with coarsening In accordance with Straliler [1966], coarse sediments 
could accumulate at the step since they could more easily be transported ovei the finci 
sediments either side of the step, due to the sediment convergence which is thought to 
account for the formation of the step as a stable moiphological form Wheie the fining of 
the foreshore cannot be accounted for by this mechanism alone, additional fine mateiial 
may be souiced firom seawai'ds to the base of the step, by-passmg the step itself, or 
possibly cycled tluougli the step. If the lattei, this may also account for the wide 
variability in soiting and size at the step There is for example, not always persistence 
of coaise material on the step, since it is very sensitive to indiMdual wave gioups To 
uncover the sedimentoiogical dynamics of the step, the lesolution employed by this study 
peihaps was not sufficient, i e a finer temporal sampling resolution is required, which 
necessitates remote sensing technologies If the fine sediment geneially by-passes the 
step, an advective and convective sediment transpoit mechanism is requhed, although 
this remains to bo verified In cither case, the ('null point' - see chapter 2) sediment 
pattern/sorting model of Miller and Ziegler [1958], which treats shoal, breaker and swash 
zones separately, is neither conceptually nor empnically supported Theoiies which 
account for step formation and maintenance need to take a holistic approach to the step 
with context to its evolving hinterland (Figuie 5 25) 
Temporal trends in sedimentary paiameteis were found to be generally unrelated to 
those of morphological change, however a degree of consistency m the spatial zonation of 
sedimentaiy paiameters, when suitably averaged, suggest that negative feedback 
mechanisms are m place to letam a signatuie sedimentology on the beachface These 
unknown mechanisms remfoice the spatially signatory sfeiucture of gravel beachface 
sedlmentology despite changing wave and tide conditions, rates and magnitude of 
morphological change; and antecendent sedimentoiogical conditions The same lemaiks 
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of 'clianging sea-state and tidal effect' not changing the "underlying stability' of the 
gravel beacliface sedimentology were made b}"^  A'liller and Ziegier [1958]. Sediment trend 
models remained to be explored in this environment because under oscillatory flows, one 
would e.xpect a pivot or 'pinch' in the spatial trend of size, sorting and skewness 
pai-ameters around the lower-swash region (zone of divergence), which indeed there 
appeai-s to be. 
Sediment size distributions are found to vary on a time-scale comparable to the 
hydrodjmamic forcing (wave time-scale), not the morphological changes, therefore 
improper sampling of the sedimentaiy signal may cause high-frequency components to 
be aliased with genuine low-frequency ones. Furthermore, only the top layer of the bed . 
was sampled across the subaerial beachface and this may not have been representative of 
the active layer of the beachface as a whole since the presence of vertical variations in 
gi-ain-size in beach sediment is well Imown in the form of laminae [Emery, 1978] and dual 
sedimentation units puncan, 1964]. However, the assertion that the step and berm are 
not morphodynamically co-dependent is mirrored by the surficial sedimentary record. 
Fig. 5.25 Summary schematic of some ideas discussed in this chapter related to the semi-diurnal 
dynamics of a gravel beachface. 
This study has attempted to measure instantaneous cross-shore sediment transport on 
a gravel beach using a novel video remote sensing method (Figure 5.25). Wliilst 
suspended sediment transport can be measm-ed with relative ease on sand}' beaches with 
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optical and acoustic backscattei sensors, the quantification of the bedload and sheet flow 
modes of transpoit that prevail on giavel beaches is a much gieatei challenge The 
implementation of the video-based bed monitoimg system and the non-dimensional bed 
motion parameter H to provide a means to quantify the sediment tiansport through the 
change m bed textme The lesults clearly demonstrate periodic transport due to the 
elevated flow velocities under wave gioup ciests [Huntley and Hanes, 1987; Hanes, 1991], 
but the issue of similar magnitude velocity events causing differing bed responses causes 
pioblems when interpreting sediment fluxes For example, m Figure 5.19 the flow 
velocity at 11-28-11.29 is compaiable to that at 11 36-11.37, .but H is twice as large 
dming the foimei. The net lesult of this observation is pooi coherence between 0. and u 
when the spectra are computed. On the whole, sediment transport is onshoie at wind 
wave and wave group fiequencies. but that due to swell is highly vaiiable This accounts 
for the net onshore-diiected morphological change across the upper beachface (i e. the 
conservation of berm sediments), but the lowei beacliface was approximatelj- in 
equilibrium with the prevailing hydiodynannc conditions so this onshoie transport must 
somehow be compensated by offshore transport It is tentatively suggested that this 
occuis durmg the falling tide due to three mechanisms (1) the tail end of the backwash 
increasingly acting upon the step crest and avalanching sediment down the step face, (2) 
the leturii of the wave breaker type to^vards the plunguig-suiging transition, and (3) the 
drainage of gioundwatei fiom the beachface duung the falling tide [Austin and 
Masselmk, 2006 Q] 
The sediment tiansport events indicated by may not be linearly proportional to the 
instantaneous volumetric sediment flux and hence may be the leason why there are 
many occasions wheie the bed motions induced by two similar velocity events aie very -
diffeient Theie arc sovcial possible mechanical explanations for the diffeimg bed 
responses to velocity events of similar magnitude but changes in bed roughness due to 
the wide variation of grain-sizes may be the main cause It was fi-equently observed that 
changes in sediment size and distiibution could occur on a wave-by-wave basis. It is 
theiefore conceivable that an instantaneous change in the textuial properties of the bed 
durmg one transport event may cause eithei positive or negative feedback upon the 
system by changing sediment transpoit tlnesholds For example, if one t iai^ort event 
results in sediment coarsening through the removal of fines, this will cause an increase in 
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bed roughness through great(?r protrusion of the reriiaining lai'ger grains into the 
boundaiy layer. This has at least tlu-ee possible repercussions: (1-) an increase in bed , 
shear stress and turbulence leading to greater sediment mobihty; (2) preferential 
transport of the largest grains due to their protrusion into the boundary layer; or (3.) 
reduced mobility due to the larger entrainnient thresholds of the bigger grains. 
Consequently, the fohowing velocity event of similar magnitude may result in very 
different rates of bed motion. Therefore a better correlation may be obtained between 
and a shear stress parameter incorporating a variable bed roughiiess term, i.e. a Shields 
parameter containing a time-variant friction factor; however, this requires knowledge of 
the instantaneous grain-size/distribution. 
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5 5 Summaiy 
(i) The giavel beach step and beim aie accietionary features stiongly hnked to tidal 
stage, evolving with dificicnt relaxation tunes Imtiation of step morphology 
lequires tidal stationarity and is perhaps triggered by a change wave breaker type 
hom plunging to surging (although a morphodyiiamic relationship is also thought 
to exist between slope and bieakei type) 
(ii) Step dynamics are tidally modulated they are consistently more pionouiiced at 
high tide compared to imd-tide, and often absent at low tide, instead replaced, 
under calm conditions, with a seiies of subtidal iipples with long wavelengths 
(ui) It the gravel beach step was torced by relative tidal stationaiity, one would expect 
the step to have laigest dimensions at both high and low tide, and to be smallest 
around mid-tide wheie tidal translation rate across the beachface is greatest The 
fact that it is usually absent at low tide, and maximum m amphtude around high 
tide, suggests that the triggei for step giowth and decay is some combination of 
factois forced by a tlireshold slope 
(iv) Berms may foim and be pushed onshore with the tide as well as steps, but that the 
berm remains whilst the step does not (they have different relaxation times) 
Whilst the dynamics of the beim and step aie lelated, the formation of the step is 
not dependent on the formation of the berm (altliough the reverse scenaiio remains 
an mteiesting research question) 
(v) While the beachface at this timescale is not a closed sedimentary unit, what seems 
clear is that the step is a veiy impoitant meclianism by wliicli the uppei beachface 
loses or gains material, by 'libeiating' material either onshore or offshore 
depending on the hydiodynamic conditions The zone of sediment transpoit is not 
restiicted to the swash and surf zones, with exchanges of sediment extending into 
seveial meties of water depth, as shown by video observations 
(vi) The erosive phase of the tidal cycle persists longest in the lower swash zone. The 
dynamics of both the step and beim aie asymmetrical with respect to tide The 
latter is easier explained than the foimei m teims of the effects of groundwatei 
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Future simulations should shed some hght on the role the step has to plaj-, and 
indeed how much morphological change would be possible without the presence of 
the step. Theories which account for step formation and maintenance need to take 
a holistic approach to the step with context to its evolving hinterland. 
(viii) The sedimentary record is very variable compared to the morphological record, and 
requires noise-reduction techniques such as EOFs to draw out the dominant modes 
of behaviour. 
(ix) The step and beachface may be differentiated using sedimentary moments, and 
different morphological features such as the step have typical spatial sedimentary 
responses. 
(x) A new technique to determine bed mobihty from the shoahng/brealdng zone has 
been devised, using output from an underwater video camera. At present, the 
technique cannot parameterise volumetric sediment transport, but in the future it 
may provide the basis for quantification of coarse sediment transport imder waves 
in natural conditions. 
(xi) Neai-shore sediment transport may be related to sub-incident fr-equencies (wave 
gi-oups) but appears not to be a hnear function of either velocity magnitude or 
direction. Therefore, a better description of sediment transport requires 
instantaneous sediment size information, which has to be remotely sensed. 
6 
MORPHO-SEDIMENTARY DYNAMICS OVER THE 
SEMI-LUNAR TIDAL CYCLE 
He had foitj'^ -two boxes, all carefuUj" packed, 
With his name painted clearly on each 
But, since he omitted to mention the fact. 
They vreie all left behmd on the beach 
Lewib Carroll (1832-1898) British poet The Huntnig of the Snaik 
6.1 Intioduction and Data CoUection 
Pievious studies on gravel beaches at the time-scale of the spring-spring tidal cycle have 
eithei focused on aspects of morphological change, or sedimentoiogical change, with 
lespect to hydiodynamic forcing There is Httle compaiitive work on the simultaneous 
response of a lelativoly hnc and relatively coaiso giavol beach under similar 
hydrodynamic conditions Our insight mto gravel beach moipho-sedimentary dynamics 
over the piesent time-scale of inteiest would impiove if such detailed measurements were 
taken 
Accoidmgly, the hist smvcy campaign in the autumn of 2005 was designed to compare 
the moipho-sedimentaiy dynamics ot a relatively coarse (cential Slaptoii Sands) and 
relatively fine (Strete Gate) gravel beach, experiencing similar wave-tide conditions The 
beach at Strete contains a cross sectional volume of 320m^ from barrier crest to MLWS 
at -2m ODN, is convex m piofile, and has a mean sediment size of ^ 4mm The beach at 
cential Slapton contains a cioss sectional volume of S6m ,^ is more planar, and has a 
mean sediment size of » 6mm In this survey, beacli profiles and surface samples were 
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taken over 26 cdnsequtive low tides. Samples were taken every 0.5m across the active 
intertidal beachface (from previous high tide to low tide shoreline). Disturbance depths 
(the lowest detectable depth, of sediment activation relative to the surface) and 
sub-surface sediments were recorded occasionally. 
The data set consisted of beach profiles and sediment samples taken from the active 
intertidal ai-ea of Slapton, every low tide over a semi-lunar tidal cycle. The first consisted 
of proiiles and surface samples taken every half-metre across the beachface in the central 
• portion of Slapton during the autumn of 2005, over 26 consecutive tides. At the same 
time, the second consisted of profiles and surface samples taken every half-metre across 
the beachface in the northern portion of Slapton, ceilled Strete, again over 26 consecutive 
tides. The central Slapton (hereafter, simpfy 'Slapton') and Strete sites are separated by 
some 2km, and differ in their meaii sediment size which was w6mm and w4mm, 
resjiectively during the respective campaigns. Profiles wore taken using a total station, 
which has a vertical accuracy of the order of millimetres. To ensure samples were taken 
at "identical points along the profile each low tide, a rope marked every half-metre was 
extended from a consistent reference point. The third data set consisted of profiles, and 
samples taken at the surface, and sub-sm-face to the depth of disturbance over the 
previous tide (the maximum depth to which sedinients were distm-bed). The disturbance 
depths (hereafter, 'DOD') were measured using a rod and washer system described and 
used by Greenwood and Hale [1980]; Jackson and Nordstrom [1993]; and on the same 
beach as. the present study by Austin and Massehnlc [2006 a]. Profiles were again talcen 
with a total station at a spacing of » Ini, and the consistent location of the samples was 
ensured by the rods inserted into the beach for the DOD measurements. Both surface 
and sub-surface sediments were thus 'active' over the last semi-diurnal tidal cycle, 
although it was expected that their sedimentology would differ markedly, the latter on 
this steep reflective beach being associated with the passage of the step into and out of 
the frame over the previous tide [Jackson and Nordstrom, 1993]. In total, 1546 sediment 
samples were coUected: 1220 in the first experiment, and 326 in the second. 
The relationship between the morplio-sedimentary dynamic sigiiature left at depth and 
that at the surface was the priinary focus of the second survey data set drawn upon, in 
this chapter. JRelatively little is known about the size and sedimentojqgy of the active 
layer on a gravel beach, in contrast with a lot of such work on sandy beaches [Jackson 
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and Nordstrom, 1993: Anfuso et al., 2000, Anfuso, 2005] Correct determmation of the 
disturbance depth alone is crucial foi coirect deteimination of volumes of sediment 
tiansport moved cross- and alongshoie The second survey campaign in the spring of 
2007 focused on one site (Stiete) m more detail As well as beach profiles and surface 
sediment samples, depth of disturbance (heieafter, DOD) and sub-surface samples were 
taken over 24 consecutive tides Samples weie taken every nietie across the active 
mteitidal beacliface (fiom pievious high tide to low tide shoieline) Field hydiodynamic 
and moiphological mstiumentation and data acquisition for these campaigns are 
outlined m Chapter 4, as well as the analysis of the sediment samples, and the denration 
of standard hydrodynamic and morphodynaimc parameters 
To uncovei any potential 'triad* relationships between hydrodynamics, morphological 
and sedmientological change, a number of statistical techniques based on 
eigen-deconiposition and correlation weie employed Autocoi relation ±95% confidence 
mteivals are given by ±2/^/NJ2 Unless othei wise stated, the couelogram sequence is 
normalised so the auto coi relations at zero lag are 1 Sigmficantly auto coii elated values 
are dehmited by a ^-test scoie Z=l 96 at a = 0 05, wlieie 
and wheie /, ?/. and are lag, coirelation at lag, and sample size respectively [Davis. 
1980] Sigmficantly cross-correlated values are delimited by a t-test of 
Ho 7 =0,Hi 7^0 given by 
with N-2 degrees of freedom, tested at a = 0 05 [Swan and Sandilands, 1995] All 
quoted and plotted autoconelations in this chapter are two-dimensional, and 
significances have been determined at a=0 05 The moie sophisticated numerical 
methodologies employed on the data sets here — t^hose designed to uncover dominant and 
simultaneously occmrmg patterns m the data, and those to statistically assign causal 
linkages (of a linear nature) —aie detailed below. 
6 2\ Data Analysis 
Z — rrV'?r^-r-i-3 (6 1) 
(6 2) 
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6.2.1 Empiiical Ortliogonal Function (EOF) Analysis 
The mathematical details of E O F analysis ai'e detailed in chapter 5 are so are not 
reproduced here. The EOFs were Used in an identical fashion, i.e. the morphological and 
sedimentological data sets analysed, using EOFs consisted of matrices of observations 
over space (x, rpws) organised in time (f, columns). Resulting eigenfunctions were 
therefore either temporal modes denoted CqXt), or spatial modes denoted eq{x) (following 
.Miller and Dean [2007]). E O F analysis uncovers 'stationary' (non-propagating) patterns 
because it is based on simultaneous covaiiances. In this study it was noted that some 
E O F modes for morphological change and sediment size/sorting were better correlated 
at some lag (cross-correlated) than at zero lag. Further to an ordinary E O F analysis to 
uncover simulatenous covariance in morphological and sedimentological datasets, 
complex EOFs (CEOFs) were used to investigate relative phase information in both 
space in morphological change and sediment size and sorting. In the coastal hterature, 
CEOFs have been used by Ruessink et al. [2000] to investigate the d5manncs of bai-s on 
the Dutch coast by separating the two- and three-dimensional vaiiability. CEOFs ai'e 
able to extract non-stationary information, based on the notion that any wayeform can 
be expressed using a complex representation: 
.r(i) = pexp -^^ '+"' (6.3) 
where p is the wave amplitude, and / and w_ are its frequency and phase shift 
respectively. The data matrix is transformed into its complex form as [Ruessink et al., 
2000]: 
Ycix,t) = %c(a;, t) + Qydx, t) (6.4) 
where the real (3i) part is the original data and the imaginary (0=) part is its Hilbert 
transform given by: 
H{Yc) = ^ (^w) cos ujt - p(w) sin (6.5) 
where p and' £ are the Fouiier coefficients. FoUowing Barnett [1983], the Hilbert 
transform represents asirnple phase shift 7r/2 in time/space and is calculated using a 
F F T algorithm. The data is then transformed into: 
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yi = i-^YcXH (66) 
wheie i = The GEOFs aie obtained from the covariance matrix of Yc [Horel, 1984], 
given by 
CV = l/N^YcYa (6 7) 
where * denotes complex conjugate The CEOFs are then given as-
Yc = B,XCf (6 8) 
where A are the eigeiivahies of CV, Ec aie the spatial CEOFs {cqc{x)). given by the 
• T 
matrix product of Yc and the eigenfunctions of R, and C,. are the temporal CEOFs 
T 
{eqc{t)), given by the pioduct of and Yc The spatial and tempoial phase are defined 
by, lespectively [Ruessmk et a l , 2000]. 
(?(x) - aictan f (6 9) 
For every E O F mode, various measures can be used for quantifying featuies m the 
data The amplitude of Cg{i:) and Cqdx) lepiesent the spatial \^ibihty associated with 
that mode, and the spatial phase function d{x) shows the relative phase of fluctuation at 
various locations. The spatial gradient of &{x) piovides local wavenumbers [Ruessink 
et al 2000], the spatial analogue of fiequency The amphtude of eq{t), and the 
amplitude and phase of eqc{t) provide information on the temporal variability associated 
with eacli E O F mode, and the time derivative of ip{t) is a measure of firequency. 
The E O F technique has been reviewed by Laison et al. [2003] for use on bathymetric 
data sets Foi a moie detailed mathematical description of the whole E O F family of 
techniques and their inter-relations, the reader is refeired to Hoiel [1984] and Hannachi 
et al [2007] The use of CEOFs provides a moie robust method of pattern identification 
m data sets because they are less sensitive to the spatial domain and time period, and 
the number of degrees of fieedom 
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6.2.2 Canonical Correlation Analysis 
Uncovering any morpho-sedirhentaiy-dynamic relationships is essentially a problem 
based on how much the three sets of variables correlate, or simulataneously vary. Note 
that correlation is usually a better measure of linear association' than covariance [Davis, 
1986]. The problem with correlation, however, is that it does not imply causation: where 
present, correlation between morphological change and beachface sedimentologj'^  exists, 
to an unknown degi-ee, because they ai-e both functions of a third set of variables: 
hydrodynamics. 
Canorucal correlation analysis (CCA) is a nmltivariate extension of correlation which 
assesses the relationship between two sets of variables (thus differing from multiple 
regression which can only assess the relationship between one dependent variables and 
set of independent variables). C C A is therefore appropriate for this study since not only 
will it enable identification of linear relationships between morphological and 
sedimentological variables, but also between either of these and a set of hydrodynamic 
forcing variables. In short, it is a potentially useful tool in uncovering the triad of 
relationships which may exist between hydrodynamics, morphological change and 
sedimentological change on a gravel beach. C C A can be used to investigate whether 
there are any patterns which occur simultaneously in two sets of data (-variables), and 
assign a strength of correlation between them. C C A was used by Larson et al. [2000] to 
study the dynamics of beach profiles at Duck, North Carohna, in relation to 
hydrodynamic forcing. An additional advantage of C C A , aiid one also utilised by Larson, 
et al. [2000], is that a certain number of E O F modes are commonly used as input 
variables so as to reduce the noise in the statistical model. 
Two oiiginal data sets, Yy and Y2, are transforiiled into new new data sets, I 3 and Y4, 
which are hneai- mid maximally correlated' combinations of the original: 
Yz = K^Fi (6.11) 
Yi = V^Y2 (6.12) 
where ^ and V are arbitrary vectors, selected so correlations are maximised [Davis, 
1986]. These vectors (or 'weights') for Y2 are given by the solution to an eigenvalue 
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problem given by (modified fiom [Davis, 1986]) 
( A - A / d ) V = 0 (6.13) 
where is an identity matrix; A are the eigenvalues; and 
( y f yi)-H5i^5^2)(5^2"5^2)"H^2^'^i)l The equivalent canonical transform of Yi is 
found by 
K = ( i f y 2 ) ' H > f 5^2)V/VA (6.14) 
The canonical scores (modes) for Yi and Y2 are obtamed as, respectively (modified 
fi-om [Davis 1986]) 
n(a.) = n ^ l l (6 15) 
n(y) - n^ys (6 le) 
where 11 = CR~^rp„ig, CRx is the coirelation matiix of Yi rpm is the product-moment 
correlation of Yi and 1^; and g aie the eigenfunctions of the covariance matrix of Yi and 
Y2, CV, given by 
CV = CR^^P'^CR~^r%, (6.17) 
where CRy is the correlation matrix of Yo The canonical correlations are given 
'I'CCA = V^CCA' where XcCA the eigenvalues of CV 
6.3 Hydrodynamic Conditions 
The hydrodynamic conditions foi the autumn 2005 survey-aie summarised in Figme 6 1 
Off'shoie measurements come from the WaveWatch III model, at the Start Point nodal 
point, as desciibed in Chaptei 7 The general picture was one of consistent 
south-westerly swell, becoming more broad-banded with a significant wind component 
after tide 10 (23^ *^  September). Neaishore wave heights for the first two tides were m the 
region of « 0 2m, and between tides 4 and 20 increased steadily fiom ^0 15 to ^0 5m, 
then back down to s^ O 2m by tide 26 (1^ * October) 
t 
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Fig. 6.1 Hydrodynamic conditions for the Autumn 2005 field survey. From.top to bottom: half-
hourly Hs and Ho; Ts and T^; Qyj, and noimalised wave spectral density (m Hz~^). 
Dashed and solid horizontal lines-indicate mean values for the offshore and nearshore 
records of wave height and period. 
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Fig. 6.2 Ilydrodynamic conditions for the Spring 2007 field survey. From top to bottom half-
hourly //^ and Ho, Tg and T^; Q-u., and normalised wave spectral density (m JIz~^J 
Dashed and sohd horizontal lines indicate mean values for the offshore and nearshore 
records of wave height and period Nearshore data to the right of the dashed vertical line 
have had a linear transfer function applied from the offshore record. 
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The hydrodynamic conditions for the spring 2007 survey are summarised in Figure 6.2. 
Due to technical difficulties, the last few days of the pressure record was unusable so a 
linear transfer function was created using the measured offshore and neaxshore wave 
record to estimate the nearshore wave height, direction and period for the time covering 
the missing nearshore wave records. Offshore measurements come from the directional 
waverider buoy described in Chapter 7. During the spring 2007 smwey, the general 
picture was one of low crested («0 .2 -0 .3m nearshore, « 0 . 4 - 0 . 7 m offshore), 
south-westerly, narrow-banded swell at variable 8-15 second period between tides 1 and 
9 (23'"''-27"' April), thereafter giving way to larger (0.4-0.5m nearshore, 0.8-lm offshore) 
and more easterly broader-banded sea at decreasing 8-4 second periods, with a 
subordinate swell component. 
09/11 
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Spring 2007 
04/29 05/06 
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Fig. 6.3 From top to bottom: tidal range, surf similarity, hibajren number, groupiness func­
tion, spectral width. Varibles for the autumn 2005 and spring 2007 surveys are on the 
left and right panels, respectively. Left of the dashed line for the latter two variables in 
the spring 2007 survey there is no data available. The horizontal dashed line in Cg de­
limits reflective and intermediate conditions, and the horizontal dashed line in £, delimits 
surging and plunging breakers. Dot-dash lines in Cs and ^  trace the response at Strete. 
With reference to Figure 6.3, there were a number of differences in the hydrodjmamic 
and morphodynamic record for the respective survey campaigns. The major difference 
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was the iunai tidal phase the autumn 2005 suivey staited just before spring tide, and 
fimshcd on mid-cycle after neap, whereas the spring 2007 suivey started mid-cycle after 
springs and finished just aftei the subsequent spring tide Conditions for both suiveys 
fluctuated between reflective and mteimediate-reflcctive {cs). but ^ predicted suiging 
bieakers at all times, which became substantially more broad-banded (c^) during the 
spring 2007 suivey. 
6 4 Morphological Change 
Beach piofiles for the three data sets may be seen m Figure 6 4, as envelopes (top 
panels) and stacked successi\ely in time (bottom panels) Note how much more ob\ious 
the beim building is moie obvious at Slapton conipaied with Stictc (the lelativcly fine 
end of the beach) Also note the extent of the disturbance depth envelope, marked by a 
dashed line on the top left sub-panel 
strete. 2007 Slapton, 2005 
60 80 100 
Cross shore distance (m) 
0 50 100 
Cross shore distance (m) 
Strete, 2005 
0 50 100 
Cross shore distance (m) 
60 80 100 
Cross shore distance (m) 
0 50 100 
Cross shore distance (m) 
0 50 100 
Cross shore distance (m) 
Fig. 6.4 Beacli profiles for the thiee data sets Top panels profiles for, left to right, Strete 2007, 
Slapton 2005; and Strete 2005. Bottom panels, profiles stacked m ttme (bottom to top) 
Dashed line on the top left panel indicates maximum depth of disturbance over the survey 
penod over the mteriidal profile 
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• individual decomposed modes of the data sets, and to shed some light on the (perhaps 
spurious) cross-correlations. In particular, E O F analysis was used to reveal whether 
sediments responded in time-or in space, or both, to morphological change. An 
additional useful consequence of E O F analysis is the number of modes required to 
account for most of the variation gives an indication on the-stoehasticity of'the 
time-space data field, or its internal variance. 
Ordinary and Complex E O F analysis was performed on the morpliological (Azx, Azj)-, 
sedimerit size {Dg, Dss-. AZ^si, ^Dssi, ^Dsi, A-DS.H, AD^m, ADss,„.), and sorting (cr^ , 
(7ss, AcTsi, AcT-gsi, Affgi, Augsi, A(JsTO! AcTssm) data matrices for the three survey 
campaigns (Slapton 2005, Strete 2005, and Strete 2007) organised as [x,t] for rows and 
columns, respectively, so a row contained a time series of one variable, being magnitude 
at that location. 
Typical spectra (scree plots) of E O F modes are depicted in Figure 6.14. The number 
of E O F modes required to explain 90% of the variance in the respective data sets was 
consistently highest for sediment size variables and lowest for morphological cliange 
variables, indicating that sediment size has the most stochastic variation and the least 
inheritance. This is broadly compatible with the autocorrelation profiles for these 
variables in Figures 6.5, 6.6 (morphologj'), 6.7, 6.8 (sediment size), 6.9 and 6,10 
(sorting). A summary of the numben of modes required to account for 90% of the 
variance are shown in Tables 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 for morphologj-, sediment size and sorting, 
respectively. Note that fewer C E O F modes are generally required to reconstruct the data 
compai'ed with E O F modes, and that fewer modes are required tor the Strete 2007 data 
sets because they are smaher. 
Tab. 6.3 Number of EOF modes required to account for 9(ffo of variance, Morphology. 
DOD DOD,-
EOFs, Slapton 2005 4 5 - -
EOFs, Strete 2005 3 :4 - -
EOFs, Strete 2007 2 4 3' 3 
CEOFs, Slapton 2005 2 4 -
CEOFs, Strete 2005 2 3 - -
CEOFs, Strete 2007 1 3 2 2 
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Scree Plot A Z, Scree Plot Scree Plot 
Rank Mode Rank Mode Rank Mode 
Fig. 6.14 Typical scree plots for, from left to right, morphological change surface sediment size 
and suiface sediment soiimg Shown as variance assoaated with rank mode (cncles) 
and cumulative vanance (stars) Dashed line indicates 90% vanance accounted for 
Tab. 6.4 Number of EOF modes required to account for 90% of vanance, Sediment Size 
EOFs, Slapton 2005 4 8 10 8 - - - -
EOFs, Strete 2005 5 9 13 11 - - - -
BOFs, Strete 2007 5 7 8 7 5 6 5 5 
CEOFs, Siapton 2005 5 5 7 6 - - - -
CEOFs, Stiete 2005 5 8 10 8 - - - -
CEOFs, Stiete 2007 6 5 6 5 6 5 5 4 
Tab. 6.5 Number of EOF modes required to account for 90Vo of vanance Sorting 
(7, ACT I^ A ( T s 3 m A o - ^ i 
EOFs Slapton 2005 3 9 11 10 - - -
EOFs, Strete 2005 4 9 11 9 - - - -
EOFs, Strete 2007 2 6 8 6 3 6 7 5 
CEOFs, Slapton 2005 3 7 8 7 - - - -
CEOFs, Stiete 2005 4 7 9 7 -
- -
-
CEOFs, Strete 2007 4 5 6 5 3 5 4 4 
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•6.6.11 Spatial Structure of Morpho-Sedimentary Relationships 
Some spatial eigenfunctions are for morpho-sedimentary variables are plotted in Figure 
6.15. The first indication of some association betweerl morphological change and 
sedimentological change is seen in hysteresis Avhen the first eigenmode of Azi is. plotted 
against those of Ds and ag. The same anticlockwise reponse is seen in all three data sets, 
so one might conclude it is a scale-invariant feature of morpho-sedimentary change. 
Some of these typical patterns are depicted in Figure 6.16. In a phj'sical sense it means 
that sediment size co-varies with net sedimentation patterns: both sediment 
fining/ameliorated sorting and relative depletiori. occur seawards of the berm at the top 
of the intertidal profile to some point in the centre of the intertidal profile. From that 
point, coarsening/deteroriated-sorting and relative accretion occurs seawards to the 
shorehne. In the autumn 2005 survey the hysteresis loop closed, whereas in the spring 
2007 survey it did not. It is interestirig to ponder whether the hysteresis would continue 
on a second cycle fi.-om the step (another major secondaiy morphological feature) 
seawards under the shoahng waves. The hysteresis uncovered by the primaiy EOFs is 
not readily detectable in the non-decomposed data sets, nor is it present in the 
subordinate modes. The variance associated with the data represented by such modes 
acts to mask this spatial coherence. 
The following concerns the derivative of spatial phase, (^a;), calculated fi-om the C E O F 
modes and measures of similarity over space (consistent through time). With reference 
to Figure 6.17, two lai'ge negative ramps (hiatuses) are apparent in approximately the 
same normalised intertidal position in the first C E O F modes (top row) at Slapton and 
Strete. These could be associated with lower and upper iiitertidal som'ce regions, for 
example the first coincides approximately with the berm face and the second with the 
lower swash, both (on the evidence of Chapter 5) transitional zones where sediment 
passes through in large quantities. For the Strete 2007 record, the general trend in the 
first C E O F mode is for offshore propagation, except at « i O m , which is the site of 
maximum depletion prior to berm building and subsequently the berm face. The phase 
associated with the 2iid C E O F modes in each survey (bottom panels of Figure 6.17) 
indicate an on-offshore propagation periodicity of « 3 m for Strete 2007, and «5 i i i for the 
mid-low intertidal records at Slapton and Strete 2005. These features are difficult to 
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Fig." 6.15 Some spatml eiqenmodes plotted aganist cross-bhoie dihtante (%n meties) for vanous 
morpho-sedimentary vanables from the three data sets, the specifics denoted hy the title 
of each suhpanel 
Fig. 6,16 Typical hysteresis patterns in Azi and sediment size uncovered by spatial EOFs 
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Fig. 6.17 spatial derivative of 0(x) for Ds (dashed line), Dgs (dotted line), arid Azi (solid line). 
First and second modes on top and bottom rows, respectively. 
interpret because they do not coincide with the pliase pattern from the first C E O F 
(being associated with a mode orthogonal to the first). 
Some patterns in the spatial derivative of 6{x) for the CEOFs of size and sorting were 
found, some of which were coherent with the corresponding patterns in the record for 
Azi at respective locations. According to Figure 6.17, of particular note are the spikes 
associated with the 1st C E O F at Slapton 2005 being in identical places as those for Azy, 
but not coincident with respect to the 2nd complex eigenmode. The reverse is true, 
however, for the Strete 2005 record. The reason is because Azi,ci.{x) is related to 
Ds,CA;(a;)2,inthe Slapton 2005 record, but to Ds,Ck{x)l in the Strete 2005 record 
(Figure 6.16). The patterns for surface (dashed hne) and sub-surface (dotted hne) 
sediment size during the Strete 2007 survey fall in mid out of concurrency with the Azi 
spatial phase 'derivative pattern associated with the primary complex eigenmode, but 
that the relative records are in greater accordance for the 2nd C E O F . 
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66 2 Temporal Stiuctmeof Morpho-Sedimentaiy Relationships 
Wheieas significant coirelations weie not found between the non-decomposed data sets 
sigmficant associations m some of the temporal EOFs were found using C C A Tables 6 6 
and 6 7 house the canonical conelation coefficients and associated p-values foi sediment 
size and sorting, lespectively, relative to moiphological change Some of the stronger 
corielations between modes aie shown m Figure 6 IS With reference to Table 6 6 
seveial significant relationships were dctermnicd by C C A analysis between inoiphological 
and sediment size Consistent relationships between data sets weie found in the pairing 
of [Azi, efc(i)l] and [Dg, e^(£)l] at Slapton 2005 and Stiete 2007 and the pairing of 
[Azi,ek{t)l] and [P ,^6 (^^ )2] at Slapton 2005 and Strete 2005. Likewise, Table 6 7 shows 
that a numbci of consistent sigmfic ant lelatioiislups wcie determined by C C A analj'sis 
on the temporal eigenmodes of Azi and (Xs/cfss Foi example, the pairing of (A^:], ek{t)l] 
and \os e/„(f)l] at Slapton 2005 and Stiete 2007, and the pairing of [A^i, efc(t)l] and 
[<?'s-<s/,(£)2] at Slapton 2005 and Stiete 2005 These are the same equivalent pairing foi 
sediment size In addition, sigmficant lelationships were found between the 1st mode of 
DOD and the fiist and second modes of both CTS and QSS Note that the imaginaij' 
C E O F component yielded very similar lesults, and aie therefoie not shown 
Far fewei significant correlations weie tound between A ^ i and the matrices of Ds^ Dss. 
Gs and (Jss relative to initial and mean, and over individual time steps Likewise, 
matrices of Az, found few significant coirelations with sedimentary matrices (these 
results aie therefoie not shown) This imphes that net sedimentation is associated with 
the absolute magnitude of sediment paiameteis rather than relative to those m local 
time and space It also implies that sediments do not respond instantaneously to 
morphological change over individual tides (m addition, far fewer sigmficant correlations 
weie found between As^ and the sedimentary matrices, further indicating that individual 
sedimentation events do not show a paiallel i espouse in the sedimentary parameters) It 
explains the lack of coiielation between the non-decomposed'parameter sets There is 
less inheritance in the sediments than the moiphologj' it is less of a pioduct of what 
'^alue it was before, suppoited by the steeper correlogiam slopes for sediment size and 
sorting at lag, and by the consistently greater number of modes requhed to account foi 
the vaiiance in the data It is theiefoie more likelj', on this evidence, that the sediment 
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Tab. 6.6 Canonical correlation coefficients (and p-values in parentheses) between dominant 
• sediment size temporal modes (columns) and morphological temporal modes (rows). 
Significant coirelations are shaded. 
Pair Mode 1- 2 3 ' 4 5 
A21 efc(t) & Ckit), Slapton '05 1 0.31 (0.16) 0.07 (0.76) 0.19 (0.38) 
2 0.03 (0.87) 0.33 (0.052) 0.25 (0.14) . 0.39 (0.06) 0.05 (0.81) 
3 0.13.(0.49) 0.02 (0.91) 0.33 (0.052) 0.15 (0.43) 0.23 (0.25) 
4 • P;13 (0.51) 0.22.(0.31) , 0.05 (0.76) 0.05 (0.82) 
Azi ek(t) & Ds efc(f), Strete '05 1 0.14 (0.46) 0.41 (0.052) 0.12 (0.48) 0.036 (0.88) 
2 0.19 (0.35) 0.29 (0.17) • 0.11 (0.55) 
3 0.18 (0.34) 0.25 (0.2) 0.31 (0.15) 0.01 (0.94) 0.08 (0.65) 
Azi ek(t) & efc(f.), Strete '07 1 0.01 (0.91) 0.23 (0.24) 0.21 (0.28) 
2 0.3 (0.15) Ch28 (0.14) 0.07 (0.67) 0.23 (0.34) 0.08 (0.7) 
A21 efc(t) & Pss efc(t), Strete '07 I 0.21 (0.33) 0.06 (0.63) 0.1 (0.52) 
2 0.25 (0:27) 0.22 (0.25) 0.12 (0.52) 0.25 (0.23) 0.37 (0.1) 
DOD ek{t) & D., efc(t), Strete '07 1 0.27 (0.16) 0.38 (0.07) 0.17 (0.49) 0.06 (0.67) 
2 0.06 (0.71) 0.22 (0.42) 0.11 (0.47) 0.06 (0.71) 0.05 (0.84) 
3 0.21 (0.37) 0.2 (0.36) 0.1 (0.66) ' 0.04 (0.82) 0.11 (0.65) 
DODi efc(f) & efc(t), Strete '07 1. 0.12 (0.61) • 0.1 (0.93) 0.11 (0.66) 0.13 (0.51) 
2 0.4 (0.06) 0.4 (0.09) • 0.2 (0.35) 0.01 (0.96) 0.29 (0.22) 
3 0.02 (0.92) 0.01 (0.9) 0.22 (0.33) 0.15 (0.49) 0.28 (0.14) 
Tab. 6.7 Canonical correlation coefficients (and p-values in parentheses) between dominant sed­
iment sorting temporal modes (columns) and morphological temporal modes (rows). 
Significant correlatioiis are shaded. 
Pair Mode 1 2 3 4 
.Azi e/.(f) & cr, e;,(t), Slapton '05 1 0.31 (0.09) 0.13 (0.58) 
2 0.18 (0.32) 0.26(0.2) 0.32 (0.17) 0.14 (0.56)" 
3 0.07 (0.74) b.Ol (0.93) 0.26 (0.15) 0.14 (0.51) 
4 0.23 (0.22) 0.01 (0.94) 
Azi efc(t) & (Ts efc(t), Strete '05 1 0.11 (0.58) 0.21 (0.28) 
2 kiKWMilll ,0.16 (0.4) 
3 0.02 (0.9) 0.21 (0.21) 0.28 (0.22) g.Ol (0.97) 
Azi ek(f) & ffs efc(i), Strete' '07 1 0.007 (0.97) 0.46 (0.052) 0.31 (0.12) 
2 0.13 (0.48) 0.27 (0.15) 0.12 (0.66) 0.29 (0.11) 
Azi efc(t) & cr.,3 efc(4), Strete '07 1 0.27 (0.23) 0.05 (0.85) 0.39 (0.07) 
2 0.03 (0.86) 0.24 (0.3) 0.04'(0.08) 0.19 (0.36) 
DOD efc(t) & (Ts ek(t), Strete '07 1 0.07 (0.76) 0.31 (0.13) 
2 0.02 (0.93) 0.31 (0.16) 0:14 (0.46) 
3 0.17 (0.31) 0.28 (0.12) 0.26 (0.21) 0.32 (0.21) 
DODi ek(t) & cr.,3 efc(t), Strete '07 1 0.01 (0.92) 0.004 (0.98) 
2 0.34 (0.12) 0.11 (0.66) 0.32 (0.18) 
3 0.09 (0.64) 0.07 (0.73) 0.01 (0.97) 
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Fig. 6.18 Some correlahons in the temporal EOFs of morphological and sedimentoiogical param­
eters (with linear least squara fits) 
paiameteis lefiect the moiphological cliange rather than vice-versa 
During the autumn 2005 survey, berm buildmg (represented by [Azi,C{^{t)l]) at 
Slapton was reflected in both the tempoial mean component of size and sorting 
{[Dg,ei^{t)l,as,ek{t)l]), and with the temporal flmng/amelioiated sortmg component 
([ZJ^ , ejt(i}2,(7s,efc(£)2]), as depicted in Figures 6 19 and 6 20, which also show that beim 
building at Strctc {[Azi, ek(t)l], a mode which includes both prior relative depletion in 
the same cioss-shoie position as subsequent berm building), was reflected m the 
temporal coarsenmg/deteiiorated soitmg component of sediment size/sorting 
i[Ds, ejt(02, as, efc(i)2]) During the spring 2007 survey, morphological change separated 
into two eigenmodes representing the dynamics of, respectively, the lowei and upper 
inteitidal area ([A^Xi e.k{t)l] and [Azi. ek{t)2]) The first was lelated to the first and 
fouith eigenmodes of Dg, and the first eigenmode of as, representing the mean 
components of each 
The following concerns the deiivative of tempoial phase, i/)(£), calculated firom the 
C E O F modes, and analogous to lelative firequeiicy FoUowing Ruessiiik et al [2000]. a 
negative phase ramp of Azi (solid hnes in the panels of Figure 6 17), indicates a 
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Fig. 6.19 Temporal amplitudes of CCA modes for morphological change (circles) and sediment 
size (stars). From top to bottom: Slapton '05, Strete '05, and Strete '07. 
Fig. 6.20 Temporal amplitudes of CCA modes for morphological change (circles) and sediment 
sorting (stars). From top to bottom: Slapton '05, Strete '05, and Strete '07. 
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Slaplon 2005 Strete 2005 Strele 2007 
Fig 6.21 Temporal derivative of lb (t) for ag (dashed line), (dotted line), and Azi (solid line) 
First and second modes on top and bottom rows, respectively 
propagating feature onshoie (decieasmg x coordinate), and a positive phase ramp 
indicates a propagating feature in tlie offshore direction (increasing x cooidinate) These 
leflect (temporally-aveiaged) spatial nodes wheie on- and oif-slioie sedimentation 
occurred Foi sediment size and soitmg, positive and negative lamps indicate 
coarsening/fining or detenorating/amehoratmg sortmg, respectively The uppei and 
lower panels of Figure 6 21 depict the records with respect to the first and second 
CEOFs foi sorting, lespectively, tor Azi (solid hne), ag (dashed hne) and Oss (dotted 
line) The same apphes for sediment size, which is therefoie not shown 
Similar patterns are evidence of syncliioneity Foi the Slaplon 2005 data set, the first 
C E O F of A ^ i and CTS agree well, but the latter lags the former when beim building 
occurs, which indicates that iiioiphological change associated with bei'iii building (in this 
case intertidal advectmg pulses of sedimentation) causes a response m the temporal 
mean component of size and soiting The 2nd C E O F , lepresenting the tempoial 
finmg/amehoiated soitmg component, becomes more and moie in phase with Azi over 
the survey period At Stiete 2005, it is the 1st C E O F , representing the tempoial 
coaisening/deteioriated sortmg component, becomes moie and more in phase with Azi 
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over the-sui'vey period. The indication is two-fold: that beachface sedimentology is 
'slaved' [Werner, 1999] to morphological change rather than ^dce-versa; and that the 
relationships become more evident as secondary morphological features develop on the 
beachface. For the spring 2007 survey data set, much more coherence was found between 
the 2nd CEOFs for A ^ i (associated with lower beachface change) and sedimentological 
variables than for the primaiy modes (associated with mean components), which is in 
agreement with the canonical correlations housed in Tables 6.6 and 6.7. 
6.6.31 Moipho-Sedimentary-Dynamic Relationships 
Morpho-scdimentary-dynanucs implies cause and effect (and feedback processes); 
therefore we are concerned prhnarily in this section with the coherence found between 
morpho-sedimentaiy parameters in time rather than space. Having already 
demonstrated that sediment size and sorting are related to morphological change, it was 
decided to only include-hydrodynamic variables to seek coherent responses in those 
significaht morphp-sedimentaiy eigenmode pairs. The morpho-sedimentaiy eigenmode 
pairs with statistically significant correlation were taken and C C A analysis was 
performed on each with respect to a matrix of nine forcing variables, namely: 
semi-diurnal tidal range (TR, m); surf similarity pai-ameter (e^ , non-dim.); spectral 
width (e ,^ non-dim.); significant, wave height (Hg, m); significant spectral wave period 
(Ts, s); mean wave direction {Qw. radians); Iribarren number (^ , non-dim.), groupiness 
function {GF, non-dim.); and a vector of Gaussian white noise (A). With the exception 
of the white noise, which was included in order to check the morpho-sedinientary 
response was-not random, the predictor matrix was thus populated with those which 
were deemed likely to force a linear- change in the reponse variables. The C C A analysis 
was therefore designed to see what hydrodjmamic parameter, if any, was forcing the 
response in the morpho-sedimentary pair wliich significantly co-varied. If no statistically 
significant results could be found, it implied that either the morpho-sedimentary 
response was due to a parameter not included in the model, or that the response was 
non-linear. This latter category would include a situation where a feedback mechanism 
was in place between the morpho-sedimentaiy variable and the hydrodynamics. 
Unfortunately such a situation would not be resolved with the hnear techniques 
employed here; however, these results constitute the first objective demonstration that 
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both inoiphoiogj- and sedimentology co-varies m phase with hydrodynainic forcing on a 
gravel beach The lesults are seen in Tables G 8, 6 9, and 6 10 for Slapton 2005, Strete 
2005, and Stiete 2007 lespectively p-values have been bootstiapped so do not suffei 
from the pull of outliers and sigmficant values (at a=Q 05) are shaded Note that for the 
autumn 2005 data sets, tides 2 to 26 inclusive were used for the analysis, but for the 
spring 2007 data set only the measuied nearshore record was used, therefoie, only tides 2 
to 19 weie included in the analysis 
Tab. 6.8 Canomcal Correlation Analysis lesults foi hydrodynamic forcing of significantly corre­
lated morpho-sedimentary eigenmodes at Slapton 2005 P-vahies are shown. Significant 
values shaded 
Slapton TR 
[ A 2 i , l , D „ l ] • 0 88 
[Acx,l,D..2] • 0.97 
[A^i>4 i?.,2] • 0.07 
[A3i,l:(7^,l] 0.83 
[Asi,l;cT^,2] • 0.95 
[Azi,4;c7s,l] • 0 052 
[Azi 4:cr ,^2] • 0.07 
a,. G F A 
0 16 
El 
• 
0 74 
06 
0.36 
08 
0 67 
0 58 
0 41 
0 83 
01 
0 06 
0 07 
0 81 
0 75 
02 
0 81 
08 
0 41 
0 24 
0.3 
018 
0 84 
016 
0 29 
0 07 
0 53 
0 97 
016 
0 52 
0 94 
0 28 
1 
0 77 
Tab. 6.9 Canonical Correlation Analysis results foi hydrodynamic foicmg of significantly corre­
lated morpho-sedimentary eigenmodes at Strete, 2005 P-values aie shown Sigmficant 
zalues shaded 
Strete TR G F 
[A2:i,l;£)^,2] 
[Az i .2 .ZP„ l ] 
[A2l, l (7s,2] 
[A2i, 1,(7 ,^3] 
[Aci,2,(7^,l] 
[ A z i , 2 , a „ 2 ] 
[ A z i , 2 c 7 „ 4 ] 
• 
• 
0 06 
05 
0 18 
0.74 
0 47 
0 96 
0 28 
0 66 
0 34 
015 
0 21 
0 11 
01 
0.25 
013 
01 
0 62 
0 18 
• 
0 07 
0 68 
• 
08 
0 17 
0 63 
0 88 
0 85 
07 
06 
01 
• 
• 
0.32 
• 
044 
0 88 
0.11 
0 81 
0 84 
07 
0 24 
0 66 
O i l 
0 27 
0 09 
• 
0 25 
0 18 
0.0352 
0.01 
0 052 
Some of the statistically significant temporal C C A amplitudes of morpho-sedimentary 
pair and Ilydrodynamic variable are seen m Figuie 6 22 Note that the C C A amphtudes 
aie standaidised to ease comparison The [Azi, Dg] eigenpair and [A^:i, o-g] are depicted 
as cucles and stais, lespectively, ai'ound a solid hne lepresentmg a hydrodynamic 
paiametei inputted m the predictor matrix Taken as a whole, they represent fuithei 
robust evidence that beacliface change and sedlmentology have some detectable cause 
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Tab. 6.10 Canonical Correlation Analysis results for hydrodynarnic forcing of significantly cor­
related morpho-sedim'entary eigerimodes at Strete, 2007 (first 18 tides). P-values are 
shown. Significant values shaded. 
Strete 
[Azi,l;Ds,l] 
[DOD,l;DsA] 
[A2i,l:(7s,l] 
\DOD,l:as,l] 
[D0D,l;as,2\ 
p o p , 2; 3] 
[Azr,l;Dss,l] 
[Azi , l ;Dss ,5] 
[D0D,l;Dss,2] 
[Azul-CXgsA] 
[DOD,l-Uss,l] 
[D0D,l;as,,2] 
[DOD,2:a,s,2\ 
Berm building (representedby Azi,ek{t)l) at Slapton was reflected in both the 
temporal mean component of size emd sorting {[Ds, ek{t)l; Og, ek{t)l]), and with the 
temporal fining/ameliorated sorting component {[Ds,ek{t)2;aa,ek{t)2], see also Figures 
6.19 and 6.20)..With reference to the left hand panels of Figure 6.22 and the 
corresponding shaded values in Table 6.8, these were both related strongly with the 
semi-lunar tidal cycle, with a secondary role played by significant wave height. The 
fining/amehorated sorting - berm building relationship was further associated by some _ 
degree to spectral width, which showed i-elative peaks ai'ound the two berm building 
phases, and also with a change in wave direction from easterly (tides 1-5, associated with 
relative depletion) to south-westerly (thereafter, associated with relative accretion). The 
dependency on wave direction suggests advection of sediment from elsewhere, rather 
than just cross-shore re-distribution. 
Berm building .at Strete ([A^i, 1], a mode which includes both prior relative depletion 
in the same cross-shore position as subsequent berm building) was reflected in both the 
temporal coarsening/deteriorated sortmg componerit of sediment size/sorting 
{[Ds,ek{t)2;as,ek{t)2], see also Figures 6.19 and 6.20), but not in the respective mean 
components (unlike at Slapton). With reference to the centre panels of Figure 6.22 and 
the corresponding shaded values in Table 6.9 as a combined signal, this was found to be 
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related stiongly to the tidal cycle, "ndth secondary roles played by significant wave height 
and mean wave direction (as at Slapton} Unlike at Slaptoii dmmg the same time fiame, 
the mean morphological component {{Aziek{t)l,ek{t)2]) at Stiete also had sigmficant 
linear association with the secondary modes of size and soitmg 
Dm'ing the spring 2007 suiwey, morphological change sepaiated mto two eigenmodes 
representing the dynamics of, respectively, the lowei and upper intertidal area 
([Asi,e;;(i)l.e&(i)l] and [A2lefc(t)l,e^(i)2]) The fiist was related to the first and fouith 
eigeiimodes of Z?s, and the fiist eigenmode of (TS, representing the mean components of 
each With refeience to the right hand panels of Figure 6 22 and'the uppei section of 
Table 6 10, it was found that a numbei of signals dominated the lower beach (smface) 
moipho-sedimentary lelationships ([Azi,efc(f)l.I>s,ejt(t)l] and [A2i,e/:(t)l:<T5,efc(f)2]), 
including TR, e^ , ew T^, 6 and ^  The same is true of the coriespondmg sub-surface 
modes 
Slapton OS Stfote 05 Strete 07 
TR 
L 
V 
10 20 
Tide it 
Fig. 6.22 Temporal amphtudes of CCA modes for hydrodijnamtc parameter (solid line), and sig­
nificantly correlated morpho-sedimentary eigenmodes (Azi,Ds as circles and Azi,as as 
stars) The amplitudes have been standardised to aid comparisons Pivm left to right 
Slapton '05, Siiete '05, and Strete '07 
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6.7 Summary 
(i) Morphological, sedimentological, and hydrodynamic data from two survey 
campaigns on a gravel beach over a semi-lunar tidal cycle have been collected and 
analysed. The aim of the research was tp uncover relationships between, the triad 
of variables. 
(ii) Morphological change was consistently domiinated by relative depletion high on the 
intertidal beachface, prior to 'cut and fill'-berm building. This occm-red in both 
field surveys despite the surveys straddling diflferent phases of the 
spring-neap-spring tidal cycle. 
(iii) Surface sediments tend to coarsen; become more poorly sorted; and finer skewed, in 
the seawards direction. In contrast, sub-sm'face sediments become finer, better 
sorted, and more positively skewed across the intertidal profile seawards. 
(iv) Sediment size, sorting and skewness had very complicated space-time histories, and 
therefore it was difiicult to visually assess coherent patterns between them, and 
likewise between each of them and morphological change. 
(v) The two-dimensional correlogxam was found to be a useful tool to glean consistent 
signals in the records for the sedimentological parameters. An inability of this tool 
and others, however, to adequately separate the comphcated trace through time of 
the sedimentological parameters from the stochastic variation in space, disallowed 
any meaningful relationships between, hydrodynamic variables to be discerned. 
(vi) It was concluded from this initial analysis that both morphology and 
sedirnentology was generally more similar at a given spatial location over time than 
it was for space for each individual time. The coherent response of variables 
alluded to in their respective correlograms also suggested that they were being 
forced by some common external forcing mechanism. 
(vii) sub-surface sedimentologj'^  over the depth of disturbance indicated that the step, a 
morphological feature that had passed through the system consistently with the 
pre-vdous high tide, could be traced through the sediment characteristics. 
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(viii) Oidinary corielation, howevei. was not sufficient to yield significant relationships 
between morphological and sedimentoiogical variables, in neither absolute values, 
ovei individual time steps, nor relative to initial or mean \'alues 
(ix) E O F analysis was used to decompose the data sets mto their consistuent modes, 
consistently showing that more E O F modes weie requued foi median sediment size 
(D50) than for either A2 or sediment sorting (cr), implying D50 has moie stochastic 
variation and less inheiitance 
(x) Strong hysteiesis patterns were evident in the dominant spatial EOFs of a 
morphological parameter which reflected net sedimentation relative to the start of 
the suivcy campaigns (termed A^i), and surface sediment size and soiting spatial 
EOFs 
(xi) The spatial phase parametei calculated from the respective CEOFs (complex 
EOFs) confiimed that an association not apparent m the non-decomposed data 
sets was consistently present in the data associated with the most variance 
(xii) C C A analysis was used on the tempoial EOFs m oider to investigate the 
relationship between morphological and sedimentoiogical change It further 
confiimed that, wheieas sigmficant coirelations could not be found between 
non-decomposed data sets, such lelationships were statistically significant if the 
spatial and tempoial information within the data was decomposed into orthogonal 
modes 
(xm) Significant iclatioiisliips weic found only between the absolute values of sediment 
size and sortmg and A s i , suggesting that sediments responded better to net 
sedimentation patterns rather than individual sedimentation events 
(xiv) Specifically, bcrm building was found to be reflected m the mean and trend 
components of size and soitmg In the Slapton 2005 data set, this trend 111 time 
was general fimng and amehoiated sorting, and at Stiete during the same time the 
trend was general coai-sening and deteriorated sorting. In the spring 2007 data set, 
the E O F analysis separated the Azi signal into uppei and lower beach modes, and 
smface sedlmentology was found to have association only with the latter 
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(xv) C C A analysis was used to uncover cohereiit responses in those pairs of 
morpho-sedimentary EOFs that had statistically significant correlation. 
(x\'i) A predictor matrix of nine variables was used for each of the morpho-sedimentary 
data sets, consisting of time series from eight hj-drodynamic/morpliodynamic 
pai-ameters, plus a vector of Gaussian white noise. 
(xvii) The morpho-sedimentary eigenmode pairs were found to be strongly related to 
hydrodynamic forcing, which provided further evidence that morpho-sedimentary 
change (on gravel beaches over the timescale' of iiiterest). had some detectable 
cause. These forcings veried between data sets, but tidal range and wave height 
were consistently represented. 
7 : 
MORPHO- SEDIMENTARY DYNAMICS OVER ONE YEAR 
Thej went to sea m a Sieve, they did, 
111 a Sieve they went to sea 
In spite of all then friends conid say. 
On a wintei's morn, on a stormy daj-
Edward Leai (1812-1888), British poet The Junibhcs 
7 1 Introduction 
This chaptei will pieseiit and explain the moiphological and sedimentological clianges at 
Slapton, sampled at identical spatial and temporal resolution, ovei one calendar year 
The pievious chapters have focused on beach variability at the time-scale of seconds to 
weeks, and length-scales of fractions of meties to tens of metres These studies have 
impioved the knowledge base for better-informed models of short term morphological 
and sedimentoiogical change on giavel beaciies This chapter will develop and explain a 
sediment budget for Slapton, as well as document the co-evolution of beachface 
morphology and sedimeiitolog}"- of this gravel beach over a largei time and spatial scale 
As such, it draws upon some data and themes first outlined m Chapter 3 since it lelates • 
to the longer term dynamics of the site 
Moiphodynamic studies begin with expeiience, and seelc to investigate the cause 
[Komar, 1998] The association of monthly changes m beach profiles with seasonal 
variation in wave climate is a fundamental tenet of beach morphodynamics [Wmant 
et al., 1975, Komar, 1998 Masselmk and Hughes, 2003] Beach profiling and wave 
recording, which aie, in the modern sense, relatively simple to collect, must remain at 
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the central core to our understanding and prediction of beach change. Beach profiles 
reach equilibrium in the laboratorj- but do not in the field, and indeed few models 
accurately predict the behaviour of profile change. Without good beach profile data sets 
over a range of scales it will be equally impossible to develop accurate morphodynamic 
irrodels for gravel beaches. Without sedimentological information at the same resolution 
as profile information, it will be impossible to model the seiisitivity of profile change to 
changes in sedimentplogj^ 
Many early studies into beach behaviour were carried out on gi-avel beaches [King, 
1972], and these studies collectively showed that profile change on gravel beaches will be 
gi-eater than on sand beaches for a given set of hj'drodynamic conditions [Bagnold, 1954;, 
Emery, 1955], a theme whcih continues in more modern studies [Austin and Massehnk, 
2006 a; Horn and Li , 2006]. Response times on gi-avel beaches are considered short. The 
'summer-winter' seasonal model has been challenged on beaches, including those 
composed df gravel [e.g. Dingier, 1981; CaiT et al., 1982]. Constructive wave action and 
berm' building on coarse grained beaches, first elucidated by Lewis [1931] and later 
experimentally verified by others [Duncan, 1964; Masselink and L i , 2001; Austin and 
Massehnk, 2006a; Weir et al., 2006], is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. Despite 
many of the early conceptual advances on beach behaviom- being based on gi-avel 
beaches, models for profile change on gravel beaches [e.g. Powell, 1990] are poor, 
primarily because of the paucity oi appropriate data sets, particularly in response to 
storms [Orford, 1977; Orford et al., 2003]. The industry standard model for gravel beach 
profile change, that of Powell [1990], is largely based on the geometric relationship 
between tidal elevation and freeboard, as well as some overly-simphstic relationships 
between sedimentation, sediment size and wave steepness. The crests of many of the 
gravel beaches in the U K are well above spring liigh tide level, for example the crest of 
Chesil beach at Portland lies 13.3m above normal high tide level [King, 1972], and 
similar- super-elevations ai'e found at Orfordness and Dungeness [Hey, 1966]. Slaptoii has 
a freeboai-d of only 3-4m above A'lHWS. Mechanisms for crest sedimentation have been 
proposed [Orford, 1977], but these conceptual models remain to be fully vahdated using 
measurements. No existing model is applicable to the problem of gravel beach overwash. 
Models for sand barrier overwash are .primar-ily based on inundation conditions where the 
fr-eeboard is not as great as on many gi-avel barriers, where overwash is caused hy violent 
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wave breaking and associated run-up As yet theie are no numeiical models based on the 
phj'sics of sediment transpoit available for gravel beach profile response during stoims 
The sedimentological lespoiises to stoims on gravel shoies aie equally poorly understood 
[Halt and Phut, 1989] 
The larger scale coastal behaviour (LSCB) of many sand beaches is dominated by the 
cyclical geneiation-migi-ation-degeneration patterns in neaishoie bar systems [Wijnberg 
and Terwindt, 1995, Plant et a l , 1999, Ruessink et a l , 2003] Laige measuied 
morphological data sets are now available foi sand beaches, for example at Duck, NC 
(USA) and along the Dutch coast In addition, many Argus stations, at the time of 
wilting, have been lunnmg for ovei a decade (for example Oregon m the USA, and 
Perranpoith m the UK). Few moi phological datasets aie available to assess the LSCB of 
gravel beaches, which is partly why the seasonal response of giavel beaches has not been 
better paiameteiised. Studies into LSCB find bettei tangible outcomes when physical 
processes such as waves and tides aie paiameteiised in simple relationships and then 
used to explain obseived/measured beach changes, themselves succinctly and simply 
paiameteiised [deVriend, 1997, Horn, 2002b] Such an appioach is adopted heie, 
acknowledging that developing a model on the basis of one year of data from one beach 
would be an ambitious undeitakmg, especially considering the lack of current insight we 
have of the relationship between sedimentation patterns and sedinientology on beaches 
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7.2 1 Hydrodynamics and Weathei 
The three sources of hydiodynamic data used m this study aie outlined in Chapter 3 
For this study, both the hourly offshoie wave data measured by W'W III model, as well 
as the half-hourly inshore wave data measured by the Start Bay buoy, weie used to 
characteiise the hydrodynamic conditions foicmg beach change Howevei, the latter 
record was only available since 5th April 2007 Linear regressions weie performed 
between the ineasuied inshore and measured/modelled offshore lecoids 
(lesampled/inteipolated to the frequency of the wave buoy) The agreements are not 
good, as may be seen in the bottom two rows of Figure 7 1 Theie aie many potential 
reasons for the scatter observed, includmg time-delay and lesamplmg effects, and the 
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because each profile hne is a different length-. Changing Q/w- values relative to initial for 
each survey line indicate the relative volumetric 'health' of each local beach section 
through time. 
Distance cross shore from bench mark (m) 
Fig. 7.5 Sclmnatic of the volumetric calculations made from beach profiles, by integrating under 
a beach profile to-lm ODN (dashed, also MIIWN and MHWS indicated by dashed lines). 
The vertical scale of error is indicated by the parallel lines. The heavy lines show the 
.same profile at different limes. 
Cross-correlation confidence intervals -were calculated as independent (not 
simultaneous) and asymptotic (because the data -were not continuous), and the 
appropriate corrections for small sample sizes were apphed where appropriate. The lower 
and upper confidence intervals at 95% were calculated as, respectively: 
CIL = tanh(2;^ - T-^ ,^;i) (7.2) 
CIu = tanh{zr + T~i?i) .(7.3) 
where T~l is the inverse of Student's T cumulative distribution function at a=0.05 and 
v=N-2 degi-ees of freedom; Zr is the z-transform of Peai'son's cross-correlation 
coefficient, w^ ith Hotehing's (1953) correction [Hotelling, 1974] for sample size, given by: 
Zr = sl{N-l) 0.5 log. ( l + r \ 1 .511og(l- | -r / l -r)-fr 
l - r 4{N - 1) (7.4) 
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and wheie Ti is the standard eiror of Zr, given by l/v^-
7.3 Results 
731 Hydrodynamics and Meteorology 
The available wave height, period and duection traces from the WAVEWATCH III 
model and the Start Bay buoy (since Apiil) are the subject of Figuie 7 6 Inshoie 
significant wave heights measmed by the buoy between Apiil and Octobei 2007 aie 
typically 34% smaller than the deep water model piedictions Similaily, significant wave 
peiiods aie typically 56% shoitei, and wave directions aie much less vaiiable Wave 
heights are chai-acteiistically highei between November and March, and three peiioda of 
sustained stoim conditions are evident, at the beginning of Decembei, the beginning of 
Januaiy, and from the middle of Febiuary to the beginning of March Each lasted 
appioximately two weeks, and were composed of three storms apiece wheie offshore Hs 
exceeded 4m There is nothing to distinguish these three stormy periods in terms of 
wave peiiod or diiection, which was consistently south-westeily (Figuie 7 6) Offshoie 
wave heights larely exceeded 2m between March and October 2007, except foi a period 
of energetic acti\aty in July Figuie 7 7 contours the joint probability of wave height with 
direction and peiiod, respectively Note the consistency of swell wave direction, and that 
soutli-westcrhes were associated with both greatei wave heights and a greater range of 
wave heights 
Usmg the joint distiibutions of wave height and direction, directional wave energj' 
estimates weie obtained by summing energy over each durection Eneigy density is 
proportional to the square of wave height, and is calculated as [Komai, 1998]^  wheie g is 
gravitational acceleiation and p is the density of seawater 
which is expiessed as N/m^ and conveited to Joules (IJ = IN/m = 1 watt/s) pei unit 
time, assuming wave height does not change consideiably between measurements 
According to Airy wave theory, longshoie energy flux, as wave power per unit length of 
wave, is given by 
e = IpgH^ (7.5) 
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Fig. 7.12 Neavshore wave energy over October 2006 - October 2007, derived from the SWAN model 
outputs in 2m water depth. Top: energy (J/hr), ccdcidated using equation 7.5, taking 
into account the discrete nature of the model inputs/outputs: centre: alongshore energy 
flux (N/sec~^), calculated using equation 7.6; and bottom: cumidative alongshore energy 
flux. 
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which would imply moie eneigy available foi noitheily sediment tiansport, as opposed to 
southeily The longshore eiiergj' flux, as wave powei pei unit length of wave, equalled 
4 71 X 10~'^ A'^ sec~^  for northwards flows and 2 58 x 10~'*A''sec~^ foi southwards flows 
(m the direction of Torcross} Similarly, a calculated 1 0448 N/m^ cioss-shoie eneigy 
flux occurred m the onshore direction, opposed to a 9.1140 N/m- in the offshoic 
direction Some bivariation m various important paiameteis may be seen m Figure 7.13 
In the bottom i ight panel, longshore energy flux is seen as a function of wave direction 
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Fig. 7.13 Bivanattoji tn some model outputs, clockwise from top left. Hg versus T ,^ Hg versus 0 
Hs versus Pi, and 9 versus P[ 
The year 2006-07, whilst the highest on lecoid, does conform with the general tiend of 
using temperatures since 1960 In terms of wind speed and direction, 2006-07 is veiy 
close to the aveiage (Figme 7 14) It is possible to use sigmficant wave generation theory 
(so-called S-M-B methods after. Sverdrup, Miuik and Bretschneider) to estimate mean 
offshore wave heights fiom the measured wmd record The wind stiess factor in ms~-^ , is 
given by [Komax, 1998] 
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(7.9) 
where ri^ is measured wind speed in m/s (1 km/h = 0.2778 m/s). Deep water wave 
height is then found from the following relationship: 
u 
*2 ^ = 1.6 X 10-^ \ u 
(7.10) 
classifying direction using the measured wind record, assigning fetch (Ap) lengths of 
6,796,414m (due south-west) and 367,209m (due east). Interestiiigly, wave heights have 
been larger and less consistent in recent 3'ears, despite a general decrease in wind stress, 
owing to a greater frequency of south-westerly winds. This illustrates the importance of 
wind direction and fetch lengths on waves affecting Slapton (Figure 7.14). 
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Fig. 7.14 Trends in annual means, one year being October-October, from top to bottom, for 
maximum temperature; wind speed; wind direction; wind stress; and offshore wave 
height, from 1960-61 to the present year. 
7.3.2 Beadi profiles, and volumes. 
Typical sweep zones of profiles for the southern and northern ends of the barrier (Figm-e 
,. 7.15, top panels) indicate huge changes relative to a given mean profile. The envelope of 
variability was ± l m relative to the mean (Figure 7.15, bottom panels). Out of the 
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tliuteen profiles regularly surveyed, the eleven most southerly had a gieater difference 
between the mean and minimum elevation than the mean and maximum location foi 
each Im spaced inciement in the cross-shore dnection. For the remaining two 
(northerly) profiles the situation was reversed This gave the fiist miphcation that the 
beach may ha\-e showed net depletion for much of its length, over the year Between 
individual surveys, piofile elevation clianges would have maxima at appioximately 
]MH\W and minima above MWWS 
Distance seaward (m) Dtslance seaward (m) 
Fig. 7.15 Profile sweep zone (top panels) and typical envelopes of uanability around mean cross 
shore profiles (bottom panels) Lefi panels show a site at the southern end of the 
survey area, and right panels a site at, the northern end 
The beach was very responsive to changes m the wave cHmate, m the modes of 
behaviour were m broad agreement with previous lesearchers on this beach [Can et a l , 
1982, Austin and Masselink, 2006a] and other similai coarse-gi-amed beaches [Dmgler, 
1981, Maejima, 1982] Figm-e 7 16 show some example responses of the barriei to 
constructive (left) and destructive (right) wave action Considerable clianges can occm 
dming individual spring-spring tidall cycles, and this can take the form of both cut-back 
and sedimentation at barrier ciest (ovetwash) With lefeience to Figure 7 16, these 
lesponses aie not consistent alongshore-the noithein end of the beach often showed 
different modes of behavioui to the centrstl and southern (also seen m the foitnightly 
data presented in Chapter 6) Wliereas accretionary peiiods consisted of locaHsed 
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sedimentation, mainly as overwash, or more commonly, berm building (usually 
approximately around ai'ound the previous neap tide level), depletionary periods 
consisted of erosion across the entire profile. In general, the berm rarely lasted more 
than one spring-spring tidal cj'cle, although the beach remained in a depleted state for 
several weeks \yithout suffering extensive further losses, in some locations. On occasion, 
the volumetric losses incurred on the seaward and landward sides of the berm 
approximately equalled the. volumetric gain caused by the berm's presence. More often, 
however, sediments were not conserved, suggesting alongshore transport, or offshore 
transport outside the measurement area. During an overwashing event, volumetric gains 
incurred at the crest were not matched by (gi-eater) losses further down the profile, so 
the beach would steepen, and these storm surge events would show net depletion. 
14/08/07 - 30/08/07; berm-building 04/02/07 - 21/02/07; cut-back 
6 Torcross 
21/05/06 - 05/12/06; overwash 
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Fig. 7.16 Profile changes along the barrier. From left to right: example cut-back between 4th 
arid 21st February 2007; berm building between 14th and 30th August 2007; and chang­
ing profile shapes over the year (solid line-November 2006; dotted line-October 2007). 
Three locations have again been chosen to illustrate the alongshore variability of the 
changes: in the southern (top row), central (middle row), and nor'iJiem (bottom 
row) locations along the barrier. 
The morphological response thi-ough the year is examined in a little more detail in 
Figure 7.17 and 7.18 which collectively show the spatial and teniporal scales and 
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Month in 2006-2007 
_i , 
09 
Fig 7.17 Top panel volumetric change as a function of time and alongshore distance Dark 
shading represents depletion relative to initial, and light shading represents relative ac­
cretion Values lange between-1 0155 to 0 266 rn^/m^ beachface Bottom panel whole 
beach mean volumetric change relative to initial, as a function of time, again in rn^/m 
beachface 
dimensions of beacli moipliological change The upper panel of Figure 7 17 contouis 
volumetric change over time, relative to the volume for each respective alongshore 
location at the start of the surveying campaign in October 2006. Dark areas show 
relative depletion, and lightei areas show accretion, and the zero contour representing 
the demarcation between net gams/losses, has been highHghted to show the locations 
and times of lelative net depletion and accretion It is evident that, wheieas net gams 
have been made by the beach to the noith, and little change to the south, in the centie 
of the beach, appioximately in line with, and just north of Slapton viUage, sigmficant 
volumetric losses have been incuired As is apparent iu the bottom panel of Figure 7 17, 
which chaits the volumetiic change lelative to initial pei unit squared metre of beach, 
net losses in beach mateiial have weie sustained m this section of Slapton barrier 
between Octobei 2006 and Octobei 2007, appioximately 0 4m^ pei m^ beachface A 
similar spatial response as the uppei panel of Figure 7.17 may be seen m both panels of 
Figure 7 18 Here, the upper panel shows the difference m Om ODN contoui position 
between 6th November 2006 (dashed line) and 12th October 2007 (solid line) the losses 
are apparent foi almost the entiie length of the beach, but especially in the cential 
_ I 1 I 1 1 L . 
11 01 02 04 06 07 
MonUi in 2006-2007 
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portion. Note that this is in evidence for every contour value below M H W N (see Chapter 
3). The bottom panel of Figure 7.18 also shows the mean net volumetric discrepancies in 
space, over the whole year, where only the last two profiles to the north have shown a 
net surplus. 
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Fig. 7.18 Top panel: evidence of central cut-back and rotation towards the north. Dashed line 
is the Om contour on 6th November 2006, and the solid line is the same contour on 
12th October 2007. Bottom panel: net volumetric change alongshore (n-?/rr^) over 
the measurement period, showing clear differences in the beach depending on location. 
The spatial trends are extended northwards and southwards in the (less regularly 
profiled) record at the extremes of the beach, pointing to an overall northwards 'rotation' 
(or embayment-deepening) in the plan shape of the beach in response to what is hkely to 
be some considerable alongshore transport. The gross volumetric changes along the 
eirtire length of the barrier, which includes 32o0ni surveyed every 2 weeks, and the 
remaining 1250m surveyed approximately every 4 to 6 weeks, have been estimated and is 
graphed in Figure 7.19. The overall the sediment budget for the entire beach is not in 
deficit, even though for a large proportion it is, because of the huge gains made to the 
extreme north of the beach. The surplus is an estimated 10189 m^, or 2.7x 10^  metric 
tonnes of sediment. Approximate maximum error mai-gins have been calculated as 
±6376 m ,^ calculated as beach area (318380m )^ multiplied by volumetric error estimate 
of ±0.02m^ per metre beach (itself based upon an up to ± 2 cm maximum vertical error).' 
The 'rotational pivot' point is just-south of the middle of the barrier, near the war 
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Fig 7.19 A sediment budget for Slapton for October 2006-October 2007 expressed m units of cu­
bic, metres, as g-function of distance alongshoie Figures represent total net gams and 
lo3ses, therefore the beach as a whole is m surplus by approximately 10,000 rr^ Note 
that the ± values indicate those for the whole beach sediment budget, not the individual 
accretionary OT erosionary elements. 
memorial in between the Higher and Lower Leys, and the losses to the south of this 
point do not match the gams to the north Due to this alongshore volumetric 
discrepancy, either some material has been gamed from offshore in this region, oi from 
southerly transport around the headland at Stiete, or alternatively this material has 
passed thiough unaccounted foi, through either insufficiently-frequent or (spatially) 
fin'elj'-iesolved surveying This sediment budget does not support the assertion that 
Slapton is a closed sedimentary system It also emphasises the impoitance of taking the 
entile beach mto account-most gams have been made at the ends of the beach 
In order to address the likehhood of consideiable noitheily alongshore transport 
during the survey period, and because of the possible frequency-dependence in the data 
just mentioned, the piofile record was analysed in the time-domain usmg 
cioss-correlation The input parameter was a time-seiies of the-^ convexity index (outhned 
m the methods section of this chapter {Q/w)), relative to convexity mdex of the beach 
line at the start of the profihng campaign. Time-series of Q/w, relative to initial, and foi 
each cioss-shore profile, were subjected to a cioss-conelation analysis similar to Howd 
and Holmaii [1987], whereby the time-seiies for the cential cioss-shore line was 
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Fig. 7.20 Contour map of cross-correlation coefficients between the time-series of the ratio of vol­
ume to width at the central cross-shore profile line (af Om), and the rutio of volume to 
width at each of the-rest of the profiles, as a function of time lag (in weeks). See text 
for explanation. 
cross-correlated with each of the others in turn. Figure 7.20 maps the cross-correlation 
coefficients as a function of alongshore distance and time. High correlations (darker 
shading) at negative lags indicate events at that alongshore location preceded those at 
the reference line in the centre of the beach. Alongshore progi-ession of material would 
therefore be characterised by relative dai-ker shading in either diagonal of the map in 
Figure 7.20, in this case showng propagation of sediment to the north: 'extending 
contours of high correlations (dark shading) from the bottom left to the top right, 
showing the progression'of material from the south (bottom) to the north (top) in time 
(left to right). The zero contour in Figure 7.20, representing the inflection in correlation 
coefficient, has been highhghted to ease interpretation. 
Fohowing Sonu and James [1973], profiles were classified according to their geometry, 
and an analysis of transition was carried out. For each profile, each value in the 
time-series of Q/w greater than one standard deviation of ah Q/w were classified as 
'convex-upward' or ' C . Each value in the time-series oi Q/w less than than minus one 
standard deviation of ah Q/w were classified as 'concave-upward' or 'A', and the rest as 
'hnear' or 'B'. The classified profiles are summarised in Table 7.1, which shows a 
reasonable amount of coherence alongshore between adjacent profiles on a given survey, 
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confirming the two-dimensionality of the beach 
Tah. 7,1 GlasbificaUon of surveyed piofiles based on then subacnal geometry ('C lefers to con­
vex, 'A' to concave, and 'B' to linear-see text) Profile numbers increase towarsd the 
north 
Surveyi/Profile—* 5 6 7 8 9 10 u 12 13 14 15 16 17 
1 C C G C G G G 0 G B B G B 
2 C B C C G G C C G B B B A 
3 B B C C C C c B B B B B A 
4 B B B c C B c B B B B B B 
5 B B A B B B B B B B B B B 
6 B A A A A A B B B B B B B 
7 B B B C B B A B B B B B B 
8 A A A A A A A B A B B B G 
9 A A A A A A A B A B B B C 
10 A A A A A A A A A A A B A 
11 B C G A C C C G C C B B A 
12 B B B A A A A A A A B B B 
13 B B B B B A B B B B B B C 
14 B B A A A A A A A B B B B 
15 B B B B B B B B B B B B B 
16 B B B B A B A B B B B B B 
17 B B C B B B B B B B B B B 
18 B B B B B B B B B B B B B 
19 B B B C B B C B B B B B B 
20 B B B C C C G B C B B B B 
21 A A A A B B C B B B B B B 
22 B B B C C C B B B B B B B 
23 B B C C C C G B C B B B A 
24 B B B C C C C B C B B B B 
Transitional piobabihties were calculated fom the 13 regularly-surveyed profiles over 
individual time steps, foi each transitional type (firom C-G through to A-A) The lesults 
weie contoured as a function of alongshore distance (Figure 7 21) In general, self-self 
transition (C-C, B-B, or A-A) was most common, indicating a degiee of mheiitance m 
the profile geometry Tiansitions into C (B-C and A-C) were less likely than tiansitions 
into A (C-B and A-B), indicating that the beach spent more time, out ot its 'linear' 
state, relatively concave rather than relatively convex (Figure 7 21) Thus the piofile ^ 
shape classification reflected the generally dechmng beach volumes, and negative 
sediment budget, for this survey stretch (0-3250m alongshore) Self-self linear transitions 
(B-B) were more common at the northern and southern extremes of the beach, and less 
common in the cential poi tion, further confiiimng the relative instability of this central 
legion of the baiiiei 
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Fig. 7.21 Contour map of probabilities associated with transitions from, profiles classified as convex 
(C). concave (A), or linear (B), as a function of alongshore distance. Darker shading 
indicates greater likelihood of transition over one time step. Heavy red line indicates the 
0.2 contour. See text for explanation. 
7.3.3 Sedimentology 
Cliapter 6 showed that the sedimentdlogj'^  of Slapton over a spring-spring tidal cycle was 
variable to a lai'ge degxee, and changes in sedimentary parameters associated with given 
wave and tide levels were predictable to a lesser degree than profile change. The 
bi-weekly sampling resolution meant that it is difficult to know whether the observed 
profile and sedimentologj^ was as much a function of the previous receding tide, or a 
cumulative function of the whole two weeks (the sedimentology perhaps more so than 
the morphologies, since sediments have to be redistributed for morphological change to 
occur, there is inherently less inertia in individual patches of sediments). Nevertheless, 
due to the length of the record, cross-and along-shore averages should be able to tease 
out the temporal and spatial structures associated with morpho-sedimentary change. 
Synthesising visual obseiwations made by myself and previous workers on Slaptpn 
(pai-ticularly N.Binney. A.Davies, G.Massehnk, pers. comm), plus measm-ements made 
between 2002 and 2004 [Austin, 2005], suggested that the temporal variabihty of grain 
size at Slapton is vei-y large, and that the central region- of the barrier had become 
progressively finer through recent time. Figure 7.22 suggests that not only was the entire 
beach much finer than normal, the beach often lost its distinct alongshore gi-ading. This 
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vaiies, but the giadient ui sediment size per metie is 0(10"'^ } milbmeties, meaning a 
1000m distance alongshoie will giade by appioximately 1mm The fining associated with 
geneial volumetiic losses indicates that the material being removed firom a large section 
of the beach was, preferentially, coaiser mateiial. That consideiable noitheilj'' alongshore 
sediment tiansport occurred ovei the wmter and spring of 2006-07 is supported by the 
general coaisenmg to the north and fining to the south One limitation of the pr^ent 
sedimentoiogical data set is that it is only surficial However, whilst sub-suiface 
sedmientoiogj'' would have potentially uncoveied some of the finer details behind some 
obseived sedimentoiogical changes, ovei the scale of interest wheie some considerable 
bed elevation changes were obseived, one is able to recoustiuct likely sediment sizes at 
depth from previous suifaces m a generally depositional part of the beach Retiodiction 
of approximate past sub-surface sedimentologies is equally possible on an erosional 
stietch by. at any time, obseivmg present suiface sedimentologies Muir Wood [1970]'s 
hypothesis that the stieugth of the alongshoie giadieiit m size is a particularly notable 
sign of a stable or healthy beach is quahtatively veiified here 
Distance alongshore (m) 
Fig. 7.22 Clianges in alongshore sediment size between January 2006 and November 2007 Sohd 
hnes indicate the surveys for 2006, and dashed lines for 2007 
Alongshore tiends in the mean maxima, and minima of sedimentaiy paiameteis 
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averaged iu the cross-shore direction, arid through time (Figure 7.23) show that, in 
general, and" in a departure from recent trends, there is a weal<: positive correlation 
between alongshore distance (northwards) and sediment size. Sediment size reaches a 
peak at North Slaptpn: this is the location where the envelope of profile variabihty is 
gi-eatest, and later will be shown to have suffered the most volumetric losses during the 
survey carnpaign. The same trends ai-e mirrored in the grain size minima, but not the 
maxima. This supports the notion that the variation in the minima is systematic and 
reflects the mean, whereas the maximum grain size at any given time or location is more 
difficult to predict, i.e. it is inherently more variable, perhaps due to the existence of a 
very mobile coarse sedimentary population with a shorter residence time than that of the 
rest of the beach (a notion which resonates with the principle of 'overpassing'- see 
Chapter 2). The general fine skew of the beach sediments indicates the presence of a 
relatively mobile coarse fraction. That coarser beach inaterial is more mobile than fine 
on beaches also echo statements made by previous authors King [e.g. 1972]; Carter and 
Orford [e.g. 1988]. Note, however, that this is contrary to Gleason et al. [1975] who 
measured alongshore sediment transport on beaches in Stgu-t Bay, including Slapton, and 
found an inverse relationship between -sediment size and transport distance, implying 
smaUer fi-actions were more mobile. Their study was, however, over a larger spatial area, 
and they drew trends from beach to beach in Start Bay, with different background 
populations in terms of size and sorting. 
There is a strong inverse correlation between sediment sorting and alongshore distance 
(nort-liwai-ds), and a strong positive association between skewness and alongshore 
distance. This is also reflected in respective minima and maxima, although on this 
occasion there is more variation in maxima of sorting and skewness relative to the mean 
(in the cross shore direction the opposite was the case - Figure 7.25). Over the survey 
period, therefore, the beach, in general, becomes finer, better sorted and more positively 
skewed (although remaining negatively skewed) northwards. The extent to which 
morphological and sedimentological parameters varied about then- respective means 
changed alongshore. Figure 7.24 depicts the standard deviations for elevation, sediment 
size, sorting, and skewness. The beach is- generally more variable in the centre than at 
either end, most obviously so for profiOle elevation. Importantly, the sample numbers are 
large, and the standard deviations are liiuch smaller than the respective means, so the 
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tiends may be mterpieted with conftdence 
Distance alongshore Distance alongshore Distance alongshore 
Fig 7.23 Alongshore trends m max (circles), mean (stars), and mm (squares), of sediment size 
(left) sorting (middle), and skewness (right) 
A number of mteiesting themes are present which apply alongshore (i e they are not 
dependent on the backgiound coai'seness' of the local beach profile) Foi example, there 
is consistently more variation m the minima of soiting and skewuess than the maxima 
The same can be said foi morphologies, piincipaUy because of the occasional presence of 
berms This is, however, not geneially the case for sediment size Anothei mteiesting 
tiend is that the supiatidal and upper intertidal beachface is moie poorly sorted where 
morphological change is at its minimum, but it is not necessaiiiy coaisei or finer, nor 
fine-or coarse-skewed to a greater degree Mean cioss shore profiles for median sediment 
size, sorting and skewness coirelate mucli better with each othei than minimum and 
'maximum cross-shore profiles in the same parameters, because the moan icflects tho 
trend in the cross-shoie disitnbution, whereas the mmima and maxima aie stochastic 
\'ar]ations about the mean Figme 7 25 depicts typical cross-shore mean profiles for 
sediment size, sortmg and skewness, with associated envelopes, foi the same locations 
Theie is quite a lange of values for both sorting and skewness, peihaps more than would 
be expected for a 'well sorted' gravel beach [McLean and Knk, 1969, Gleason et a l , 
1975] Although variable, the beach sediments are almost always negatively skewed, 
which IS agieement with the majority of previous studies on beach sediments [Masselmk 
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on-oiTshore transport is not taken into account bj^  the model, but is by the calculations 
using the beach volumes, thus the estimates from the sedirnent transport formulae'might 
be regai-ded as a pediment transport potential not taking into account on-offshore 
sediment flux or possible leakage from the system.' 
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Fig. 7.29 Predicted net annual longshore transport rates for Slapton Barrier, synthesising mea­
sured data from'this study (heavy solid black line with circles), and modelled data from 
four recent years published in a previous study (Chadwick et al. [2005}, labelled CH05). 
For the 2006-2007 profile data set, the changes in shorehne (again defined as Im ODN, 
approximate position of MHWN) relative to initial are graphed in Figure 7.30. Similar-
spatial trends ai-e in evidence, with shorehnes towai-ds Torcross remaining 
quasi-constant; those northwai-ds at Strete advancing; and in the central bai-rier large 
cut-backs observed (as is also evident in Figures 7.17 and 7.18). It appeai-s that 2006 
—2007, in terms of the integrity of the central barrier, was similar to that of 1988—1991 
(approximately 10m recession), but not as severe as 1992—1993 where recessions in 
excess of 20m were recorded (Figure 3.7). The vulnerability of the central section of 
bai-rier is a constant theme, remai-ked upon by Orford [2001]: Pethick [2001] and 
Chadwick et al. [2005] in their respective studies. Given the changing duection of net 
sediment flux, from year to year (Figure 7.29), the large fluctuations in shoreline in the 
central region of the barrier are likely to be because of the large throughput of material 
in this region, which acts as a hinge point in the inter-annual rotation evident from the 
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sliorebne recoids at the noithem and southern extremities of the beach Anothei feature 
of note is that the 10m advance recorded at Stiete is unusually laige, some 2m greater 
than in any previous year between 1972 and 2003, as deteimmed fiom the FSC data set 
''^10 11 13 01 02 03 04 05 05 07 03 09 10 11 
Month in 2006/07 
Fig. 7.30 Chaiigts m the shoreline position (again taken as Im ODN} relative to 2Srd October 
2007, for three alongshore positions, over the 2006-2007 survey record Shorelines have 
advanced some 10m at Strete, and recessed some lOm m the centre of the barrier ('North 
Slapton') 
Figuies 3 6 and 3 7m Chapter 3 show longer term tiends which support the findmgs 
of the piesent study. The bahaviour of the apparent *iotation' of the beach towaids 
Stiete is interesting because, unHke most iDievious studies into beach rotation [Dingier 
and Rejss, 2002, Ranasmghe et al , 2004], at Slapton the piocess appears to be 
assymetiical In other words the shoreline advances being made at Stiete are not at the 
expense of the southerly section (Torcross}, but the middle section of the beach 
One final data set is available to provide context and comparison to the piesent study 
Seventeen profiles, spaced 300m apart, were surveyed at Slapton by Cari et al [1982], 
monthly between September 1971 and Septembei 1972 (except Novembei 1971 and 
May-July 1972) Tins study confirmed the two-dimensionality of the beach profiles 
spaced alongshore tended to lespond in the same way m a given month, which was also 
found in the present study Sigmficantly. they found that net volumes of sediment were 
identical between winter and summer periods, made possible since accretional events 
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Fig. 7.31 Volumetric changes at Slapton, over individual months. The solid line represents the 
present study. The red squares come from data published in Carr et al., (1982), for a 
comparable data set collected over 1971-1972. 
were fewer in number but lasted longer in the winter. Some results frpm Carr et al. [1982] 
are reproduced in Figure 7.31. With only five data points available from the CaiT et al. 
[1982] study, it is difficult to discern whether or not a sunilai- response is in evidence 
season to season. With-the exception of January, net volumes are dissimilar-, and in three 
cases out of five, opposite in sign. However, what is important for the -present purpose is 
that the magnitudes plot within the envelope of variability for the 2006-2007 data set, 
and whilst the range of the 2006-2007 data is greater, the observed changes are not 
significantly different. Besides, there is nothing to say that the range might have 
increased for the 1971-72 data set would have increased if more data were available. 
Figure 7.32 details the relationships between some variables, suitably averaged, over 
the study period. The relationship between beach volume and sedimentary parameters 
was poor (Figui-e 7.32, upper panels). The relationship between morpho-sedimentary 
variables and hydrodynamics were better (Figure 7.32, lower panels), with the exception 
of wave direction. AU significant correlations were inverse. These findings are in general 
agreement with a similar- study made by Gleason et al. [1975], who found stronger 
correlations between wave height and surface size than with wave direction.. Better 
agreements may have "been made between inshore hydrodynamics and 
Sedjment Srze (mm) Sedjmenl Srze (mm) Beach Volutseifif?) Beach Volunsteibf?) 
Fig. 7.32 Top panels relationships between from left to right, beach volume and D^Q, sorting 
and skewness and relationshop between soiimg and Hg, each foj every 2 week period 
Bottom panels relationships between from left to JT.ght, B^Q and lig, D^Q and Q-u,, 
beach volume and max Hg, and beach volume and Q^, each for every 2 week period 
niorpho-sedimentaiy parameters In addition, measures of central tendency may not be 
appropriate since morpho-sedimentary parameters may better respond to more subtle 
changes in the distribution or chronology of the wave field For example, m a strongly 
bunodal wave field mean dnection is not a true characterisation The lack of corielation 
between beach volume and mean wave direction may also be attributable to the spatial 
diveigence of volumetric losses (i e they weie not uniform alongshoie) Cross-coi relation 
analysis revealed that associations weie not necessarily improved at lag, possibly because 
hydrodynamic parameters had to be aveiaged over, two-week periods between surveys 
Indeed, this averagmg may have sigmficautly obscuied the range and relative duration of 
wave energies, which might be crucial to the morpho-sedimentary response of the beach 
The relative cross-shore location of morphological or sedimentoiogical change may have 
also been significant, which may partly depend on changing tidal sprmg-spimg langes 
The lack of association between the morphological and sedimentological parameters is 
perhaps moie suipiising However, there aie a number of potential factors ui operation 
which may obscure any co-vaiiation, for example, the beach is natuiaUy graded, and ovei 
the study peiiod a change in the direction of that grading was evident The lelationship 
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between morphological and sedimentological ch^ mge may have therefore been obscured 
by the beach sedimentology relaxing to a new equilhbrium. Sub-surface sedimentologj-^  
may better reflect obscured morphological changes. Groundwater variations are also 
likely to be a major influence. An additional factor in the poor associations observed by 
ordinary correlation may have been time lags in the cause and effect. Finally, the 
processes of sedimentation were different, over time and through space. Over relativelj'^  
long time-scales, the beach cannot so easily be assumed a closed sedimentary system, 
both in terms of sediment volumes-and sediment attributes. When sedimentary 
subpopUlations are removed offshore or alongshore, or buried, sediment supply becomes 
a hmiting factor on the sedimentology of that location. 
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75 Summary 
(i) The moipho-sedmientaiy dynamics of Slapton have been documented ovei one 
calendar year, using a data set of regulai fortnightly beach piofilcs and sediment 
samphng taken between October 2006 and October 2007, 
(ii) Net piofile and volumetric changes over the study peiiod showed northerly 
alongshore drift of matenal souiced pnmai'ily from the central legion of the 
baiiiei, whilst net changes from toward the spurthern end of the beach at Torcross 
were negligible, except neai the headland The bariier theiefore undei went net 
iioitheily indentation dmmg the yeai, although the volumes lost from south of the 
rotational pomt did not match those gamed to the noith It is likely that this 
additional material was either somced from offshore or alongshore beyond the 
headlands, implying that Slapton is not a closed sedimentaiy sj'stem, 
(in) The asymmetncal behaviour of the indentation, however, differed from bay beach 
lotation obseived in many other areas of the woild, 
(iv) A sediment budget levealed that, taken as a whole the barrier was m net surplus 
of ^ 10,000 m ,^ which does not supi^ort the claim that the barrier is a closed 
sedimentary system Stiete appeals to be an efhcient sediment tiap, but the 
magnitudes of inputs fiom either side oi the headlands at Strete and Toicioss are 
miknowu, as are the exchanges ou-offshoi e, 
(v) Most of the changes In beach moiphologj'^  can be attiibuted to peisistent 
south-westerly waves o\er the wintei and early spring when the waves weie 
highest, driving net noitheily sediment transpoit Easterly waves have not been 
sufficiently frequent nor large to maintain equilibrium m beacli volumes alongshore, 
(vi) The frequency of dominant south-westerly years aie likely to have incieased since 
1990, which has implications for the energy tiansfeiied to the beach This is 
because, foi Slapton, the discrepancy between fetch lengths between the two most 
dominant wave directions make direction moie important than wmd stress in wave 
generation. Several years in succession similar to 2006-07 would have serious 
implications for the central barrier, 
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(vii) However, it remains the.case that the magnitude of changes in a given cross-shore 
profile can be gxeater over one extreme event than the net changes over a whole 
year. Spatial gradients in sedimentation can quickly and efficiently recover beach 
volumes; 
(viii) Cross-correlation analysis on the volumetric record in the centre'of the beach with 
those to the north and to the south cleaiiy showed the dominant direction of 
material transport; 
(be) A comparison of measured and previously published modelled alongshore sediment 
rates suggested that these models should be regarded- as sediment transport 
potentials, assuming ho net on-ofishore exchange of material, and a closed 
sedimentary system; 
(x) The enormous variations in intertidal sediment size, sorting and skewness obscured 
any consistent cross-shore or along-shore trends in these pai-ameters, although 
there was consistently more variation in the minima than the maxima when 
averaged alongshore; 
(xi) The beach was almost always negatively skewed, regardless of morphological 
changes, and the beach was generally more poorly sorted when morphological 
change was at a minimum. Sediment size was greatest where net morphological 
change was gi-eatest, and coai'sening was generally in phase with erosive events. 
Sorting was much more vaiiable in the winter, whereas skewness was significantly 
more variable in the summer; 
(xii) In the alongshore direction, "the variation maximum grain-size of a given location is 
more difficult to predict than the minimum, when the mean size is known. The 
opposite is the case for the cross-shore direction. It was suggested that the coarser 
fractions are more mobile than the finer sediments, with a shorter residence tune; 
(xiii) The vaiiability of morpho-sediraentary parameters decreased as a function of 
distance alongshore; 
(xiv) Changes in sediment size, especially the seemingly relatively long-term fining of the 
beach, are more difficult to explain, but appear to be phase-decoupled from, and 
distinctly non-hnearly related to, morphological change. 
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(xv) In a gio&s sense, howevei, the beacli was coarsest where most net shoiehne losses 
occuired, qualitatively supporting the lelationship between eneigy and sediment 
size The volumetric stability/health of the beach may be quahtatively evaluated 
using the giadient of the alongshoie sediment size 
(xvi) Moie sedimentoiogical data sets of compaiable lesolutioii and length, including 
sub-surface as well as smface, are lequhed to better understand the natuie and 
importance of sedimentoiogical cliange on beaches 
8 
SEDIMENT TREND MODELS TO INFER NET 
SEDIMENTATION ON A GRAVEL BEACH 
What could be cuter 
Than to feed to a computer 
With wrong information 
But naive expectation 
To obtain with precision 
A Napoleonic'decision? 
Major Alexander P. de Severskj-, 
quoted in J.C. Davis, "Statistics and Data Analysis in Geology" (1986). 
8:1 Introduction 
There are'fnodels which pmport to predict universal sedimentation patterns (erosion and 
deposition) which ai'e based on grain-size parameters alone. They fall under two broad 
classes: (1) models which, from a time-series of certain parameters from gi-ain-size 
distributions, predict (retrodict) the recent net sedimentation history where that sample 
came from, i.e. relative erosion or deposition at a certain time compared to the previous 
time [e:g. Barndorff Nielsen aiid Christiansen, 1988; Martz and Li , 1997]; and (2) models 
which, from a spatial distribution of certain pai-ameters from grain-size distributions, 
predict recent net sediment transport pathways [e.g. McLaren and Bowles, 1985; Gao 
and Colhns, 1992]. Both ai'e based solely on the statistics of sediment samples, i.e. no 
physical terms are required. The basic assumption of both classes of model is that there 
is mfbrmation on recent sedimentation patterns within time- and spatial-series of 
sedimentary parameters. For this assumption to hold true, morphological change and 
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sedimentoiogical change would be lequired to co-vary, and that this co-'\'ariation is 
predictable and uni\'ersal If these classes of model weie verified, theii impact would be 
significant because whilst it is unrealistic to expect a complete undei standing of recent 
sedimentation m a given environment could be gamed fi-om sediment statistics alone, 
gaps of Imowledge or measuicment in process studies could be appioximated cheaply and 
with large spatial coverage In turn relationships between sedimentation and sediment 
distribution could better inloriii a new generation of inoiphodynamic piocess models on 
beaches with giain-size as a free lathei than constant parameter (Chapter 2) 
Bamdorff Nielsen and Christiansen [1988] describe a physical-mathematical model 
fironi first piinciples called the 'hj^jeibolic shape tiiangle model*, for the sedimentary 
imprint of eiosion and deposition under fluid flows To the authois knowledge the model 
has thus far not been used to infer sedimentation dynamics on beaches The model has a 
numbei of attractions, the pnmaiy one being that it is geneialised and simple to 
implement, which makes it testable m the field As will be elaborated upon in the next 
section, it is based on the co-vaiiatioii between two parameters, and as such is pait of a 
long tradition of sub-envhonmental disciimination on beaches using bivaiiation in 
sedimentary parameters [Nordstrom, 1977 Eriedman, 1979] The advantage of the 
bivariate pai-ameter space of the hyperbolic sliape tiiangle model ovei tiaditional 
approaches, is that the paiameters used aie invariant undei changes in location and 
scale, wheieas those of a log-normal model are not An advantage the model of 
Barndorff Nielsen and Christiansen [1088] has ovci sodiment tiend vector models is that 
it is based on the hypeibolic distribution of paiticlc sizes In most previously published 
reseaich on the log-hypeibolic model for size distributions, the consensus is that it does 
provide a better fit [Hartmaun and Chiistiansen. 1988, Fiellei et a l , 1992 Lund Hansen 
and Oehmig, 1992, Scott and Haschenburger, 2005. Massefink et a l , 2008] being a nioie 
general model contiolled by four paraiiieteis That the shape tiiangle model is based on 
the log-hypeibolic distribution is, at the same time, a disadvantage o\'er conventional 
sediment trend models because of the difficulties associated with fitting the distribution, 
especially to irregular size-distributioiis [Fieller et a l , 1992] What is contioveisial is 
whethei it is neccessaiy to have such a complicated model foi giain-size distiibutions, 
and what additional infoimation on the processes of sedimentation it can give [Wyiwoll 
and Smyth, 1985, Masselmk et a l , 2008] It is this latter point which is tested to some 
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extent in this contribution. 
Grain-size distributions in sedimentary environments are affected by selective 
entrainment, transport, and deposition. Many researchers have used sediment 
chai-acteristics to identify sediinent sources; transport modes, and transport directions 
[Visher, 1969; Swift, 1970; Stubblefield et al., 1977; Bartholoma and Flemming, 2007]. 
McLai-eii [1981] stai-ted a new direction in this type of research, using spatial changes in 
three gi-ain-size parameters (mean, sorting, and skewness) to infer sediment transport 
directions (McLai-en and Bowles 1985), and this approach has been used by several 
researchers to infer hkely net sediment transport pathways. Currently, there are several 
versions available [McLaren and Bowles, 1985; Gao and CoUins, 1992; Le Roux, 1994a, b: 
Asselman, 1999; Le Roux et al., 2002; Lucio et al., 2006; Poizot et al., 2006], and the 
relative advantages and disadvantages of each technique is the subject of a recent review 
[Le Roux and Rojas, 2007]. Based on a set of 'universar premises that grain-size 
distributions change along a sedirnent transport gi-adient, collectively they have been 
apphed to a wide range of sedimentai-y environments [Masselink, 1992; Asselman, 1999; 
Van DerWal, 2000; Cheng et al., 2004]. Their use is widespread but still controversial 
[Flemming, 1988; Masselink, 1992;'Guillen and Jimenez, 1995; Masselink et al., 2008], 
and as fai- as the author is, aware, have not yet been apphed to a, gravel beach. 
8.2\ Test of the Hyperbolic Shape Triangle Model to Infer Net Sedimentation 
8.2.11 The hyperbolic shape triangle sedimentation model 
The log-hyperbolic distribution and its shape triangle 
Barndorff Nielsen [1977] recognised that grain distribution characteristics were better 
approximated by a log-hyperbolic probability density function' (a h3T)ei-bola controlled by 
four parameters fiiH, ^LH, 4>LH: ILH), rather than the traditional normal model (a 
parabola controlled by two parameters fiiH-, cr, and which is a hmiting case of the 
log-hyperbolic distribution). The hyperbohc function was introduced to the 
sedimentological community by Bagnold and Barndorff Nielsen [1980 &]" and is given by: 
p{x; flLH, SLH, 4>LH, lUl) = OCLtl{5LH, 4>LH,ILH) exp-V2(^x^//''±7L//ft+) (g 1) 
where Y is observed variate (this case, grain-size), and parameter fiLH gives location 
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(Bagiiold's (1940) peak diameter), SLH provides scale (equivalent to Folk and Ward's 
(1957) standard de\aation), and dtLH {O-LH + PLH) and 7^^- {aiH - PLH) give the slopes 
of the left and light tails, respectively 
h = ^J5l^^{Y-iiLHY ± { y - fiLH) - (8 2) 
SLH{4>LH + ILHWX^LH \/ {4>LH1LH) 
wheie K\ is a Bessel function of the thud kind, index 1 It is coimiion to plot giain-size 
distributions as double logaiithms therefore we are interested in the log-hyperbohc 
density function, which is given by. 
logp(y) = -aLH\l5lH l-^LH? -i- •dLH{y " MLi/) O (8 4) 
wheie o is detenmned as a function of {O.LH-,PLH-,SLH\ subject to the constraint that the 
mtegial of p{Y) equals 1 [Bagnold and Baindorff Nielsen, 10806] Bariidoiff Nielsen 
[1977] showed that o satisfies 
) (8 5) 
Log-hypeibolic synunetrj"- (skewness) and peakedness (kurtosis) are given by, 
respectively. 
^^^^ = Z Z 7 — ) ^^ ^^  ®^  
^LH = (1 + SLH^{^LHILH)^ (87) 
and ate, impoitantly, m^^iiant under transformations of scale and location 
An additional useful property of the sedimentation model of Barndorff Nielsen and 
Chiistiansen [1988] is that its parameters may be visualised using the 'hj'perbofic shape 
triangle', which is the domain of variation between ^LH and XLH (Figure 8 1). 
Log-normal distiibutions have non-heavy tails and rounded peaks at the mode, and plot 
ueai ^LH = 0> log skew-Laplace distiibutions [Fieller et a l , 1984] have heavy tails and 
shaip peafe near the mode, and plot near ^LH = 1, and log-hypeibolic distributions have 
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heavy tails and more rounded peaks near the mode, and plot, near- ^i.^ — 0.5 [Hai-tmann 
and Christiansen, 1992]. Individual sediments rhaj'be visuaUy classified in their scale 
and location invariant forms, which maj' be additionally useful in process-based studies 
where the sedimentary signature of morphological change requires more elucidation. The 
hyperbolic model has been used on beach sediments by, among others, Haftmann and 
Christiansen [1992]; Lund Hansen and Oehmig [1992]; Sutherland and Lee [1994]; 
Bartholdy et al. [2007]; and Masselink et al. [2008]. 
?i§ = -1 Deposit'ional DPomalir . Erbslorial. Domain 
Fig. 8.1 The hyperbolic shape triangle of Bamdorff-Nielsen and Christiansen (19S8). The white 
and grey areas represent the possible and impossible areas, respectively, of the domain 
of variation between [^LH, XLIIJ- Some limiting cases of the log-hyperbolic distribu­
tion are shown in their double-log form, including the normal, exponential and Laplace 
distributions. 
The sedimentation model of Barndorff Nielsen and Christiansen [1988] 
The assumptions and constructs of the model are important to the present discussion so 
are reproduced in this section with some detail, from Barndorff Nielsen and Christiansen 
[1988] and Bagnold and Bamdorff Nielsen [19806]. A median size exists, by definition. 
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because the probability of removal (oi othei wise absence) for grains smallei and largei 
than it, is higlier One may postulate foi example, that smaller giains are moie mobile 
and have ,a greater probability of being removed or cairied away out of the sampling 
field, or that larger grams are less mobile and have a gieater tendency of bemg bmied oi 
.otherwise not being moved mto the samphng field It has long been known that the log 
of the number of particles larger and smaller than the median size plot against the log of 
size as stiaight hnes of slope -m and m respectively [Bagnold, 1940]. which can be 
described as a hyperbola [Bader, 1970, Bagnoid and Baindorff Nielsen, 19806] 
With lofcicncc to Figmo 8.2, the model of Baindorff Nielsen and Christiansen [1988] 
expresses the piobabilitj' density function (PDF) of size s as p(s) and the PDF after a 
tune of net sedimentation (Figure 8 2 top left) as ±p{s)n{s} (Figuie 8 2, top nght), 
where 7r(s) is the proportion of size s relative to that pieviously and where _L is a 
noiming constant which ensures / p(s)7r(s)=l Baindoiff Nielsen and Christiansen [1988] 
consider 7r(s), which may be alternatively expressed as the probabihty that size s is not 
lemoved and which therefore may be negative, to be some incieasing function of d 
indeed some power of s, which they expiess as 'power-law erosion' expressed as 
7r(s) = J-QS^ for -Lo=l and c greatei than zero (deposition if e is less than zero) Curves 
for e erosion and deposition are seen m Figure 8 2, bottom left, as solid and dashed lines, 
respectively for Xo=I (the integial constant at initial conditions) and e = ± 0 52 For 
log,aiithmic size (s) and density classes it may be axpiessed as _Lp(s) exp^ ^®^ 
The assumption that the piobabiliiy of the proportion ol giains of a given size after an 
eiosive period (relative to the proportion of those giams at the beginning of that period) 
is proportional to some power of that given size has some physical plausibility since it 
has been demonstiated that thresholds of entiainment aie governed by poweis ol 
velocity [Budge, 1981, Bailard, 1981] It also imphes that non-hyperbohcally distributed 
sediment will inevitably become liypeibolically-distributed as a function of selective 
sorting, which also has some empirical backing [Engelund and Fiedsoe, 1976, Deigaard 
and Fredsoe, 1978] 
If ^LH is le-written as 
(8 8) 
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since any pair of have ^L//ax//. in common, Barndorff Nielsen and 
Christiansen [1988] show that two samples sepai-ated in time undergoing net 
e-erosion/deposition are related by: 
(8.9) 
which ai-e the 'hammock' e erosion/deposition curves which plot left to right in Figiu-e 
The model thus far assumes firstly that sediment samples ai-e log-hyp erbolically 
erosion/deposition is not influenced by the proportion of sizes on the bed, i.e. the 
relative differences in sizes between particles {xui and ^uj axe location/size and 
scale/sorting invariant). The third assumption was addressed by Barndorff Nielsen and 
Christiansen [1988] with the development of 'pm-e' or /c-erosion/deposition, which is 
designed to account for feedbacks induced by changes in the (mixed) grain-size 
composition on the resulting sedimentation process. 
As suggested by Figm-e 8.2, bottom right, adding another term to e, here called K, 
would result in modifying the size distribution after an interval of e-erosion/deposition to 
better account for the relative contribution of the fine and coarse tails. Barndorff Nielsen 
and Christiansen [1988] show that a suitable value for K is given by the ratio of slope 
parameters <i>ui and JLH, or the ratio of fine and coarse particles. For e values greater 
than zero, the combined effects of e-and K-erosion/deposition correspond to 
XLH = PLH^LH and £,LH = (l(5i/rax,jyoexp-(''')''^«V(l - P^)) ^'"^. for 
—1 < PLH < 1 = XLHKLH and where a^/fo is the value of ax// corresponding to 
XLH = 0. 
It follows that jXLH and 5LH would'remain constant under e-and K-erosion/deposition, 
but y (typical log grain-size) would change with time by: 
8.1. 
distributed; secondly, that deposition is simply erosion in reverse; and thndly that 
(8.10) 
It further foUows that sorting {TLH) changes as a function of time and PLH as: 
TLH = ^ITO^LHI'' e x p - V ^ C C A K H (1. _ ^2^)3/4 (8.11) 
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Fig. 8.2 The erosion/deposiUon model of Bamdorff Nielsen and Chnshansen [198SJ Two dtstn-
bufions separated by A t (top left) are related by a function which conserves probability 
mass (top nght). Erosion and deposition are characterised by some power of sediment 
size (bottom left), here depicted for e = 0 52 and J-o = 1 6y solid and dashed hnes, re­
spectively (the difference between the two is shown by the dash-dot hne). Another form 
of erosion/deposition is requiied to model the potential influence created by mutwes of 
sizes (bottom right) 
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Combined, this means that sediments tend to coarsen {U]JH —» oo) emd become more 
poorly sorted (r ^ 0) as p decreases towards -1 (i.e. under e deposition). For a given 
choice of the functions e.and K, the variation of VLH-, TLH-, PLH aud ^LH can be studied 
and compared to measured size distributions. This provides four criteria with which to 
test the hyperbohc shape model. Firstly, sediments in an ai-ea of known depletion over at 
any t should have [XLH,^LH] positions to the right of those at i-1, and sediments in an 
area of known accretion at any t should have [XLH,^LH] positions to the left of those at 
t-1, along the dehmiting curves of e-erosion/deposition. Secondly, sediments in an area of 
known depletion over Af should have {xLH, ^ LH] positions in an upward part of the 
triangle relative to those at t, and sediments in an area of known accretion at any t 
should have [XLH, ^ LH] positions in a downward part of the triangle of those at t-1, along 
the dehniiting curves of /c-erosion/deposition. Note that it is the relative positions over 
time that are important, as exemplified in Figm-e 8.3 for hypothetical changes to a 
sediment sample over five time steps. Thirdly, and as a cbllorary to the model, 
depositional sediments should coarsen, and erosional sediments should fine, and finally, 
depositional sediments should become more poorly sorted, and erosional sediments 
should become better sorted. 
Fig. 8:3 Example sequence of events in the erosion/deposition model of Bamdorff Nielsen and 
Christiansen [1988], as it maps into the hyperbolic shape triangle.-
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If we define the changing [XLH, ^LH] I^ ositions ovei a tune step At as 
e = XLHt — XLHt-i and /c = ^i,m — ^LHt-i "^ve are able to explore the utility of the 
model for beach sedimentation In addition, if the model and its assumptions were 
verified, it would suggest the lesultant vector of the c and K would indicate the 
relative dominant o of flnid-conti oiled ('power-law") crosioii/deposition and 
giain-contioUed ('pure") eiobion/deposition. 
8.2 2 Methods 
AU samples weie dry sieved at <i/4 The ShefStze piogiam [Robson et a l . 1997] was used 
to fit the log iioimal and log-hyperbolic models to the measured (non-tiuncated) sieved 
distiibutions In addition, graphical geometric moments [Blott and Pye, 2001] were 
obtained foi each of the samples (median size sorting, skewness and kuitosis) Giaphical 
(after Folk and Ward [1957], so-called F&W) measures have been used rather than 
moments, which aie sensitive to irregulaiities in the tails [Baitholdy et al 2007). 
Tiuncation is theiefore often a necessary pie-opeiation usmg moments, however this 
effectively hmits the amount of distributional information, and besides, the comparisons 
made here are with a log-hyperbolic model which by dehmtion is designed to be able to 
cope with 'heavy' tails In addition, most sedimentoiogical research on beaches have used 
F & W statistics When giain propoitions aie taken by sieving, the number of single 
particles is unknown and this lack of sample size negates the use of conventional 
•measuies of goodness-of-fit such as chi-squared The 'quasi sample size" statistic of 
Fieller et al [1992] is adopted here 
2 
El -?),(ee)Vp,(0e) 
where t=A''-e-l, k is the number of size classes and € is the numbei of paianieteis 
estimated by model ©e This measme accounts for model parsimony (degiees of freedom 
as a conditional factor m the numerator) and a lack of sample size, and is interpreted as 
the critical sample size required to detect a lack of model fit at the 6% level {Fieller 
et a l , 1992] The higher l^cnt, the better the distiibutional fit 
The liypeibohc model has not been widely adopted by most sedimentologists 
[Hartmann, 2007], and consequently its paiametas lack a consensus ovei their respective 
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interfering influence on the- original correlations for the autumn 2005 data sets, on 
occasion where A 2 and a were better correlated. 
Tab. 8.6 Correlation coefficients, and partial correlation coefficients controlling K, Md and a, for 
Az and —e. Shaded values indicate paiiial correlations < .05 the original correlation, 
suggesting an interference by that variable in the original correlation (rAz.e)-
Slapton '05 Slapton '05 Strete '05 Strete '05 Strete '07 Strete '07 
all- ± 5cm all • ± 5cm all (surf.) ± 5cm (surf.) 
0.62 0.76 0.53 - 0.53 0.54 0.57 
0.62 0.76 0.52 0.52 0.54 0.58 
• a ; 5 6 H 0.72 0.53 0.53 0.52 0.56 
• 0 . 6 4 H • 0 .411 • 0.42 • 0.52 0.55-
O ] Sediment Trend Analysis 
8.3.1 Methods 
Sediment trend analysis has been performed using the fortnightly-sampled sediment size 
and profile data set, which is the subject of Chapter 7, adopted for apphcation to the 
problem of discerning sedimentation patterns from grain-size measurements. The raw 
(non-gridded) grain-size pai-ameters have been used along with their associated 
coordinates in [Eastings,Northings]', so the distance between points in the cross-shore 
(l-2m) -ai-e much smaller than the distance between points in the alongshore (250m). 
The data set was deemed suitable because, from the volumetric record taken every two 
weeks over the year October 2006-October 2007, clear net drift directions were able to be 
determined. In addition, the grain-size data was high resolution in both space and time. 
It could be reasonably assumed that the observed changes in net sedimentation across 
space between individual surveys, faken at a regular- fortnightly inter\'al, had taken place 
at some time during that time interval, and also that the majority of sediment 
transported into or out of any point within the study would have been sourced from 
another point within the study- area. The study site is graded alongshore and 
cross-shore, and this changes through time at such a frequency that there were no 
deposits samples that wouldn't have been traiispoi-ted within the intervening time 
interval between surveys. Indeed, only known intertidal areas were sampled (see Chapter 
7 for more information on the data and sampling framework). AH sediment pai-ameters 
in this section were derived from the image method detailed in Chapter 4, which 
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reported that, whilst the mean size and sorting parameters obtained closely match those 
obtained from sieving, the skewness parameter was not as accurate The paiticular 
method to determine the grain-size parameters is not too important foi sedmient tieiid 
analysis, as the relative values between samphng points are more impoitant than the 
absolute values [Le Roux et a l , 2002, Le Roux and Rojas, 2007] We therefore expect 
the parameters to work leasonably well for sediment tiend modelling, becaused the 
digital image method predicts the sign and the relative changes of the skewness well 
Slapton is generally a graded barrier (see chapter 3) Foi example. Figure 8 14 depicts 
data hom a typical alongshore survey of sedmient size, showing decieasing tiends 
northwaids m sediment size, sorting and skewness, which would coircspond to the tiend 
vectoi tj-pe 1 as dehned by Le Roiix [19946], Gao and Colhns [1992] (or 'A' by McLaren 
and Bowles [1985]), and qualitatively supports net noitlierly transport as was the case 
prioi to sampling However, as chaptei 7 documents, the giading is not always present 
when the beach has under gone net erosion This chapter looks at whethei sediment 
trend analysis peifornis well as a tool for predicting net sedimentation ovei fortnightly 
periods i e its use as a dynamic model, which is still in some doubt [Masseliiik et al , 
2008] 
The technical details of sediment trend modellmg have been leviewed extensively 
elsewhere [McLaren and Bowles, 1985. Gao. 1996, Le Roux et a l , 2002, Le Roux and 
Rojas, 2007, McLaren et a l , 2007] The method proposed by Gao and Collins [1992], 
henceforth lefeired to as the GSTA model (gram-size Trend Analysis), is the most 
suitable method for the maime environment and is adopted here to be directly 
compaiable with previous studies (being available as a commercial pioduct/seivice, the 
model of McLaren and Bowles [1985] appears moie widely used, but one of the main 
assumptions of the approach is that the sediment transport is by uni-duectional 
cm-rents) The McLai-en and Bowles [1985] model uses only two sampling stations at a 
time, wheieas the Gao and Collins [1992] model uses aU samples within a (pre-defined) 
•characteristic distance', or sedimentary 'sphere of influence' According to the GSTA 
model of Gao and Collins [1992], in the diiection of sediment tiansport, sediments may 
become either finei, better soited and moie negatively skewed {FB-, Case 1) or coarser, 
better sorted and more positively skewed (CBs-y Case 2) These two sediment trends are 
also considered in the GSTA models of McLaien and Bowles [1985] and Le Roux (1994), 
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Fig. 8.14 Alongshore trends in sediment size, May 2007, taken every 25m along the high tide 
berm, against alonsghore distance (m). Clockwise, from top left: geometric mean 
sediment size ((/>), soriing (<p) and skewness (rion-dim.). For each, the heavy black line 
. is the raw data; the heavy red line is the 4-poiht (100m) moving average; and the light 
black line is the least squares trend. 
where they are referred to as Case B and C, and Tj^pe 1 and 2, respectively. The GSTA 
method compares the sediment characteristics (size, sorting and skewness) of adjacent 
sample points in a spatial grid, vectors of unit length are drawn between two points if 
they conform to the 'rules' of the GSTA model {i.e., FB- or CB+; cf., Gao [1996]). 
These vectors are calculated from pai-ameters of each sample with its nearest neighbours 
in any direction lying within a characteristic distance, Dc-, which in this study is equal 
to the maximum sampling interval, 250 iii. Summing the vectors at each sample point 
produces a single vector with unit length, which should reflect the net trends in sedunent 
transport (i.e., the trend vector). Summing the vectors at each data station prpduces a 
single vector for this site i?(.'c, 7 / ) : 
(8.15) 
where f{x, y) is the trend vector for station i Gao and Colhns [1991] mathematically 
described how two more sediment trends might occur {FB+ and CB-), a concept 
continued in the work of Le Roux et al; [2002]. The method has been evaluated by 
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Le Ronx et al [2002]. who states that it is generally preferable to the McLaren-Bowles 
method i^nce it is more objective, two-dimensional and less sensitive to iiiegularities m 
the samphng configuiation The Gao and Colhns [1992] method applies a spatial filter to 
the vectoi field to remove noise, however both Asselman [1999] and Le Roux et al [2002] 
strongly recommend against it foi averagmg may lead to spurious results and a loss of 
infoimation, so following Massehnk et al [2008], the aveiagmg piocedure has not been 
carried out heie 
Following Masselink et al. [2008]. on the basis that since collectively Gao and Collins 
[1991] and Le Roux [1994a] mathematically make a case foi fom tiend cases (FB-, FB-h, 
CB-, CB-{-), an alternative sediment trend model can therefore be formulated solely 
based on the sediment soitmg [McLaieu et a l , 2007] Sediment trend vectors are drawn 
from the spatial giadient in sorting values (multiplied by -1, since we aie lookmg for an 
improvement in soitmg) In other words, the direction and length of the trend vectors at 
each of the sample locations aie proportional to the first derivative of sortmg 
{da/Sx, 5(716y). and the contributions of size and skewness are ignored This model was 
referred to as the ''sorting model" by Masselink et al [2008] 
The trend vectors obteuned fi'om the GSTA analysis were tested for statistical 
significance using the Rayleigh test tor non-uniformity, given by [Fishei, 1993] a Z-scoie 
defined as 
Z = NxRf ' (816) 
where Ri = ]Ru\ /N is the mean resultant length, and JV is the sample numbei, and 
wheie Ru, is-
= 0^exp(lix Z) (8 17) 
wheie 0^ IS a transposed vector of weights (optional), i = T and Z is the series of 
angles The probability that Z is due to chance is given by 
2 _j_ (22 Z^) 
V = exp(Z) X 4^ _ f24Z - 132Z2 + jQZ^ - 9Z*)/288iV2 
The test is two-tailed: if the value of Z is not sigmficant, we conclude that the 
obseived vectoi pattern cannot be distinguished fiom a pattern generated by a random 
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process [Davis, 1986]. Circulai- mean is given by the four quadrant ai-ctangent of the real 
and imaginary parts of Ru, and cnxulm- variance is given by 1 — i?;. The circular 
correlation coefficient; a t test of significance; and the probability that t^ is due to 
chance, are given by, respectively [Jammalamadaka and Sengupta, 2001]: 
r / = -
E s in(Zi - Zi).sin(Z2 -•2^) 
sin(Zi 
-ZT)2s in (Z2 
N N 
. l 2 
\ [sin(Zi - Zi) sin(Z2 - Z2) 
p = 2 . ( l -N^, . i t^ | ) ; 
(8.19) 
(8.20) 
(8.21) 
where Na,„ is the normal cumulative distribution function at a=0.05 and v=N-2 degrees-
of freedom [Jammalamadaka and Sengupta, 2001]. 
S.3.2 Results 
Some results of the GSTA analysis may be seen in Figures 8.15 and 8.17, for various 
times during the year 2006-2007. Mean trend, vectors ha;ve been drawn from each mid 
sample station to illustrate the general trends in the data. The results of the sediment 
sorting model analysis maj-- be seen in Figures 8.16 aind 8.18, for the same survey 
periods. The maps are ahgned to north, so Strete is at the top of the figure panels, 
Torcross at the bottom, and offshore to the .right. Tirends across- space for any given 
survey are relatively easy to discern for example in Figure 8.15, the 06/11/06 trend 
vectors indicate onshore sediment transport for a lai-ge proportion of the barrier's length, 
and the 20/12/06 vectors indicate predominant offshore sedinient transport. 
The GSTA results in full are tabulated in Table 8.7. Against, sm-vey date, the net 
sediment transport directioiis, as deterrnined from the beach volumetric record (refer to 
chapter 7), are shown as compass directions: N for alongshore northerly (towards 
Strete), S for alongshore southerly (towards Torcross), W for onshore, and E for offshore. 
Note that whereas the N-S sediment transport component between individual surveys is 
easily determined from the profile record, the E - W component is not so easily 
determined. Here, estimates have been made based on the sign of the first differential in 
the volumetric record when the alongshore volumes have been accounted for, i.e. any 
Fig. 8.15 Resultant trend vectors drawn for each cross-shore sediment sampling station, from the 
central sediment sample station Example data shown for winter 2006 Dark arrows 
show the inferred sediment transport from the profile data set 
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06/11/06 21/11/06 05/12/06 20/06/06 
Fig. 8.16 Resultant vectors drawn for each cross-shore sediment sampling station, from the cen­
tral sediment sample station, using only information on relative sorting. Example data 
shown for winter 2006. Dark arrows show the inferred sediment transport from the 
profile data set. 
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01/08/07 14/08/07 30/08/07 11/09/07 
Fig. 8 17 Resultant trend vectors drawn for each cross-shore sediment samphng station, from the 
central sediment sample station Example data shown for late summer/autumn 2007 
Daik aiTows show the mferied sediment tianspoji fiom the profile data set 
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01/08/07 14/08/07 - 30/08/07 11/09/07 
Fig. 8.18 Resultant vectors drawn for each cross-shore sediment sampling station, from the cen­
tral sediment sample station, using only information on, relative sorting. Example data 
shown for late summer/autumn 2007. Dark arrows show the inferred sedirnent transport 
from the profile data set. 
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remammg deficits oi siii pluses in the fortnightly sediment budget. The next two columns 
of Table 8.7 show the angulai vaiiance and the lesultant vector length foi the vectoi field 
geneiated fiom- the GSTA analysis on the data horn eacli survey Angular vaiiance —' 1 
indicates a highly vaiiable vector field, therefore a small lesultant vectoi length. The 
number of vectors m eadi quadrant have been talfied with lespect to tlie circulai nature 
of the data, and are expressed as a percentage in the next four columns of Table 8 7 
The final two columns house the Z test value tor each vectoi field, and whether or not 
the data weie random, as determined fiom the p value at a=0 05 Eight out of the 
twenty-four data sets tested geneiated a non-iandom distribution ot vectoiial trends, 
therefore these results only, lepioduced m Table 8 8, are the subject of further discussion 
Tab. 8.7 Results from GSTA, from lefi to right stiruey date, net transport direction, circular vari­
ance, mean resultant vector length, %N; %S, %E; % W (as predicted by GSTA); Rayleigh 
Z-scoie for non-umfomiity Random/Non~random 
Suivey Net IVans Ang Var Res Length %N %S %B %W Z score Random'' 
06/11/2006 N-f-W 0 5001 0 4999 30 77 15 38 46 15 7 69 3 2489 N 
21/11/2006 N+E 0 6905 0 3095 15 38 23 08 7 69 53 85 1 2454 Y 
05/12/2006 N+E 0 52S9 0 4711 30 77 7 69 4615 15 38 2 8849 Y 
20/12/2006 S+E 0 345 0 655 38 46 23 OS 30 77 7 69 5 5782 N 
04/01/2007 N+E 0 7056 0 2944 23 08 23 08 23 08 30 77 1 127 Y 
21/01/2007 S+E 0 4279 0 5721 30 77 30 77 30 77 7-69 4 254C N 
04/02/2007 N+W 0 5329 0 467J 30 77 30 77 7 69 30 77 2 8366 Y 
20/02/2007 S+E 0 7028 0 2972 7 69 30 77 38 4G 23 08 1 1485 Y 
06/03/2007 N+W 0 1863 0 8137 30 77 23 OS 15 38 30 77 8 6069 N 
19/03/2007 S+E 0 3837 0 6163 30 77 7 69 38 46 23 08 4 9384 N 
03/04/2007 N+E 0 4168 0 5832 7 69 23 08 30 77 38 46 4 421 N 
18/04/2007 S+W 0 6944 0 3056 38 46 46 15 7 69 7 69 1 2142 Y 
01/05/2007 N+W 0 1192 0 8S0S 23 08 23 08 23 08 .30 77 10 0862 N 
19/05/2007 S+E 0 5571 0 4429 30 77 23 08 23 08 23 08 2 5504 Y 
01/06/2007 N+W 0 5485 0 4515 53 85 23 OS 15 38 7 69 2 6501 Y 
14/06/2007 N+W 0 701S 0 2982 7 69 53 S5 15 38 23 08 1 1559 Y 
02/07/2007 N+W 0 6701 0 3299 35 38 23 08 30 77 30 77 14145 Y 
14/07/2007 S+E 0 3456 0 0544 23 08 38 46 15 38 23 08 5 5668 N 
01/08/2007 N+W 0 8058 0 1942 23 08 30 77 15 38 30 77 0 4902 Y 
14/08/2007 N+W 0 946 0 054 46 15 23 08 23 08 7 69 0 0379 Y 
30/08/2007 S+E 0 7279 0 2721 15 38 38 46 23 08 23 08 0 9623 Y 
11/09/2007 N+W 0 679S 0 3202 15 38 30 77 15 38 38 46 1 3333 Y 
30/09/2007 N'+W 0 6823 0 3177 23 08 23 08 23 08 30 77 1 311S Y 
12/10/2007 N+W 0 7i68 0 2532 30 77 15 38 23 08 30 77 i 0 8331 Y 
The statistically sigmficant lesults are le-tabulated m Table 8 8, where the percentages 
of trend vectors have been shaded with the dominant net transpoit duections as mferied 
from the profile recoid In geneiai it must be concluded that the GSTA technique failed 
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Tab. 8.8 Statistically significant results from GSTA, from left to right: survey date; net trans­
port direction; %N; %S; %E; %W (as predicted by GSTA). Shading corresponds to the 
directions implied by the field survey profile data. 
Survey 
•06/11/2006 
20/12/2006 
21/01/2007 
06/03/2007 
19/03/2007 
03/04/2007 
01/05/2007 
14/07/2007 
Net Ti-ans. 
N+W 
S+E 
i + E 
N+W 
S+E 
N+E 
N+W 
S+B 
%N 
38.46 
30.77 
30.77 
23.08 
%S 
15.38 
23.08 
23.08 
23.08 
%E 
46.15 
15.38 
23.08 
%W 
7.69 
7.69 
23.08 
38.46 
•23.08 
to classify the net transport direction in any sj'stematic manner. Only one third of the 
vector fields through the year showed a statistically trend (Table 8.7), and out of the 
these, only two showed good or reasonable agreement with observed sedimentation 
patterns (Table 8.8). Further, a circular- correlation between mean transport direction 
(as determined by GSTA) and mean wave direction yielded r=0.2740, which with a t 
value of 1.3 was statistically insignificant at p—0.19. 
The sorting trend vectors results in full ai-e tabulated in Table 8.9. Using this 
approach, fifteen out of the twenty-four data sets tested generated a non-random 
distribution of vectorial trends. Comparing the sum percentage of vectors in the two 
dominant transport dnections for each sm-vey period, out of these fifteen statistically 
significant vector fields, twelve collectively accounted for > 50% of the vectors, and out 
of these, six of these accounted for > 66%. Thus the sorting vector model out-performed 
the GSTA model both in terms of randomness, and in the proportion of correct 
identifications for the sediment transport pathways. 
8.4 Discussion 
The log-hyperbohc model enjoyed a consistently good fit to the sieved samples, and the 
shape triangle proved to be a helpful classifier of distributional shape. In addition, the 
cloud of samples plotted on a Craig diagram (which plots ordinary skewness against 
another pararheter which is dependent on both skewness and kurtosis) was found to 
display similar attributes to the hyperbohc shape triangle, suggesting that further work 
could (empirically or theoretically) reveal the relationship between the two, perhaps 
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Tab. 8 9 Results from tiend analysts based only on soHmg, from left to nght survey date, net 
transport direction, circular variance, mean resultant vector length, %N, %S. %E, %W 
(as predicted by GSTA) Rayleigh Z-scoiefor non-uniformity, Random/Non-random 
Survey Net Trans i\ng V 
06/11/2006 N-i-W 0 52 
21/11/2006 N+E 0 70 
05/12/2006 N+E 0 39 
20/12/2006 S+E 0 03 
04/01/2007 N+E 0 12 
21/01/2007 S+E 0 41 
04/02/2007 N+W 0 36 
20/02/2007 S+E 0 78 
06/03/2007 N+W 0 30 
19/03/2007 S+E 0 17 
03/04/2007 N+E 0 22 
18/04/2007 S+W 0 19 
01/05/2007 N+W 0 67 
19/05/2007 S+E 0 40 
01/06/2007 N+W 0 57 
14/06/2007 N+W 0 44 
02/07/2007 N+W 014 
14/07/2007 S+E 0 73 
01/08/2007 N+W 0 70 
14/08/2007 N+W 0 22 
30/08/2007 S+E 0 02 
11/09/2007 N+W 0 04 
30/09/2007 N+W 0 81 
12/10/2007 N+W 0 67 
Res Length 
047 
0 29 
0 60 
0 96 
0 87 
0 58 
0 63 
0 21 
0 69 
0 82 
0 77 
0 80 
0 32 
0 59 
0 42 
0 55 
0 85 
0 26 
0 29 
0 77 
0 97 
0 95 
0 18 
0 32 
%N %S 
416 
38 46 
25 
83 
EH 
16 6 
25 
16 6 
33 3 
16 6 
16 6 
23 07 
83 
83 
25 
25 
33 3 
0 
25 
%E 
33 3 
15 38 
B E ! 
416 
25 
16 6 
25 
BEI 
16 6 
16 6 
50 
30 76 
83 
50 
16 6 
83 
E51 
16 6 
23 07 
50 
%W 
16 6 
Z score 
2 68 
112 
434 
11 23 
9^ 20 
4 0741 
4 79 
0 53 
5 72 
8 24 
7 13 
7 86 
1 24 
4 22 
2^ 18 
4 06 
8 71 
0 82 
1 07 
714 
1145 
10 86 
0 42 
1 27 
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cii-cumna\agating the need for the un-parsimonious log-hyperboUc model for use in 
sediihentaiy classification. Sedimentology has a large body of work based on graphical 
measuries [Barthdldy et al., 2007] for a number of different tjTpes of sedimentary 
environments, so it would seem counter-productive to resort to models with more 
pai-ameters for individual or sets of samples where ordinary graphical measures would 
do. The Craig diagi-aiii has not enjoyed widespread popularity amongst sedimentologists 
for classification purposes, and it would appear it could warrant further employment, 
however it will not in isolation reveal any further information on why distribution shapes 
change with- relation to hydrodynamic and morphodynamic forcing on beaches. Such a 
situation could in theory be reahsed if a model for the changing distributional shape of 
sediment samples could be empirically (and consistently)'! related to observed changes in 
sedimentation. The only existing model to the authors knowledge that is based on 
skewmess aiid kurtosis (albeit scale and location invariant forms which do not linearly 
relate to those obtained by other means), is that of Barndorff Nielsen and Christiansen 
[1988], and this study represents the first to examine in detail the model's utility to the 
problem of detecting net sedimentation change from sedimentai-y pai-ameters. 
However, the shape triangle model has been shown to be a rather ambiguous jji-edictor 
of the net sedimentation patterns of a gravel beach oyer individual tides, with the results 
obtained producing more questions than they do answers. For example, it is unclear why 
the e parameter correlates reasonably weU with Az, consistently over three separiate data 
sets for surface samples, but not for sub-sm-face samples.. Equally, it is not clear why the 
K pai-ameter, in contrast, was found to have poor association, suggesting 'pure' or 
'gi-ain-dominated' sedimentation is of subordinate importance to 'power-law' or 
'fliud-doniinated' sedimentation. The results suggest that net positive sedimentation has 
a negative ratio of XLH/^LH^ arid a net negative sedimentation has a positive ratio of 
XLHKLH^ but that net sedimentation did not have a detectable influence on 
distributional shape, quantified for a given value of XLH by ^hH- This result is 
particulai-ly intriguing, although it is not clear what exactly 'fluid-dominated' 
sedimentation should come to mean,, since there was a consistent response in the 
relationship between e sedimentation and morphological change irrespective of changing 
wave and tide conditions. It would appear 'sedimentatibii-dominated-sedimentation' 
would thus appear to be a more appropriate name, although the feedbacks involved are 
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not readily and independently verified 
The lack of accord between net moi phological change and disturbance depths over 
individual tides with —c trends m the sub-suiface sedlmentology (Tables 8 4 and 8 5) 
suggests that a very different process is in opeiation on the sub-suiface sedlmentology 
compared with the suiface It is Hkely that the disturbance depths are controlled by the 
migiation of an active beach step, which is echoed by researcheis on steep sand beaches 
[Jackson and Nordstiom. 1993, Aniuso, 2005] It is uiihkely for such a simplistic model 
to be able to reflect the passage of such a dynamic and lapidly migrating feature for two 
main reasons Fiistly, because net moiphological cliange ovei the tide does not quantify 
well the dynamics of a featuie which can pass into and out of the system, but leave no 
net morphological tiace Secondly because the sediiiientology of the beach step is 
distinct fiom the beachface, and possibly out of'sedimentoiogical equiUibrium' [Bauer 
and Allen, 1995] The complication of mixing pre-surface sedimentolog^^ and the specific 
sedlmentology of a piopagating moiphological featuie was peihaps fai beyond the lemit 
of the net sedimentation model What is more difficult to explain is why, if —e 
sedimentation of the surface samples leflected the morphological change rathei well, the 
equivalent parameters were not reflected m the sub-surface samples relative to the DOD 
record The disturbance depth was taken as the depth to which waves and curients 
disturb the bed, m this case ovei single semi-diumal tidal cycles, deterfmned on each 
lelative to the previous bed level Therefoie, as Massehnk et al [2007] pointed out any 
net erosion ovei that tidal cycle ti unc ates the measured DOD and it is perhaps this 
which accounts foi the observed discrepancies 
Slapton IS a gi'aded baidei, but during 2006-2007 when the data used foi this section 
was sampled, significant changes m that giadient, and even reversals, were common 
(Chaptei 7) The test here was the utility of grain-size tiend models to predict 
sedimentation patterns in a S3^ steni so dynamic as a giavel beach sampled fortnightly 
Figure 8 14 showed snapshot of the alongshore trends in sedlmentology in May 2007, 
suggesting a northeily transport FB- situation (type 1). However, subsequent detailed 
application of tlie technique showed that the model was unable to systematically predict 
the likely movement of sediments at the time-scale of inteiest An undeilymg assumption 
m sediment tiend modelling is that the piobability of transpoit must increase 
monotonically as grain-size decreases [McLaien et a l , 2007] In veiy general terms, then. 
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since net northerly transport would implicate sediment sourced from the south, the 
south would be generaUy coarser than the north, and indeed that is generally true at 
Slapton. Beyond this macroscopic interpretation, however, application of the Gao and 
Collins [1992] technique to predict net sedimentation patterns betvi^ een individual 
fortnightly surveys was not successful (Tables 8.7 and 8.8), and it is interesting to 
postulate why that might have been the case. 
It could be argued that sediment trend analysis was not designed for the study site or 
substrate. Successful applications of the GSTA method have generaUy been on 
large-scale coastal systems, mainly estuai'ies. However since gradients iii parameters such 
as size and sorting were fr-equently much stroriger with distance, the suitability of the 
scale of the study site (4.5km) is perhaps not a key factor in the failure of the models. 
The Gao and Colhns [1992] method was chosen over the McLaren and Bowles [1985] 
liiethod because the former is supposed to be better suited to bi-directional current and 
sedinient transport situations. 
The likely reason for failures of sediment trend modelling in this instance are unlikely 
to be methodological: the model works on relative rather than absolute changes in 
grain-size distributions, sO the methods employed to obtain the grain parameters, as long 
as they ai-e consistent, should not affect the model's outputs. Similarly, modifications 
have been suggested to the way the characteristic distance is determined, the space over 
which sediment parameters can be mutually-affecting, some logical [Le Roiix, 1994a], 
others statistical [Lucio et al., 2006: Poizot et al., 2006]. Whilst improvements in this 
ai-ea are hkely to improve the models fi'om a theoretical .point of view, they are unhkely 
to have made a significant difference to the results obtained in this study. The "'radial' 
method of Le 'Roux [1994a], for example, is unsuitable when the ratio of the sample 
distance in the alongshore and'cross-shore is so high. As discussed in Chapter 7, 
geostatistical models, such as employed Lucio et al. [2006] and Poizot et al. [2006] would 
not have improved the vector calculations because the spatial independence in the data 
was so small (variogram sills were reached almost immediately). Siiice one would model 
sediment transport, in a serious application, based on the strength of the 
non-dimensional vector output fi-om the model, in efiect the model's outputs should be 
treated as largely qualitative, designed to substantiate claims and fill laio\yledge gaps as 
part of a multi-faceted study. Since the utility is largely qualitative, the basic premises 
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behind tlie appioach must be correct, otherwise tlieie is httle use for this class of 
modeUing 
The question of whether gravel-sized sediment is suitable for sediment trend analysis is 
periiaps much more pertinent GSTA may not suitable for gi-avel sized sediment, 
however any reason for that would not likely be methodological, since the techmques use 
onh' relative diffeiences between the gram-size paiameteis Sediment tiend techniques 
require that the sediment sample is adequately desciibed by statistical moments of its 
distribution, and whilst one cannot state with certainty that was the case, the use of 
sedimentaiy paiameters have been shown m pievious chapteis to be useful in 
sedimentary disciimination It is more likely, theiefore, any failure of GSTA simply 
because the substrate used was gravel, would be because of the fundamental transport 
behaviour of gravel in the nearshoie 
In the GSTA model, the two rules tested share an improvement m soiting in common, 
wheieas coarsenmg/fimng can co-vary with more negative/positive skewness. The 
lelationsliip between transpoit diiection and soiting is theiefoie a 'universal', and the 
connection between transpoit direction and either size or skewiiess vanes. While it is 
well established that in the direction of sediment transpoit, the sediment sortmg 
improves due to selective sorting [Krumbein. 1938, Inman, 1949], on giavel beaches the 
probability of coarse grains being deposited fiom sediment in transpoil is not necessarily 
greater than hne grains, as is demonstrated by the principle of overpassing (see chapter 
2) GSTA assumes that the probability for deposition is gieatei tor coarsei giains than 
foi fine giams. and this assumption is too simplistic for a gravel beach, wheie the 
opposite IS often the case. The fhst case tested by the GSTA model (FB-) is interpieted 
as bemg a low eneigy regime, because the sediments are fining (there is msufiicient 
enei'gy to carry coaise i sediments, which theiefore tiavel shorter distances). Detailed 
data m neither chapter 5 nor 6 would generally support such an assertion, or at least this 
IS not systematic Intuitively, and averaged over a longei term, one might find a case for 
this general statement However, the second case (CB+) is teimed the 'high eneigy' case 
because sediments coarsen in the direction of transport This situation allows coarse 
giains to be tiansported while finer gi'ains are left behind A plausible physical 
explanation is that 'armouiing' or 'oveipassing' or both, has occuried at the somce 
location, more efficiently trapping the underlying layers of finer material 
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Beach researchers ai'e less consensual with regai'ds to the changes in the size and 
skewness than they are over sorting. For exarnple, beach sediments haX'e been observed" 
to both become finer [Self, 1977] and coarser [McCave, 1978] in the direction of 
predominant transport. Individual landforms on the study site in question have been 
shown in previous chapters to be associated with particular sedimentologies, but linking 
sedimentation patterns with surface (and sub-sm'face) sedimentolog-y has proved difiicult. 
Skewness has been used to effectively disciriminate between depositional environments 
(for example the use of bi-variate diagrams of sorting versus skewness to discriminate 
beach, river and dune deposits has been explored repeatedly, [Stewart, 1958; R-iedman 
and Sanders, 1978; Friedman, 1979], yet shows little sensitivity to transport direction at 
the sedimentai-y sub-population level. The difficulties discussed by McLaren et al. [2007], 
Le Roux and-Rojas [2007], and others, are largely methodological, discussing sample 
spacing, preparation, analysis almost as if they were of'equal importance to the physical 
processes underlying the assumptions in the model. There has remains very httle 
pubhslied work which has directly, and experimentally, addressed the validity of the 
basic tenets of the models' approach. 
McLai'en and Bowles [1985] and Gao and Collins [1992] only consider cases FB- and 
CI3+ for sediment trend analysis; however, net sediment transport pathways ai'e not the 
only factor involved in generating spatial patterns in sediment characteristics. For 
example, the variation in sediment transport pathways may have a much gi'eater role. In 
addition, sediment mixing by waves has shown to be significant on Slapton, especially 
tlu'ough the passage of dynamic" features such as the step and berm. Groundwater is 
another key, but yet largely unexplored, consideration on the nature of sedunent 
assemblages on gravel beaclies. Sub-surface sediment data presented in Chapter 6 
showed that sedirnents buried at depth could be substantially different from surficial 
sediments. In fact On occasion sediments can vary more over centimetres at depth, than 
tens of metres over the surface. Consequently, net sediment transport may actually be of 
subordinate importance when compared to other factors. On the evidence of data 
presented here and in chapters 5, 6 and 7, the rules of the GSTA model axe probably too 
simplistic for apphcation on a gi'avel beach. 
The GSTA approach assigns equal importance to size, sorting and skewness 
parameters in determining the likely transport vector field. In the nearsliore, perhaps. 
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tliere has not been enough research on sediment transpoit from the viewpoint of changes 
in giain-size distributions to know whether this assumption is unreasonable, however 
what is known is that there is a non-lineai lelationship between the thiee parameters in 
a giam-size distribution Jones [1971] Flemmmg [2004], Bartholdy et al. [2007] The 
better results obtained by tieiid vectors based on soitmg alone would suggest that 
sorting should have a dominant weighting m trend \-ector models, since placing equal 
impoitance on size and skewness tends to lead to moie incorrect piedictioiis 
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8.5 Summary 
(i) The closest equivalent classification system to the log-hyperbohc shape triangle 
which uses ordinary sample moments, the Craig Diagram [Leroy, 1981], was found 
to be a potentially useful pre-indicator of log-liyperbohc model fit. 
(ii) The majority of samples were classified on a Craig diagram as 'bell shaped', and 
represented shght deviations firom Gaussimi. It was suggested that 
log-hyperbolically distributed samples plot between St=0 and Sf—-!, and thus the 
Craig diagi-am could be used as pre-indication of whether the (rather less 
parsimonious, numerically less stable and difficult to code Jensen [1988]) 
log-hyperbolic model would provide a better fit to measured size-fi'equency 
distributions of beach gravels. 
(in) The distributional forms classified by the Craig diagrain possibly map directly onto 
the parameter space of the hj^perbolic model, opening the future possibility that 
directly determining XLk aud ^[,H by fitting log-hjqserbohc distributions to data 
could be circumnavigated. However, much more work would be needed to verify 
and explore this. 
(iv) The use of the hyperbohc shape triangle as a predictor of recent net sedimentation 
on a gravel beacli when used with surface samples (but, interestingly, not 
sub-surface samples) was found to be promising in some respects, but ambiguous in 
others. 
(v) Correlations between mean morphological change and shift in mean XLH position 
over individual tides (termed TC. representing Barndorrf-Nielsen and Christiansen's 
(1988) e, or 'fluid controlled' erosion/deposition) were between 0.53 and 0.62 for aU 
tides, and between 0.57 and 0.76 for tides where net mean morphological change 
over individual tides was > ± 5cm. 
(vi) However, mean morphological change and shift in mean ^LH position over 
individual tides (termed r„, representing Barndorrf-Nielsen and Christiansen's 
(1988) K, or 'grain controlled' erosion/deposition), did not correlate weU. 
(vii) The systematic predictions made about how mean size and sorting would behave 
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under net e and K erosion/deposition were unveiified Tins aspect of the model is 
piobably too simplistic foi a neaishore eaviionment 
(vni) A paitial correlation analysis levealed that vaiiation of /c did not have an effect on 
the COI relations obseived between A 2 and —e Thus it can be confumed m tins 
study that the e and « paiameteis lespond to two different moipho-sedimentary 
processes, as stated in the model 
(ix) The fact that e eiosion/deposition coirelated well for surface samples but not 
siib-suiface samples was an inteiestmg finding It was concluded that in this 
instance the sub-suiface samples were perhaps a compound function of aiitecendeiit 
smface sedlmentology and the passage of the beach step, a secondaiy 
moiphological featuie which passed through the measurement area with eadi 
semi-diurnal tide The complication of mLxmg pre-surface sedimentologj" and the 
.specific sediinentologj' of a propagating morphological feature was peihaps far 
beyond the lemit of the net sedimentation model 
(x) The findings suggest that variations m skewness are moie useful in discerning 
moiphological change than kuitosis, m either graphical 01 location/scale-invariant 
forms, but that the bi-vaiiation of these two parameters may still deserve further 
exploratory research in a range of enviionments 
(XI) The sediment trend model was applied with less success, and this work adds to a 
growing hteiature which has called into question the utility of the technique 
[Flemming, 1988, Massehnk, 1992. Guillen and Jimenez, 1995, Massehnk et a l , 
2008] This is perhaps because the lules upon which the model is based aie too 
simplistic for apphcation on a gravel beacli 
(xii) Trend vectois based on sorting alone, however, out-perform a traditional sediment 
trend vectoi appioach This imphes that sorting should have greater weighting in 
the GSTA model 
(xiii) Kurtosis is larely used in process-based sedimentoiogical studies, especially on 
beaches, because of ambiguity surrounding its physical lelevance Consequently, no 
sediment tiend model includes kurtosis as an indicator of spatial sediment 
transport giadient A recent study by Bartholdy et al. [2007], however, has 
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suggested that the kurtosis parameter of the log-hyperbdhc distribution, ^ L / / , is 
much less sensitive than kurtosis as derived by the moments method to small and 
insigiiifica,nt changes in the size-distribution, and therefore may warrant inclusion 
into sediment trend modelhng. The appai-ent success here of a model based on the 
bi-vaxiation of kurtosis and skewness would support Bartholdy et al. [2007]'s 
findings. 
9 
DISCUSSION & SYNTHESIS 
You'll never find yom gold on a sandy beach 
Jim Steinman (1947 —), from Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad', sung by Meatloaf 
9.1 Introduction 
Coastal moipho dynamics can no longer be understood and explained as a unified and 
cohesive whole, even by specialists This is in part because the subject warrants evei 
more detailed treatments the need for deterministic explanation foices researcheis to 
specialize within sub-disciplmes of incieasmgly narrow focus to obtain satisfactory 
insights Every geneiation of coastal geomoiphoiogists has to look at the fundamental 
reseaich questions of theu discipline in the light not only of fresh and expanding 
scholarship, but of contemporaiy societal pieoccupations This study on gravel beaches 
has been earned out very much within this context, immediately before and durmg the 
course of the study, several research articles have appeared on coaise particle tiansport 
undei waves and oscillatory ^ currents, giavel beach groundwater djmamics and 
morphological change Contiibutions have been received by leading international 
jom'nals from engineers and mathematicians, as well as geomorpliologists/geologists and 
oceanogiaphers in nearly equal number They are mining a laigely untapped seam of 
scholarship not only because it is academically diaUengmg and interesting, but also 
because of a real societal need for our understanding of coarse-grain coastal depositional 
landforms to improve (related to beach nourishment, sea-level rise, and sedimentation 
prediction for logistic and miUtary puiposes - see Chapteis 1 and 2). As a scientist, it is 
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important not to be over-impressed by the volume of material pubhshed in certain 
narrow fields, where new material and enthusiasm over ideas and techniques may result 
in an intensification of detailed loiowledge without disclosing much of general interest. It 
was felt that in the field of gravel beach morphodynaniics, reseai-chers to date had 
overseen the importance of the beach's sedimentologj'^  and thus work was undertalven to 
stai't to redress this fact. 
There was another, at" present more esoteric, motivation for this study: within-beach 
trends in grain-size are often hard to discern, thus the sedimentology of secondaiy 
morphological features, and the spatial differentiation of sedimentary properties on 
beaches, remains poorly understood. Consequently, httle is known about how the 
sedimeiitology of beachfaces respond to changing sedimentation patterns thi-ough time, 
and indeed whether it is even possible to detect phase-locked responses in morphological 
and sedimeiitological change on beaches over short time-scales. It is often assumed that 
changes in sediment size and sorting (etc) are merely the product of morphological 
change or net sedimentation. Accordingly, beachface sedimentology is gi-anted little or no 
role as a forcing agent in beachface morpliodynamics, known to be dominated by strong 
feedbacks between hydrodynamic forcing and morphological change. A number of recent 
researchers, however, have postulated that significant changes in sedimerit properties in 
response to morphological change may not only be detectable, but indeed may even .have 
some morphodynamic role [e.g. Nicholson et al., 20036; GaUagher and McMahan, 2006]. 
Such ideas on gravel beaches are even older [Cai-ter and Orford, 1984; Sherman et al., 
1993], and were summarised in Chapter 2 under, the idiom 
'morpho-sedimentary-dynaiiiics'. Until now it has never, been demonstrated convincingly . 
that both, or either, temporal aiid spatial variations in sediment size are strongly related 
to morphological change. The gravel beach foreshore served as an ideal setting to 
examine this relationship, which traditionallj'- receives poor coverage in morphodynamic 
experiments. 
The thesis objectives were outhned in Chapter 1. One of the principal aims of the 
investigation was to develop a conceptual firamework wliich allowed for the possibihty 
that sedimentological characteristics have additive and/or independent controls on 
morphodynamics (Chapter 2). To do this, the cm-rent understanding and possible future 
directions of gravel beach morphodynamics and sediment dynamics had to be 
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comprehensively reviewed The study was empirically-based, and drew on data-driven 
(geo-statistical/phenomenological) models (Chapter 1) to uncovei any relationships 
between morpliodynamics and sediment dynamics Both gravel beach sedimentoiogical 
and morphological changes are ultimately foiced by hydiodjiiaimc conditions, so 
data-driven models should not alias hydiodjmamic forcing Previous efforts m this area 
therefoie would have interpolated sediment and morphological data has to be to the 
frequency of the hydiodynamic data Howevei by doing so the basic question could not 
be answeied, tlierefoie this study lequired mtormation on both morphological and 
sedimentoiogical change at a comparable resolution and sample frequency In order to do 
this, the development of methodologies which enable the quantification ot sediment 
characteristics fiom digital images of the bed (Chapter 4) was crucial, thus a lot of time 
was devoted to methodological advances in tliis area, as well as pioper validation and 
sensitivity proceduies. Morphological change and sediment dynamics on a giavel beach 
were investigated at tliiee bioad scales, each ot which are detailed in separate chapteis (5 
to 7) The final objective was to establish a hnlc between beachface sediments and 
morphological change Whilst this has aheady been a consistent theme thioughout the 
thesis, individual chapters have discussed the relatior^hip only in terms of the temporal 
and spatial scale relevant to the chapter In this chaptei, an attempt is-made to 
integiate observations of the i elationship between moi phological and sedimentoiogical 
change over all scales studied, as well as discuss the potential miphcations of them 
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Sediment size has been invoked to partially explain the development of gravel beach 
features such as the beim [Masselmk and Li , 2001. Austin and Masselink, 2006a], and 
cusps [Sheiman et a! , 1993]. The observed persistence of coarse sediments at the step 
[Miller and Ziegler, 1958: Bauer and Allen, 1995] would also suggest that sediinent size 
has moipho dynamic implications in the legion of wave breaking. Indeed, pievious 
studio have suggested that sediment size and morphological change have a co-vaiiabihty 
wluch may reinforce individual distinct morphological featmes, and sediment transpoit 
characteristics through those features, through feedback processes [Sherman et al., 1993-
Tolman, 1994, Rubin and Topping, 2001]. Howevei, it is unclear from previous beach 
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morphodynamic studies whetlier morphological change (or net sedimeiitation pattern), 
leaves a sedimentological imprint. Liu and Zarilld [1993] and MasseUnk et al. [2007] 
found no such relationship on sand beaches, whilst Medina et al. [1994] and Bartholdy 
et al, [2002, 2005] did claim such an association. This uncertainty is in spite of the 
common practice of inferring gradients in sediment transport directions froin the spatial 
arrangement of gi-ain-size sta.tistics [McLaren and-Bowles, 1985; Gao and Collins, 1992]. 
There is disagreernent between those authors who believe that changes in grain-size do 
not remain correlated through time [Davis, 1985; Liu and Zarillo, 1993; Masselink et al., 
2007], and those that believe there to be a temporal correlation or 'persistence' in 
sedimentary data [Losada etal., 1992]. The intermediate case is that morphological 
change results in a spatial variability in gi-ain-size which displays temporal persistence, 
but that these are stochastic variations, about a 'master' (or time-averaged) gradn-size 
distribution [Medina et a l , 1994; Guillen and Palanques, 1996]. The latter two cases 
potentially allow grain-size characteristics to have a morphodynamic role, in order to 
partially explain morphological change. 
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Figi 9.1 Sediment size (upper right) and sediment sorting (upper left) as a function of nor­
malised active beach cross shore distance (increasing seawards). Data from the surveys 
taken over individual tidal cycles. On upper panels, solid lines show the mean of data per 
normalised cross-shore location, increasing seawards. Bottom panel: the relationship 
between mean cross-shore sorting and mean cross-shore size. 
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According to Figure 9.1; spatial trends can be obtained at ielati\'ely short timescales 
The trends are not consistent between surveys (sediment size, foi example, was finest in 
the mid-foreshoie on three occasions but coarsest during the othei smvey - Figuie 9 1, 
top left), but the relationship between the spatial trend m mean size and-tlie spatial 
trend m mean sorting is usually good (Figure 9 1, bottom) However, cleai tiends are 
apparent in neither sediment size noi sorting, over the time-scale of one yeai (suiveyed 
eveiy foitnight, Figme 9 2) or over one sprng-spring tidal cycle (surveyed eveiy low tide 
Figure 9 3) Hends aie not appaieiit as a fimction of absolute cioss-shoie distance either 
(not shown) Other studies based on very large numbei of samples have also found a 
smprismg lack of aross-shoie tiends on gravel beaches [e g Gleason et a l , 1975: Jennings 
and Shulmeister, 2002] and mixed-sand-gravel beaches [eg McLean. 1970]. The 'master' 
gram-size distiibution for Slapton (time-aveiaged - see Figures 9 2 and 9 3) shows veiy 
little spatial stiucture, m marked contiast to snniiai curves found for sandy 
emdronments [e g Medina et al , 1994, Guillen and Hoekstia, 1997] Since Slaptoii is 
maciotidal, the sediment size must be viewed as a function of normalised active beacli 
location (zeio and one being the landward and seawaid limits, respectively, of the 
intcrtidal profile on the survey day) 
On the available evidence, therefoie, not only is the '^ai'iation in grain-size considerable 
on Slapton (the standaid deviation is often close to the mean), but it isn't even a 
stochastic fluctuation about a 'mastei' gram-size distiibution which shows any clear 
spatial structure Guillen and Hoekstra [1997] and Li et al [2006] termed the 
temporally-averaged gram-size distribution the 'equilibiium' curve (to be determined 
usmg > 1 yeai data), and it was interpieted as vaiying as a function of average 
hydrodynamic conditions at each location They believed that this signatuie can be used 
to piedict the cross-shore redistiibutioi^ that would be the lesult of a beach 
nouiishment The same equdibrium curve has not been found at Slapton for mean size 
or any percentile of the distiibution [e g Medina et al 1994], possibly because the tide 
smooths any spatial trends, or perhaps because the beach is as dependent on alongshore 
as cioss-shoie sediment transpoit piocesses Both could explain why trends are more 
readily discerned over shorter time periods 
The tendencies for incieasing grain-size up the beach face m the landward direction 
reported by some authors [eg Bascom, 1951, Shepard, 1963; McLean and Kirk, 1969, 
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Fig. 9.2 Sediment size (Dso, left panel) and sorting (a, right panel) as a function of normalised 
active beach cross shore distance (increasing seawards). Data from the fortnightly sur­
veys taken over one, year. Solid and dashed lines show the mean and standard deviation, 
respectively, of data per normalised cross-shore location. 
Slrete, Spring 2007 Strete, Spring 2007 
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Normalised cross-shore distance, acUve beach Nomialised cross-shore distance, active beach 
Fig. 9.3 Sediment .size (left panels) and sediment sorting (right panels) as a function of nor-
rnalised active beach cross shore distance (iricreasirig seawards). Data from the twice-daily 
surveys taken over two spring-spring tidal cycles. On upper panels, circles represent sur­
face samples, and squares represent sub-surface samples. Solid and dashed lines show the 
mean and standard deviation, respectively, of data per normalised cross-shore location. 
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Horn, 1992] have not been fomid m this study. Instead, the cross-shore profile of 
sediment was highly variable, so much so that it is difficult to say what the tj'pical 
cioss-shore prolile of sediment size should be. Researcheis have always assumed they 
can, theoretically oi at least heunstically, account for spatial tiends and changes in 
gram-size sorting Models foi gram soitmg tend to be of the 'equihbiium' tjnpe, i e. that 
every gram-size has a cioss-shore location wheie it is m equihbnum with the conditions 
there Miller and Zieglei [1958] developed a model foi giam-size sortmg on a sand beach 
which assumed that the smallest particles are entrained longest, therefoie travel the 
fuithest, leaving a lag deposit seawaids to the breakers of lucieasing sediment size As 
has already been discussed, the assumption that the fmest travel fmthest may also be 
•^ dolated on gravel beaches, which peihaps partially accounts for the geneial failure of the 
sediment trend modelling in Chaptei 8 
Notably, the diffeience between the mean and standard deviation, as expressed as a 
percentage of the mean (coefficient of vaiiation - note that the mean and standaid 
deviation have the same units so a comparison between D^o and 0 is valid) is alwaj s 
much smaller for sorting than that foi sediment size Sortmg is perhaps a more useful 
parameter than size foi identifying lecent tieiids in sedimentation, borne out by the 
E O F analysis m Chapter 6, and peihaps in the abihty to use the spatial giadients in 
sorting to find reasonable association with directional tiends m sediment tiansport 
(Ghaptei 8) The idea that sorting may be a bettei indicator of morphodynamic 
processes echoes the sentiments of Bagnold [1954] and Bagnold and Barndoiff Nielsen 
[1980a] who stated that it is the relative abundance of particles in different size fiactions 
that IS moie impoitant m sedimentation 
The relationship between beachface morpliodynamics, sedlmentology and wave 
'energy' is scale-dependent The greatest degi'ee of morphological change on a gravel 
beach over a relativelj'- large scale is not iiecessaiily found where the most energy occuis 
just hke on sand beaches [eg Massehnk et a l , 2007] For example, in Chapter 7, the 
most amount of energy on Slapton over the study year should have been at Torcross at 
the southern end. under the influence of the piedommantly south-westerly waves 
[Holmes, 1975]. However, the greatest amount of both change and eiosion was m the 
centre of the beach, because of the dominance in alongshore tiansport piocesses ovei this 
time-scale. Equally, on a shoitei time-scale, the secondary moi phological features are 
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Fig. 9.4 Relationship between sedimentary parameters. Left panels: all samples collected at a 
frvquency of minutes to hours, right panels: all samples collected at a freciuenty of & 
weeks. The r-value quoted is an ordinary (linear) correlation coefficient. The dashed hor­
izontal and vertical lines represent the mean values. The area within the contoured dashed 
lines represents the parameter space where at least £0% of observations plot, based on the 
joint probability distrihdion. 
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not necessarily associated with the gieatest amount of eneigj' Cusps and berms, for 
example, being associated with times and spaces, respectively, of lelatively low eneigy, 
and steps bemg associated with gieatei wave energj'- Mean size is expected to increase 
commensurately with eneigy [eg Bascom, 1951, Ingle, 1966, King, 1972], although not 
always [e g Engstrom, 1974] The scdimentology of Slapton is sinulaiiy ambiguous with 
regards to energy the coarsest section of the beach dmmg 2006-07 was the one 
associated with gieatest net depletion The coarsest regions of the beach duiing the 
short-teim experiments (Chapter 5) weie the step and berm Durmg the fortnightly 
campaigns (Chaptei 6), the beach pithei fined undci relatively laige waves (as m the 
Strete 2007 data set), oi coarsened (eg Slapton 2005 data set). 
The difference between the relationships found between size and sorting over relatively 
short (Figure 9 4, top left) and relatively long (Figure 9 4, top right) time-scales is 
probably due to the fact that the shorter-term measuiements include both breaker zone 
and iiitertidal sediments, thus including sediments bom the step which has been shown 
to be quite a distinct sedimeutaiy environment (Chaptei 5) Interestingly the 
relationship between soiting and skewness, overall the strongest, is similai uiespective of 
scale (Figure 9-4, bottom panels) 
This study has shown that the relationship between morphologj", or moiphological 
change and sedimeiitologj', peihaps has a relationship that cannot be expiessed by 
aveiages It has also gone some way to show, based on a number of very large data sets, 
that if there is any iiioipho-sedimentary co-vaiiatioii on gravel beaches such as Slapton, 
it IS distinctly non-lincar in character Suificiarsediment size has been shown to be a 
highly stochastic vaiiable In the past, leseaichers have attributed the laige degiee of 
sedimentaiy variability thej- have observed to either anthropogenic influences [e g 
Guillen and Palanques, 1996], or because of the vaiiable influence of sediment supply [e g 
Engstrom, 1974; Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002] On Slapton the absence of a 'supplj-' 
issue, seTisu stncto, may be substituted by alongshore redistributions of material 
Tlus sedimentary variation may impose another layer of nonlmeanty to 
cross-shoie-dominated beach moiphodjaiamics m the short-term Alternatively, it may 
be an emergent pioperty of the morphodynamic system It may or may not have 
practical impoitance to moiphodynamic models ot beach change On the one hand then, 
because of the variability of surficial gram-size on Slapton (naturally a relatively well 
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sorted gravel beach - see Chapter 3). the sampling resolution, at aU scales studied, may 
have built lip a picture which is a gi'oss parody of the real case. This might imply that 
even the number of samples taken may not have been enough to characterise the beach, 
or in other words, aliasing has occurred. The principle of diminishing returns may also 
applj', in that there comes a point where taking more samples does not give the sampler 
a commensurate increase in knowledge. Indeed, it would be valid to say that s/he just 
widens his/her error bars. However, without taking so many samples, how would one 
know how capricious the surficial sediment size is? That consistent patterns in time and 
space did not arise does show the stochasticity of surficial sedirnentology, and in itself 
may be an important demonstration. For example, it does yield a robust average and 
associated variation around the mean, which is useful for modelling (see this chapter's 
final section). 
Hardly airy sedimentological paper has dealt with the topic of errors in sediment 
sampling and ahasing, partly because the data sefs required ai'e not extensive enough. 
This topic has recently been highlighted by Hartmann [2007] as being crucial for further 
work, but he makes the important point that in order to know how many samples are 
required for a given area and environment, a certain relationship between the population 
of gi-ains and the processes in operation upon them must be assumed a priori. The same 
point was made by Ferguson and Paola [1997] in reference to sampling of fluvial gravels, 
and it is not easih' circumna^^gated. 
Chapter 7 compared modelled net annual longshore sediment rates at Slapton between 
1999 and 2002 [Chadmck et al., 2005] with rates derived from the measured profile 
record. The modelled rates tended to be greater than the 'measured' rates by up tp 
several orders of magnitude. The failm-e of the model in this instance were perhaps due 
to an inappropriate characterisation of grain-size, but it is more likely in this case that 
the failures were due to not calibrating.the model, or inappropriate characterisation of 
the physics of coai'se-grain transport, or due to a compound modeUing problein, thus 
propagation of errors. Oiie might argue, oir the gi-ounds of regression to the mean, that a 
constant grain-size is more appropriate when it has been shown that gi-ain-size is so 
stochastic. The problems ai-ise when you get that mean wrong and, in many ways 
unfortunately, the more samples you take the better that characterisation is going to be. 
However, a constant grain-size is not better than a perfect characterisation of grain-size 
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at all spatial and temporal scales when sediment transport is a non-linear function of 
sediment size Models should be mpioved to incorporate such information 
That suiface sediment size is such a stochastic parameter which appears to pooily 
preserve a record of lecent hydro- oi morphodynamic piocesses might be a 
'mixed-blessmg' for coastal managers who seek a lepiesentative gram-sizc foi beach 
nouiishment projects Beach iiouiishment is impoitant and on the increase, especially 
foi coaise-giamed shorelines pKomar, 2007] The anticipated demand of England and 
Wales for the peiiod 1995 to 2015 was estimated at 209M m^ of gravel and 224M m^ of 
sand [Hanson et a l , 2002] A crucial part of the design piocess is to determine suitability 
of beach ftll material - which sediment do wo dredge, how much to we dump and how 
fiequently [Stauble, 2007, Finkl et a l , 2007]? Models are required which wih both 
predict the hkely volumes of boiiow mateiial lequired for the desired level of stoim 
protection, and the suitability of the borrow material (i e how stable it will be m a 
given eiiviioiiment) The suitabihty ot the boiiow mateiial depends strongly on its 
sedimentology, i e. the collective propeities of the sediment sucli as size (median size, but 
also the giain-size distribution) and soiting, density, etc This is primaiily because 
sediment transport processes are selective The little information on natural variability 
of sedimentoiogical pioperties of beaches, against which the characterisation of native 
beach sediment can be made to mfoim the suitability of borrow mateiial is cuiiently, 
and understandably, peiceived as being problematic [Horn and Walton, 2007] 
However this study, drawing on moie than SOOO sediment samples over a range of time 
and spatial scales, has shown that the natural variability is enormous In brief, theie are 
non-lmeai' and inconsistent lelationships between sedimentaiy paiameteis. theie is no 
spatial structure in sedimentaiy parameters when time-aveiaged, and theie is little 
consistent temporal lesponse when aveiaged over space, with respect to morphological 
change and hydiodynaimc forcing It may mean that, on beaches simiiai to the study 
site, assessing the suitability of the boriow material in relation to the indigenous 
material may be an impossible task without modelling the likely temporal change m 
sedimentologj'^ , at pieseiit beyond the state of the ait. Alternatively, it may mean that 
the sensitivity of the transport of beach sediment to its various sednnentological 
chaiacteiistics may be of suboidmate importance to gravel beach fills compared with 
artifiual sand beacli replenishment. Since the sedlmentology natmally varies so niucli, it 
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may be argued that relatively poor matches may be subsumed into the sj'stem, and 
detection of adverse changes as a result of the artificial material would be difficult, being 
within the envelope of liatmal variabihty. Whichever viewpoint is foiind to be correct in 
the fulhiess of time in the context of coarse-grain beach recharge, this studj-- has gone 
some way to both increase the potential accuracy and reduce the margin for error in 
finding a stable beach fill material. 
9.31 Sediment size and beacli gradient 
There are few sites and studies which have enough sediment samples to determine a 
'master' grain-size. However, the relationship between the spatial variation in sediment 
size (some measure of central tendency) and beach slope is well documented, both in the 
field [Krumbein, 1938; Inman, 1953; Davis, 1985] and simulated in the laboratory 
[Bagnold, 1940]. This association is apparent on beaches of all sedimentary composition 
[Bascom, 1951; Shepard, 1963; McLean and Kkk, 1969; Horn, 1992; Hegge, 1994]. 
Indeed, the relationship between median sediment size and beachface slope is considered 
a fundamental principle of beach morphodynamics [Bascom, 1951; Sunanmra, 1984; 
Komar, 1998], and in one study [Bagnold, 1940] it was found that slope of the foreshore 
depended only on the size of beach material. 
The relationships between median sediment size and active intertidal beachface 
gradient (the gradient of the beachface from strand to shoreline on a given survey) are 
shown in Figures 9.5 and .9.6, for the fortnightly (Chapter 7) and twice-daily (Chapter 6) 
data sets, respective^. The fortnightly data set is shown both as the mean median 
sediment size versus gi-adient per profile (13) per survey (24): Figm-e 9.5 (left) shows 
that there is not a clear relationship. The same is true of smaller spatial subunits, e.g. 
lower foreshore and upper foreshore (not shown). This means that, at this time/spatial 
scale, the slope of the beach cannot impart information on- its sedinient size. Likewise, if 
you go to the beach on aiiy given day and take a representative sample of the foreshore, 
it will give you httle information about the beachface slope. A clearer relationship was 
found when the record fi-pm each profile line was averaged over time, to yield a size-slope 
relationship for each alongshore location (Figure 9.5, right). The association was 
positive, in accordaiice with the literature and, although not strong, was close to the 
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curve published by Shepaid [1963] foi coarse beaches, which indicates that Slapton is not 
an unusual giavel beacli when sufRcient aveiagmg takes place It is possible that a range 
of gram-sizes can give similai slopes, since the curve m the right panel of Figuie 9 5 is 
fairly flat, and the range of slopes encountered m the left panel is only 3-4 .^ The data 
also suggest that at time-scales shorter than one yeai, beach slopes are not m 
equihbiimn with the sediment size It is by no means a well-founded assumption that 
slope is the dependent variable, as depicted m Figuie 9 5, howevei noting that grain-size 
the more stochastic paiametei of the two it might be reasonably assumed that the 
change m slope ovei time is associated with a set of foicmg conditions including size, but 
only at some lag 
Fig. 9 5 The relatzonship between sediment sue and slope Data from the fortnightly surveys 
(Chaptei 7) Left panel plots individual aoss-shore piojUe gradients veisus mean median 
sediment size Right panel plots this data fiom each cross-shore profile, averaged through 
time Solid hne on right panel shows the relationship obtained by Shepard [1963] 
The tempoial structure of the correlations between median size and mtertidal giadient 
were explored, by taking the (24-point) time-seues of mean median size and slope, each 
cioss-shore, of each regulai smvey line, and computing the corielation between them 
The time-series were then divided into three, and the correlations foi each segment were 
again computed The lesults, m Table 9 1, show that moie corielations significantly 
difterent fi-om zero (shaded values) aie found when the time-series is broken down into 
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smaller periods. The statisticaU5- significant associations during the first eight surveys, 
over the winter of 2006-07, showed a generally positive relationship between size and 
slope. The second, over the spring, were mainly negative. The third, over the summer 
and early autumn, were again negative. Fifteen out of fifty-two correlations were 
significantj and the majority of th&se came from the 2nd set of eight surveys. 
Tab. 9.1 Correlations between intertidal gradient and median sediment size 
km 0 .25 .5 .75 1 1.25 • 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 •2.5 2.75 3. 
• all 0.04 0.11 -0.20 -0.17 -0.19 -0.17 0.10 -0.25 -0.0-19 -0.21 -0.10 0.038 
1st eight 0.22 -0.058 0;04 0.27 0.23 -0.077 0.33 -0.'33 -0.21 
2nd eight IS3 -0.15 -0.22 0.19 ESI. -0.32 -0.05 0.28 
3rd eight -0.11 0.33 -0.28 -0.24 -0.15 -0.12' -0.069 -0.09 -0.22 -0.11 
An identical analysis was carried out between sediment sorting and gradient, as seen m 
Table 9.2. Again, the statisticalty significant relationships have been shaded; and it is 
clear that, like with sediment size, better relationships ai'e obtained when the year-long 
time-series is segmented into three distinct epochs. Sixteen out of fifty-two correlations 
were significant, and unlike sediment size, the majority came from the first and third set 
of surveys. Generally, therefore, when there was a significant association between 
sediment size and slope, there wasn't between sediment sorting and slope, and vice-versa. 
The statistically significant associations during the first eight surveys, over the winter of 
2006-07, showed a generally negative relationship between sorting and slope. The 
second, over the spring, were mainly positive. The third, over the summer and early 
autumn, were again positive. 
Tab. 9.2 Correlations between interiidal gradient and median soiiing 
km 0 .25 .5 .75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2'.25 2.5 2.75 3 
all -0.058 -0.10 -0.13 -0.004 -0.059 0.047 -0.34 -0.159 -0.004 0.13 -0.045 0.14 
1st eight -0.27 -0.23 -0.24' -0.074 • -0.32 -0.14 
2nd eight -0.36 • -0.31 -0.27 -0.15 0.19 -0.003 0.13 -0.068 0.48 0.2S -0.34 
3rd eight -0.03 -0.15 ESQ E S I Ed 0.02 0.10 0.36 0.34 0.31 
A partial correlation analysis of sediment size and slope, accounting for sediment 
sorting, was performed and the results are shown in Table 9.3. Twentyrthree out of 
fifty-two correlations showed partial ^dependence, as defined by a reduction in correlation. 
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by at least 0 05 (shaded) Ten out of the oiigmal fifteen statistically significant size-slope 
associations showed partial dependence on sortmg, which coiroborates the findings of 
McLean and Kuk [1969] legardmg the influence of sortmg on size-slope lelationships 
Tab. 9.3 Partial correlations between mtertidal gradient median size, with the influence of median 
soiiing 
km 0 25 5 75 1 1 25 1 5 1 75 2 2 25 25 2T5 3 
311 0 03 0 10 EES -0 18 -0 21 -0 17 -0 a -0 26 -0 OG -0 47 -0 22 -0 073 
Ist eight 0 19 -0 10 ES3 -0 09 0 54 0 SI 
2lid eight -0 14 0 45 -0 33 -0 60 -0 16 -0 i-s 
Jtd eight ESI 0 4-1 -0 22 -0 54 -0 20 -0 12 -0 04 -D 11 ESI 
The consistent theme thus fai is that size-slope lelationships aie stronger at shorter 
tune-scales, and tins was fmthci voiificd by a correlation analysis perfoimed on the 
twice-daily survey data set. Figure 9.6 plots each of the four data sets which are the 
subject of Chaptei 6 The difference between sub-suiface and surface mean median 
sediment size and mtertidal giadient was negligible In general, the coarser the beachface 
the stionger the relationship between size and slope, although the relationship could be 
eithei positive (e g the Stiete 2007 data sets), oi negative (the Slapton 2005 data set) 
That associations can be found between size and slope at a relatively large spatial and 
temporal scale (Figuie 9 5, iight) and at a lelatively small spatial scale and tempoial 
sampling fiequency (Figme 9 6), but not leadily at an mteimediate samphng fiequency 
(every two weeks, Figuie 9 5 left panel), is interesting It may be that, at a sample 
fiequency of eveiy spring low tide Slapton, as two-dimensional and convex in piofile as 
any gravel beach, is dominated hy net clianges m alongshoie sediment transport This 
may account for the general breakdown in typical size-slope lelationships at this 
time-scale At shorter sampling frequencies, the measured profile is hkely to dominated 
by cross-shore sediment tianpoit but net alongshore sedimentation may be small 
Similarly, when data is aveiaged through time the influence of alongshore sediment 
ledistributions may be neghgible (note, however, that it may be responsible foi the 
scatter obseived at both time-seal^) 
Note that this is not the first study to find a negative association between sediment 
size and mtei tidal slope, but on sand beaches these can ordmaiily be attributed to either 
very low energy or lacustiine enviionnients [e g Engstrom, 1974, Cunningham and Fox, 
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Fig. 9.6 The relationship between mean median sediment size and slope. Data from the twice-daily 
profiles (Chapter 6). The circles and squares for the 'Slrete £007' data set represent sur­
face and sub-surface samples, respectively. Dashed line shows the relationship obtained 
by Shepard [1963]. 
1974] or the presence of heavy minerals in significant quantities [Dubois, 1972]. Perhaps 
more pertinent to this study is that the same conclusions were reached by Jennings and 
Shulmeister [2002], which is one of the few studies to systematicaUy review aird compai'e 
coarse-gi-ain beaches in this respect. They found that, based on 42 gravel and 
mixed-sand-gravel beaches studied, there was no statistically significant relationship 
between beach slope and grain-size in either the swash zone, or an average of the 
intertidal profile. However, when only the pure gravel beaches were taken info account, 
they did find a significant positive association, and based on fewer surveys and sanaples, 
and a smaller range of sizes, than presented here. 
The unusual response at Slapton may be because the foreshore doesn't systematically 
become flatter when eroding and steeper when building up. Often, the reverse is the case 
because net positive sedimentation not associated with berm building has a tendency to 
be uniform over the iiitertidal profile, or even increase seawards. Likewise, under erosive 
conditions, cut-back lower on the profile (sometimes with accretion at the top of the 
profile) tends to accentuate slopes. Longshore transport, which priiiiarilj'- occurs in the 
swash zone of coai'se beaches [Van Wellen et al., 2000], may be of greater importance to 
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the maintenance of the distinct two-dimensionality found on puie giavel beaches such as 
Slapton at an inteimediate time-scale (between 12 hours and 12 months) Since 
longshore transpoit piimarily occuis m the swash, tidal range, translation rate and wave 
set-up will have dominant roles to play Alongshore tiansport serves to either supply or 
remove material to the cioss-shorc profile of intoicst, but in such a way as the removal 
takes place uniformlj' acioss the profile Sheiman and Noidstrom [1985] term this 
process 'swash grazing', but wheieas on sand beaches this can lead to scarping and steep 
slopes, on gravel beaches, because of the strength of individual backwashes under the 
influence of stcopei slopes it loads to moio spatially-unifoim sedimentation patterns 
(theieby controlling the slope) Thus, in the short-tcim, cross-shore transpoit processes 
aie thought to account foi the existence and cioss-shore location of secondaiy 
morphological features such as the beim and step, but alongshoie sediment tiansport 
processes may be responsible foi the gioss sediment supply, and thus the slope of the 
foieshore at time-scales greater than one tidal peiiod 
An alternative hypothesis foi the bieakdown of the size-slope lelationship in this study 
concerns the near-surface stratigraphy A given cross-shore profile may be steep but fine 
because its core is primarily composed of coarse material and the surface fines sampled 
aie just a veneer. Chapter 6 showed how sediment size on the suiface was not necessaiiiy 
a reflection of that at depth Vaiiable sediment size with depth may also modify the 
hydrauhc properties of the beach The sub-surface generally moie positivelj'^  skewed 
than the smface, may even be on average coarser than the surface, and thereby may 
have a gieater tendency to fastei convey water acting under seawards-directed hydiaulic 
giadients (especially in lagoon-backed barriers such as Slapton) At piesent the effects of 
these baiiiei-scale vaiiations m groundwater on toieshoie profiles is largely unknown 
[Isla and Bujalesky, 2005] 
9^1 Spatial differentiation of sediment propeities, and sediment tiansport 
gradients 
Fluid forces on beaches drive sediment tiansport gradients which result in different 
spatial sedimentation rates, and hence morphological change Since thresholds for 
sediment entiainment vary as a function of particle size, and possibly by the latio of 
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particle size to bed roughness [Wiberg and Smith, 1987; Wilhams and Caldwell, 1988; 
Rubin and Topping, 2001], it has been commonly assumed that the detailed features of a 
sediment size-frequency distribution may be used to infer information about the relative 
fluid forces acting upon the sediment. The hope is that a better understanding of the 
changes which occm* in size distributions in one location (and relatively over space) 
during cj'^ cles of erosion, transport and deposition, would shed rnore light on the 
underlying processes of sediment transport (our current understanding of which-is 
largely empirically based). That systematic grain-size and sorting patterns are 
associated with secondary morphological features such as berms [Masselink and Li, 2001; 
Austin and Masselink, 2006a], steps [Bauer and Allen, 1995], ripples [Doucette, 2002; 
Gallagher et al., 2003], and cusps [Longuet Higgins and Pai-ldn, 1962; Sherman et al., 
1993], is therefore tantahsing, and suggests that the processes which drive changes in net 
sedimentation may be reflected in the sedimentology, if only the correct tools could be 
found to find such an association. 
One would expect net morphological change to be reflected in the sedimentologj'^  of a 
beachface if finite and constant gi-bss volmnes ai-e assumed, i.e. under relatively short 
time-scales, where recently displaced sediments in areas of net sedimentation gains ar-e 
equal and opposing in number to those recently displaced from areas of net 
sedimentation losses. Two additional requirements are that probabihty mass over the 
size range of the sediment population is preserved, and the spatial gi-adient in 
sedimentation parameters across the locality where net sedimentation is zero was 
negligible prior to the resulting morphological change. Spatial sorting by size or other 
properties which was in perfect accordance with spatial net sedimentation patterns 
would manifest if source areas supplied only grains of a certain type to sink areas, thus 
the gradient in that sediment property or suite of sedhnentary parameters, termed 
'grading', would perfectly reflect the sediment transport gradient. 
On beaches, spatial patterns in net sedimentation can be variable as a result of 
sediment convergence and divergence, and where sediment transport gradients operate in 
every direction, and over multiple scales [Masselink et al., 2008]. Thus the ideahsed 
situation outhned above is compounded bj'^  sediment transport gradients operating at the 
same scale but in different directions, for example under wave-induced transport, and 
under current-inducedtransport. As a result, research into the sedimentological reflection 
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of moiphological change over time is contiadictory Some authors have repoited that it 
IS difficult to detect and predict moipho-sedimentary lelationships on beaches over slioit 
(sub-lunar tidal cycle) time-scales [Stubblefield et al., 1977 Hoin, 1992: Liu and Zarillo, 
1993 MasseHnk et a l , 2007], whilst otheis have found such a lelationship [Guillen and 
Hoekstra, 1997 Medina et a l , 1994] It should not assumed that such lelationships exist 
without proper verification, as in a recent papei [Li et al 2006] 
The results from the sediment tieiid analyses found that the sediment tiend model of 
Gao and Collins [1992] failed to piedict observed sediment transpoit directions 
However, a model based pmely on the improvment in soiting woiked bettei Tins is 
probably because sediment size can become eithei coarser m the dhection of net 
tianspoit, for example by the overpassing of coaiser grains due to relative boundaiy 
layei protrusion [Cair. 1969], the piefential removal of fines elsewhere [Gieenwood and 
Xu, 2001, Massefink et al.,'2007], oi through percolation losses [Massehnk and Li , 2001], 
or finer in the diiection of net tiansport due to size-thieshold winnowing or because of 
the input of fines from elsewliere, foi example firom inherited tuibulence [Gieenwood and 
Davidson Arnott, 1972, Jackson et a l , 2004]. Indeed, sand beaches have been shown to 
both coarsen [c g. Guillen and Palanques, 1996] and fine [o g ^ '^lnkelmolen and Veenstra, 
1980] as a result of storms In short, theie aie no lules with respect to size common to 
all types of beach Sorting, on the othei hand, does tend to impiove in the diiection of 
tiansport 
In some respects the pioblem is finding the .smallest scale at which systematic changes 
in beachface sedimentologj'' reflect those of sedimentation and hydiodynamic forcmg, 
where the natmal variation of giam-size parameters is usually much gieatei than either 
In general, the conclusions of Nordstiom [1977] and Masselmk et al [2007] still apply 
the diffeiences amongst beaches with icspect to surface sedlmentology are nevei as 
conspicuous as one might logically deduce 
The distribution of gram-sizes on a gravel beach may not be repr^entative for some 
specific mean or steady hydrodynamic conditions This may be because there is no 
time-integrated response to hydiodynamic and sediment transport piocesses affecting 
the sediment pioperties, or because the sediments aie inadequately paiametensed to 
reflect the Ilydrodynamic and/oi sediment transport climate Equally, it could be that 
the environment on a macrotidal gravel beach is too changeable, or that theie is a 
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certain amount of 'memory' iii the sedimentary system which induces reponse at some 
lag. What is clear is- that, where so many size fractions are available, and they are 
interacting in some complex way through non-linear and even 'granular-controlled' 
sediment transport processes, the fundamental laws-governing the sorting patterns 
obtaiiied are imperfectly known. 
9.5 Future Work and Implications for Modelling 
Complex patterns have been observed in the sedimentologj'' of a gravel beach at a, 
number of scales. The internal valuation of various sedimentological parameters has been 
shown to be (perhaps sm-prisingty) high and relationship between sedimentological and 
morphodynaniics is highly three-dimensional, dissipative, and non-linear. Currently, 
there are no models able to replicate their development, although a first approximation 
would require something to be said about the relationship between the 'triad' of 
sedinient patchiness, hydrodynamic forcing, and morphological chsmge. This study 
resolved to document the spatial and temporal patterns in sedimentary parameters at a 
number of over-lapping scales, in order to elucidate the nature of the vai'iability and 
change, which should find utility informing future models of sedimentological change. 
Data-driven (statistical, possibly site-specific) models, such as C C A , EOFs, and 
parametric-probabihstic models, were used in order to uncover associations between the 
triad. Whilst the sedimentary time-series were always noisy and highly variable, the 
results alluded to the fact that underneath a lot of randomness there was an associative 
signal, thus the sedimentolog}'' of a gravel beach may be, admittedlj' perhaps some way 
in the future, modelled deterministically. Fm-ther work in this area should in.clude a 
move towards more generic, process-driven models. 
Many short-medium term morphological models in widespread usage for beaches solve 
the so-called 'initial value problem', which treat waves as random and morphological 
developments as being sensitive to initial bed configurations and as some function of the 
previous state. Currently, the approximations and assumptions for pai-ameterisihg 
sediment transport and .morphological change under such a framework are poorly 
resolved compared to those for-the hydrodynamic field. Equipped with the insight 
revealed by the present study (i.e. the inherent non-linearity and lack of auto-regression 
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m the sediment dynamics), the modeller of gravel beach sedimentation and 
sedimentology may not decide to adopt such an approach, arguing that another layer of 
complexity (the sediment dynamics) may produce non-hnkable set of sub-processes. 
Setting a 'boundary-layer problem' and modeUmg moiphological and sedimentaiy 
change as a function of random external forcmg rathei than given some estimate of 
cuirent conditions, may m the first instance be ot gieatei utihty to coastal management 
The implication is that that modelling mter-beach sedinientological variability may be 
able to predict the inevitability of an event but not its timing The modellers' decision is 
intimately hnked with scale 
10 
CONCLUSIONS 
... No-one promised this when I was a kid .. 
Kicking pebbles on a beacli, 
When time couldn't reach me 
Ocean Colour Scene. "Charlie Bromi Says". 
10.1 Summary of Findings 
In assessing the present state of scholarly interest in gi-avel beach morphodynamics, 
Chapter 2 arg-ued that on- gravel beaches, sedimentological changes in space and time 
could be as pronounced and ihiportaiit as morphological changes. It was argued that in 
order to further our understanding of gravel beaches, sedimentological data would need 
to be collected and analysed at a temporal resolution similar to that of the 
hydrodynamics. 
To help quantify and substantiate this conceptual framework, there was a pressing 
need to develop innovative automatic sediment sizing techniques based on digital images 
of sediments. This alone would allow the collection and analysis of high-resolution 
sediment data. Chapter 4 expanded upon the 'digital grain-size' methods proposed by 
Rubin [2004] and Rubin et al. [2006] for use on sand sized sediment, for use on lai'ger 
sediment sizes (coarse sand to pebbles). Importantly then, sizing'from images is now 
possible in the full range from fine sands to very coarse gravels. A number of new 
techniques were introduced for automated grain-size estimates fr'om digital images of 
sediment, which will broadeii the apphcabihty and accuracy of the technique. The 
principles behind all techruques were theoretically explored. A new method was 
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introduced to obtain better estimates of the entire distribution fiom the statistical 
infoimation contained within an image of sediment, and despite the theoretical 
difficulties m comparing GSDs (giam-size Distiibutions) obtamed from two-dimensional 
images with GSDs obtained from sieving, the results were very encouraging 
A total of S805 sediment samples were collected durmg three years for this doctoral 
thesis, of which 6850 weie imaged using a distal camera and analysed using a 'hybrid" of 
two of the methods elaboiated upon m Chapter 4 The kernel density appioach 
developed there bettei appioximated the GSD from images In addition, 1955 (includmg 
those use to calibiate the imaging technique) were manually sampled and sieved The 
manual sieving and data handling took an estimated 122 woikmg days (8 hours each) in 
total, or J year, thus the samples digitally imaged saved an estimated 428 woikmg days 
(or just under 1 j years) 
The morpho-sedimentary \'aiiation of the study site over individual semi-dimnal tidal 
cycles >was the subject of Chapter 5 A numbei of expeiiments which looked at the 
evolving beachface over a number of hours weie caiiied out. It was found that the gra\'el 
beach step and berm are accretionary featmes strongly linked to tidal stage, i e 
shoreline position, evolving with different relaxation times Initiation of step morphology 
requires tidal stationarity and is perhaps triggeied by a change wave bieakei type from 
plunging to suiging The step and beachface may be differentiated using sedimentary 
moments, and different morphological features such as the step bioadly have t>^pical 
spatial sedimentary lesponses Step dynamics aie tidally modulated they ai^ e 
consistently more pronounced at high tide compared to mid-tidc due to stationarity, and 
often absent at low tide, instead leplaced, undei calm conditions, with a series of 
subtidal ripples with long wavelengths. It was concluded that the importance of the step 
in gravel beach development must not be downplayed- it appears to be a very iinportant 
mechanism by which the upper beacliface loses or gains mateiial. by 'hbeiating'* material 
either onshore or offshore depending on the hydrodynamic conditions The erosive phase 
of the tidal cycle peisists longest m the lower swash zone, and the dynamics of both the 
step and berm are asymmetiical with respect to tide The lattei is easier explained than 
the former m terms of the effects of groundwater Morphodynamic profile models of 
gravel beaches need to be able to lephcate the behavioui of the step, whilst preserving 
its lelationship to the berm, and also its unique sedimentaiy chaiacteiistics which may 
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be key to understanding the dynainics of the step, and. thus tlie-dynamics of the wlible 
intertidal zone. A new technique to determine bed mobility from the nearshore of a 
gi-avel beach, using underwater video cameras, was devised. Nearshore sediment 
transport was tentatively suggested as being related to sub-incident frequencies (wave 
gi'oups), but appeai'ed to be a linear function of neither velocity magnitude nor direction. 
Therefore, a better description of sediment transport may require instantaneous 
sediment size information, which has to be remotely sensed. Better parameterisation of 
'bed motion' is also required. Critical thresholds for sediment transport were often 
exceeded in the shoahng zone, therefore sediment transport on a gravel beach is not 
restricted to the swash and breaking zones. 
Chapter 6 focussed on the morpho-sedinientary-dynamics of the gi-avel beachface at 
Slapton over the time-scale of a spring-spring tidal cycle, and over a spatial scale of one 
or two cross-shore profiles sampled every O.J5-lm. Detailed measurements of profijc and 
sediment dynamics were obtained. Smface and sub-surface sediment samples, beach 
profiles, and disturbance depths were taken from the intertidal zone on consecutive low 
tides over half-lunar tidal cycles, along with wave and tide measurements. Results from 
two separate field surveys (autumn 2005, and spring 2007) were presented, representing 
26 aird'24 consecutive low tides, respective^. Morphological change was consistently 
dominated by relative depletion high on the intertidal beachface, prior to 'cut and fill' 
berm building. It was found that disturbance depths were not {proportional to slope 
[Anfuso, 2005] or breaking wave height [Jackson and Nordstrom,- 1993; Anfuso et al., 
2000; Anfuso, 2005] (as on sand beaches), but rather step dimensions, which are less a 
factor of wave height than tidal stationai-ity. This stationarity is, however, related to 
beach slope. No aspect of morphology/morphological change could be fotmd to have a • 
statistically significant association with sedimentologj'/sedinientological change. 
A combination of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and Eiripiricar Orthogonal 
Function (EOF) analysis was used to identify a number of consistent relationships in 
morphological and sedimeutological variables not readily apparent usmg ordinary 
correlations. E O F analysis showed that sediment size was consistently more variable 
than sorting. Beachface morphology and sedimentology are more similar- at a given 
spatial location over time than over space (cross-shore) at Jiny indi-vidual time. In other 
words, temporal variability in any location is much less than the instantaneous spatial 
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vaiiability sub-suiface sedimentology ovei the depth of disturbance indicates that the 
step can be traced through the sediment cliaracteiistics Stiong hysteresis ovei space was 
pieseiit in the E O F modes associated with the most variance in the data sets foi both 
sediment size and sortmg Statistically significant relationships were found between the 
temporal modes of (absolute) size/sortmg and net sedimentation associated with the 
laigest variance in the non-decomposed respective data sets Finally; sigmficant 
relationships weie found between a suite of measured hydrodynamic time-series 
(includmg wave, tide and inoiphodynamic parameters) and pairs of significantly 
con elated morplio-sedimentary eigenmodes The tediniques used were thus able to 
objectively demonstrate linear association between morphological and sedimentoiogical 
change on a giavel beachface over a semi-lunai tidal cycle, and also that simultaneous 
changes in each could be linearly corielated to Ilydrodynamic forcmg, especially wave 
height and tidal lange. 
Whilst the available evidence implied that nioiphological change co-vaiied with 
sediiiientological change, it was only with the use of relatively advanced statistical 
models, and it was not possible to demonstrate cause and effect (for example by 
consistent cross-coirelations at lag or phase lelationsliips) The lesults imply that 
median sediment size and geometric sorting aie suitable parameters for detecting 
morpho-sedimentary relationships, but also that relatively sophisticated techniques aie 
lequired to satisfactorily detect them These teclimques are puiely statistical, so cannot 
be expressed m any physlC^Jl3^-meanmgful units Whilst adequate for the objectives of 
the present study as an exercise of exploratory data analysis providing evidence foi a 
concept (morpho-sedimentaiy dynamics), it does limit its utihty beyond, for example in 
physical-numerical modelling 
Moipho-sedimentary variations at Slapton were documented ovei one calendar year, 
using a data set of regular fortnightly beach profiles and sediment samples The banier 
undeiwent net northerly 'rotation' during the year, however the asymmetrical beha\'iom 
of the rotation differed fiom bay beach rotation observed in many other areas of the 
world, and perhaps should be more correctly termed 'embayment deepening'. The 
volumes lost firom south of the lotational point did not match those gamed to the noith, 
implying that the site is not a closed sedimentary system as some reseaicheis previously 
suggested This work highhghted the importance of alongshore sediment transpoit 
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processes, even on this supposedly 'sw^h-aligned' beach. A compai-ison-of measured and 
previously pubhshed modelled alongshore sediment rates suggested that these models, 
currently the best available for coarse beaciies, should be regai'ded as sediment transport 
'(maximum) potentials, assuming no net on-offshore exchange of material, and a closed 
sedimentary system. The beach was ahnost always negatively skewed, regardless of 
morphological changes, and the beacli was general^ more poorly sorted when 
morphological change was at a minimum. At the broadest level, sediment size was 
gi-eatest where net morphological change was greatest; providing broad support for the 
energy-sediment size relationship found by previous reseai'chers. Sorting was much more 
variable in the winter, whereas skewness was significantly more variable in the summer. 
Changes in sedinient size, especially the seemingly relatively long-term fining of the 
beach, were more difficult to explain, but appeared to be phase-decoupled fi-om, and 
distinctly non-linearly related to, morphological change. The hjrpothesis of Muir Wood 
[1970] —that the strength of the alongshore gi-adient in size is a sign of a 
volumetrically-stable beach —^ is verified by the present study. 
In the absence of process models which would seem likely to explain or rephcate the 
observied patterns of behaviour, and in Ught of the fact that few if any previous studies 
had morphological and sediiiientological information at identical sampling resolution. 
Chapter 8 looked at a particular class of models for use in the neai-shore which may have 
been able to predict obser\'ed sedimentation patterns firom the statistics of gi-ain-size 
data. The implication was that, if the models succeded in replicating observed patterns 
of behaviour, despite the appai-eiit stochasticity of sedimentai-y variables and the 
complicated nature of change, it would support the basic assumptions behind the 
models. In turn, this might provide a starting point fOr modelling the relationship 
between gravel beach morphodynamics and sedimeiitology. 
The 'hyperbohc shape triangle' sedimentation model of Bai-ndorff Nielsen and 
Christiansen [1988], which is based on the bivariate plot of logThyperbohc skewness (x) 
and kurtosis (^ ), was tested on the intertidal zone of active sedimentation. A large field 
data set was used to test the shape triangle's ability to both classify and retrodict 
sediment samples according to their sedimentation history. When parameters were 
suitably averaged, the model was found to be a reasonable predictor of recent mean net 
sedimentation on a gravel beach when used with surface samples, and over individual, 
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tides In all other scenai'ios the model failed to coiiectly assign the sedimentation history 
of the samples, as determined from beadi profiles. Corielations between mean 
morphological change and shift in mean x position over individual tides (teimed r£. 
representing Bamdorrf-Nielsen and Christiansen's [1988] c, or 'fluid controlled' 
eiosion/deposition) weie reasonable, and improved when net mean morphological change 
over individual tides was > ± 5cm. Howevei, mean morphological change and shift m 
mean £, position over individual tides (teimed r^. lepiesentiiig Barndoirf-Nielsen and 
Chiistiansen's [1988] OI 'giain contiolled' erosion/deposition), did not coirelate well. 
In addition, the systematic piedictions made about how mean size and sorting would 
behave under net e and K erosion/deposition were unveiified The closest equivalent 
classification system to the log hypeibohc shape triangle which uses oidmary sample 
moments, the Ciaig Diagiam [Leroy, 1981], was found to be a potentially useful 
pie-mdicator of log-hypeibolic model ht Finally, it was tentatively suggested that the 
distributional forms classihed by the Ciaig diagram map directly onto the parameter 
space of the hyperbolic model, opening the future possibility that diiectly determining x 
and ^ by fitting log-hyperbohc distiibutions to data could be circumnavigated 
Chaptei 8 also tested use of the spatial distribution of sedimentary paiameteis to 
derive likely sediment tiansport pathways Researchers on beaches have had mixed levels 
of success with these techniques [Masselink, 1992, Pedieios et al , 1996, Masselmk et a l , 
2008] The sediment tiend model of Gao and CoUms [1992] was apphed without success, 
therefoie this woik added to a glowing liteiature which has called into question the 
utihty of the technique [Flemming, 1988, Masselink, 1992, Guillen and Jimenez, 1995, 
Massehnk et al 2008] This is perhaps because the rules upon which the model is based 
are too simphstic for apphcation on a giavel beacli However, tiend vectors based on 
sorting alone, out-performed a traditional sediment trend vector approach, which inipHes 
that if soiting had a greater weighting m the GSTA model, it might find better accord 
with observed sedimentation patterns 
Finally chapter 9, by integrating the thiee scales studied and based on a numbei of 
very large data sets, showed that the relationship between morphology, or morphological 
change, and sedlmentology, perhaps has a relationship that cannot be ejq)ressed by 
averages, and it is distinctly noii-hnear m character. Surficial sediment size has been 
shown to be a highly stochastic variable Two important findmgs are that smface 
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sampling appears to be inappropriate to cliaractefise sedimentological change at 
time-scales greater thaii a semi-diurnal tidal cycle, and that sub-surface samphng on the 
intertidal zone on diurnal and semi-lunar time-scales may be useful in assessing the 
dynamics of the step, itself a potentialty important mechanism for onshore and offshore 
net volumetric transport. In the hght of this information, a general discussion was 
presented on errors in sediment sampling and ahasiug, and the imphcations for 
coarse-grain transport and morphological modelling. The observed failure of the positive 
size-slope relationship, and of sediment trend modelling, was also-discussed. Sediment 
modelhng approaches are fundamentally limited by the fact that in order to know how 
many samples ai-e required for a given ai-ea and environment, a certain relationship 
between the population of grains aird the processes in operation upon them must be 
assumed a priori, and this relationship is currently very poorly elucidated. 
10.2\ Concluding Comments 
In accordance with many previous studies on sand beaches, temporal grain-size changes 
are largely unrelated to sejisonal changes in wave chmate and morphologies [e.g. Davis, 
1985: Liu and Zarillo, 1993; Guillen and Palanques, 1996], Unlike these studies, however, 
it was found that grain-size varies in time to a greater extent than over space. Even with 
large numbers of samples, there is a lot of noise in sedimentary data, although sorting is 
much less noisy than size and so may prove more useful in fm'tlier studies. There has 
been enough evidence presented in this-thesis to show that sedimentological" changes are 
related in a non-linear fashion to hydrodyiiamic forcing, but whether or not 
sedimentological changes are forcing or responding to morphological change, especially 
on a short time-scale, is still not clear. 
Hart-mann [2007] identified four major branches of sediment dynamics research, and 
the present study faUs into tvvo of those categories. The first, which he termed "Process 
Oriented Population Statistics" (POPS) is the study of sedimentary systems where 
sediments, forces and morphologj'^  can all be measured directly. Since such work has 
relatively small spatial and temporal coverage, it should aim for as fine resolution as 
possible. The second, termed "Sediment Dispersal and Trend Analysis" (SEDITRANS), 
uses surface sediment samples to mutually connect locations, thus identify dominant 
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dispeisal piocesses and directions A POPS analysis has traditionally been earned out to 
identify a number of connected sedimentary sub-populations This study used some of 
these ideas and techniques to investigate whethei there are any such sub-enviionments 
on a gravel beach. It was found that techniques based on bi-variation of sedimentaiy 
parameters were not useful m then- classic sense, but the use of diftcicnt parametric 
models and/or dimensionless scahng may have further utihty Sedimentaiy analysis with 
respect to any aspect of moiphological or hydiodynamic change, using hneai teclmiques 
and traditional paiameteiisations, pioved less huitful and m this lespect a POPS 
appioach largelj- failed More advanced statistical techniques, howevei, weie able to 
denionstate relationships between hydro- and moiphodynamic •\'ariables and sedimentary 
paiameteis A SEDITRANS approach over a largei scale and longei teim was found also 
to be flawed, however substantial impiovements were made by simplifying the 'rules" of 
the basic model 
It has been shown that tiaditioiial methods of piocess identification and classification, 
for example the statistics of linear association, using paiameteiisations based on cential 
tendency or \'ariancc, failed to leveal satisfactory insight between gravel beach 
morphodynamics and sediment dynamics This failure is likely to be due to many 
potential factors For example, sm'face sampling may be inappropriate, and the 
measurements may not have had the lequired accuracy and/or precision to cliaiacterise 
the changes However, the techmques used to measuie the hydiodynaniics and 
morphological change aie standard, and then inaccuracies are well known Whilst it is 
acknowledged that some of the measmemeiits techniques used to chaiacteiise the 
sedimentology were novel, they weie rigoiously tested before application Note that all 
particle size measmements aie prone to substantial errors due to the sampling and 
mecliamcal measuiements in the laboiatoiy, which are themselves a 'stochastic process' 
[Wmlcehnolen, 1982]. The look-up cataloguing piocedme used in this study has at least 
two methodological advantages over aU others the first is that the samples have not 
been lemoved fiom their natural context, thus not destroying the spatial arrangement of 
grains, and the second is that the photogiaphic technique provides equivalent and 
comparable measuies of giain-size across a variety of sediment t>'pes 
It is moie hkely that moie inaccuracies weie introduced to the study due to 
inappropiiate samphng hamewoiks and expeiimental designs rathei than accuracy in 
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the field methods. The measurements may not have been made at the required 
spatial/temporal coverage aud/or resolution to characterise the changes. However, 
spatial trends in grain-size, sorting or skewness actuallj'- diminish progressively the larger 
the length over which one averages, which suggests that the resolution of measurements 
was suitable for the spatial coverage of individual components of the study. Further, it . 
has been shown tha;t important findings can be obtained if sampled with such resolution, 
for example that bi-variation of sediment parameters find strongest association between 
skewness and sorting, irrespective of scale. In addition, that size-slope relationships are 
stronger at shorter time-scales, but can be positive or negative, and sorting has an 
influence on the relationship between size and slope. A key finding of this work is that 
morpliodynamic relationships preserved in sedimentaiy spatial trends may be better 
found in gxain sorting rather than gTain-size. 
There may be no linear association between morphological change and 
sedimentolpgical change, theriefore traditional descriptive and basic inferential statistics 
may be inappropriate tools. Sources of non-linearity may include time and spatial lags at 
all scales, as ivell as forcing the iiiorphological-sedimentological system out of equihbrium 
at any given-scale. This information maj' not even be obtained hy sampling sediments, 
because the assumption there is that the processes of beach change leave some signatm-e 
preserved in the nuances of the distributional form, which -only requnes the correct 
statistical technique(s) to tease out. In this respect, the fact that this study found that 
more sophisticated analytical techniques and models perform better, is encom-aging. For 
example, dimensional- and 'noise'- reduction, (such as EOFs), or parametric models with 
more free pai-ameters (such as the hyperbolic shape triaiigle), revesiled associations using 
ordinary parameterisatibns, implying there is detectable covai-iance underlying a lot of 
stochastic system noise. It implies that the parameterisations and measurement 
techniques do not necessarily need to change, only the way ip which we collect and 
analyse the data. Chapter 5 demonstrated that 'bed motion' in the region of 
near-breaking could be modelled as a first-order Markov process. \'\^iat this broadly 
implies is that its behaviour is non-deterministic, in that the state it is in at present does 
not fully determine its next state. Even though each particle is moving in a deterministic 
path, hence predictable usmg classical physics, is the motion of a collection of them 
computationally and practically unpredictable? It will be a better characterisation of the 
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direct and emergent pioperties of the sedmientology of the neaishoie whicli wiU 
deteimine, in the long teim. the answei to this question. 
To the authois' knowledge, this study has diawn upon measurements which are more 
finely resolved than any previous study on gravel beach morpiiodynamics, and has aided 
coastal management and engineering piactices m thiee broad ways Firstly, it has 
documented and quantified the spatio-tempoial variability of morpho-sedimentaiy 
change on a giavel beach, its intra- and inter-variability and its scale-dependency This 
information is hkely to increase the accm'acy and reduce the maigm of en or m a numbei 
of applications, including sediment transpoit modelling, and beach lecharge Secondly, it 
has provided a number of conceptual fiameworks within which to study gravel beach 
moiplio-sedimentary dynamics at a more geneiic le\-el than was previously attempted 
Finally potentially innovative solutioi^ have been foi warded such as, digital giain-size 
mapping, and the use of dimensional-decomposition techniques on noisy sediment data 
Finally, the possibility still leniams that theie is no association between moiphological 
change and sedimentoiogical change Howevei, in teims of the contribution of sediment 
dynamics to the morpliodynamics of the beach, it may not matter because the 
Morpho-Sedmientai y Dynamic (MSD) h5'-pothesis and co-variation m sedlmentology and 
morphology are not necessarily the same thing That the pieaeut study found that, at all 
scales studies, there is at best a weak coirelation between 
sedimentolog3'/sedimentological change and moiphology/nioiphological change, does not 
stiictly bear much lelcvancc on MSD because the influence of sediiiientolog}' on 
morphodynaimcs may be obscmed by the readiness with which we see morphologies 
evolve As an example, this study verified the general notion that the coarsest zone of 
the beachface is the turbulent aiea of wave breaking, an obseivation whicli has been 
made on tideless [Fox et al., 1966] and tidal [Bascom, 1951, Inman, 1953, Miller and 
Ziegler, 1958] sand beaches, and giavel beaches [Krumbein and Giifiith, 1938. Jennings 
and Shulmeistei, 2002] One might conclude that hydrodynamics concentiate the 
'coarsest sedmients, and advect the fines (equihbrium/nuh-point aigument). Howevei, 
this study also showed that the area of most dynamic morphological change was in the 
region of wave brealcing A moiphodynamic interpretation would be that the 
morphologies and hydrodynamics aie co-evolving, waves and currents tiansport sediment 
which builds steep slopes, which foice wave breaking and maintain steep slopes, etc. As 
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a result, the coarse particles remain' and the fines are removed. An MSD approach would 
advocate the possibilitj'- that there is some contribution to the tm-bulence caused by the 
coarseness of the particles, or that there is some contribution bj' the sedimentology to 
the slope, or that there was some contribution made by the sedimentology of the 
beachface to the initial conditions required to start the morphodynamic feedbaclc loops. 
MSD is about keeping that possibility open until it has been proved beyond reasonable 
scientific doubt, i.e. knowing, in the words of Werner and Kocm-ek (1997] in the context 
of wave ripples, whether or not 'the tail is wagging the dog'. Whilst expressing and 
quantifjdng the inherent uncertainties in the gravel beach sj'stem maj"- be difficult, what 
is clear is that a constant grain-size is not better than a pei-fect characterisation of 
gi-ain-size at all spatial and temporal scales when sediment transport is a non-hnear 
function of sediment size. Models should be improved to incorporate such information. 
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